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Zusamenfassung

Die am LHC gewonnen experimentellen Ergebnisse stimmen überwiegend mit den Vorhersagen
des Standardmodells der Teilchenphysik (SM) überein. Dennoch bleibt die Notwendigkeit von
Physik jenseits des Standardmodells (BSM) bestehen. Es ist allerdings kein klarer Weg zu
einem Nachfolger des Standardmodells bekannt. Daher muss das Werkzeug bereitet werden,
das nötig ist, um die Grenzen der Physik gründlich zu erkunden. In dieser Arbeit wird eines
der zentralsten theoretischen Werkzeuge studiert, das für diese Untersuchung benutzt werden
kann, die Effektiven Feldtheorien (EFTs). Es wird gezeigt, wie sie zu benutzen sind, einige ihrer
formalen Aspekte werden studiert und die Konstruktion eines verbesserten Frameworks wird
untersucht.

In dieser Arbeit wird die Standard Model Effective Field Theory (SMEFT) verwendet, um
das Entdeckungspotential eines zukünftigen experimentellen Werkzeugs, des Hadronenbeschleu-
nigers FCC-hh, zu beurteilen. Hierfür wird der V h Produktionsprozess mit V =W, Z untersucht.
Es werden die Kanäle, in denen das Higgs Boson zu einem Photon-Paar und die Eichbosonen
leptonisch zerfallen, betrachtet. Diese werden nur durch die hohen Energien, die vom FCC-
hh erreicht werden, zugänglich. Die Sensitivität dieser Kanäle für BSM-Effekte wird durch
die Messung von doppelt differenziellen Wirkungsquerschnitten möglich. Es werden projizierte
Schranken auf SMEFT Wilson-Koeffizienten (WCs) der Massendimension 6 berechnet und diese
werden mit Projektionen für andere zukünftige Beschleuniger und andere Prozesse am FCC-hh
verglichen. Die Ergebnisse werden auch im Kontext der Triple Gauge Couplings und einfacher
UV-Modelle interpretiert.

Die Abwesenheit von Eich-Anomalien ist nötig, um die Konsistenz einer Quantenfeldtheo-
rie zu bewahren. Wenn Parameter, wie z.B. die WCs einer EFT, für bestimmte Werte Eich-
Anomalien generieren würden, würden für sie theoretische Einschränkungen gelten. Es wird
gezeigt, dass die SMEFT bis zur Massendimension 6 für beliebige Werte seiner WCs frei von
Eich-Anomalien ist, die durch Dreiecks-Diagramme produziert werden. Überprüft wird dies
durch die innovative Nutzung bosnischer EFT-Techniken.

Die bosonischen EFT-Techniken werden auch benutzt, um die Beziehung zwischen gemis-
chten globalen Eich-Anomalien und Axion-Kopplungen zu Vektorbosonen in Axion-EFTs zu
analysieren. Es stellt sich heraus, dass diese in keiner Beziehung zueinander stehen, wenn
schwere chirale Fermionen ausintegriert werden. Dieser Fakt verknüpft Axion-EFTs mit chiralen
Erweiterungen des Standardmodells. Für nichtabelsche Eichbosonen werden IR-Summenregeln
gefunden, deren Verletzung die Anwesenheit chiraler Felder im UV-Bereich anzeigen. Es wird
eine minimale phänomenologisch relevante Erweiterung des Standardmodells mit einem Axion
und einem chiralen schweren Fermion als Beispiel präsentiert und seine hauptsächlichen Ein-
schränkungen bewertet.

Letztlich wird gezeigt, wie das Zurückgreifen auf alte Formalismen zu neuen Einsichten
führen kann. Der Formalismus der masselosen Helizitäts-Spinoren und masselosen Streuam-
plituden wird eingeführt und es wird gezeigt, wie er die Berechnung der Amplituden des V h-
Produktionsprozesses erleichtert. Dann wird die Erweiterung jenes Formalismus auf den mas-
siven Fall präsentiert und diskutiert, inwiefern es eine Alternative zu EFTs als Parametrisierung
von BSM-Effekten darstellt. Die V V h- und V V hh-Amplituden werden studiert, deren Hoch-
Energie-Grenzwert einschließlich verschiedener BSM-Beiträge berechnet wird.
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Summary

The experimental results obtained at the LHC mostly agree with the predictions made by the
Standard Model of particle physics (SM). However, the need for Beyond the Standard Model
(BSM) physics remains solid. But there is no clear path towards a successor for the SM. Hence,
we must prepare the tools needed to explore the frontiers of physics thoroughly. In this work, we
study one of the main theoretical tools that can be used for such an exploration, Effective Field
Theories (EFTs). We show how to use them, study some of their formal aspects and explore the
construction of an improved framework.

We use the Standard Model Effective Field Theory (SMEFT) to assess the discovery potential
of a future experimental tool, the hadron collider FCC-hh. We study the V h production process,
with V =W, Z. We consider the channels where the Higgs boson decays to a photon pair and the
gauge bosons decay leptonically, which will become available only at the high energies achieved
by FCC-hh. The sensitivity of these channels to BSM effects is improved via the measurement of
doubly-differential cross-sections. We obtain projected bounds on SMEFT dimension-6 Wilson
Coefficients (WCs) and compare them with projections for other future colliders and other
processes at FCC-hh. We also interpret our results in terms of anomalous Triple Gauge Couplings
and simple UV models.

The absence of gauge anomalies is required to preserve the consistency of a Quantum Field
Theory. If parameters, such as the WCs in an EFT, generated gauge anomalies for certain
values, they would be affected by theoretical constraints. We prove that SMEFT at dimension
6 is free from gauge anomalies coming from triangle diagrams for any value of its WCs. We
checked this via the innovative use of bosonic EFT techniques.

The bosonic EFT techniques are also used to analyse the relationship in axion EFTs be-
tween mixed global-gauge anomalies and axion couplings to vector bosons. They turn out to be
unrelated when heavy chiral fermions are integrated out. This fact links axion EFTs to chiral
extensions of the SM. For non-abelian gauge bosons, we find IR sum rules whose violation in-
dicate the presence of chiral fields in the UV. We show a minimal phenomenologically relevant
extension of the SM with an axion and chiral heavy fermions as an example and evaluate its
main constraints.

Finally, we explore how revisiting old formalisms can lead to new insights. We introduce
the massless helicity spinor and massless scattering amplitudes formalisms and show how they
facilitate the computation of the V h production process helicity amplitudes. Then, we present
the extension of that formalism to the massive case and discuss how it constitutes an alternative
to EFTs as a parametrisation of BSM effects. We study the V V h and V V hh amplitudes, of
which we compute the high-energy limit including different BSM contributions.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

“It is wrong to think that the task of physics is to find out how nature is.
Physics concerns what we can say about nature. ”

— Niels Bohr, as quoted by A. Peteresen in “The Philosophy of Niels
Bohr”, Bulletin of the Atomic Scientists, Vol. 19, No. 7 (Sept. 1963).

Science might be rightly considered as the most ambitious, comprehensive, satisfactory and
useful endeavour ever undertaken by humankind. The deep understanding of how nature works
is stimulating and rewarding in the broadest sense, and sets our species apart from any other
on Earth. The fact that science has been developed systematically at large scale over only the
last few hundred years magnifies even more its achievements. The big and abrupt change in
human life over the last 200 years, unrivalled by any other period in human history, cannot
be understood without science and its applications through technology. In fact, those years
saw the birth of most sciences in their current form and more technological developments than
what a person can count, leading to a very different relationship with nature. Our minds are
now able to comprehend, scrutinize and marvel with the truths of nature at extents that were
unimaginable before the Enlightenment. However, there are still several unexplained mysteries
and large portions of the Universe remain unexplored. How this could affect our understanding
of nature and reshape our lives is beyond imagination. Hence, the need of a continuous effort to
pursue the gain of knowledge about our Universe is clearly established.

Among all the branches of science, physics has always enjoyed a unique position. As the
science that tries to understand the fundamental laws that govern the Universe at all scales,
physics covers the widest scope of knowledge. This has opened uncountable opportunities to
influence other sciences and different aspects of our lives since the early days of modern physics
with Galileo Galilei. Thus, the interest in researching fundamental physics is two-fold. On one
hand, its reward in terms of understanding nature and the Universe at the deepest and most
general level. On the other hand, its potential influence on many other areas, which is impossible
to predict and often goes beyond the mere application of the fundamental laws of nature.

The development of physics between the beginning of the 19th and late 20th century altered
our picture of the Universe more deeply than anything else. In just over 150 years, physics went
from Newtonian mechanics and rudiments of optics, electromagnetism and thermodynamics, to
a complex and wonderful amalgam of several branches that cover almost all scales. Even more,
they are intertwined in such a way that one can transition smoothly from one to the other. This
picture of physics is rather accurate and clear when one thinks in terms of length, from Quantum
Field Theory at the smallest distances to General Relativity on the other extreme.
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In this thesis, we will focus on the bottom of this ladder, i.e. on Quantum Field Theories
that attempt to describe the smallest and most elementary components of nature and their
interactions. Our interest in this area is not justified so much by its essentialness and possible
influence in all the other physical branches, but because it is one where many fundamental
mysteries still remain, where the questions are not how but what.

The remaining shortcomings can not be accurately identified without first acknowledging the
achievements of the currently valid theory. The best model of fundamental particles and inter-
actions to date is the Standard Model (SM) [1–5]. Contrary to what its name might suggest, the
SM is not short of theoretical wonders. Some of its most remarkable features are the unification
of electro-weak forces, the pleasant symmetry in its fermionic particle content and the predic-
tion of the Higgs boson, a particle that is the only of its kind and controls the masses of all the
others and give a peculiar structure to the vacuum through the Electroweak Symmetry Breaking
(EWSB) mechanism [6–11]. Moreover, the SM is theoretically consistent up to infinitely high
energies [4].

A marvellous physical model is nevertheless just peripheral if it does not describe nature.
On that front, the success of the SM has little comparison in the history of physics. All of its
particle content has been observed and their properties are mostly measured. A plethora of
experiments across different energy scales, either Earth-based or cosmological, have rendered
results that confirm the predictions of the SM with astonishing precision. Not in vain, some
people consider it the most precise description of nature ever made by humankind [12].

The SM and its accomplishments are old news by now. Its theoretical foundations were fully
laid almost 50 years ago. The last piece of the puzzle, the Higgs boson, was discovered 9 years
ago. Thus, our model of fundamental particles and interactions has remained largely unaltered
over the last half century. This contrasts starkly with the period of relentless revolutions that
preceded it. Nevertheless, as new measurements at colliders agree with the SM prediction, our
certainty about the need for a more fundamental theory remains intact thanks to the robustness
of other (mostly cosmological) observations. Evidence of this need has been piling up over the
last 20 years [12].

From an experimental point of view, the measurement of neutrino oscillations1, the existence
of Dark Matter (DM), the high asymmetry between matter and anti-matter, the accelerated
expansion of the Universe that signals the existence of Dark Energy (DE), and the homogeneity
and isotropy of the Universe are phenomena that can not be explained with the SM [12, 13].
Additionally, several small deviations from the SM predictions have a appeared at different
experiments but none of them is statistically significant enough to claim that the SM is not a
valid description of that process (see e.g Ref. [14–18]).

Despite its minimalism, the SM leaves several questions unanswered that strengthen the
case against its candidacy for the ultimate model of nature [19–21]. Some of them are: what is
the cause of EWSB? Why does the Higgs field has such an specific vacuum expectation value
(VEV)? Is the Higgs an elementary particle? What stabilizes the SM vacuum? Why do the
strong interactions respect the CP symmetry? Why are there only 3 families of fermions? What
explains the mass hierarchy of quarks and leptons? And finally, the elephant in the room, how
can we reconcile the SM with gravity? It becomes clear that we are not allowed to rest on the
laurel wreaths of the SM.

The current situation of fundamental theoretical physics can then be summarised as follows:
we have a very successful model and however we need Beyond the Standard Model (BSM) physics
in order to account for unexplained phenomena and answer fundamental questions. At the same
time, all the experimental results that justify the search of BSM physics are vague enough to

1They can not be explained with the SM considering only operators of dimension up to 4. The addition of
higher-dimensional operators to the SM allows to describe these oscillations.
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not indicate clearly any path forward, while the theoretical possibilities to build new models are
very broad. Although the present seems clear, the future is highly intriguing and exciting. It is
as we were standing at the peak of a mountain, barely above a shroud of dense clouds, without
knowing certainly towards where we should go.

The particle physics community is then faced with the difficult conundrum of what to do
next. On one hand, we should make sure to extract every piece of information out of the
available results, which comprises several specific tasks. First, building new BSM models with
novel signatures or new analysis techniques is a clear way to extract more from the same data
by looking at it with a different lens. Second, a clear and solid understanding of the whole set of
available results and their correlations in a more model independent language has the potential
to provide insights on the most promising paths to explore in the future. Third, and not less
important, we must review critically the formalism we have used so far and look for new tools
and paradigms that can help us to understand better what we know and how we can increase
our knowledge [22,23].

On the other hand, we should guarantee the exploration of the frontiers of nature in the mid-
and long-term. This can only mean ensuring that there will be new trailblazing experiments
that test our predictions and hypothesis in conditions never seen before. In fact, this is clearly
connected to the previous point, because only a precise determination of our current knowledge
can ensure that we build and optimise the experiments with the biggest potential. Hence, both
tasks could be seen as two faces of the same coin, one with a theoretical focus while the other is
mostly experimental. We shall never forget that the heart of physics lies just in between theory
and experiment.

The focus of this work will be almost exclusively on the theoretical face of the aforementioned
coin. However, we insist on the link between both sides and dedicate a chapter to show how
theoretical physics can help to estimate the reach of future experiments, collaborating in this
way to assess the motivation to build them. Additionally, in two other chapters we will show
how a careful use of theoretical tools can help to make experimental results more meaningful.
The back and forth relation between theory and experiment is deeply rooted in the spirit of this
work. Staying closer to measured quantities is one of the guiding principles in our revisit to the
tools and paradigms that we use, with the hope of finding new trails to follow.

This thesis is organized as follows. In Chapter 2, we summarise the current efforts of the
theoretical and experimental communities, outlining what we might expect in the near future
of particle physics. In particular, we introduce two tools that can be used to find BSM physics,
Effective Field Theories (EFTs) and future colliders. The first one is a theoretical tool that
will play a central role in each of the following chapters and constitutes the most transversal
topic of this thesis. The second one is an experimental tool, the proposed future proton collider
FCC-hh, which will be a central piece of Chapter 3. In said Chapter 3, we will use EFTs to
assess the capabilities of FCC-hh, showing how new processes and novel ideas for observables can
improve the reach of this collider. Then, in Chapter 4, we will focus on more formal properties of
EFTs, in particular their relation with the anomalous breaking of gauge symmetries. Chapter 5
revisits the connection between EFTs and global symmetries, showing how its study can lead
to insights about the field content of the UV model and how this can be inferred from low-
energy observables. Chapter 6 explores how the use of a different formalism can bring us two
advantages: one, easier computation of cross-sections, and two, a different way to parametrize
BSM effects with certain advantages over EFTs. Finally, we summarize our findings and give
some closing remarks in Chapter 7.
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Chapter 2

Tools for tomorrow

“‘Data! Data! Data!’ he cried impatiently. ‘I can’t make bricks without
clay.’ ”

— Arthur Conan Doyle, “The Adventure of the Copper Beeches”, The
Adventures of Sherlock Holmes (1892)

2.1 The future that lies ahead
The future of particle physics lies in the wake of the LHC, whose legacy has some already clear
features. First, the Higgs boson has been discovered and its couplings to some SM particles
have already been measured, notably to the third-generation quarks and the EW gauge bosons.
Although its main role in EWSB is out of question, there are still several questions regarding
the Higgs boson yet to be answered. Second, there is no clear signal of BSM Physics around
the TeV scale and, in particular, in the range of ∼ 200 − 1000 GeV. Finally, the performance
of LHC/ATLAS/CMS has exceeded expectations and there is a rapid progress of theoretical
computations to support future precision measurements [24].

The next era of particle physics will combine several facets: the accurate understanding of
the meaning of LHC results, the pursuit of precision measurements, the thorough study of the
Higgs boson and the need of new BSM-model-building paradigms. We now review briefly the
main theoretical and experimental efforts to develop the tools that we will need in the future to
unveil BSM Physics.

The negative results from searches of new particles at Run-1 and Run-2 of LHC have con-
strained severely various well-motivated and popular BSM models such as Supersymmetry
(SUSY), Composite Higgs (CHM), and large/warped extra dimensions. Hence, the theoreti-
cal community has actively looked for new model-building paradigms and classes of models that
can avoid such constraints, e.g. clockwork/linear dilaton [25, 26] and relaxion models [27]. Ad-
ditionally, the theoretical efforts on DM and axion-like particles (ALPs) have increased over the
last decade and motivated new experiments and collider searches.

A key step in the interpretation of the LHC results and the building of its legacy is the com-
parison between theoretical predictions and the experimental measurements. The high precision
achieved by LHC and the even higher expected at HL-LHC have made the need of precise the-
oretical predictions more pressing. In turn, there is a growing effort in computing higher-order
corrections to collider observables, helped by the appearance of new techniques (see Ref. [28] for
a short review).
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Furthermore, we are also constantly finding new and non-trivial observables and searches
that can probe NP in unprecedented ways, prompting innovative analyses of current data (see
e.g. Ref. [29]). Chapter 3 will show an example of such kind of observables, although for
future colliders. In the last decade, the development of analysis based on artificial intelligence
(AI) and more precisely Machine Learning (ML) has increased significantly and is already one
of the main tools used by experimental collaborations [30–33]. ML techniques are also being
applied to improve the Monte-Carlo simulation of collider events, which is another topic of great
relevance for the future [34–37]. There are also incipient efforts to apply quantum computing
techniques [38–41].

An important part of the LHC legacy will be formed by global fits of all the experimental
measurements and there are currently growing efforts to improve and produce them [42, 43].
They help to identify interesting sectors where the agreement between SM prediction and the
data is poorer and analyse the interplay between different sectors. The preferred framework to
parametrise NP effects in such global fits are EFTs, which are very well motivated by the no
discovery of new particles at the scale of the TeV. We will cover EFTs in detail from Section 2.3
onwards.

Let us stress here that EFTs have established themselves as the preferred framework not
only for global fits, but for any kind of indirect search of BSM Physics, as it will be done in
Chapter 3. This has led to a increasingly more intense study of formal aspects of EFTs. Chapters
4 and 5 are, in fact, aligned with this trend. A parallel effort is the computation of higher-order
corrections in EFTs and observables computed with them, which establishes a clear connection
with the aforementioned high-precision computation of collider observables [44–46].

While EFTs do not present any major flaw as a parametrisation of NP, it is unavoidable
and, in fact, healthy to think about possibly better frameworks or other theoretical tools that
can help us to constrain the BSM parameter space. The latter is what lies in the foundation of
the positivity constraints program [47–53], while the former has led to the rise of the Scattering
Amplitudes for BSM program [54–56], which we will cover extensively in Chapter 6.

Given the lack of clear guidance towards the model that succeeds the SM, we are entering
an epoch in which the exploration must be led by experiments. The variety and scope of the
experiments planned for the mid and long-term future is remarkable and encouraging. Let
us start highlighting that over the next decade, several new results are expected from flavour
experiments such as LHCb [57], Belle-II [58], NA-62 [59], and KOTO [60]. Their results will be
key to either confirm or wipe out the several tensions with the SM present in flavour observables.

In the same period of time, we will see big improvements in high-precision observables such as
(g−2)µ being measured at Fermilab [61] and also at J-PARC in the future [62], and the electron
EDM measured by ACME [63]. Several new groundbreaking experiments in the intensity and
precision frontiers have been proposed recently, e.g. LUXE [64]. The searches for DM candidates
and axion-like particles (ALPs) will continue strongly in the next decade and the vastness of
related experiments is beyond the scope of this work (see e.g Ref. [65] for a recent review). In
the field of neutrino physics, the promising experiment KATRIN has already published its first
results [66], and in the near future we will have new results from Hyper-Kamiokande [67]. All
these experiments might discover new phenomena and/or give clear hints about the right BSM
model.

One area that receives increasing attention and has entered its own precision era is astropar-
ticle physics. Its results are becoming more relevant to particle physics by the day, strengthening
the connection with cosmology and making big contributions in searches for DM, axions, and neu-
trino physics. Some present and near future experiments of high relevance [68] are H.E.S.S [69],
Antares [70], IceCube [71], and CTA [72].

When speaking about connections between astrophysics and particle physics, there is one
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event that can not be left aside: the first detection of gravitational waves (GWs) made by LIGO
and Virgo five years ago [73]. GWs have opened a completely new way to survey the skies and is a
fundamental piece in the future multimessenger astronomy [74]. LIGO and sister observatories
scattered around the world will continue detecting GWs in the next decade [75]. However,
from the particle physics point of view, the next generation of GWs observatories is the most
interesting. Observatories such as Einstein Telescope (ET) [76] and the Laser Interferometer
Space Antenna (LISA) [77–80] among others will be able to detect GWs in different ranges of
the spectrum and hence be sensitive to different phenomena. They could give further insights on
the nature of DM and DE and will probe the structure of Black Holes (BHs). Through the latter,
we will be able to look for scalar fields (like axions) which might be surrounding BHs [81–83].
Also, they could detect stochastic background GWs produced by a first-order phase transition
in the early Universe [84], which in turn provides a probe to the scalar potential [85]. There
is no clear time schedule for ET, while LISA is expected to be launched in 2034 and operate
during 4 years [77,78].

Colliders stand out among as our main exploration tool thanks to their breadth of capabili-
ties, their ability to measure many different processes that can probe several physics scenarios.
Differently to most of the experiments mentioned before, colliders are not designed to measure
a particular coupling, to study a specific phenomenon, to look for a certain hypothetical model,
but to explore beyond our knowledge frontiers. They are truly discovery machines that take us
to uncharted territory and give a broad scope of opportunities to find NP. We build them to
chart the unknown, not to confirm our knowledge [86]. Thus, building a new one should be an
ambitious project that goes well beyond the current frontier. Even more, colliders are rather
modular machines whose capabilities can be expanded with the addition of new experiments,
which usually can be mounted a posteriori with a minimal amount of additional effort. Particle
colliders can also be counted as some of the most complex and biggest machines conceived by
mankind, comprising an enormous span of technologies from vacuum and magnets to big data
management and communications. The recent past is filled with examples of how colliders de-
velopment could generate technological progress that benefited to the whole society and that is
another strong reason to keep building them.

The next decade of collider physics will be marked by the running of HL-LHC [87], which is
expected to operate until 2036. In parallel, part of the community has pushed to enhance the
capabilities of HL-LHC on the lifetime frontier, i.e. in searches of long-lived particles, with the
addition of detectors like MATHUSLA [88,89]. Due to the lack of clear deviations from the SM
at LHC, it is uncertain if HL-LHC will make any disruptive discovery. However, the reliable
and precise analysis of all its data will greatly mould the legacy of the LHC and unexpected
surprises might always appear.

In the mid and long-term future, we will have a next generation of colliders that includes a
rich landscape of complementary possibilities [90]. The question, instead of whether we should
build one, is rather which one to choose [86]. The International Linear Collider (ILC) is a
proposed linear e+e− collider to be built in Japan with the goal of making precise measurements
of the Higgs boson [91]. Since there are no big technological challenges involved, it is the one
that could start operating the soonest but a clear commitment to build it has not been made
yet. An alternative, very similar in concept, is the Compact Linear Collider (CLIC) projected at
CERN [92]. CLIC features a three-stage program, with

√
s ∼ 380 GeV, ∼ 1.5 GeV and ∼ 3 GeV

in each of them. The first stage would start measuring not before 2036 and the full program
would extend for around 30 years (see Fig. 2.1).

A muon collider, despite being also a lepton collider, is a very different proposal to ILC and
CLIC. Muon colliders are seen as an almost ideal middle ground between electron-positron and
proton colliders [86]. Thanks to the fundamental nature of the muon, its full energy is available
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in the collision and the final states are cleaner than in proton colliders. The higher muon mass
permits to achieve higher centre of mass energies than with electrons, combining the benefits of
high energy and precision. However, the short lifetime of the muon poses several technological
challenges to be solved. The physics case for this kind of collider is strong since it combines
benefits from lepton and hadron colliders, and because it can also be seen as a vector boson
collider [86]. Hence, it is one of the most challenging but also potentially rewarding possibilities
for the future.

LHC

CEPC

FCC

CLIC

GW

2021 2028 2035 2042 2049 2056 2063 2070 2077

R. 3

HL-LHC

CEPC

SPPC

FCC-ee

FCC-hh

380 GeV

1.5 TeV

3 TeV

LISA

2084 2091

Figure 2.1: Estimated operation timeline of future colliders and GW observatories. We include
the current Run 3 of LHC, HL-LHC [93], FCC-ee and FCC-hh [94], CEPC and SPPC [95], three
stages of CLIC [96,97] and the LISA GW observatory [77,78].

And finally, future circular lepton and hadron colliders. The spirit of going beyond our
knowledge frontiers and defy our limits drives large projects as the Future Circular Collider
(FCC) proposed by CERN as a replacement of LHC [24, 94, 98]. This program would include
a circular e+e− collider (FCC-ee) followed by a proton collider (FCC-hh) in the same 100 km
circular tunnel. The latter would reach centre-of-mass energies of at least 100 TeV. While the
focus of the lepton collider would be measuring EW processes with astonishing precision, the
hadron collider would focus on searching new heavy particles and measuring the Higgs self
couplings. FCC-ee could start operating by the early 2040s, with FCC-hh starting around 20
years later and running until around 2090 [94]. A very similar project called CEPC-SPPC is
under study in China and it would have a slightly smaller tunnel and could start operating
nearly a decade earlier [99].

We show the tentative timeline for operation of different future colliders and GW observato-
ries in Fig. 2.1. Let us stress the complementarity of the different kinds of experiments presented
here. The combination of their results is the only way that guarantees exploring all the BSM
physics models thoroughly. In the next section, we summarize the Physics case for FCC, in
particular FCC-hh, since Chapter 3 is dedicated to projections for FCC-hh.

2.2 Digging more than ever before: FCC
As said before, there are several experiments planned in the near to mid-term future with huge
potential to explore BSM Physics. Here, we will review briefly the main technical features
and Physics opportunities of the FCC project [24]. The FCC project is an integrated circular
collider programme, in full similarity to the LEP/LHC program, planned to be built at CERN.
It includes a luminosity-frontier highest-energy lepton collider, FCC-ee, as first step, and an
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energy-frontier hadron collider to be installed in the same tunnel afterwards. It constitutes
the most ambitious and far-reaching particle physics programme with foreseeable technology,
although the technological R&D challenges are sizeable [90].

Figure 2.2: Map showing the location of CERN, the LHC tunnel and the proposed location of
the CLIC and FCC tunnels. Credit: CERN, extracted from Ref. [100].

The FCC program implies digging a 100 km circular tunnel, which would surround the city
of Geneva, going through Swiss and French territory and below Lake Geneva, as depicted in
Fig. 2.2, where its scale can be compared with the current LHC and the proposed CLIC. The
current LHC would be used as part of the feeding and acceleration chain of the beam. The
lepton collider FCC-ee would consist of a double ring, with electrons and positrons circulating
in separate vacuum chambers, crossing each other only at the interaction points of the different
detectors. This e+e− collider would operate at several centre-of-mass energies:

√
ŝ ∼ 91 GeV,√

ŝ ∼ 160 GeV,
√
ŝ ∼ 240 GeV, and

√
ŝ ∼ 350− 365 GeV, in order to produce ∼ 5× 1012 Z bosons,

108 WW pairs, >∼ 106 Higgses and >∼ 106 tt pairs respectively.
The hadron collider, FCC-hh, is designed to be a pp collider that reaches at least 100 TeV

centre-of-mass energy with a goal integrated luminosity of 30 ab−1. For reference, this collider
would produce more than 1010 Higgs bosons. In comparison with LHC, FCC-hh would operate
at an energy seven times bigger, and collect about 10 times more data in its planned 25 years
of operation. FCC-hh should have two main interaction points (IPs) for general-purpose exper-
iments, like CMS and ATLAS at LHC. Details about the baseline detector for such experiments
can be found in Ref. [94]. Moreover, those general-purpose detectors should be complemented
by dedicated experiments, focused for example in flavour, forward physics or long-lived particles.
The detailed exploration of these additional detectors is still to be done.

Two further possibilities are available. First, FCC-hh could also be operated with heavy ions
thanks to two additional IPs. Second, FCC-hh could be combined with a 60 GeV electron beam
coming from an energy recovery linac to form FCC-eh, which indeed can be run simultaneously
with FCC-hh. FCC-eh would produce ∼ 2 ab−1 of 3.5 TeV ep collisions. In the rest of this
section, we focus on FCC-hh because it is the collider that we have done projections for, as
shown in Chapter 3. However, we will highlight complementarities with the other colliders in
the FCC program.

The combined FCC program has ambitious goals in several areas. In particular, the precise
understanding of the Higgs boson is a cornerstone of the Physics motivation of the FCC program.
Thanks to the precise measurement of its couplings, the Higgs will become an exploration tool
and also a showcase for the synergies within the FCC program. While FCC-ee would measure
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leading Higgs couplings to SM particles with sub-percent precision, FCC-hh could carry out a
complementary program. The ability of FCC-ee to measure the Higgs coupling to the Z is the
starting point of a model-independent determination of the Higgs total width, opening doors
to many other measurements via branching ratios. In particular, FCC-hh could measure rare
and invisible Higgs decays [101]. The enormous sample of Higgs bosons produced at FCC-hh
would allow us to establish (or disprove) firmly the Higgs coupling to the second generation of
fermions. The fact that new channels will become available thanks to better statistics plays a
crucial role in this, and we will see a concrete example in Chapter 3.

FCC-hh would be able to measure directly the cubic Higgs self coupling, particularly via the
gluon-fusion production process. The projected model-independent precision for this coupling
is 5 − 10%. A big part of this improved precision is due to the increase by a factor of 40 w.r.t.
LHC of the rate of Higgs pair production events, which partially occur through Higgs self-
interactions. The measurement of the quartic self-coupling is also possible, but with a precision
∼ 30%. This unique ability to measure the Higgs self-couplings stresses the need for high-energy
hadron colliders to study the Higgs boson.

Beyond the large statistics, another characteristic element of the Higgs production at FCC-hh
is the large kinematic range, which, for several production channels, probes pT in the multi-TeV
region. In fact, the pT spectrum can be measured with a precision ≲ 10% thanks to very clean
final states such as γγ and 4ℓ, up to pT values well in excess of 1 TeV. This big range helps the
measurement of possible higher-dimension operators affecting Higgs dynamics, as we will show
in Chapter 3. Another important parameter in Higgs dynamics and EWSB is its coupling to
vector bosons. There, the scattering of longitudinal components of vector bosons can lead to a
precision of ∼ 3% and, additionally, measurements with FCC-eh can improve those constraints.

Then, FCC-hh would change drastically the results of Higgs global fits from FCC-ee, thanks
to its higher-energy reach and showing their complementarity. The differential measurements
performed at FCC-hh will not only reduce uncertainties, but also remove correlations. The FCC
program, through a combination of indirect and direct searches, would comprehensively assess
whether the Higgs is elementary or composite. In few words, the combined FCC program would
allow us to know the Higgs better than any other experiment and could help enormously to solve
the EW hierarchy problem.

The determination of Higgs properties includes the measurement of its potential, which has
a key role on the Electroweak Phase Transition (EWPT). The interest in EWPT is partially
motivated by the fact that a first-order EWPT is a necessary condition to induce baryogenesis
and explain the matter-antimatter asymmetry. However, in the SM the EWPT is of second
order. Searching for evidence of a first-order EWPT at colliders is a two-fold endeavour. On one
hand, a large deviation of the cubic Higgs self-coupling w.r.t. its SM value could lead to first-
order EWPT, and thus the precision measurement commented in a previous paragraph becomes
crucial. On the other hand, first-order EWPT appears in several models with additional scalar
particles. FCC-hh would have the power to conclusively discover or exclude several of such
models, in particular for singlet or EW multiplet scalars.

Electroweak Precision Observables (EWPOs) have been of utmost importance in particle
physics in the last 30 years, since they were first measured at LEP. LHC has improved partially
those measurements, but only FCC-ee would be able to measure them with unprecedented
precision. However, FCC-hh would also improve them through indirect measurements at high
energy, just as LHC has done. The focus on the measurement of high-energy tails is a key in
this complementarity and we will show it explicitly in Chapter 3. A particular process where
that strategy is very successful is Drell-Yan (DY) production, which has been already used
at LHC for such purpose [29] and where FCC-hh could show fully its potential. Moreover, the
interplay between EW and Higgs measurements gives another handle to explore Higgs dynamics.
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And measuring the running of EW couplings with higher precision would reduce systematic
uncertainties in global fits at the same time that probes indirectly the existence of new EW-
charged states.

The heaviest particle in the SM, the top quark, enjoys a rather particular position. Its high
mass makes it look like an outlier in the quark spectrum. It also means that interacts with the
Higgs boson more strongly and hence it generates the main loop-level corrections to the Higgs
couplings. As a consequence, the study of the top quark and the Higgs boson are inextricably
intertwined. FCC-hh would produce top quark pairs at a rate around 30 times larger than the
LHC and it would offer good sensitivity particularly at high invariant masses (mtt > 10 TeV).
Single top and top production associated to EW bosons offer additional handles to study EW
and Higgs properties. Finally, the sensitivity to rare top decays should improve by a factor of
10 w.r.t. LHC.

The high energies that FCC-hh would reach make it a very fertile place to perform direct
searches of BSM particles. These searches are heavily model dependent and therefore we will
discuss a few popular classes of models. In supersymmetric scenarios, FCC-hh would be able to
discover (or exclude) stops with masses up to 8 − 10 TeV and neutralinos up to 3 − 4 TeV. This
represents an improvement w.r.t. LHC of a factor 5 to 7. For Composite Higgs scenarios, the
combination of direct searches of coloured top partners or massive vector bosons with indirect
searches would allow us to probe the whole theoretically motivated parameter space, leading to
either their discovery or exclusion. The situation is even more interesting in models of Neutral
Naturalness, which usually evade all constraints from LHC. The measurement of the Higgs BR
at FCC would probe most of the relevant parameter space for those models. And those searches
can be complemented with direct searches of displaced vertices or light top partners.

Another area where FCC-hh promises a great potential is in the search of DM particles at
colliders. No collider could probe entirely the enormous landscape of DM candidates, but there
is a very broad class of DM models for which the theory motivates particles with masses in the
range 1 GeV-10 TeV, being then in the scope of FCC-hh. These are the models with weakly
interacting massive particles (WIMPs), and projections indicate that FCC would cover their full
mass range. Additionally, models of composite DM also motivate the search of DM particles in
the same mass range ∼ 1 − 10 TeV [102–104].

Finally, FCC-hh is the ideal machine to look for new and unexpected phenomena, given
its big energy reach. It can explore most of the parameter space of popular models motivated
by flavour anomalies, it can find indirect evidence of BSM Physics by measuring W-bosons
scattering or far off-shell Z bosons. The simultaneous running of FCC-eh could determine the
parton structure of the proton with high precision, which in turn could be an important input
for such precision measurements.

2.3 Across the scales of knowledge: introduction to EFTs
Effective Field Theories are based on a simple but powerful idea: when trying to describe
some phenomena at a certain (length or energy) scale, consider only the degrees of freedom
relevant and dynamical at that scale. Any other more fundamental degree of freedom will enter
the description as an effective modification of the interactions among the relevant ones. This
effective description can then be matched onto a more fundamental one and the corrections
induced by the neglected degrees of freedom can be computed in a systematic way. In fact, this
idea is rooted in the systematic reductionism of Natural Sciences and is applied in one way or
another in every branch of Science.

A clear example from elementary Physics is the friction force between two sliding surfaces.
The ultimate origin of this force is the exchange of (mainly) photons between a pair of electrons,
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one bounded to an atom of each surface. Those degrees of freedom are completely irrelevant (out
of scale) to the macroscopic problem and however their effect is relevant and is parametrized by
an effective parameter, the coefficient of friction. The extension of this idea to BSM Physics is
straightforward: the interaction among the particles that we can measure might be modified by
heavier particles, out of reach for our direct probes.

Formally, and in the framework of Quantum Field Theories, this is known as an Effective
Field Theory (EFT). The basic recipe to build an EFT is to define the fields that describe the
degrees of freedom that matter at the energy scale of your interest. Then, select the local and
global symmetries that the EFT must respect. Finally, build the Lagrangian as a series in energy
dimension of all the operators that can be written with the selected fields and that respect the
chosen symmetries [105].

Any EFT is valid only up to a maximum energy scale called cutoff and generically noted
Λ. The operators of energy dimension higher than 4, called irrelevant operators, will cause
effects that are suppressed by a scale and will be negligible at low energies. The series of higher
dimensional operators is expressed as a series in powers of 1/Λ, and then the Lagrangian is
generally written as

LEFT = Ld⩽4 +
∞
∑
d=5
∑
i

c
(d)
i

Λd−4
O(d)i , (2.1)

where O(d)i are all the operators of dimension d allowed by the symmetries. The Wilson Coef-
ficients (WCs) c(d)i encode the effects of the heavy fields in the UV model on the interactions
between the particles included in the EFT. In QFTs, interactions mediated by heavy massive
fields are generically suppressed by inverse powers of the intermediate particle mass and hence
they decouple at low energies. This result is known as the decoupling theorem by Appelquist and
Carazzone [106]. It justifies why EFTs are adequate low-energy descriptions of a more general
UV theory.

EFTs provide us with a systematic way of computing corrections to the renormalisable part
of the theory from a bottom-up approach [105]. Corrections to observables can be computed
systematically at increasing order in 1/Λ. Notice also that any possible interaction, in the sense
of allowed by symmetries, is included. If it is not forbidden, then it is compulsory [107].

EFTs have been used in particle Physics with great success over the last century. The clearest
example is also the oldest: Fermi’s theory of weak interactions is an EFT of the weak interaction
contained in the SM. Furthermore, it showcases several main features of an EFT and how it can
be matched onto an UV model. For those reasons, we will revisit it briefly here.

In order to explain the beta decay of atoms, Enrico Fermi proposed in 1933 that a neutron
could, at one point in space, transform into a proton, an electron and a neutrino, giving place
to a four-fermion interaction [108]. In modern language, his proposal means the existence of an
operator with 2 quarks of different flavour, one electron and a neutrino, i.e.

LFermi = GFdLγµuLνLγµeL. (2.2)

This 4-fermion operator has energy dimension 6 and therefore the coupling constant must have
an energy dimension [GF ] = −2. It is convenient to rewrite it as

GF =
g2F
M2

, (2.3)

where M has dimensions of mass. Let us notice that is this mass the one that determines the
actual cutoff of the theory, i.e. the energy at which new degrees of freedom will appear. For
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E ≳M , the EFT should be replaced by the UV theory. On the other hand, G−
1
2

F defines the scale

of the interaction. Since the theory loses perturbative unitarity at E ≃ 4πG−
1
2

F , it is expected
that some new physics appears at energies below that value, either to tame the energy growth
of the amplitude generated by the operator or to describe the non-perturbative regime. This
is what is known as a no-lose theorem [20]. Let us stress again that new physics will be found

at M ∼ gG−
1
2

F , which could (and turns out to) be much smaller than 4πG−
1
2

F [20, 109]. The
distinction between cutoff and scale is even clearer when h̵ is not set to 1, since that makes
evident that masses and scales are incommensurable [20,109].

From an UV point of view, we know that this interaction is mediated by a W boson. When
the centre-of-mass energy of the process is low, one can neglect the propagation of the W , its
propagator being approximated by 1/m2

W . In this regime, the decay is well described by LFermi
if

GF =
g2F
M2
= g2

2m2
W

Vud =
4√
2
GFVud, (2.4)

where g is the SU(2)L gauge coupling of the SM, Vud is the element of the CKM matrix and
GF is the so-called Fermi’s constant. What is this matching telling us? The unknown Physics
in Fermi’s times was the weak interaction and the existence of the W boson. And the mass of
the latter is the physical scale that suppresses the dimension-6 operator in Fermi’s theory. The
operator in Fermi’s theory, Eq. (2.2), properly generalized for all quarks and leptons represent
the leading correction to renormalisable QED. Together, they constitute the low energy EFT of
the electroweak sector of the SM at order (p/mW )2. Higher-order terms in p/mW can be added
consistently [110].

Clearly, from only the measurement of Fermi’s constant one can not determine the mass of the
intermediate particle because of the unknown gauge coupling. However, one might assume that
the intermediate vector boson receives its mass via a Higgs mechanism and then g/mW = 2/v,
and then one can say that the measurement of Fermi’s constant is a measurement of a scalar
VEV. But such conclusion comes at the expense of an additional theoretical assumption.

This simple example leaves several interesting lessons. First, how a low energy measurement
tells us about the existence of New Physics (NP) at higher energies and how it constraints the
possible UV models. Second, how with the addition of theoretical assumptions one might change
the interpretation of the measurement. Third, it is important to notice that Fermi’s 4-fermion
operator generates cross-sections that grow with energy like E2/m2

W . That is also a usual sign
of NP effects affecting a process and, as we will see in Chapter 3, it can be leveraged to improve
the sensitivity of an experiment.

Fourth, let us come back to the distinction between the cutoff and the scale of the interaction.
Fermi’s theory breaks down and is replaced by its UV completion, the EW sector of the SM, at

E ≃ mW ≊ 80 GeV, much smaller than G
−1
2

F ∼ 300 GeV or even 4πGF ≃ 4πv ≃ 3 TeV. This is a
consequence of the smallness of the EW gauge coupling.

2.4 Parametrizing our current ignorance: SMEFT and HEFT
The discovery of all the particles contained in the SM and the absence of hints about the
existence of further states just above the EW scale lead to a sharp hypothesis: the SM is a valid
description of nature up to a cutoff Λ ≲ TeV. Current data does not show a clear preference for
any particular class of BSM models. Then, how can we parametrise our ignorance about BSM?

An EFT that has the SM as low-energy limit and can be matched to any BSM model
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afterwards could clearly perform this task. In particular, it offers the ability to compute system-
atically higher-order corrections without further assumptions about the UV model. Efforts to
develop this EFT started over 35 years ago [111], though an intense and thorough development
only happened over the last decade. At the same time, this development has laid the ground for
the systematic program of indirect BSM searches that has blossomed in the last years. In terms
of the EFT, this program can be seen as simply the effort to measure as many WCs as precisely
as possible, hoping that deviations w.r.t. to the SM or particularly large allowed values will
point towards a preferred BSM model [112].

The choice of symmetries and field content for an EFT built upon the SM might look obvious:
just like in the SM. However, there is a subtlety in the fact that we have not measured precisely
enough all the interactions predicted by the latter. Hence, we can not guarantee that the
observed particles fit in the gauge group representations exactly as predicted by the SM. This
is partially the dichotomy that leads to two possible non-exclusive EFTs that we will discuss in
the following subsections.

2.4.1 SMEFT

Given the success of the SM, it is straightforward to assume that the observed Higgs boson
belongs in the UV theory to a scalar SU(2)L doublet. This doublet transforms linearly under
the SM gauge group and is the one that triggers SSB. Then, EWSB is linearly realized in this
EFT.

The choice of keeping the Higgs doublet defines the SM Effective Field Theory (SMEFT).
Its field content and renormalisable Lagrangian are exactly equal to the SM, then the matching
to the SM at low energies is achieved by simply setting to zero all higher-dimensional WCs. The
higher-dimensional operators are built with SM fields, including the full Higgs doublet. In other
words, SMEFT is constructed in the unbroken phase. This is consistent with assuming Λ ≫ v
and that only the Higgs doublet breaks spontaneously the EW gauge symmetry.

The expansion parameter of the higher-dimensional operator series is, naturally, 1/Λ. When
computing an amplitude, this leads to the power-counting parameter (E/Λ)n, where E is the
typical energy of a process. The SMEFT is renormalisable order by order in 1/Λ, independently
of the number of loops. The higher-dimensional operators can be further ordered and classified
with additional assumptions that impose other power-counting formulas, like the one we will use
in Chapter 3 [113]. Some of them concern the flavour structure of operators involving fermions,
like Flavour Universality and Minimal Flavour Violation [114].

At a given dimension, not all the operators allowed by symmetries are independent. Some
of them might be related by equations of motion, Fierz identities, integration by parts, and
other constraints. Related operators are equivalent from a physical point of view and then,
only one of them should be included in SMEFT. This makes the determination of a basis of
higher-dimensional operators, i.e. a set of non-redundant operators, cumbersome. There is only
one exception: operators of dimension 5. At such dimension, only the lepton-number violating
Weinberg’s operator (and its flavour variants) is allowed by the SM gauge symmetries [115]. The
upper bound on neutrino masses and constraints from lepton-number violating processes justify
to consider the WC of this dimension-5 operator as small.

The situation changes greatly at dimension 6. Only 11 years passed since the first full de-
termination of a basis of dimension-6 operators for SMEFT [116], despite early efforts 35 years
ago [111]. The basis developed in Ref. [116] has become known as the “Warsaw basis”. Al-
ternative dimension-6 bases have appeared in subsequent years and the selection among them
usually is based on the sector of most interest or the preferred BSM scenario [117]. Neglect-
ing the flavour structure and assuming baryon-number conservation, there are 59 independent
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dimension-6 operators [116]. Allowing for a fully generic flavour structure, that number grows
to 2499 [118].

The number of non-redundant operators grows quickly with the dimension. Beyond dimen-
sion 6, full non-redundant basis are known only for dimension 7 [119, 120], 8 [44, 45, 120, 121],
and 9 [122, 123]. The operators of dimension 5, 7 and 9 are often excluded from phenomeno-
logical analysis because they all violate lepton-number or baryon-number or B −L conservation
respectively.

As a consequence, the leading deviations from the SM should be caused by dimension-6 o-
perators. Dimension-8 operators are naively expected to generically produce effects suppressed
by 1/Λ2 w.r.t. the dimension-6 operators. However, recent studies indicate that in certain
processes such as DY, the interference of dimension-8 operators with the SM can lead to devia-
tions of similar size than the ones coming from the squared amplitude containing a dimension-6
operator [124–129]. Other processes are affected by non-interference theorems, i.e. dimension-
6 operators do not interfere with the SM contribution to an observable and then the leading
SMEFT term O (Λ−4) [130, 131]. Contributions of that order can be produced by the interfer-
ence of dimension-8 operators with the SM or the squared amplitude generated by dimension-6
operators. As we will show explicitly in Chapter 3, the use of certain observables can recover
the interference [131,132].

2.4.2 HEFT

The SMEFT is built upon the assumption than the Higgs boson belongs into an SU(2)L doublet,
whose other components are the NGBs absorbed by the massive EW bosons as their longitudinal
components, and that all the massive particles acquire their mass via the Higgs VEV1. This
constrains several parameters, linking tightly for example the triple and quartic self-interactions
of the Higgs boson, relating the fermion masses to the fermion-Higgs boson coupling, and the
EW gauge couplings to the EW gauge boson masses. All the measurements performed so far
agree with this hypothesis, although there is room for doubt since the heavy quark Yukawa
couplings have not yet been measured precisely enough and the Higgs self-interactions have
not been observed. The observation of any deviation w.r.t. the predicted correlations among
couplings and masses would be a clear sign of BSM physics.

Then, dropping the Higgs doublet assumption is still allowed yet several experimental con-
straints should be fulfilled by tuning accordingly certain parameters. This opens the possibility
of building a more general EFT where the EW gauge bosons are massive, with longitudinal
components described by NGBs, and there is a singlet Higgs-like scalar boson, but no relation
is presumed among them. This is the so-called Higgs Effective Field Theory (HEFT).

We begin the discussion of HEFT revisiting the Higgs sector of the SM and reminding
that it has a global SU(2)L×SU(2)R symmetry, known as custodial symmetry, which is broken
spontaneously by the Higgs VEV to its diagonal subgroup,

SU(2)L × SU(2)R → SU(2)L+R, (2.5)

under which the Higgs is a singlet2. This spontaneous symmetry breaking (SSB) pattern gen-
erates NGBs with the right properties to become the longitudinal degrees of freedom of the W
and Z bosons. Once the SSB pattern is fixed, the EFT of the NGBs can always be built via the
Callan-Coleman-Wess-Zumino (CCWZ) formalism [134,135].

1For short, we will refer to this set of assumptions as the Higgs doublet structure assumption from now on.
2There is disagreement in the literature on whether to call custodial group to SU(2)L×SU(2)R or its diagonal

subgroup. See Section 3 of Ref. [133].
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HEFT is built upon the EFT for the NGBs from the SSB pattern (2.5) by adding the SM
fermions, SM gauge bosons, and a singlet scalar boson h. This EFT is constructed in the broken
phase and therefore its only manifest gauge symmetry is SU(3)c×U(1)em while SU(2)L×U(1)Y
is non-linearly realised. For complete descriptions of HEFT, see Ref. [136–139], here we will only
highlight some of its features that set it apart from SMEFT.

We begin by noting that with the NGBs, commonly denoted π = (π1, π2, π3), one builds the
Goldstone matrix,

U (π) = exp(iτaπa/(2v)), (2.6)

where τa are the Pauli matrices [134,135,140]. The Goldstone matrix depends only on the SSB
pattern. In HEFT, the covariant derivative acting on U reads [140],

DµU (π) ≡ ∂µU (π) + igW a
µ

τa

2
U (π) − ig′BµU (π)

τ3

2
. (2.7)

The scalar sector of HEFT is complemented with the singlet scalar h, which plays the role of
the observed Higgs boson, but it has, as said before, no relation with the NGBs. The lack
of link between h and the NGBs might be seen as something dangerous because it threatens
perturbative unitarity in the scattering of longitudinally polarised vector bosons. However, this
is allowed because an EFT has to be unitary only up to its cut-off scale [141]. HEFT contains
SMEFT and then, in certain limits, the relations imposed by the Higgs doublet structure can
be recovered.

The HEFT Lagrangian, often called Electroweak Chiral Lagrangian (EWχL), contains o-
perators invariant under the linearly realised gauge symmetry SU(3)c×U(1)em [140, 141]. The
lagrangian includes higher-order custodial-violating terms [136], as expected from the fact that
custodial symmetry is already broken in the SM by the gauging of the EW group and the dif-
ference between the top and bottom quark masses. Nevertheless, the approximate custodial
symmetry remains an useful explanation for measured quantities such as the ρ parameter and
hence the custodial-violating operators might face stringent constraints [142,143].

The systematic expansion of the EWχL is done in orders of the momentum and power-
counting rules can be consistently defined [144]. However, these power-counting rules may fail
in ordering the contribution of different operators and alternative rules based on a “primary
dimension” have been proposed [145]. The EWχL is conventionally written as

LHEFT = L0 +∆L, (2.8)

where L0 is LO in the chiral derivative expansion and essentially reproduces the SM La-
grangian [140]. ∆L contains the new interactions and the main deviations w.r.t. the SM.
The basis of NLO HEFT was constructed recently in Ref. [137, 139]. It is not easier to build
than the analogous dimension-6 operator basis of SMEFT and, in fact, it has approximately the
double of linearly-independent operators [141].

The scalar sector of the LO piece is already different from the SM, as it can be expected
from the absence of the doublet structure [140]. More explicitly, the scalar sector of L0 is

L0 ⊃
1

2
∂µh∂

µh − m
2
h

2
h2 − v

2

4
Tr [VµV µ]FC (

h

v
) − V (h

v
) , (2.9)

where we used the generalised Maurer-Cartan form,

Vµ ≡ (DµU (π))U † (π) , (2.10)
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and the general function FC (hv ) is

FC (
h

v
) = 1 + 2aC

h

v
+ bC (

h

v
)
2

+
∞
∑
i=3
a
(i)
C (

h

v
)
i

. (2.11)

Notice that every invariant term, in particular the h kinetic term, could be multiplied with an
arbitrary function of h/v, since h is invariant under all the symmetries. However, such function
can be reabsorbed via a h field redefinition [113,146].

Finally, the HEFT scalar potential is,

V (h
v
) = v4

∞
∑
n=3

c
(n)
V (

h

v
)
n

, (2.12)

with c
(n)
V all dimensionless arbitrary coefficients. Let us stress that ⟨h⟩ = 0. If we wanted to

match this scalar sector to the SM (and leading-order SMEFT in consequence), we should fix,

aC = bC = 1, a
(i≥3)
C = 0, c

(3)
V =

m2
h

2v2
, c

(4)
V =

m2
h

8v2
, c

(n>4)
V = 0. (2.13)

This is a clear evidence of the greater generality of HEFT with respect to SMEFT. In the
following subsection, we will delve into the differences between SMEFT and HEFT and when
one is preferred over the other.

2.4.3 To be, or not to be in a doublet, is that the question?

How to differentiate HEFT from SMEFT and, crucially, how to know when one or the other
should be used according to the UV model under consideration has been the topic of intense
recent work [146–148]. There is a naive assumption on this distinction that is actually wrong:
that is a matter of whether the NGBs and the Higgs-like scalar can be arranged into a multiplet
that transforms linearly under SU(2)L as a doublet. The simplest version of this assumption can
be disproven easily since any SMEFT Lagrangian can be rewritten in terms of the non-linearly
transforming Goldstone matrix and the singlet scalar h, and the field redefinition can be inverted
to convert a HEFT lagrangian into one with a Higgs doublet [141,146,148].

The existence of such field redefinitions has historically caused confusion on whether HEFT
and SMEFT can be differentiated with measurements, since the field reparametrisation equiv-
alence theorem establishes that scattering matrix elements are independent of the basis used
for scalar fields [141, 149]. However, as it was said earlier, SMEFT predicts certain correlations
among couplings that are the signature of the Higgs doublet structure absent from HEFT. Clear
examples are the relation between the fermion masses and Yukawa couplings, Higgs couplings
to EW gauge bosons and the relation between the Higgs cubic and quartic self couplings.

Those relations influence processes such as double Higgs production, t̄th, vector boson fusion
(VBF) and others. Hence, the precise measurement of triple gauge couplings (TGCs), gauge-
Higgs interactions, Yukawa couplings and testing correlations among them is a clear way to
probe which EFT is realised in nature. For example, any statistically-significant deviation from
the SM expectation in the Yukawa couplings would favour the use of HEFT. On the other hand,
the confirmation of some of these correlations would strengthen the case of SMEFT but would
not fully discard HEFT since they could appear accidentally. The selection of a set of observables
which could conclusively decide between HEFT and SMEFT is a matter of ongoing discussion
in the community.

In parallel, the community has devoted substantial efforts to the search of a clear theoretical
discriminant between HEFT and SMEFT. This problem has been tackled with the tools provided
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by geometric interpretations, analyticity and a combination of them. The geometric approach
was pioneered in Ref. [147] and relies on seeing the real scalar fields as the Cartesian coordi-
nates of a manifold of field configurations with a metric defined from the kinetic term in the
lagrangian [146, 147]. Then, curvature invariants, which are independent of field redefinitions,
can distinguish between HEFT and SMEFT.

The analyticity approach pursued in Ref. [148] is based on the observation that even if
any HEFT Lagrangian can be written in terms of a Higgs doublet, in general it will lead to a
Lagrangian that is not analytic at the origin ∣H ∣ = 0 and hence it is not SMEFT [146,148]. The
caveat of this approach is its lack of invariance under field redefinitions, which can induce some
un-physical (and irrelevant) non-analyticities [146]. In fact, an EFT is SMEFT-like if there is at
least one field redefinition that makes its lagrangian analytic at H = 0, while it is HEFT-like if
its lagrangian is non-analytic for any field definition [148]. A third approach combines both the
geometric interpretation and the analyticity requirement and, perhaps more importantly, yields
further insight into which kind of UV models require one or the other EFT [146].

Whether a BSM model must be matched onto HEFT or SMEFT is ultimately a question of
decoupling [136–138,146]. HEFT is the right description when the UV model includes additional
sources of EWSB, i.e. BSM states that break EW symmetry, or when there are integrated-out
BSM states that acquire all their mass from EWSB. A pragmatic criterion is that HEFT should
be used when states near the EW scale have been integrated out [146].
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Chapter 3

Diboson processes at future hadron
colliders

“ We have to remember that what we observe is not nature herself, but
nature exposed to our method of questioning. ”

—Werner Heisenberg, Physics and Philosophy: The Revolution in
Modern Science (1958)

Diboson production processes, such as V h, offer a great opportunity to perform precise
measurements that probe the high-energy dynamic of the electroweak and Higgs sector and are
expected to become more relevant at future colliders.

3.1 Introduction
High-energy hadron colliders play a dominant role in the landscape of future accelerators due to
the broad range of new-physics probes they would enable, as discussed in Chapter 2. Although
their primary target is undoubtedly the direct search of new massive particles, their possible
contribution to precision measurements should not be overlooked. Indirect probes of new physics
at hadron colliders have already attested to be a successful strategy at the LHC, where some
indirect electroweak (EW) measurements surpassed the accuracy achieved at LEP [29,150].

Precision measurements at hadron colliders are achieved thanks to the interplay between a
clever selection of channels with low uncertainties and the large accessible energy range. The
latter exploits what might be considered the key ingredient for this enhanced precision: new-
physics effects tend to grow with the centre of mass energy. If we parametrize those effects within
an effective field theory (EFT) formalism (see Chapter 2), the leading SM deformations, which
generically correspond to dimension-six operators, give rise to amplitudes that can grow with
the process energy up to quadratically. In such a situation, having access to the high-energy
tails of kinematic distributions can significantly increase the precision reach.

The sensitivity to the energy growth in the distribution tails is usually achieved via a binning
of the events in their centre-of-mass energy or some correlated observable. This strategy ensures
that deviations from the SM in the high-energy tails, which might represent just a small change
in the inclusive cross section, are assigned statistical significance. Additionally, and not less
importantly, binning the events helps to overcome one of the main disadvantages of hadron
colliders: their systematic uncertainties.

Over the last decade, it has been shown that several simple production channels can be
exploited to obtain precision measurements at the LHC. Some examples are the charged and
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Figure 3.1: Representative Feynman diagrams for q q′ → Wh at leading order. The leftmost
diagram shows the SM process while the grey circles in the other diagrams represent one insertion
of a dimension-6 SMEFT operator. The related process q q → Zh is described by analogous
diagrams.

neutral Drell-Yann process [29, 150–153], di-jets and multi-jets [154, 155], di-tops [156], and
diboson [126, 128, 131, 132, 157–180]. The latter, diboson production processes, are particularly
interesting since they probe SM gauge bosons couplings and the high-energy dynamics of the
Higgs boson. Hence, they provide a new window to the UV nature of the Higgs boson and
the EW sector. Moreover, related processes have shown potential to constrain Higgs coupling
modifications without a Higgs boson in the final state [161].

One of the main limiting factors in carrying on the EW precision program at the LHC is the
modest number of events in many clean channels, which forces us to focus only on final states
with high cross section. In particular, for the Higgs, this means that the analysis is essentially
limited to the h→ bb̄ decay mode, which implies coping with large backgrounds and a relatively
complicated final state. Future high-energy hadron colliders have a big advantage from this
point of view, since they provide significantly larger cross sections and a much higher integrated
luminosity. This broadens the set of decay channels suitable for high-energy precision probes.

To see how significant that advantage is, let us focus for a moment on the Wh diboson
channel, where the W decays leptonically. Figure 3.1 shows the leading order SM Feynman
diagram (leftmost diagram). At the LHC, this channel can be exploited [160, 162, 172, 181, 182]
for precision measurements by only considering decays of the Higgs into a pair of bottom quarks,
especially thanks to jet substructure analysis [183]. We show in Table 3.1 the approximate
number of Wh events expected in the SM for different Higgs decay channels at the LHC and
future hadron colliders. These results correspond to the leading order SM prediction for the
number of events with high Higgs transverse momentum (phT > 550GeV). The W is assumed
to decay to first and second generation leptons and only detector acceptance cuts were applied
(see upper part of Table 3.6). We consider three benchmark colliders: the high-luminosity LHC
(HL-LHC), at 14TeV and 3ab−1, the high-energy LHC (HE-LHC), at 27TeV and 15ab−1, and
the FCC-hh at 100TeV and 30ab−1.

One can see that rare channels, such as the ones where the Higgs decays into two photons
or two muons, have branching ratios that are too small to populate the high-energy tail at HL-
LHC. At future hadron colliders, instead, the situation will improve drastically thanks to a big
increase in the production cross section (∼ 30×) and in the integrated luminosity (∼ 10×). For
instance, at FCC-hh, the γγ channel is expected to provide ∼ 700 events, which can allow one to
probe new physics effects at the 5–10% level. Let us notice that the ττ channel offers a bigger
number of events but the partially hadronic decay channels of the τ increase the backgrounds
and hinder the final-state reconstruction.

This simple comparison already singles out the h → γγ channel as the preferred one to
study at FCC-hh, given that provides a large enough number of events and it usually has low
backgrounds. The combination with a leptonic decay channel for the W boson allows for an
easy reconstruction of the final state and reduces the backgrounds. Additionally, the penalty of
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Higgs decay Higgs BR nhl-lhc nhe-lhc nfcc-hh

b̄b 0.6 600 1 ⋅ 104 2 ⋅ 105
ττ 6 ⋅ 10−2 60 1 ⋅ 103 2 ⋅ 104
γγ 2 ⋅ 10−3 2 40 700
µµ 2 ⋅ 10−4 0.2 4 70
4ℓ 1 ⋅ 10−4 0.1 2 40

Table 3.1: Number of Wh → ℓν XX events predicted by the SM at LO for different Higgs
decay channels and with a cut phT > 550GeV. The results correspond to 3ab−1, ∣η∣ < 2.5 for the
HL-LHC, 15ab−1, ∣η∣ < 6 for the HE-LHC and 30ab−1, ∣η∣ < 6 for the FCC-hh.

using only leptonic decays is small because the BR of massive gauge bosons, like the W and Z,
to leptons is ≳ 0.2.

A process closely related to Wh is the Zh production process. Although the cross section
of Zh is lower than for Wh, the Z boson has two fully leptonic decay channels, Z → ℓ+ℓ−

and Z → νν̄, whose combination can partially compensate the cross section disadvantage. The
Wh and Zh processes constitute the two channels of the more general V h production process.
During the rest of this chapter, we will explore how to use the V h process, with the Higgs boson
decaying to a pair of photons and the gauge boson decaying to leptons, to probe new physics at
FCC-hh.

3.2 Effective Field Theory parametrization
We focus on small deviations from the SM that could be detected through precision measure-
ments. Hence, it is sensible to parametrize the new-physics effects within an EFT formalism.
We use the Standard Model Effective Field Theory as described in Chapter 2 and keep only
dimension-6 operators in the Warsaw basis [116]. We assume that all the experiments previous
to FCC-hh will not find any new particle that could modify the V h production process. We
also assume that the WCs follow the Minimal Flavour Violation (MFV) counting rules in order
to fulfil automatically several flavour constraints [114]. We will dedicate part of Section 3.6 to
analyse how our results depend on the cutoff of the EFT (see Fig. 3.10 and 3.12).

Table 3.2 shows all the dimension-6 operators that can modify the V h diboson production
process. The bosonic operators on the left column modify the V V h coupling, i.e. they enter the
leading-order V h amplitude as seen in the rightmost diagram in Figure 3.1. Hence, they induce
effects that grow at most linearly with the energy1, which reduces our possible sensitivity to
them.

The operators in the middle column of Table 3.2 combine chiral quark, Higgs and gauge
boson fields and, consequently, generate a contact interaction of the type q ′̄qV h, like the one
depicted in the second-from-left diagram in Figure 3.1. The effect of this contact interaction on
the V h amplitude grows quadratically with the centre-of-mass energy of the process, improving
our possible sensitivity2. Additionally, these operators also enter the V h amplitude at leading
order as shown by the second-from-right diagram in Figure 3.1. Nevertheless, we do not expect
those five operators to have similar relevance in our analysis since Oϕud is doubly suppressed
by Yukawa couplings according to the MFV counting rules3 and does not interfere with the SM

1Accordingly, these operators will be called sub-leading operators.
2From now on, we will call them leading operators.
3One expects this suppression to be ∼ yuyd and for the first two generations this number is ∼ 10−10 and ∼ 10−6

respectively.
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Bosonic operators ψ2ϕ2D operators Dipole operators

OϕD = (H†DµH)∗ (H†DµH) O(3)ϕq = (Q̄LσaγµQL) (iH†σa
↔
DµH) OuW = (q̄LσµνuR) τ IH̃W I

µν

OϕW =H†HW a,µνW a
µν O(1)ϕq = (Q̄LγµQL) (iH†

↔
DµH) OdW = (q̄LσµνdR) τ IHW I

µν

OϕW̃ =H†HW a,µνW̃
a
µν Oϕu = (ūRγµuR) (iH†

↔
DµH) OuB = (q̄LσµνuR) H̃Bµν

OϕB =H†HBµνBµν Oϕd = (d̄RγµdR) (iH†
↔
DµH) OdB = (q̄LσµνdR)HBµν

OϕB̃ =H†HBµνB̃µν Oϕud = (ūRγµdR) (iH†
↔
DµH) Yukawa-like operators

OϕWB =H†σaHBµνW a
µν Ouϕ =H†H (qL̄H̃uR)

OϕW̃B =H†σaHBµνW̃
a
µν Odϕ =H†H (qL̄HdR)

Table 3.2: Dimension-6 operators of the SMEFT in the Warsaw basis that can modify the V h
diboson production process. Flavour indices are omitted.

amplitude in the massless quark limit. Therefore, its effect would be much smaller than the ones
generated by the other operators of the same class and we will not include this operator in our
analysis.

The right column in Table 3.2 shows dipole and Yukawa-like operators. The first ones also
generate contact interactions, although with a distinctive Lorentz structure. They are MFV
suppressed and do not interfere with the SM amplitude for massless quarks and hence, as with
Oϕud, we will not include them in our analysis. Finally, the Yukawa-like operators can only
modify the Yukawa coupling of the quarks and enter the V h process via diagrams where a quark
is exchanged in the t or u channels. This means they can not generate a growth with the square
of the centre-of-mass energy. Moreover, they are also MFV suppressed and do not interfere with
the SM for massless quarks. Those reasons justify their exclusion from our analysis.

In summary, there are only 4 linearly-independent leading operators that we will consider in
our analysis:

O(1)ϕq = (QLγµQL) (iH†↔DµH) , (3.1)

O(3)ϕq = (QLσaγµQL) (iH†σa
↔
DµH) , (3.2)

Oϕu = (uRγµuR) (iH†↔DµH) , (3.3)

Oϕd = (dRγµdR) (iH†↔DµH) , (3.4)

where σa are the Pauli matrices. While the four of them contribute to the Zh channel, only O(3)ϕq
affects Wh. This is because, to be able to generate a vertex q ′̄qW ±h, the fermionic and bosonic
pieces of the operator can not be gauge invariant separately. We assume flavour-universality in
addition to the MFV counting. Further comments about the impact of this assumption on our
results will be made at the end of this Section.
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Among the sub-leading bosonic operators, only two of them can modify the Wh channel:

Oϕw = H†HW a,µνW a
µν , (3.5)

Oϕw̃ = H†HW a,µνW̃
a
µν (3.6)

where W̃ a,µν ≡ 1/2 ϵµνρσW a
ρσ. We include them in our analysis because we studied how being

differential in angular variables allows you to be sensitive to additional sub-leading operators.
We desisted from including the bosonic operators that contribute to the Zh process. This

is justified because the angular binning needed to be sensitive to them would require using only
the Z → ℓ+ℓ− channel, which has a too low cross section to render a statistically significant
number of events after the angular binning. Additionally, ambiguities related to the chirality of
the leptons would harm the sensitivity to some of those operators [131].

It is useful to put these operators in perspective by looking at how they are generated in
some common UV-completions of SMEFT. The operators in Eq. (3.1)-(3.4) can be generated
at tree-level via exchange of fermionic resonances in the t or u-channels or EW-charged vector
resonances in the s-channel. In accordance with the SILH power counting [113], it is expected
that:

c(1),(3)ϕq ∼ cϕu, d ∼ g2∗, (3.7)

where g∗ is the typical coupling of the new particles with the SM degrees of freedom. For models
where the BSM sector is weakly or not directly coupled to the SM, one expects g∗ ∼ g, where
g is the SM EW gauge coupling. In the fully strongly-coupled case, one expects g∗ ∼ 4π. The
bosonic operators Oϕw and Oϕw̃ tend to be suppressed with respect to the other ones because
they are often generated at loop level. In this case, the estimate becomes:

cϕw ∼ cϕw̃ ∼
g2g2∗
16π2

. (3.8)

In subsection 3.6.4, we will match explicitly two simple UV models onto SMEFT which follow
this power-counting estimates.

However, some unusual models, generically called “remedios”-like, in which the transverse
degrees of freedom of the gauge fields couple strongly to new physics, could lead to larger effects
on these operators. Furthermore, Oϕw and Oϕw̃ could be generated at tree-level by massive
vector fields L1 in the 2−1/2 irrep of SU(2)L×U(1)Y , via mixing with the Higgs L†

1,µD
µH +

h.c. [184]. If L1 is the lightest new physics particle, the operators Oϕw and Oϕw̃ could have
larger Wilson Coefficients than O(3)ϕq . However, this situation does not occur in the most common
BSM scenarios. As an additional remark regarding these purely bosonic operators, let us note
that whenever they are parametrically enhanced with respect to Eq. (3.8), minimal coupling
imposes structural cancellations in the contributions to h → γγ [113]. Hence, one must be
careful when deriving bounds on them from Higgs precision data.

All the operators presented in this section can modify the branching-ratio of decay channels
that either we will use in our analysis, as mentioned in the previous paragraph, or that have been
measured with high-precision. The latter is the case of Z → hadrons, which has been determined
with less than per-mille precision and is affected by the operators in Eq. (3.1)-(3.4). However,
it is well justified to take the SM value of those BRs for two main reasons. First, all these BRs,
even the Higgs ones, are expected to be measured with at most O (1%) precision by the time
FCC-hh runs [185]. Second, the effects of the operators included in our analysis can be erased
via structural cancellations with other dimension-6 operators.

The additional operators needed to perform the aforementioned structural cancellations, such
as Oll, OϕD, and Oϕu, do not need to be considered in our study [186]. The reason for this
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is that our analysis obtains its sensitivity from the shape of the pT and angular distributions,
not from the inclusive cross section value, which would represent an overall normalization in the
distribution. And none of those additional operators can generate an effect that grows with the
energy or changes the angular distribution.

We conclude this section with a discussion of our flavour universality assumption. The
signal channels Wh and Zh are dominated by the production through initial states containing
first-generation quarks. Contributions from second-generation quarks and from the bottom are
suppressed by the proton parton distribution functions, and together give ∼ 20% of the whole
cross section4. Our analysis, in consequence, captures approximately the cases in which new-
physics couples only to the first generation, or the case with an U(2) flavour symmetry in the
first two generations.

On the other hand, the situation is potentially different for the gg → Zh process. In this
case, new-physics corrections to the top-quark couplings might affect strongly the dominant loop
diagrams. In the flavour universal scenario, the corrections to the top couplings are related to the
ones of the light flavours and therefore they are relatively small. We checked that, for values of
the Wilson coefficients of the order of our bounds (∣c(3)ϕq ∣ ∼ 3×10−3; ∣c(1)ϕq ∣, ∣cϕu∣, ∣cϕd∣ ∼ 2×10−2), the
corrections to the gg → Zh cross section are below 5% for pT,min = min{phT , pZT } < 800 GeV bins
and increase to ∼ 30% and ∼ 60% for pT,min ∈ [800, 1200] GeV and [1200, ∞) GeV respectively5.
The impact of these corrections on the fit is negligible because this channel renders a very small
number of events at FCC-hh (see subsection 3.5.2).

If the flavour universality assumption is relaxed and the top coupling modifications are
allowed to be bigger, the situation could change. In that case, a dedicated analysis exploiting
other processes sensitive to the top couplings, in addition to the gg → Zh channel, would be
required. However, one must be aware of the fact that relaxing flavour universality could easily
induce large flavour-violating effects, unless flavour symmetries or alignment assumptions are
imposed.

3.3 Amplitudes and interference patterns

3.3.1 The importance of interference

Before delving into the specifics of the V h process, let us remark some generalities about how to
maximize our sensitivity to NP effects. Given a certain process with SM amplitude MSM and
a BSM contribution MBSM , its cross section will take the general shape:

σ = ∣MSM ∣2 + 2Re (MSMM∗
BSM) + ∣MBSM ∣2, (3.9)

where the second term on the right hand side is known as interference term. Crucially, the
interference term is the only one linear on the BSM parameters, e.g. the Wilson coefficients if
an EFT is used, and therefore it will tend to be the leading modification to the SM cross section
for small deviations. Hence, ensuring and maximizing our sensitivity to the interference term is
key to perform precision measurements.

When the BSM effects are parametrized with an EFT, the relevance of the interference term
can be phrased in terms of series expansion order. Assuming one keeps in the EFT operators
of dimension up to d = 4 + n, the interference term will be proportional to 1/Λn, while the BSM
squared piece will go as 1/Λ2n. This means that the BSM squared piece will be of the same order

4The relative contribution of each qq̄ initial state to the total Zh cross section at LO after our selection cuts
in the regime 400 GeV < pT,h < 600 GeV is: u(42%), d(38%), s(9.2%), c(5.7%), b(4.7%).

5These pT,min ranges correspond to the different bins that will be used in our analysis.
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V polarization SM Oϕf Oϕw Oϕw̃

λ = 0 1
ŝ

Λ2

M2
W

Λ2
0

λ = ± MW√
ŝ

√
ŝMW

Λ2

√
ŝMW

Λ2

√
ŝMW

Λ2

Table 3.3: High energy behaviour of the SM and BSM helicity amplitudes for pp → V h, with
V =W, Z. Oϕf stands for O(1)ϕq , O(3)ϕq , Oϕu and Oϕd.

than the interference generated by operators of a higher order in the series expansion, whose
exclusion should then be justified with additional UV assumptions. Those assumptions become
unnecessary if the sensitivity comes mainly from the interference term.

However, the presence of the interference term should not be taken for granted, particularly
in diboson processes [130]. Indeed, these processes are affected by a so-called “non-interference
theorem”, which states the following. In the high energy regime, E ≫mV , where the amplitudes
can be well characterized by the final particles helicity, 2 → 2 tree level amplitudes involving
transversely polarized vector bosons exhibit different helicity in the SM and BSM. This implies
that the interference term vanishes in inclusive analyses. Fortunately, this caveat can be over-
come thanks to the use of observables that are differential in the vector boson decay angles [131].
We will discuss at extent how to use this idea in the processes of our concern in the following
subsections.

3.3.2 High-energy behaviour

The first step in the discussion is to analyse how the amplitudes generated by SM and BSM
operators behave at high-energies for different polarizations of the gauge boson. This is con-
veniently done in the helicity amplitudes formalism [187]. The leading high-energy behaviour
of each helicity amplitude is shown in Table 3.3. The leading SM amplitude corresponds to a
longitudinally polarized gauge boson and behaves as a constant at high centre-of-mass energy
of the process,

√
ŝ, whereas the transverse polarization channels are suppressed at high energy

by 1/
√
ŝ.

All the dimension-6 operators that involve quarks, namely O(1)ϕq , O(3)ϕq , Oϕu and Oϕd, induce a
quadratic growth with the energy, i.e. of order ŝ/Λ2, and the leading amplitude is the one with a
longitudinally polarized gauge boson. On the other hand, the purely bosonic operators Oϕw and
Oϕw̃ have amplitudes that grow at most with

√
ŝ/Λ, i.e. linearly with the energy. Furthermore,

the leading amplitude for the purely bosonic operators is the one with a transversely polarized
gauge boson.

As explained in Section 3.1, we want to seize on the energy growth to increase our sensitivity
to the interference term between the SM and new physics amplitudes. The analysis of the high-
energy behaviour of the different amplitudes performed in the previous paragraphs is not enough
to determine the existence or not of a growth with energy in the interference term because the
interference pattern depends on the observables.

If the observable is inclusive in the gauge boson decay products, the interference occurs only
between amplitudes with the same polarization. Hence, only the operators O(1)ϕq , O(3)ϕq , Oϕu
and Oϕd can generate an interference term that grows with energy. The operator Oϕw would
generate an interference term that is at most constant, and the operator Oϕw̃ would not even
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Figure 3.2: Representative Feynman diagrams for q q′ →Wh at leading order with one insertion
of dimension-6 SMEFT operators.

interfere with the SM for being CP-odd. What can be done to maximize or recover sensitivity
to each of those operators is process dependent and therefore, we will discuss the Wh and Zh
channels separately in the next subsections.

3.3.3 Wh channel

This channel is sensitive to the operators O(3)ϕq , Oϕw and Oϕw̃, which modify the amplitudes at
leading order as depicted in Fig. 3.2. In consequence of what was discussed in the previous sub-
section, a simple binning in ŝ is a good enough observable to make use of the growth with energy
of the interference term generated by O(3)ϕq . On the other hand, the same observable is expected
to probe poorly Oϕw and Oϕw̃ because they generate either constant or vanishing interference
terms. More precisely, the leading high-energy behaviour of the SM squared amplitude and the
interference terms for an analysis that bins only in ŝ is:

∣MSM ∣2 ∼ sin2 θ , ReMSMM∗
ϕw ∼

M2
W

Λ2
,

ReMSMM(3)∗
ϕq ∼ ŝ

Λ2
sin2 θ , ReMSMM∗

ϕw̃ = 0 , (3.10)

where θ is the scattering angle of the W boson (see Fig. 3.3). We provide the full expressions
for the helicity amplitudes in Appendix 3.A.1. The interference term for O(3)ϕq above shows that
most of the events will be generated in the central region, θ ∼ π/2 and, therefore it is convenient
to perform the binning in phT , which is correlated to ŝ.

A possible way to probe better the bosonic operators is adding a second binning in the decay
angles of the W boson products. This restores the interference between different helicity and
CP parity channels [131,132,169,171]. We checked the interference resurgence by computing the
helicity amplitudes for pp → Wh → ℓνh. We provide the expressions of the interference terms
and SM amplitude squared in full in Appendix 3.A.2.

Here, we present only the leading pieces in the expansion on MW /
√
ŝ that depend on the W

decay angles:

∣MSM ∣2 ∼
1

4
sin2 θ sin2 θW + MW√

ŝ
F(θ, θW ) cosφW ,

ReMSMM(3)∗
ϕq ∼

ŝ

Λ2
[1
4
sin2 θ sin2 θW +

MW√
ŝ
F(θ, θW ) cosφW ] ,

ReMSMM∗
ϕw ∼

√
ŝMW

Λ2
F(θ, θW ) cosφW ,

ReMSMM∗
ϕw̃ ∼

√
ŝMW

Λ2
F(θ, θW ) sinφW ,

(3.11)
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Figure 3.3: Scattering and decay angles that describe the process pp →Wh → ℓνh. f± denotes
the ± helicity lepton from the W decay.

where we have defined:

F(θ, θW ) = (1 − cos θ cos θW ) sin θ sin θW . (3.12)

The scattering and decay angles involved in the previous equations are defined according to
the diagram in Figure 3.3, where the reference vector r̂ is defined as the direction of the boost
of the Wh system in the lab frame. For a 2 → 2 scattering process, r̂ is parallel to the beam
axis. The scattering angle θ is defined as the angle between the W boson momentum and r̂.
The decay angles θW and φW are defined in the W rest frame and with respect to the positive
helicity lepton. Due to the W coupling exclusively to left-handed fermions, the helicity of the
lepton is unambiguously related to the charge sign of the charged lepton. Indeed, the charge
sign agrees with the helicity sign [131].

From Equation (3.11), it is clear that the interference term between the SM and the O(3)ϕq
operator grows with energy as ŝ, even after integrating over all the decay and scattering angles.
On the other hand, the interference terms generated by Oϕw and Oϕw̃ grow only as

√
ŝ and

provided we do not integrate over the azimuthal angle φW . The decay angle θW has a less
profound influence and integrating over it does not change the leading energy dependence of any
of these interference terms.

The interference terms from Oϕw and Oϕw̃ also behave differently after integrating over φW ,
as anticipated in the previous section. In the case of Oϕw, the remaining leading piece is constant
with energy:

ReMSMM∗
ϕw ∼

g4cϕw

6

M2
W

Λ2

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
2 (1 − cos θ cos θW )2 + sin2 θ sin2 θW

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
, (3.13)

where g is the SU(2)L gauge coupling. On the other hand, the interference term generated by
Oϕw̃ vanishes exactly after the integration over φW . Therefore, a double binning in phT and φW
should allow us to be sensitive to the interference terms generated for the three studied operators
and seize on their growth with energy.

However, there is a subtlety that affects this conclusion. The neutrino momentum can be
reconstructed from the missing transverse momentum, the kinematics of the charged lepton and
the invariant mass of their mother, but only up to a two-fold ambiguity. In the limit of high
neutrino pT , i.e. for large missing transverse momentum, this ambiguity is equivalent to the
phase shift φW → π − φW . This implies that, at high energies, all the terms proportional to
cosφW in Equation (3.11) vanish.
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Figure 3.4: Distributions in the azimuthal angle of the W ,
√
ŝ = 1TeV and integrated over θ and

θW . Gray lines correspond to the SM distribution, blue to c(3)ϕq = −0.03, red to cϕw = −0.05, and
green to cϕw̃ = 0.1 and we set Λ = 1 TeV. Dotted lines do not include the squared BSM terms,
whereas solid lines correspond to the full amplitude. The values of the Wilson coefficients were
chosen to make the figure legible and are not necessarily within the bounds reported later. Left:
distribution with perfect neutrino reconstruction. Right: distribution taking into account the
ambiguity in the neutrino reconstruction (φW → π − φW ).

Hence, the subleading terms in the squared and interference term for the SM and O(3)ϕq , and,
most notably, the leading interference term between Oϕw and the SM average to zero. On the
other hand, the leading interference term for Oϕw̃ and O(3)ϕq are unaffected by this ambiguity. The
lost sensitivity to Oϕw could be recovered by considering the hadronic W decay channels, which
allow to determine the decay angles up to an ambiguity (θW , φW )→ (π − θW , π − φW ) [131]. As
discussed before, those channels have much larger backgrounds and require more sophisticated
analysis techniques and will not be considered here.

Even if the neutrino ambiguity erases the growth with energy from the interference between
Oϕw and the SM, the situation is different from having integrated over φW . After accounting
for the neutrino ambiguity, the leading piece in the Oϕw interference is:

ReMSMM∗
ϕw ∼

M2
W

Λ2
[(1 − cos θ cos θW )2 + sin2 θ sin2 θW

(1 + cos 2φW )
2

] . (3.14)

which shows two different contributions. First, there is a term that possesses no φW dependence
and comes from the interference of amplitudes with equal helicity, which can be checked by
comparison with Equation (3.13). Secondly, there is an additional term proportional to cos 2φW
which comes from the interference between opposite transverse W polarizations. This is what
generates the observed modulation in the azimuthal angle, which vanishes upon integration over
it. The same effect can be observed in the interference between the SM and O(3)ϕq by taking
the part of Equation (3.43) that is constant with energy and averaging it over the neutrino
ambiguity.

The effect of the neutrino ambiguity on the differential distributions with respect to φW can
be seen graphically in Figure 3.4, where we have set ŝ = 1 (TeV)2 and integrated over all the other
kinematic variables, namely θ and θW . On the left panel, we show the distributions without
taking into account the neutrino ambiguity, while on the right we plot the same distributions
after averaging over φW and π−φW . Full lines correspond to the full amplitude and dotted lines
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Figure 3.5: Representative Feynman diagrams for q q → Zh at leading order with one insertion
of dimension-6 SMEFT operators.

include only the SM squared and interference pieces. From comparing them, it is clear that the
squared BSM terms do not change the differential distribution sizeably in any case for the chosen
values of the Wilson coefficients, which are of the same order or larger than the bounds reported
in Section 3.6.5. Therefore, the effects discussed here concern mainly to the interference terms.
As discussed above, the SM, O(3)ϕq and Oϕw distributions are almost flat when considering the
neutrino ambiguity, while the Oϕw̃ distribution is not affected by the aforementioned ambiguity
and is proportional to sinφW .

3.3.4 Zh channel

The 4 linearly-independent dimension-6 operators that we study in the Zh channel, O(1)ϕq , O(3)ϕq ,
Oϕu and Oϕd, modify the amplitudes at leading order as depict in Fig. 3.5. All these operators
generate an effect that grows quadratically with the centre-of-mass energy. As can be seen in
Table 3.3, such growth appears in the longitudinal Z polarization channel, which is also the
leading one in the SM amplitude, for all those operators. The high-energy behaviour of the
squared SM amplitude and the interference terms generated by the operators of our interest is:

∣MSM ∣2 ∼ sin2 θ ,

ReMSMM∗
bsm ∼

ŝ

Λ2
sin2 θ ,

(3.15)

where Mbsm ∈ {M(3)
ϕq ,M(1)

ϕq ,Mϕu,Mϕd} and θ is the scattering angle of the Z boson, which is
defined with the same convention used for the scattering angle of the Wh process (see Fig. 3.3).
We provide the full expressions of the helicity amplitudes, the squared SM and interference
terms in Appendix 3.A. Due to the growth with energy, the main BSM effects are expected to
be captured by exploiting the transverse-momentum distribution which is closely related to the
ŝ distribution. An analysis that is inclusive in the decay products would yield similar sensitivity
to all the considered operators.

However, stark differences in the size of the interference terms are present even though the
behaviour of the BSM amplitudes is the same for all effective operators (3.1)–(3.4). This can
be seen by direct inspection of the analytic expressions (see Appendix 3.A), or our numerical
results, see Tables 3.C.2 and 3.C.3. To be concise, we collect the non-shared prefactors of the
different interference terms in Table 3.4. From there, it is clear that the only operator that leads
to a sizeable interference is O(3)ϕq , while all others suffer suppressions or cancellations.

For the right-handed operators, Oϕu and Oϕd, the interference terms are suppressed since
they are proportional to the coupling between the Z boson and right-handed quarks, which is
significantly smaller than the one with left-handed quarks. BSM effects linear in the Wilson
coefficients are therefore suppressed with respect to the SM contributions and to the quadratic
BSM terms, degrading the sensitivity. In fact, with our analysis we find that, for values of the
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Operator Pre-factor u-type quark d-type quark

O(3)ϕq (−1)1+3QT3,f − s
2
wQf

swcw

2
3s

2
W − 1

2

sW cW
[−0.82]

1
3s

2
w − 1

2

swcw
[−1.00]

O(1)ϕq
T3,f − s2WQf

sW cW

1
2 −

2
3s

2
W

sW cW
[0.82] −

1
2 −

1
3s

2
W

sW cW
[−1.00]

Oϕu −sW
cW

Qf −sW
cW

2

3
[−0.37] -

Oϕd −sW
cW

Qf - sW
cW

1

3
[0.18]

Table 3.4: Non-shared prefactors of the interference terms between the SM and the operators
O(3)ϕq , O(1)ϕq , Oϕu and Oϕu in the process qq̄ → Zh. Besides the pre-factors shown here, the
interference terms have identical kinematic and parametric dependence as can be checked in
Appendix 3.A. In the third and fourth columns, we show the pre-factor evaluated for up-type
and down-type quarks respectively. We indicate the approximate numerical value in those cases
between square brackets. The operators Oϕu and Oϕd generate interference terms where the
initial state can be given by only one type of quark.

Wilson coefficients of order of the expected bounds (cϕu ∼ cϕd ∼ 2 × 10−2), linear and quadratic
BSM corrections are roughly of the same order.

The weak isospin singlet operator, O(1)ϕq , is affected by an accidental partial cancellation
between the up-type and down-type quark contributions, as can be deduced easily from Table 3.4.
This cancellation arises because the SM-BSM interference term is linear in the SM coupling of
the left-handed quarks to the Z. That coupling is proportional to T3 − s2wQ, where T3 is the
weak isospin charge, Q the electric charge and sw is the sine of the weak mixing angle, and
has opposite sign for up-type and down-type quarks. On the other hand, the leading BSM
amplitudes (see Eq. (3.51)) coming from O(1)ϕq have the same sign for all quarks, leading to
opposite-sign interference contributions for up-type and down-type quarks. The suppression is
further exacerbated by the relative weight of the valence-quark content of the proton. As a
result, the sensitivity to O(1)ϕq is deeply degraded and dominated by the terms that are quadratic
in the Wilson coefficients.

It is worth of mention that the operator O(3)ϕq is not affected by the same cancellation than
O(1)ϕq due to the way its SU(2) invariance is obtained. This causes that its amplitudes with
up-type and down-type quarks have opposite sign (see Eq. (3.50)), which compensates the sign
change in the SM coupling.

A possible way to partially lift the cancellation that affects O(1)ϕq is to consider the differential
distribution in the rapidity of the Zh system or a correlated quantity, such as the Higgs rapid-
ity. The rapidity distribution coming from up-type and down-type quark initiated processes is
slightly different. In particular, the uū parton luminosity is peaked at larger rapidity than the
dd̄ one [188]. Hence, the cancellation can be partially undone by separating the small and large
rapidity regions.

The potential of the rapidity binning to lift the cancellation is shown in Fig. 3.6, where we
plot the differential cross section of the SM-O(1)ϕq interference term with respect to the Zh rapidity
(normalized to the total SM cross section) for different flavour assumptions. The solid, dash-
dotted, double-dashed, and dashed curves correspond to the sum over the lightest 2, 3, 4, and
5 quarks respectively. This term changes sign around yZh ∼ 2 because the relative contribution
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Figure 3.6: Differential distribution of the interference term, ∝ c
(1)
ϕq , w.r.t. the rapidity of the

Zh system, yZh. The value of NF indicates the number of initial-state flavours summed over (in
PDG order). The distribution is integrated over the pT,h range of [400,600] GeV and

√
ŝ over

the appropriate range. The normalization factor is the SM only distribution further integrated
over yZh.

between the u- and d-quark initial states depends on yZh as discussed above. The choice of NF

depends on the flavour assumption imposed on the Wilson coefficient c(1)ϕq . The solid, NF = 2,
curve sums over first-generation quarks which comprise the valence quarks. For any NF > 2, each
down-type quark contributes positively in the central region (∣yZh∣ < 2) and each up-type quark
contributes negatively. The size of the contribution progressively decreases for heavier flavours.
The resulting differences in the distributions could, in principle, be exploited to disentangle the
flavour assumption given a clean decay channel with large statistics to sufficiently suppress the
quadratic terms.

It is important to notice that performing an analysis that is differential in the Z decay angles,
like the one presented in the previous section for the Wh channel, would have little to no effect in
our sensitivity to the leading operators. This is because the restoration of interference between
different polarization channels does not remove the discussed suppression and cancellation effects.
Although an analysis differential in the Z decay angles would give sensitivity to new sub-leading
operators, just like it did in the Wh channel, it would be heavily limited by statistics because of
the smaller cross section of the leptonic diphotonic Zh channels. Nevertheless, they are worth
considering when studying partly or fully hadronic decay channels.

To conclude this discussion, we would like to mention that, in the high energy limit, there is
only one non-zero BSM-BSM interference term. This is the one between O(1)ϕq and O(3)ϕq . All the
other possible terms cancel because of different initial quark states. Therefore, we only expect
sizeable correlations between c

(1)
ϕq and c

(3)
ϕq .

3.3.5 Additional contributions to the signal

So far, we have discussed only the tree-level amplitudes of the V h production channels. However,
there could be additional contributions with different features arising at 1-loop level. In the case
of Wh production, there are no loop-induced processes that can contribute in a sizeable way
at the precision to be explored at FCC-hh. This process can be affected at EW NLO level by
top operators [189], but as said before considering top-specific effects would require a dedicated
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analysis that is left for future work.
On the other hand, the Zh process, thanks to the neutralness of the involved bosons, receives

a non-negligible contribution from the gg → Zh process, depicted at leading order in Fig. 3.7. A
sizeable dependence of this channel on the effective operators of our interest might be present,
even when it is known that new-physics contributions to this channel do not grow with en-
ergy [164]. Furthermore, the SM contribution to the gg → Zh channel is suppressed, especially
at high-energy, by a cancellation between the contributions from triangle-type and box-type
diagrams, as shown in Ref. [190]. This cancellation could be partially removed by new-physics
effects, leading to sizeable deviations in the ŝ distributions which grow at high-energy. In fact, we
checked that corrections by the operator O(1)ϕq with a Wilson coefficient value of c(1)ϕq = 1.5×10−2,
which is close to the bounds we derived, range from ∼ 4% in the low-energy bins up to ∼ 60% in
the high-energy tail.

g

g h

Z

Figure 3.7: Representative Feynman diagrams for g g → Zh at leading order.

However, the extraction of useful information from this gluon-initiated channel can be cum-
bersome for several reasons. First of all, its cross section is much smaller than the leading
qq̄ → Zh process and, in the high-energy bins, where the corrections are stronger, it contributes
to less than one event at the end of the FCC-hh operation, as we will see in Section 3.5.3. Hence,
special cuts would be needed to enhance its visibility. Second, the gg → Zh process depends
strongly on additional dimension-6 operators, whose measurement could be not precise enough
to neglect their effects. In particular, there is a strong dependence on deviations in the top
Yukawa coupling. An uncertainty on its determination at ∼ 1% level could easily overshadow
the effects of the operators we considered. Consequently, in our analysis we will not exploit the
new-physics dependence of the gg → Zh channel and we will treat it as a background, ignoring
its dependence on the Wilson coefficients. Notice that there is no technical difficulty behind this
choice, since this process can be properly simulated with the same tools we used for the other
ones.

Finally, and beyond loop-induced processes, there is an interesting additional contribution
to the Zh signal that intertwines it with the Wh channel. We characterize the final state of the
Z → ν̄ν channel by requiring a pair of photons within a certain acceptance region and missing
transverse momentum. A non-negligible fraction of the events with this signature is produced
by the Wh channel with a leptonically-decaying W boson, in which the charged lepton is not
detected. More specifically, this happens quite often when the W boson decays into τ -leptons,
while electrons and muons escape detection more rarely (see Section 3.5.3). And, as discussed
previously, the Wh process depends on the operator O(3)ϕq in such a way that its corrections grow
with the energy. Hence, this will enhance the sensitivity of the Zh channel to the aforementioned
operator and increase the difference in sensitivity with respect to O(1)ϕq , Oϕu, and Oϕd.
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Wh channel Zh channel

MadGraph5_aMC@NLO v.2.6.5 v.2.7.3

Pythia v.8.2 v.8.24

Delphes v.3.4.1

UFO model Built in-house SMEFTatNLO

Table 3.5: Simulation software used for the processes involved in the Wh and Zh channels.

3.4 Collider event simulation

3.4.1 General considerations

The collider events were simulated with MadGraph5_aMC@NLO [191] using NNPDF23 par-
ton distribution functions [192]. The parton shower and the Higgs boson decay to photons were
modelled with Pythia8 [193]. Finally, the detector simulation was performed with Delphes
v.3.4.1 [194–199] configured according to its FCC-hh card. In Table 3.5, we specify the version
of each software we used, given that they differed slightly between the Wh and Zh channels.
Performed cross-checks indicate that those differences do not generate any variation in the final
results.

In the Wh channel, we used an extension of the SM UFO model [200] with the dimension-6
operators of our interest. The CP-even operators there included, O(3)ϕq and Oϕw, were cross-
checked against the LO results obtained with SMEFTatNLO [46] UFO. This latter model was
used in all the simulations performed for the Zh channel. Given the different peculiarities of the
two studied channels, a deeper discussion on the details of the simulations will be carried out
separately in the next subsections.

3.4.2 Wh channel

Our signal process is pp → W (→ ℓν)h(→ γγ). The main backgrounds for this process are
Wγγ, Wγj, Wjj, with the jets faking a photon. The envisaged rapidity coverage of the FCC-
hh detectors for charged leptons, according to its Delphes card, is ∣ηℓ∣ < 6 [24, 94]. This is
large enough to consider the process Z(→ ℓℓ)h(→ γγ) with a missing lepton as a negligible
background. We take the rate for a jet to fake a photon to be Pj→γ = 10−3. The projections
for this rate are Pj→γ = 0.01 exp (−pγT / (30 GeV)) [101] or Pj→γ = 0.002 exp (−pγT / (30 GeV)) [24],
and therefore our assumption is conservative. As we will discuss below, assuming a lower rate
would not modify significantly our results.

The event samples of the processes Wh and Wγγ were generated inclusively with one addi-
tional hard jet. The 0− and 1− jet samples were matched in the MLM scheme as implemented in
MadGraph. The k⊥-cutoff scale was set to (1/3)pγγ

T, min{bin} when generating the background
and to (1/2)phT, min{bin} for the signal process, where min{bin} is the lower edge of the generation
bin. The main reason for this was to account for new production channels with initial gluons,
which are the main responsible of non-negligible differences between LO and NLO. On the other
hand, the backgrounds with at least one jet at generation level already have those channels open
without the need for an additional hard jet and do not receive relevant corrections at NLO.
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Wh Wγγ Wjγ and Wjj

pℓT,min [GeV] 30 (all samples)

pγ,jT,min [GeV] 50 (all samples)

/ET,min [GeV] 100 (all samples)

∣ηj,ℓmax∣ 6.1 (all samples)

∆Rγγ,γj,γℓmin – 0.01 0.01

∆Rγγ,γj,jjmax – 2.5 2

mγγ,γj,jj [GeV] – [50,300] [50,250]

ph,γγT,min [GeV] {150,350,550,750} {100,300,500,700} –

pℓνT,min [GeV] – – {100,300,500,700}

Table 3.6: Parton level generation cuts for the signal and background processes in the Wh
channel. Each element in the list of values for ph,γγT and pℓνT corresponds to the cut used in 4
different generation runs. Each run was used in the analysis of the corresponding phT bin. The
last generation bin is used for both the fourth and fifth (overflow) bin.

Regarding the signal process, fully differential corrections to Wh production have been com-
puted previously, including mass effects and matched to a parton shower [201–205]. Generically,
the NNLO/NLO k-factors as a function of phT are small (< 10%). The same is also true of the
NLO/LO k-factors if the LO is showered. In our case, with the 0 + 1j matched sample, the
NLO/0 + 1j k-factor is 25 − 50% but this difference comes mainly from the choice of PDFs. As
mentioned above, we used NNPDF23LO for the 0 + 1j sample. However, at NLO, we used the
NNPDF23NLO PDFs for consistency. The NLO/0+1j k-factor becomes ≤ 10% if one generates the
0 + 1j sample using the NLO PDFs.

The inclusive electroweak (EW) corrections to the Wh process were computed in [206] and
the fully-differential corrections, in [207, 208]. They were included in MG5_aMC@NLO in [209].
While EW corrections are known to be large for large phT , their effect on our analysis is ≲ 20%;
nevertheless, we applied the k-factors extracted from [209] to the signal process. The recomputed
k-factors in our first four phT bins defined in Eq. (3.16) are {0.92,0.85,0.79,0.73} while we applied
an estimated k-factor of 0.6 in the overflow (phT > 1 TeV) bin. As we will see in Section 3.6, the
overflow bin does not contribute to the bound and therefore does not warrant a more careful
estimate.

In order to increase the number of Monte Carlo events that survive the selection cuts in our
analysis, we imposed several basic cuts at generation level which we list in Table 3.6. On the
upper part of Table 3.6, we show the cuts common to all the processes and bins. Those cuts that
are specific to each process and bin are shown on the lower part of the table. The bin-specific
cuts are done in order to increase the number of Monte Carlo events falling in each phT bin of
our analysis, without cutting any events that could pass the detector simulation and subsequent
selection cuts. The generation cuts are not one to one with the phT bins, because this quantity
is shifted due to showering.

For illustration, we show in Table 3.7 the cross section before and after the generation cuts
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h→ γγ γγ jγ jj

σ(loose) [fb] 7.5 4.8 ⋅ 103 106 6.2 ⋅ 107

σ(3rd bin gen. cuts) [fb] 0.026 2.9 3.0 ⋅ 102 5.2 ⋅ 103

Table 3.7: Parton level cross sections for signal and backgrounds in the Wh channel, before and
after imposing the generation level cuts defined in Table 3.6. Signal and γγ were generated at
(0+1j), while jγ and jj are LO. We only show the cross section after generation cuts for the
third bin. See text for more details. The subscript ‘loose’ refers to the mild cuts we had to
impose to regulate infrared divergences. We employed the cuts pj,γT > 20GeV for all the four
processes, mX > 20GeV for the process pp → ℓνX, ∆Rγj,γℓmin = 0.01 for X = γγ and ∆Rγℓmin = 0.01
for X = γj.

described in Table 3.6. After the generation cuts, we only give the results for the events in the
third generation bin, since it is the most sensitive one as a showcase example. Notice that the
generation cuts are slightly different for each process, therefore the interpretation of the relative
size of the cross sections before and after generation cuts must be made carefully.

3.4.3 Zh channel

The signal process is pp → Z(h → γγ), with the Z boson decaying either into a pair of charged
leptons, Z → ℓ+ℓ− (with ℓ = e, µ), or into neutrinos, Z → νν̄. The channel in which the Z boson
decays hadronically suffers from a much larger background and requires a more sophisticated
analysis strategy that we leave for future work. Given the similarities between the studied decay
channels, we will discuss their generation altogether, specifying their differences when needed.

The signature given by the signal process in the Z → νν̄ decay channel is a pair of photons and
sizeable missing transverse momentum. As we mentioned in Section 3.3.5, the additional process
qq̄ →W (→ ℓν)h (→ γγ) where the charged lepton is not reconstructed contributes to the same
final state and must be considered as part of the signal, since it depends on the O(3)ϕq operator.
In particular, the main contribution comes from events where W → τντ , see Section 3.5.3 for
details. On the other hand, the signature of the signal in the Z → ℓℓ channel is a pair of photons
and a pair of charged leptons. There are no additional contributions to the signal beyond Zh
production in this channel.

All the processes contributing to the signal in both decay channels were simulated at LO
in QCD. NLO QCD and EW corrections were taken into account through k-factors. NLO
corrections turn out to be sizeable, but with a weak dependence on new-physics. It is thus a
good approximation to rescale the cross section in each bin by the SM NLO k-factors. We give
more details on the computation of these k-factors in Appendix 3.B and their value is given in
Table 3.B.1. As expected, they follow a very similar pattern for both Z decay channels and for
the Wh process. Notice that this procedure to generate the signal could not be performed in
the Wh channel because the operator Oϕw̃ is not implemented at NLO and therefore we could
not check its influence on the QCD k-factors.

We also take into account the gg → Zh(→ γγ) production channel at LO in both Z decay
channels. According to the discussion in Section 3.3.5, we neglect new-physics contributions and
treat this process as a background.

The main backgrounds for the neutrino channel come from the processes Z (→ νν̄)γγ and
W (→ ℓν)γγ, where the charged lepton is missed and the photon pair is non-resonantly produced.
We checked that the jγγ process in which missing transverse momentum comes from showering
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Z → νν̄ Z → ℓ+ℓ−

pℓT,min 0 30a

∣ηℓmax∣ ∞ 6.1

pγT,min [GeV] 50b

∣ηγmax∣ 6.1c

∆Rℓℓ,γℓmin 0.01

∆Rγγmin 0.25d

pVT {0, 200, 400, 600, 800, 1200, ∞}

Table 3.8: Parton level generation cuts for signal and background processes in the Zh channel.
pVT denotes the gauge boson pT . a: only applied to QCD LO runs. b: not applied to the photons
produced by a Higgs decay. c: not applied to the photons coming from a Higgs boson. d: set to
0.01 in QCD LO runs.

and detector effects, constitutes a huge background at low energy, but becomes negligible when
a 200 GeV cut on the missing transverse momentum is imposed.

For the leptonic channel, the main background process is Z(→ ℓ+ℓ−)γγ, with a small addi-
tional contribution from processes in which the lepton pair arises from the splitting of a virtual
photon. This contribution can be suppressed by restricting the di-lepton invariant mass to be
around the Z-pole.

While processes where a gauge boson decays to τ -leptons play an important role in the Z → νν̄
channel as discussed above, they are mostly irrelevant in the Z → ℓℓ channel. We estimate that
the Z → ττ decay channel contribution would increase both the signal and background cross
sections of the Z → ℓℓ channel in at most 5%. The impact of such change on our results would
be negligible, therefore we do not include the τ - decay channel in our simulations.

Regardless the Z decay channel, additional contributions from events in which one or two
jets fake a photon are negligible if we assume a Pj→γ = 10−3 jet-to-photon fake rate [24, 101]
(see discussion in Section 3.4.2). Consequently, we do not consider processes with less than 2
photons as part of the background.

All the backgrounds were generated at NLO in QCD. This is particularly important for
the W (→ ℓν)γγ and Zγγ channels. In the former, the cross section is fully dominated by the
NLO contribution with a real emission (which is a factor ∼ 17 larger than the LO contribution).
Similarly, the NLO contributions for the Zγγ channel are a factor ∼ 2 larger than the LO ones.
The enhancement is partly due to the fact that at NLO an additional channel with an initial
gluon instead of a sea quark opens up, as also discussed in Section 3.4.2. As we will see in
Section 3.5.3, the presence of a large component of events with an additional jet significantly
modifies the kinematic configuration of the events, providing efficient handles to distinguish the
background processes from the signal.

As we did with the Wh process, we applied a set of generation level cuts to increase the
number of Monte Carlo events after the selection cuts in our analysis. The generation cuts used
for the different processes involved in the Zh channel are shown in Table 3.8. There, the second
(third) column shows the values used for all the processes relevant for the Z → νν̄ (Z → ℓ+ℓ−)
decay channel. Furthermore, we generated the events in 6 exclusive bins in the pT of the gauge
boson. We notice that, due to initial state radiation effects, a sizeable migration of events
between generation and pT min bins is present.
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3.5 Event selection and analysis

3.5.1 Selection cuts

We have to consider three processes with distinguishable final states: W (→ ℓν)h, Z(→ ℓℓ)h and
Z(→ νν̄)h, with h → γγ in all of them. Due to their similarity, there are several selection cuts
which are shared among them.

In particular, the Higgs boson reconstruction was performed exactly in the same way. We
require the event to have at least 2 photons with pγT > 50 GeV and ∣ηγ ∣ < 6. Furthermore, the
photon pair must have an invariant mass within the range [120,130] GeV. If there is more than
one pair of photons that fulfils the previous conditions, we select the pair with the smallest an-
gular separation, ∆Rγγ =

√
(∆φγγ)2 + (∆ηγγ)2. We checked that the effect of radiated photons

on this reconstruction procedure is negligible. We also verified that the alternative criteria of
choosing the pair of hardest photons6 gives almost equal results.

Electrons and muons are accepted if they have pe,µT > 30 GeV and ∣ηe,µ∣ < 6. The required
number of accepted leptons depends on the process. For Wh, we required 1 charged lepton
within the acceptance region; for Z(→ νν̄)h, we ask for 0 charged leptons in such a region; and
for Z(→ ℓℓ)h, we ask for exactly 2 leptons with opposite charges. Accordingly, the reconstruction
of the gauge boson is different in each case.

In the Z → ℓℓ case, the Z momentum is directly reconstructed from the charged lepton pair
and we require its invariant mass to fulfil 81 GeV ⩽ mℓℓ ⩽ 101 GeV to suppress the photon-
mediated background, as discussed in Section 3.4.3. The Z → νν̄ decay channel allows us to
only reconstruct the transverse momentum of the Z boson by assigning it to the total missing
transverse momentum.

On a middle ground, the W boson in the Wh process is reconstructed from both the charged
lepton and the missing transverse energy, which is interpreted as coming completely from the
neutrino. Imposing the reconstruction of the W invariant mass allows us to reconstruct the
neutrino four-momentum up to a two-fold ambiguity previously discussed in Section 3.3.3. Only
for the Wh process, we also require the events to have /ET > 100 GeV.

In order to further reduce the backgrounds, we impose a maximum cut on the transverse
momentum of the reconstructed V h system, pV hT < pV hT,max. This is motivated by the fact that
a large transverse momentum is typically due to the recoil against a hard QCD jet instead
of the energy growth produced by BSM physics effects. Events with this signature are more
likely to come from background processes than from the signal. The value of pV hT,max depends on
the process and on the pT binning, which will be described in the next section, such that the
efficiency of this cut is maximized. The chosen values can be found in Table 3.9.

Finally, in the Wh process we imposed a maximum angular separation cut on the photon
pair, ∆Rγγ < ∆Rγγmax. This cut is justified on the fact that the background photon pair is non-
resonant and hence it tends to have a larger ∆Rγγ than the one that originates from the boosted
Higgs. The value of ∆Rγγmax depends on the bin of phT to improve the efficiency of the cut and the
specific values can be found in Table 3.9. We checked the usefulness of this cut and its analogous
for leptons, ∆Rℓℓ < ∆Rℓℓmax for the Zh process. We found that, after the cuts on the invariant
masses, the ∆R distributions for signal and backgrounds were very similar and as a result, they
did not improve the bounds. Hence, they were discarded for the analysis of the Zh process. We
summarize all the selection cuts for all processes in Table 3.9.

6By hardest, we mean highest pT .
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Wh Z(→ νν̄)h Z(→ ℓℓ)h

pℓT,min[GeV] 30

# of leptons 1 0 2

pγT,min [GeV] 50

/ET,min[GeV] 100 -

mγγ [GeV] [120,130]

mℓℓ [GeV] - [81,101]

∆Rγγmax {1.3,0.9,0.75,0.6,0.6} -

pV hT,max [GeV] {300,500,700,900,900} {200,600,1100,1500,1900}

Table 3.9: Summary of selection cuts. The entries for ∆Rγγmax and pV hT,max in the Wh channel
correspond to the different phT bins defined in Eq. (3.16). The entries for pV hT,max in the Zh channel
correspond to the pT,min bins defined in Eq. (3.18).

3.5.2 Binning

The detailed analysis of interference patterns in Section 3.3 showed the need of different binning
strategies for theWh and Zh channels. This need is reinforced by the fact that in theWh channel
we are interested in two sub-leading dimension-6 operators and our sensitivity to them depends
crucially on the binning in an angular variable. However, both channels share an underlying
binning on the transverse momentum, that is correlated with the centre-of-mass energy of the
process and yields most of the sensitivity to the leading operators. We detail the different chosen
binning strategies in the next subsections.

The Wh channel

As discussed in Section 3.3.3, to maximize the sensitivity to the three operators of interest we
need to select events with large Wh invariant mass and be differential in the azimuthal angle of
the leptons, φW , in order to have linear sensitivity to the CP-odd operator. Since BSM physics
effects are largely in the central scattering region, it is convenient to perform a binning in the
phT variable, which is correlated with

√
ŝ, and is easier to reconstruct accurately. In our analysis

we use bins with their borders given by,

phT ∈ {200,400,600,800,1000,∞}GeV ,

φW ∈ [−π,0] , [0, π] .
(3.16)

With this choice, the overflow phT bin contains O(10) SM events for 30ab−1 of integrated
luminosity. The number of SM events per phT bin after all the selection cuts is shown in Fig. 3.8
for both the signal and the backgrounds. A detailed discussion of that figure is postponed until
subsection 3.5.3. To efficiently populate the five phT bins in Eq. (3.16), we generated four runs
with a cut on phT or a proxy for it in the case of backgrounds, see discussion in Section 3.4.2.

The binning in φW is chosen to enhance the sensitivity to Oϕw̃ by recovering its interference
with the leading SM amplitude. On the other hand, no sizeable improvement is possible for Oϕw
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Figure 3.8: Number of SM events per phT bin after selection cuts for the signal and backgrounds
in the Wh channel at the FCC-hh assuming 30 ab−1.

because of the neutrino ambiguity, as discussed in Section 3.3.3.

The Zh channels

In the Zh channels, we consider the double-differential distribution in the centre-of-mass parto-
nic-energy and in the rapidity of the events, in accordance to the discussion in Section 3.3.4.
As can be seen from Eq. (3.15), the signal events are mostly emitted in the central scattering
region. We can therefore approximately trade the event energy for the transverse momentum of
the Z or Higgs. Both of these can be reconstructed in the two decay channels we consider. We
choose to bin in the minimum pT of the two bosons:

pT,min =min{phT , pZT } , (3.17)

where, in the neutrino channel, pZT is identified with the missing transverse momentum. This
choice is useful to select hard events in the Zh centre-of-mass frame and, simultaneously, to
remove the jγγ background where the missing energy comes from soft radiation. We use five
bins in pT,min, whose boundaries are given by

pT,min ∈ {200,400,600,800,1000,∞} GeV . (3.18)

The number of events at FCC-hh in each pT,min for the SM signal and background processes in
each Z decay channel is shown in Fig. 3.9, which will be discussed in detail in subsection 3.5.3.

In the Z → ℓ+ℓ− channel, we also use a simple binning in the rapidity of the Zh system yZh,
namely

∣yZh∣ ∈ [0,2], [2,6]. (3.19)

We can not use such binning in the Z → νν̄ channel because the rapidity of the Zh system can
not be determined. Instead, we bin in the rapidity of the Higgs yh, which is strongly correlated
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Figure 3.9: Number of SM events per pT,min bin after selection cuts for the signal and back-
grounds in the Zh channel at the FCC-hh assuming L = 30 ab−1 integrated luminosity. Left
(right) panel: for the decay channel Z → νν̄ (Z → ℓ+ℓ−). The bins are defined according to
pT,min.

Selection cuts / efficiency Wh Wγγ Wjγ Wjj

≥ 1ℓ± with pT > 30 GeV 0.86 0.46 0.94 0.94

≥ 2γ each with pT > 50 GeV 0.50 0.18 5.7 ⋅ 10−3 8.7 ⋅ 10−7

/ET > 100GeV 0.49 0.16 5.1 ⋅ 10−3 8.5 ⋅ 10−7

120GeV <mγγ < 130GeV 0.46 6 ⋅ 10−3 2 ⋅ 10−4 8.2 ⋅ 10−8

∆Rγγ <∆Rmax 0.45 4 ⋅ 10−3 3.1 ⋅ 10−5 6.4 ⋅ 10−8

pWh
T < pWh

T,max 0.41 7 ⋅ 10−4 1.1 ⋅ 10−5 4.7 ⋅ 10−8

Table 3.10: Cutflow efficiency of the selection cuts for the processes in the Wh channel. This
table was computed using only the third phT bin at generation level to focus on the events most
sensitive to BSM effects.

with yZh. The bin definitions depend on pT,min as follows:

∣yh∣ ∈
⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

[0,2], [2,6] for 200 < pT,min < 600 [GeV] ,
[0,1.5] , [1.5,6] for 600 < pT,min < 800 [GeV] ,
[0,1] , [1,6] for pT,min > 800 [GeV].

(3.20)

3.5.3 Cut efficiencies

In this section, we evaluate the effectiveness in suppressing the backgrounds of the selection cuts
described in Section 3.5.1. We analyse how the different topologies present in the background
processes required the use of complementary cuts. Due to small differences in the generation-
level cuts of the different processes (see Section 3.4 and in particular Tables 3.6 and 3.8), the
starting phase volumes differ slightly. Nevertheless, this analysis provides a good idea of the
effect of the different cuts.

We start analysing the Wh channel. In Table 3.10, we show the cutflow analysis for the third
phT bin and all the processes considered in the Wh channel. From Table 3.10, it is clear that the
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Cuts / Efficiency qq̄ → Zh Wh Wγγ Zγγ gg → Zh

0 ℓ± in acc. region 1 0.30 0.44 1 0.97

≥ 2γ in acc. region 0.60 0.19 0.30 0.72 0.60

mγγ ∈ [120, 130]GeV 0.58 0.17 7.7 × 10−3 1.3 × 10−2 0.59

pT,min ≥ 400 GeV 0.42 0.061 6.9 × 10−4 2.9 × 10−3 0.37

pZhT ≤ pZhT,max 0.40 0.057 1.1 × 10−4 2.8 × 10−3 0.33

Table 3.11: Cutflow efficiency of the selection cuts for the processes in the Z → νν̄ channel.
The acceptance region for charged leptons and photons is defined in the text. This table was
computed using only events with pVT > 400 GeV at generation level to focus on the events most
sensitive to BSM effects.

Cuts / Efficiency qq̄ → Zh→ ℓ+ℓ−γγ Zγγ → ℓ+ℓ−γγ gg → Zh→ ℓ+ℓ−γγ

2 ℓ± in acc. region 0.85 0.74 0.75

≥ 2γ in acc. region 0.51 0.54 0.46

mγγ ∈ [120, 130] GeV 0.50 9.4 × 10−3 0.45

ml+l− ∈ [81,101] GeV 0.47 8.8 × 10−3 0.42

pT,min ≥ 400 GeV 0.35 2.2 × 10−3 0.26

pZhT ≤ pZhT,max 0.33 2.1 × 10−3 0.23

Table 3.12: Cutflow efficiency of the selection cuts for the processes in the Z → ℓ+ℓ− channel.
The acceptance region for charged leptons and photons is defined in the text. This table was
computed using only events with pVT > 400 GeV at generation level to focus on the events most
sensitive to BSM effects.

cut on the photon pair invariant mass, mγγ is highly effective and reduces the backgrounds in at
least one order of magnitude. The cut on pWh

T also shows a great effectiveness and reduces the
Wγγ (Wjγ) process by a factor of 5 (3) respectively. In the case of the Wγγ channel, this is a
direct consequence of the big contribution given by the QCD correction with a real emission.

Figure 3.8 shows the expected number of SM events in each phT bin for the signal and
background processes after applying all the selection cuts. From there, it is clear that Wγγ and
Wjγ are the dominant backgrounds. Their size is roughly a third of the signal in the first bin
and gradually decreases to around 10% of the signal in the last bin. The Wjj background is
at least one to two orders of magnitude smaller than the signal and, therefore, it can be safely
neglected. We stress that the overall background is very low, especially in the higher phT bins,
and hence the selection cuts are highly effective.

We also remark that the exact background projections for Wjγ and Wjj depend crucially
on the jet fake rate into photons and therefore is highly sensitive to the detector performance.
The importance of this fake rate in suppressing these backgrounds can be seen in the second line
of Table 3.10, where the photon-acceptance cut reduces these backgrounds by several orders of
magnitude. Nonetheless, given that even after taking a very conservative estimate for the fake
rate, as previously discussed in Section 3.4.2, the backgrounds are much smaller that the signal;
we do not expect our bounds to change noticeably even if the fake rate is further reduced.

Focusing now on the Zh channel, we show in Tables 3.11 and 3.12 the cutflow analysis for the
Z → νν̄ and Z → ℓ+ℓ− decay channels respectively. For this analysis, we only considered events
that satisfy the generation-level cut pVT > 400 GeV and that populate all but the first pT,min bins
in order to focus on those events that show a good sensitivity to BSM physics effects.
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The cut on the invariant mass of the photon pair is as effective as it was in the Wh channel
in reducing the contribution from channels with non-resonant photon pairs, i.e. Wγγ and Zγγ.
Analogously, the cut on the lepton-pair invariant mass mℓ+ℓ− is useful to reduce the ℓ+ℓ−γγ
background component in which the lepton pair is generated by an off-shell photon. Such channel
becomes completely negligible after the selection cuts, so we did not include it in Table 3.12,
where only the Zγγ → ℓ+ℓ−γγ channel is listed.

In the neutrino channel, the charged-lepton veto reduces the cross section of the Wh and
Wγγ channels by only 60 − 70%. This behaviour, which might seem surprising at first sight, is
mainly due to the W → τ ντ decay channel, in which the τ decays hadronically. On the other
hand, when the W decays to light leptons, the cut is much more effective, with a reduction of
the events of 96% for decays with an electron and 98% for decays with a muon.

However, a large fraction of the events with hadronically decaying taus is removed by the
cuts on pT,min and pZhT . The reason for this is twofold. First, the jets from the τ decay carry
sizeable fraction of the τ momentum, thus creating an unbalance between the missing transverse
momentum and the photon pair pT . And, second, in the Wγγ channel, a vast majority of the
events come from the NLO contribution with an additional extra jet. In such events, a large
transverse momentum pZhT is present. This phenomenon was already observed in the analysis of
the Wh channel.

Finally, the pT,min cut is highly effective in suppressing the Zγγ background in both decay
channels. The underlying reason is the same one that explains the effectiveness of pZhT with
Wγγ: most of the events (∼ 65%) come from the NLO contribution with an additional hard jet.

The number of expected SM events at the FCC-hh in each pT,min bin for the signal and
background processes in the Zh channels are shown in Figure 3.9. The figure shows the number
of events after summing over the rapidity bins. The number of signal and background events in
all bins used in the analysis can be found in Tables 3.C.2 and 3.C.3 in Appendix 3.C, together
with the signal cross-section dependence on the Wilson coefficients.

In the neutrino channel, the Wh process gives remarkably a significant contribution to the
signal with a number of events of the same order of magnitude than the Zh process. This happens
despite the much lower efficiency of the Wh process to pass the selection cuts with respect to
Zh, as can be seen from Table 3.11. The suppression is, nevertheless, partially compensated
by the significantly higher initial cross section. Moreover, the dependence on c

(3)
ϕq of the Wh

process is stronger than in Zh, due to accidental numerical factors in the new-physics amplitude.
For this reason, the Wh channel can enhance, up to ∼ 50%, the dependence of the signal cross
section on c

(3)
ϕq , as can be seen by comparing the results in Tables 3.C.2 and 3.C.3.

The main background in the neutrino channel is Zγγ → νν̄γγ, followed by Wγγ. In most of
the pT,min bins, the backgrounds are much smaller than the signal, making the analysis almost
background free. The only exceptions are the first bin, where however the dependence on new
physics is small, and the last one, where the number of events is quite limited. Finally, the
gg → Zh process contributes with a quite small number of events, so that its dependence on new
physics can be safely neglected.

In the Z → ℓ+ℓ− decay channel, the main background is the Zγγ → ℓ+ℓ−γγ process and is
much smaller than the signal in all bins. Analogously to the neutrino channel, the gg → Zh has
an almost negligible impact especially in the higher pT,min bins.

3.6 Results
In this section, we present our projection of the bounds on the Wilson coefficients. For our
statistical analysis, we assume that the likelihood function is Gaussian and do a χ2 analysis.
The Gaussian assumption is justified since we do not have any bin with less than O (10) events,
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for which the Gaussian approximation is already very good. This also allows us to compute 95%
C.L. bounds by solving ∆χ2 = 3.84.

The χ2 function is constructed with the number of signal and background events, the former
as a function of the Wilson coefficients. The fits of the signal events as a polynomial in the
Wilson coefficients and the number of total background events in each bin for each channel can
be found in Tables 3.C.1, 3.C.2, and 3.C.3 in Appendix 3.C.

Since the systematic errors at FCC-hh are unknown at the time of writing, we consider three
benchmark scenarios: 1%, 5% and 10%. The 1% benchmark is meant to give an estimate of
the maximal sensitivity achievable by removing all possible sources of systematic uncertainty.
Meanwhile, the 5% one should represent a more realistic scenario, being roughly comparable with
the present LHC systematics for diboson production processes with leptonic final states [162].
The 10% benchmark should be considered as a worst-case scenario.

We performed several analyses according to different UV assumptions. First, in Section 3.6.1,
we focus on the O(3)ϕq operator and consider both the Wh and the Zh channels. Afterwards,
we perform a global analysis of all the leading operators, namely O(1)ϕq , O(3)ϕq , Oϕu and Oϕd,
in Section 3.6.2. There, we consider the contribution of both Wh and Zh channels, which
exacerbates the difference in the sensitivity to O(3)ϕq with respect to the rest. In Section 3.6.3,
we translate our results into the popular anomalous Triple Gauge Couplings (aTGC) framework
and analyse how they could improve the bounds obtained from future lepton colliders. We put
our results into an UV context by recasting them into the parameter space of two simple UV
models in Section 3.6.4. Finally, the ability of the Wh channel to constrain the sub-leading
operators Oϕw and Oϕw̃ is explored in Section 3.6.5.

3.6.1 Single-operator analysis for O(3)ϕq

The decision of doing a single-operator analysis for O(3)ϕq is justified by several reasons. The first
one is that O(3)ϕq is the only common leading operator between the Wh and Zh channels that
generates a quadratic growth with energy and, therefore, via the combination of both channels,
we expect a more stringent bound than to any other. Second, any of the two channels on its
own is more sensitive to O(3)ϕq than to the other operators, as discussed in Section 3.3. Third, in
many new-physics scenarios we expect c(3)ϕq , c(1)ϕq , cϕu and cϕd to be of roughly the same size, and
cϕw and cϕw̃ to be loop-suppressed with respect to them. This justifies excluding cϕw and cϕw̃

from the analysis, and the bigger sensitivity to c
(3)
ϕq over similarly sized coefficients legitimises

the exclusion of the remaining three.
According to the discussion in Section 3.3, the sensitivity of our analysis to O(3)ϕq comes

almost exclusively from the binning in phT or pT,min in both channels. Nevertheless, the results
we present in this section were obtained using the double-binning, either in azimuthal angle or
rapidity, described in Section 3.5.2. Notice that a double binning can improve the sensitivity in
high-systematic uncertainty scenarios even when it does not distinguish between SM and BSM
contributions.

We show in Table 3.13 the 95% C.L. bounds on c
(3)
ϕq for the different systematics and using

either the Wh or Zh channel, or combining them. The bounds coming from each channel on its
own are very similar, with the ones from Zh just slightly better than the ones from Wh. Thus,
a combination of both channels allows for a significant improvement in the c(3)ϕq bounds, as seen
in the fourth column of the aforementioned table. In both channels, the bounds for positive
and negative values of the Wilson coefficient are quite similar. This is because the new-physics
contributions are dominated by the linear interference terms with the SM, as can be checked
from the fits in Appendix 3.C.
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Syst. Wh Zh Combined
1% [−2.7, 2.5] × 10−3 [−2.1, 2.0] × 10−3 [−1.6, 1.6] × 10−3

5% [−3.3, 2.9] × 10−3 [−2.6, 2.4] × 10−3 [−2.0, 1.9] × 10−3

10% [−4.0, 3.4] × 10−3 [−3.2, 2.8] × 10−3 [−2.4, 2.2] × 10−3

Table 3.13: 95% C.L. bounds on c
(3)
ϕq from a one-operator fit for the different assumptions on

the systematic uncertainties. The second (third) column gives the bounds obtained from the
Wh (Zh) channel. The fourth column shows the bounds obtained from the combination of both
channels.

We present our bounds for c(3)ϕq as a function of the cutoff of the EFT, M , for the different
systematics in Figure 3.10. The cutoff is enforced by selecting events with mV h ⩽ M for each
value of M , where mV h is the invariant mass of the V h system7. On the left panel, we present
the result obtained with the Wh channel, and on the right panel, the one obtained from the
combination of the Wh and Zh channels. The respective plot obtained with only the Zh channel
can be found in Fig. 3.12. These plots give an idea of the dependence of the bound on the cutoff
of the EFT, since we can roughly identify Λ with M , which allows us to test the validity of the
EFT description and understand the kind of models we can probe with these operators.

In the Wh channel, the bounds saturate for M ∼ 4 TeV and there is only a mild degradation
for M ≃ 2 TeV, energy below which it rapidly becomes worse. Then, the bounds reported in
Table 3.13 for the Wh channel are valid for M ⩾ 4 TeV. This behaviour is inherited by the results
obtained with the combination of both channels, although they have a gentler slope. The latter
feature comes from the Zh channel, where the bounds saturate for slightly larger cutoffs, M ∼ 5
TeV.

The diagonal dashed and solid grey lines in Figure 3.10 show the values of c(3)ϕq expected in
weakly-coupled new-physics models (labelled “Weak” in the plot), c(3)ϕq ∼ g2/(4M2); and strongly-
coupled ones (labelled “Strong”), where c(3)ϕq ∼ (4π)2/(4M2) (see discussion in Section 3.2) 8.
These lines allow us to interpret our bounds as follows: the diphotonic V h channels at FCC-hh
will probe weakly-coupled theories with cutoffs of up to M ∼ 5 − 7 TeV, and strongly coupled
ones with cutoffs above 50 TeV.

Our bounds must be compared with results obtained from current data and other projections
at future colliders. The most direct comparison is with the leptonicWZ channel, whose projected
bound at FCC-hh, assuming 5% systematics, is [162]:

FCC-hh (20 ab−1) c
(3)
ϕq ∈ [−1.8,1.4] × 10−3 5% syst., (3.21)

for M ⩾ 5 TeV. This is only slightly more stringent than the bound we find combining the Wh
and Zh channels. Further combination with the WZ bounds can therefore lead to a significant
improvement in the sensitivity.

7In the Wh channel, to reconstruct the invariant mass we randomly chose one of the two neutrino solutions.
We checked that this procedure gives the same bound as always choosing the solution that maximizes

√
ŝ, i.e. the

conservative choice where we would reject more events. In the Zh channel, when Z → νν̄, we can not reconstruct
pZz . We choose always pZz = −phz , which maximizes

√
ŝ over the option pZz = 0 and it is, therefore, the conservative

option.
8The extra factor of 1/4 is included to match the conventions of Ref. [162]; it also arises in the matching of

vector-like quark extensions of the SM, see Ref. [184]
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Figure 3.10: Bounds at 95% C.L. on c
(3)
ϕq from one-operator fits as functions of the maximal-

invariant-mass cut M . The dashed, solid and dotted lines show the bounds for 1%, 5% and 10%
systematic errors. For comparison, we show the current bounds from LEP [210] and LHC Run
1 [211] and the projected bounds from the WZ channel at HL-LHC from Ref. [162] and from a
global fit at FCC-ee [212]. The dashed grey and solid black lines show the values of the Wilson
coefficient expected in weakly-coupled (c ∼ g2/(4M2)) and strongly-coupled (c ∼ (2π)2/(M2))
new physics models [162]. Left: results derived from the Wh channel. Right: results derived
from the combination of Wh and Zh channels.

Other current and projected bounds at 95% C.L. on c
(3)
ϕq are9:

LEP [210] [−5.7,5.7] × 10−1 ,
HL-LHC [185,212] (3 ab−1) [−3.9,3.9] × 10−2 ([−0.01,0.01]) ,
HE-LHC [162] (27 TeV, 10 ab−1) [−4.0,3.3] × 10−3 w/5% syst.,
FCC-ee [212] [−6.3,6.3] × 10−3 ([−4.8,4.8] × 10−4) ,
CLIC/ILC [212] [−7.8,7.8] × 10−3 ([−6.3,6.3] × 10−3) ,
CEPC [212] [−9.2,9.2] × 10−3 ([−1.1,1.1] × 10−3) .

(3.22)

We also quote in parentheses the bound from one-operator fits. All these bounds are much
weaker than the ones from the Wh, Zh and WZ channels, with the exception of the FCC-ee
and CEPC one-operator fits.

3.6.2 Global analysis of leading operators

In this section, we perform a four-operator global fit with the leading operators that affect the
V h process, i.e O(1)ϕq , O(3)ϕq , Oϕu, and Oϕd. The bounds obtained on each of those operators after
profiling over the other three operators at a time are reported in the column “Profiled Fit” in
Table 3.14. The bounds in the first four rows come from the analysis of the Zh channel, since
it is the only one capable of probing the four operators at the same time.

The last row in Table 3.14, labelled c
(3)
ϕq (+Wh), shows the impact of combining the four-

operator fit from the Zh channel with a one-operator fit c(3)ϕq from the Wh channel. This
combination leads to an improvement of the bound by a factor of ∼ 2. The combination with the
Wh channel has a negligible impact on the bounds for the other operators. The reason behind

9The quoted projection for HL-LHC is compatible with the results of Ref. [42]. The comparison with Ref. [43]
is misleading due to different flavour assumptions and how the LEP bounds were taken into account.
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Coefficient Profiled Fit One-Operator Fit

c
(1)
ϕq

[−1.3, 1.4] × 10−2 1% syst.
[−1.5, 1.5] × 10−2 5% syst.
[−1.6, 1.5] × 10−2 10% syst.

[−1.1, 1.2] × 10−2 1% syst.
[−1.2, 1.2] × 10−2 5% syst.
[−1.2, 1.2] × 10−2 10% syst.

cϕu

[−2.0, 1.6] × 10−2 1% syst.
[−2.1, 1.7] × 10−2 5% syst.
[−2.3, 1.8] × 10−2 10% syst.

[−1.9, 0.89] × 10−2 1% syst.
[−2.1, 0.96] × 10−2 5% syst.
[−2.2, 1.0] × 10−2 10% syst.

cϕd

[−2.1, 2.3] × 10−2 1% syst.
[−2.2, 2.4] × 10−2 5% syst.
[−2.3, 2.5] × 10−2 10% syst.

[−1.4, 2.2] × 10−2 1% syst.
[−1.5, 2.2] × 10−2 5% syst.
[−1.5, 2.2] × 10−2 10% syst.

c
(3)
ϕq

[−5.2, 3.1] × 10−3 1% syst.
[−6.7, 3.3] × 10−3 5% syst.
[−8.2, 3.7] × 10−3 10% syst.

[−2.1, 2.0] × 10−3 1% syst.
[−2.6, 2.4] × 10−3 5% syst.
[−3.2, 2.8] × 10−3 10% syst.

c
(3)
ϕq

(+Wh)

[−2.5, 2.1] × 10−3 1% syst.
[−3.0, 2.4] × 10−3 5% syst.
[−3.7, 2.7] × 10−3 10% syst.

[−1.6, 1.6] × 10−3 1% syst.
[−2.0, 1.9] × 10−3 5% syst.
[−2.4, 2.2] × 10−3 10% syst.

Table 3.14: Bounds at 95% C.L. on the coefficients of the O(1)ϕq , Oϕu, Oϕd and O(3)ϕq operators
(with normalization Λ = 1TeV) using the Zh channel. The row labelled as c(3)ϕq (+Wh) provides
the bounds on that coefficient obtained from the combination of the Zh and Wh channels.
Such combination does not have any sizeable impact on the other operators. Left column:
Bounds from a global fit, profiled over the other coefficients. Right column: Bounds from a
one-operator fit (i.e. setting the other coefficients to zero).
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Figure 3.11: Expected 95% C.L. bounds on c
(1)
ϕq and c

(3)
ϕq at the FCC-hh. Bounds in green, red,

blue, assume 1%, 5% and 10% systematic error respectively. Solid (dashed) lines correspond to
the bounds when profiling over (setting to zero) the Wilson coefficients not appearing in the plot.
Left panel: Bounds obtained from the Zh channel analysis. Right panel: Bounds obtained
from the combination of the Wh and Zh channels.

this is that the bounds on the various operators in the fit are nearly uncorrelated. Such feature
is confirmed by the fact that the bounds from single-operator fits on c(1)ϕq , cϕu and cϕd, shown in
the column called “One-Operator Fit” of Table 3.14, are nearly equal to the ones coming from
the global fit. On the contrary, the bound on c

(3)
ϕq in the global fit becomes significantly weaker

than in the single-operator analysis, since large values of the other Wilson coefficients can easily
compensate the linear corrections in c

(3)
ϕq .

In Figure 3.11, we show the fits from the Zh channel in the (c(3)ϕq , c(1)ϕq ) plane, obtained either
by profiling (solid lines) or by setting to zero (dashed lines) the cϕu and cϕd Wilson coefficients.
In the latter case, some correlation in the fit can be seen, as expected from the c

(3)
ϕq − c(1)ϕq

interference (see discussion at the end of Section 3.3.4). This correlation, however, disappears
in the profiled fit. In the right panel, we show how the fit is modified by the combination of the
Zh and Wh channels. The main impact of such combination is an improvement of the bounds
on c

(3)
ϕq , whereas the bound along the c(1)ϕq direction is roughly unaffected.
We show in Figure 3.12 the bounds from single-operator fits as functions of the maximal

invariant mass cut M . In this Figure, we only consider the fits from the Zh channel. We see
that, for all the operators, the bounds saturate for M ∼ 5 TeV, signalling that our bounds are
valid for a cut-off Λ ≳ 5 TeV. Also, the bounds on c

(1)
ϕq , cϕu and cϕd are not strong enough to

test the region of weakly-coupled new-physics, although they can mostly probe theories with
strongly-coupled new dynamics. Only the bounds on c(3)ϕq can probe significantly weakly-coupled
theories.

Finally, we can compare the bounds we obtained with the expected sensitivity at the LHC
and other proposed future colliders (our fits always implicitly also rely on LEP measurements
that are crucial in particular to size the SM input parameters). The current and projected 95%
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Figure 3.12: Bounds on c(3)ϕq , c(1)ϕq , cϕu and cϕd from one-operator fits as functions of the maximal-
invariant-mass cut M . The bounds correspond to 95% C.L. (∆χ2 = 3.84). The dashed, solid and
dotted lines show the bounds for 1%, 5% and 10% systematic errors. The current bounds and
the projections for some future hadron colliders are also shown. For c(3)ϕq , we show the LHC Run
1 bound from Ref. [211] and the projections from the WZ channel at HL-LHC from Ref. [162].
For the rest of operators, we show the global LHC data fit bound from Ref. [213] and the 1-
operator fit at HL-LHC from Ref. [212]. LHC bounds are shown in orange and HL-LHC ones
are shown in dark green. The dashed grey and solid black lines show the values of the Wilson
coefficient expected in weakly-coupled (c ∼ g2/(4M2)) and strongly-coupled (c ∼ (2π)2/(M2))
new physics models [162].

C.L. bounds on c
(1)
ϕq from a global analysis are [185,212,213]:

LHC Run 2 data [−0.132,0.066] ,
HL-LHC (3 ab−1) [−0.085,0.085] ([−0.03,0.03]) ,
CLIC/ILC [−0.07,0.07] ([−0.03,0.03]) ,
CEPC [−0.008,0.008] ([−0.003,0.003]) ,
FCC-ee [−0.018,0.018] ([−0.0017,0.0017]) ,

(3.23)
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for Λ = 1 TeV. The current and projected bounds on cϕu are [185,212,213]:

LHC Run 2 data [−0.36,0.36] ,
HL-LHC (3 ab−1) [−0.24,0.24] ([−0.06,0.06]) ,
CLIC/ILC [−0.17,0.17] ([−0.07,0.07]) ,
CEPC [−0.02,0.02] ([−0.007,0.007]) ,
FCC-ee [−0.04,0.04] ([−0.003,0.003]) .

(3.24)

Finally the bounds on cϕd are [185,212,213]:

LHC Run 2 data [−0.62,0.50] ,
HL-LHC (3 ab−1) [−0.45,0.45] ([−0.09,0.09]) ,
CLIC/ILC [−0.4,0.4] ([−0.1,0.1]) ,
CEPC [−0.04,0.04] ([−0.009,0.009]) ,
FCC-ee [−0.095,0.095] ([−0.004,0.004]) .

(3.25)

We see that, for all operators, our analysis provides bounds that are competitive with the
ones expected from global fits at other future colliders. On the other hand, if one-operator fits
are considered, FCC-ee and CEPC will surpass our bounds on all four operators by roughly one
order of magnitude.

3.6.3 Connection to aTGCs and Universal Theories

It might be convenient to interpret the bounds in terms of anomalous Triple Gauge Couplings
(aTGCs). TheO(3)ϕq , O(1)ϕq , Oϕu andOϕd operators can be rewritten in terms of vertex corrections,
δgZqL,R, and aTGCs, δg1z and δκγ by adopting the Higgs basis [214,215]:

c(3)ϕq = +
Λ2

4m2
W

g2 (δgZuL − δgZdL − c2w δg1z)

c(1)ϕq = −
Λ2

4m2
W

g2 (δgZuL + δgZdL +
1

3
(t2wδκγ − s2wδg1z))

cϕu = −
Λ2

2m2
W

g2 (δgZuR +
2

3
(t2wδκγ − s2wδg1z))

cϕd = −
Λ2

2m2
W

g2 (δgZdR −
1

3
(t2wδκγ − s2wδg1z))

(3.26)

where cw, sw and tw are the cosine, sine and tangent of the weak mixing angle respectively.
One way to estimate the impact of diboson searches at FCC-hh is to compare their reach

with the sensitivity at future lepton colliders. As an illustrative example we show, in Fig. 3.13,
the expected bounds on the aTGC parameters δg1z and δκγ for CEPC and FCC-ee. These
bounds are obtained through a global fit, which takes into account 18 effective operators in
flavour-universal theories [212].10 We also show in the same plot the impact of the combination
of the CEPC and FCC-ee constraints with the FCC-hh fit of diboson channels. For the FCC-hh
fit we combine the projections for WZ → ℓνℓ+ℓ− [162] with the analysis of the Wh and Zh
channels exposed in this work, and we assume 5% systematic uncertainty.

We find that, once the diboson channels at FCC-hh are included, the projected bounds on

10When flavour-universal theories are mapped into the 18 operators used in the fit, an ambiguity in the choice
of the 4-lepton effective interactions is present. To obtain the results shown in Fig. 3.13 we used the choice
[cℓℓ]1221 = 0. We however checked that the choice of [cℓℓ]1221 only has a mild impact on the bounds.
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Figure 3.13: Projected 95% C.L. bounds on the anomalous Triple Gauge Couplings δκγ , δg1z
for flavour universal theories at future colliders. In dark and light orange, we show the expected
bounds at FCC-ee and CEPC [212]. In dark (light) blue, we show the combination of the FCC-
ee (CEPC) fit with the projections at FCC-hh for the diboson channels WZ → ℓνℓ+ℓ− [162],
Wh → ℓνγγ and the combined Zh → ℓ+ℓ−γγ and Zh → νν̄γγ. In the FCC-hh projections we
assume 5% systematic uncertainty.

δg1z improve by a factor ∼ 2 (3) with respect to the bounds at FCC-ee (CEPC). On the other
hand the bounds on δκγ are only marginally affected. This behaviour is due to the fact that
diboson channels have a very good sensitivity to c(3)ϕq , which only depends on δg1z (see Eq. (3.26)),
while information on δκγ can only be extracted from c

(1)
ϕq , cϕu and cϕd, whose expected bounds

are much weaker.
For completeness, we report in the following the allowed 95% C.L. regions for δg1z,

FCC-ee [−4.5,4.5] × 10−4 ,
FCC-ee + Diboson at FCC-hh [−2.0,2.2] × 10−4 ,
CEPC [−6.8,6.8] × 10−4 ,
CEPC + Diboson at FCC-hh [−2.3,2.5] × 10−4 ,

(3.27)

and for δκγ ,

FCC-ee [−8.1,8.1] × 10−4 ,
FCC-ee + Diboson at FCC-hh [−7.4,7.7] × 10−4 ,
CEPC [−1.2,1.2] × 10−3 ,
CEPC + Diboson at FCC-hh [−1.1,1.1] × 10−3 .

(3.28)

These bounds are obtained from the global fit profiling over all the other parameters.
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Another way to analyse the impact of these diboson measurements on aTGCs is via their
connection with Universal Theories. Those theories are the only ones where it is fully valid to
parametrise BSM effects via the oblique Peskin-Takeuchi parameters [142, 216–218]. They also
impose correlations among the vertex corrections or, equivalently, WCs, as it is explained in
Appendix 3.D. For the WCs that enter in our analysis, the relevant relations are

c(1)ϕq =
1

4
cϕu = −

1

2
cϕd. (3.29)

This leaves only two independent WCs, that we choose as c(1)ϕq and c
(3)
ϕq .

The vertex corrections δgZqL,R in Universal Theories are completely parametrized by oblique
parameters (see Eq. (3.58) in Appendix 3.D), which will be highly constrained through various
measurements at FCC-ee and FCC-hh [212]. Then, one can safely assume δgZqL,R ≃ 0 and recast
our diboson bounds on c

(3)
ϕq , c

(1)
ϕq , cϕu, cϕd as constraints on δg1z and δκγ . With these assump-

tions, the combined analysis of the Zh and Wh channels gives the following constraints (for 5%
systematic uncertainty):

δg1z ∈ [−1.8,2.4] × 10−4 ([−1.5,1.7] × 10−4) , (3.30)
δκγ ∈ [−1.5,2.8] × 10−3 ([−1.2,2.8] × 10−3) , (3.31)

where the bounds in parenthesis are obtained through one-operator fits. Let us repeat that
they are valid only for Universal Theories with negligible vertex corrections. Notice that the
bound on δg1z is very similar to the one obtained after combination with FCC-ee under the
flavour-universal hypothesis, while the bound on δκγ is significantly worse. This stresses that
our analysis can constrain well only the first one and the second is better constrained by lepton
colliders.

3.6.4 Interpretation in terms of simple UV models

In this subsection, we revisit the results presented in the previous sections with the help of two
simple UV completions of the SM. The goal behind this is two-fold. On one hand, it allows
us to compare our results with other kinds of probes that are heavily model-dependent, e.g.
resonance searches. On the other hand, it allows us to study how our bounds are translated to
UV parameters when either a single parameter enters into several WCs or a few UV parameters
into the same WC.

A model of spin-1 triplets

The first model that we consider adds to the SM a massive vector boson that is a weak triplet,
Lµ ∼ (1,3)0. We will neglect any possible kinetic mixing and interaction of this resonance with
the electroweak gauge bosons and remain agnostic about the ultimate origin of its mass mL.
The Lagrangian that must be added to the SM is

LBSM =
1

4
F aL,µνF

a,µν
L + m

2
L

2
LµL

µ + γHLaµJ
a,µ
H +∑

f

γfL
a
µJ

a,µ
f , (3.32)

where F aL,µν is the usual non-abelian field strength tensor, the sum over f runs over all the SM
fermion fields, and the triplet Lµ interacts with the SM currents defined as

Ja,µH = i
2
H†σa

↔
D
µ

H, Ja,µf = fγµσaf. (3.33)
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In principle, the coupling γf carries flavour indices, but we assume flavour universality to be
consistent with our assumptions at EFT level (see discussion in Section 3.2). This reduces the
number of new couplings introduced by this model to 3: γH , γq, and γℓ. This model was used in
Ref. [166], from where we borrow the notation, and is a simplification of the custodial symmetric
model presented in Ref. [157,219,220].

For a high enough mass of the vector resonance, one can integrate it out and match this
model onto SMEFT. At tree-level, it generates several dimension-6 operators in the Warsaw
basis [184]11, but only to one of the operators considered in our analysis: O(3)ϕq . The matching
to its WC renders

c(3)ϕq = −
γHγq

2m2
L

. (3.34)

Notice that this UV model exemplifies perfectly the power-counting explained in subsection 3.2
and justifies setting to zero all the other WCs that enter in the V h channel, instead of profiling
over them.

t tt tt tt tt tt tt tt tt t t tt tt tt tt tt tt tt tt t

Figure 3.14: Projected 95% C.L. bounds on the couplings of a spin-1 triplet resonance, Lµ, with
mass mL. γH and γq are its couplings to the Higgs and quark currents, the latter is flavour
universal. We show the bounds for mL = 7 TeV (left panel) and mL = 10 TeV (right panel).
The continuous dark blue line is the projected bound from the combination of the Wh and Zh
channels. The dashed light blue line is the bound obtained combining the former with the WZ
channel analysed in Ref. [162]. The orange curve is the bound obtained from the analysis of
the Drell-Yann process at LHC in Ref. [221]. The red curve represents the bound from a dijet
EFT analysis at LHC from Ref. [155]. The bright red dashed curve indicates the value of the
couplings above which the width of the resonance is bigger than 20% of its mass, regime in which
direct searches like the former two lose sensitivity [166]. The dark green curve is the bound from
the diboson channels WW and WZ projected for HL-LHC in Ref. [166], while the green line
is the result obtained in Ref. [162] via a refined analysis of the WZ channel. The dashed cyan
curve is the bound from LEP-I assuming MFV [222]. In the FCC-hh projections we assume 5%
systematic uncertainty.

Our results recast in the parameter space of this UV model are shown in Fig. 3.14 for two
different values of the mass mL, 7 and 10 TeV. In that Figure, we also include several other
bounds on the same model from LEP-I measurements, direct searches and diboson processes
at LHC or HL-LHC [155, 162, 166, 221, 222]. We show our projection for FCC-hh combining
the Wh channel with both Zh channels and also show the result of a further combination with
the WZ channel analysed in Ref. [162]. Our projections improve significantly the ones for the

11In the notation of Ref. [184], the resonance we are considering is W.
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diboson channels WW and WZ at HL-LHC, as well as the LEP-I bound. It must be noticed that
the LEP bound and the diboson bound from Ref. [162] were obtained with a different flavour
assumption, namely MFV. As discussed in Section 3.2, that flavour hypothesis would weaken
our bound by around 20%.

For mL = 7 TeV, the projected bound from diboson channels at FCC-hh overlaps almost
completely with the bounds from Drell-Yann12 and dijet processes at LHC. Moreover, it improves
them significantly for large γH . However, it is expected that the repetition of those direct searches
at FCC-hh will render stronger bounds that our diboson analysis for small γH , just as it happens
at LHC.

Interestingly, for γH > γℓ, our simple UV model describes approximately the vector resonances
of a composite model that couples strongly to the Higgs boson but weakly to light quarks13,
where one expects γHγf ∼ 1 and γH/γf ∼ (g∗/g)2 with g∗ >> g [166, 220]. From our results,
it is clear that such class of models might be better probed by diboson processes than with
direct probes. This highlights the importance of performing both kinds of analysis, since they
complement each other and probe different regions of the parameter space. Finally, let us point
out that the inclusion of the WZ channel improves the diboson projection at FCC-hh noticeably.

A model of vector-like quarks

The second model that we will use consists of two vector-like heavy quarks, T1 and T2, that are
triplets of both colour and weak isospin but have different hypercharges, namely T1 ∼ (3,3)−1/3
and T2 ∼ (3,3)2/3. The BSM part of the Lagrangian is [184]

L =
2

∑
i=1
T i (i /D −mTi)Ti −

λ1
2
T
a
1,RH

†σaqL −
λ2
2
T
a
2,RH̃

†
σaqL + h.c., (3.35)

where we assume that the couplings to SM fields are flavour universal in accord with our previous
analyses. We assume λi ∈ R for i = 1,2 for simplicity.

Upon integration of both vector-like fermions, this model generates at tree-level non-vanishing
contributions to the WCs c(1)ϕq and c(3)ϕq among several others that do not affect diboson processes
at leading order [184]. Matching gives the following values for c(1)ϕq and c

(3)
ϕq :

c(1)ϕq =
3

16
( λ

2
2

m2
T2

− λ21
m2
T1

) ,

c(3)ϕq =
1

16
( λ

2
1

m2
T1

+ λ22
m2
T2

) .
(3.36)

We notice the opposite sign in the contribution to c
(1)
ϕq , which resembles the change in sign of

the interference term of O(1)ϕq for up and down-type quarks.
Figure 3.15 shows our results recast into the parameter space of this simple model. In the

plot, we assume an equal mass of 10 TeV for both vector-like fermion resonances. We include
in the plot also the bounds from a global fit of Run 2 LHC data [42]. Our projections are
significantly better than the current bounds. The weakening of our constraints along the λ1 = λ2
axis is due to the fact that such condition forces c(1)ϕq to vanish and hence all the constraining

12The Drell-Yann bound was recast under the assumption γℓ = γq [166].
13This might cast doubt on the validity of the flavour-universal assumption and, in fact, makes MFV preferable.

However, our results are safe from big corrections since partial compositeness predicts that the vector resonance
will couple strongly mainly to the top quark, and particularly to its RH component. Hence, one could free
cϕt = (cϕu)33 without modifying our results.
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Figure 3.15: Projected 95% C.L. bounds on the couplings of two vector-like weak-isospin-triplet
quarks, T1 and T2, with mass mT1 =mT2 = 10 TeV. λ1 and λ2 are their Yukawa couplings to SM
quark doublets. The continuous dark blue line is the projected bound from the combination of
the Wh and Zh channels. The dashed light blue line is the bound obtained combining the former
with the WZ channel analysed in Ref. [162]. In both projections, a 5% systematic uncertainty
is assumed. The red curve indicates the bound obtained from a global fit of LHC Run 2 data in
Ref. [42].

power comes from our bound on c
(3)
ϕq . Fortunately, O(3)ϕq is the operator shared by both V h

processes and also the WZ channel, hence the inclusion of the latter improves our projection,
particularly along the aforementioned direction. Nevertheless, given the coloured nature of these
resonances, direct searches at FCC-hh should improve our bounds.

3.6.5 The sub-leading operators in the Wh channel

In this subsection, we focus exclusively on the Wh channel and, more specifically, on its sen-
sitivity to the sub-leading operators Oϕw and Oϕw̃. We still have to consider the O(3)ϕq in our
analysis and therefore we perform a three-operator global fit. The 95% C.L. constraints in the
(c(3)ϕq −cϕw), (c(3)ϕq −cϕw̃), and (cϕw−cϕw̃) planes are shown in Fig. 3.16 in the top-left, top-right,
and bottom-left panels respectively. In the aforementioned figure, we present two sets of results.
The first one is obtained by profiling over the additional Wilson coefficient and delineated by
solid contours in the plots. The second set of results, delineated by dashed contours, is obtained
by setting the remaining Wilson coefficient to zero. All the results are given for the three sys-
tematic uncertainty scenarios we consider. The bottom-right panel of the figure shows the effect
of binning in φW on the bound on cϕw̃.

The constraints on c
(3)
ϕq are stronger, by roughly one order of magnitude, than the ones on

cϕw, cϕw̃, as expected from our discussion in Section 3.3. This also confirms that a one-operator
analysis for c(3)ϕq is fully justified even in BSM scenarios in which the contributions to all three
effective operators are of the same order. Figure 3.16 is also useful to assess correlations among
the different operators. Its top left panel shows clearly that c(3)ϕq and cϕw are correlated, mainly
due to the fact that both operators can only be distinguished by a different growth in the phT
distribution. On the other hand, cϕw̃ is essentially uncorrelated with the other two Wilson
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Figure 3.16: Expected 95% C.L. bounds on cϕw, cϕw̃, c(3)ϕq at the FCC-hh for 30ab−1 obtained
using the Wh channel. Bounds in green, red, blue, assume 1%, 5% and 10% systematic error.
Solid (dashed) lines in top and bottom left panels correspond to the bounds when profiling over
(setting to zero) the Wilson coefficient not appearing in the plot Top Left: Bounds on the cϕw,
c
(3)
ϕq plane. Top Right: Bounds on the cϕw̃, c(3)ϕq plane. Bottom Left: Bounds on the cϕw,
cϕw̃ plane. Bottom Right: In solid red (dashed red) the bounds when using (not using) the
double differential binning in φW assuming 5% systematics in the plane cϕw, cϕw̃.

coefficients. This is because the linear sensitivity to cϕw̃ derives from the φW binning, instead
of the phT one. The effect of the φW binning can be clearly seen in the bottom right panel of
Figure 3.16. For the 5% systematics scenario, the bound on cϕw̃ with two φW bins is ∼ 3 times
stronger than without φW binning.

The impact of the systematic error on the fits is also significant. For 1% systematics, the
bounds are mainly driven by the linear SM-BSM interference terms in the cross section for all
three operators. However, for the 5% and 10% benchmarks, quadratic terms clearly play an
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Coefficient Profiled Fit One Operator Fit

cϕw

[−7.1, 7.9] × 10−2 1% syst.
[−13.0, 17.5] × 10−2 5% syst.
[−20.0, 25.2] × 10−2 10% syst.

[−5.3, 4.3] × 10−2 1% syst.
[−12.1, 6.8] × 10−2 5% syst.
[−18.8, 9.0] × 10−2 10% syst.

cϕw̃

[−6.4, 6.4] × 10−2 1% syst.
[−9.0, 8.8] × 10−2 5% syst.
[−13.5, 14.2] × 10−2 10% syst.

[−6.1, 6.1] × 10−2 1% syst.
[−8.1, 8.1] × 10−2 5% syst.
[−10.1, 10.1] × 10−2 10% syst.

c
(3)
ϕq

[−5.1, 3.4] × 10−3 1% syst.
[−11.6, 3.8] × 10−3 5% syst.
[−20.6, 4.1] × 10−3 10% syst.

[−2.7, 2.5] × 10−3 1% syst.
[−3.3, 2.9] × 10−3 5% syst.
[−4.0, 3.5] × 10−3 10% syst.

Table 3.15: Bounds at 95% C.L. on the coefficients of the O(3)ϕq , Oϕw and Oϕw̃ operators setting
Λ = 1TeV. Left column: bounds profiling over the other two coefficients. Right column:
bounds with a one operator fit, i.e. setting the other two coefficients to zero.

important role, significantly worsening and distorting the constraints.
Another relevant comparison to make is the one between profiling and setting to zero the

remaining Wilson coefficient. The upper left panel in Figure 3.16 shows that the constraints in
the (c(3)ϕq − cϕw) plane remain largely unchanged. This is expected, since the correlation between
these Wilson coefficients and cϕw̃ is small. On the contrary, the correlation between c(3)ϕq and cϕw
leads to a very sizeable weakening of the bounds on each of these coefficients when we profile
over the other one. Instead, profiling over c(3)ϕq or cϕw has a minor effect on the determination
of cϕw̃.

In Table 3.15, we report our 95% C.L. bounds on cϕw, cϕw̃ and c
(3)
ϕq obtained from the Wh

channel at FCC-hh with 30 ab−1. We list in the second column the results obtained after profiling
over the other two coefficients, and in the third column, the ones obtained from a one-operator
fit. The comparison between both set of results reaffirms our conclusions regarding correlations
drawn before from Figure 3.16. We only add that the bounds on c

(3)
ϕq from a profiled fit are

significantly worse than the ones obtained in the previous subsection (see Table 3.14) also from
a profiled fit. This is due to the strong correlation with cϕw and the poor sensitivity to the latter
in comparison with c

(1)
ϕq .

To conclude this section, we compare our constraints on cϕw and cϕw̃ with other projected
and current bounds. We compare our constraints on cϕw with the projections at the HL-LHC,
future lepton colliders and FCC-hh. At 95% C.L., those bounds are expected to be [185,212]:

HL-LHC (3 ab−1) cϕw ∈ [−0.4,0.4] ,
FCC-ee / CEPC / ILC cϕw ∈ [−0.02,0.02] ,
CLIC cϕw ∈ [−0.01,0.01] ,
FCC-hh (30 ab−1) cϕw ∈ [−0.01,0.01] ,

(3.37)

for Λ = 1 TeV, which for future lepton colliders and FCC-hh are significantly stronger than our
results.14

The situation is very different for Oϕw̃, which can be indirectly tested through its contribu-
14Recall that in minimally coupled models, large single-operator contributions to h → γγ are structurally

correlated, cancelling their effects.
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tions to the electric dipole moment of the electron. Excluding accidental cancellations with the
contributions from other CP-violating operators, the current experimental results give a con-
straint cϕw̃ ≲ 2 ⋅ 10−5(with Λ = 1 TeV) [223], which is three orders of magnitudes stronger than
our bound. The current direct bounds on Oϕw̃ at the LHC (with 36 fb−1) are ∣cϕw̃∣ ≲ 11 and are
expected to reach the level ∣cϕw̃∣ ≲ 1 (with Λ = 1 TeV) at the HL-LHC [224,225], which is worse
than the bound we obtain. Nonetheless, we expect that the extrapolation of this differential
analysis to FCC-hh will overpass the bound derived from our Wh analysis.

3.7 Summary and conclusions
The next generation of hadron colliders will take our efforts to explore nature to uncharted
territory, as discussed in Chapter 2. The associated increases in energy, cross section and
luminosity will allow us to revisit several electroweak processes in a cleaner environment, bringing
advantages for precision measurements. Here, we have studied the interesting example of V h
production, which can only be studied at HL-LHC through the h → bb̄ decay, but becomes
accessible at FCC-hh also in the very clean h→ γγ channel.

It is interesting to notice the interplay between the two channels of V h production, i.e. Wh
and Zh production. On one hand, Wh has a bigger cross section and it probes fewer dimension-6
operators, which in turns allows it to probe sub-leading operators and break degeneracies. On
the other hand, Zh compensates its smaller cross section with the presence of two useful fully-
leptonic Z decay channels that can be combined to give a similar sensitivity than Wh. And it
probes more equally growing operators, which makes it useful to evaluate correlations.

We found that a binning in the transverse momentum allowed us to obtain, with either Wh or
Zh on their own, a sensitivity to O(3)ϕq that is competitive with other processes and experiments.
Our estimates show that the bounds at FCC-hh can significantly surpass the precision achievable
at HL-LHC and at FCC-ee. Furthermore, the combination of the Zh and Wh channels improves
the bound by roughly 20% and further improvement could be achieved via a combination with
the WZ channel. This shows the importance of a comprehensive study of all processes available
at future colliders in order to correctly assess their potential.

The sensitivity to the O(1)ϕq operator via the Zh channel turns out to be significantly worse
than to O(3)ϕq , due to a (partially accidental) cancellation between the contributions from up-
type and down-type quarks. We showed that this cancellation can be partially overcome by
implementing a second binning in the rapidity of the Zh system (or the rapidity of the Higgs
boson when the former cannot be computed). This double binning exploits the different rapidity
distributions of the parton distribution functions for the several quark flavours. Although the
improvement is limited by the small cross section of the final state we considered in this thesis, the
obtained sensitivity is one order of magnitude better than the one at HL-LHC and is competitive
with the one achievable at future lepton colliders (CLIC/ILC, CEPC and FCC-ee).

Furthermore, the rapidity binning strategy used to improve our bound on O(1)ϕq could be
useful for final states with higher cross section (for instance the h→ bb̄ channel) or for analogous
processes. We also stress that the pattern of deviations in the rapidity distribution depends on
the flavour structure of the new-physics effects (see Fig. 3.6), thus it could potentially be a way
to disentangle different flavour hypotheses.

Our sensitivity to Oϕu and Oϕd is limited by inherent characteristics of the operators, whose
contributions only interfere with the SM amplitudes due to the relatively small couplings of
the right-handed quarks with the Z boson. The expected bounds are more than one order
of magnitude better than the ones at HL-LHC and competitive with the ones from global fits
at future lepton colliders. Regarding the bounds on Oϕu and Oϕd, we note that, due to the
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suppression of the interference with the SM amplitudes, the constraints are mostly driven by
the square of the BSM contributions. This might cause some limitation in their interpretability
within the EFT formalism.

Regarding the sub-leading operators studied via the Wh channel, they do not interfere with
the leading SM amplitude if we simply use a pT binning. We found, nonetheless, that a double
differential distribution which also takes into account the azimuthal decay angle of the lepton,
φW , can be used to recover the interference for Oϕw̃ and significantly strengthen the bounds.

More precisely, our results for the Oϕw̃ determination are one order of magnitude stronger
than the ones achievable at the HL-LHC obtained using CP-sensitive observables from VBF and
gluon fusion [224, 225]. One feature of those observables is that they are linearly sensitive to
CP-odd operators, as opposed to inclusive Higgs data. This is also true for the observable we
constructed in our analysis. Nevertheless, indirect constraints coming from the current electron
EDM bounds are already three orders of magnitude stronger than the expected bound we find.

On the other hand, the double binning in phT and φW has only a minor impact on the
determination of Oϕw. Consequently, our bounds on Oϕw are competitive with a projected
global fit to Higgs data anticipated by the end of the HL-LHC but not at FCC-ee nor FCC-hh.

A summary of the projected 95% C.L. bounds on all the considered operators is shown in
Fig. 3.17. The blue bars correspond to the constraints derived from the profiling of a global
fit. For the leading operators, this global fit is the four-operators one from Section 3.6.2, and
for the sub-leading operators, it corresponds to the three-operators fit from Section 3.6.5. On
the other hand, the horizontal bars with a triangle indicate the bound obtained from one-
operator fits. For c(3)ϕq , we used the combination of the Wh and Zh channels in both kind of fits.
We considered three possible values for the systematic uncertainties: 1% (lighter shading), 5%
(medium shading), and 10% (darker shading). The systematic uncertainty has a sizeable effect
only on the bound for O(3)ϕq . The 5% scenario is comparable to the present LHC systematics
for similar processes, therefore it could be considered as a conservative estimate, while the 10%
benchmark is most probably a pessimistic one.

Another interesting feature of our results is the impact of a global fit instead of a single-
operator one. We find that only the bound on c

(3)
ϕq is strongly affected. This feature comes

from its correlation with c
(1)
ϕq . A similar effect is found when considering the bound on c

(3)
ϕq

from the global fit in Section 3.6.5, but due to a correlation with cϕw (result not shown in the
plot, see Table 3.15 instead). It is important to stress that, in a majority of BSM scenarios, the
deformations parametrised by Oϕw and Oϕw̃ are expected to be subleading with respect to the
other ones. In this class of theories, the correct bound on c

(3)
ϕq is the one shown in Figure 3.17.

Finally, let us comment on the complementarity between diboson processes like the ones we
have studied and vector boson scattering (VBS). VBS processes also probe the EW sector of the
SM, both its gauge structure and the dynamics of the Higgs boson. Differently from diboson,
VBS is sensitive to quartic gauge couplings. Recent studies on its interplay with diboson at
LHC indicate that VBS can not improve significantly the bound on c

(3)
ϕq but it enhances the

sensitivity to c(1)ϕq , cϕd, and purely bosonic operators [179]. This complementarity highlights the
need of a combined projection of VBS and diboson at FCC-hh to fully assess the potential of
said future collider. Since the analysis techniques required for VBS are similar to the ones used
in vector-boson-fusion (VBF) Higgs production, this latter topology could also be included in
such analysis [179,226,227]. We leave this direction to be explored in future work.
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Figure 3.17: 95% C.L. bounds on c
(3)
ϕq , c(1)ϕq , cϕu and cϕd. In blue, our combined bounds from

Zh → (νν̄/ℓ+ℓ−)γγ and Wh → ℓνγγ at FCC-hh with 30 ab−1 for different systematics and
computed from a global fit (see text for details). In all cases, the black lines with a triangle on
top represent the bound from a one-operator fit instead. In light yellow, the current LEP [210]
bound for c(3)ϕq . In medium yellow, the current EDM bound on cϕw̃ [223]. In light green for
c
(3)
ϕq , the run-1 LHC [211] bounds. In medium green, the current bound on all the operators

from a global fit [213]. In dark green, the projections from a global fit at HL-LHC [185,212] for
the CP-even operators and from dedicated measurements [223, 224] for cϕw̃. In light, medium
and dark orange, the projected bounds on the operators from a global fit at CLIC, CEPC and
FCC-ee respectively [212]. FEPC stands for Future Electron-Positron Colliders.
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Appendix to Chapter 3

3.A Helicity amplitudes for diboson processes
In this appendix, we compute the helicity amplitudes of the processes pp→ V h, where V =W, Z,
at leading order in the SM and when generated by the dimension-6 SMEFT operators O(1)ϕq , O(3)ϕq ,
Oϕu, Oϕd, Oϕw or Oϕw̃. We define εV ≡ MV /

√
ŝ and εH ≡ Mh/

√
ŝ. The scattering angle θ is

defined in Section 3.3.3, see Fig. 3.3. The V boson polarization vectors are defined with respect
to the null reference momentum (∣pV ∣, −pV ), where pV is the V momentum in the V h centre of
mass frame.

3.A.1 pp→Wh

In this subsection, we give the exact helicity amplitudes of the process pp → Wh at LO in
the SM and when generated by the dimension-6 operators O(3)ϕq , Oϕw and Oϕw̃. We follow the
conventions defined before.

MSM,± =
ig22
2

MW√
ŝ
(1 ∓ cos θ) 1

1 − ε2W

MSM,0 =
ig22
2
√
2
sin θ

1 + ε2W − ε2H
1 − ε2W

(3.38)

M(3)
ϕq,± = 2i c(3)ϕq

√
ŝMW

Λ2
(1 ∓ cos θ) 1

1 − ε2W

M(3)
ϕq,0 = i

√
2 c(3)ϕq

ŝ

Λ2
sin θ

1 + ε2W − ε2H
1 − ε2W

(3.39)

Mϕw,± = 2i cϕw

√
ŝMW

Λ2
(1 ∓ cos θ) 1 + ε

2
W − ε2H

1 − ε2W

Mϕw,0 = 4i
√
2 cϕw

M2
W

Λ2
sin θ

1

1 − ε2W

(3.40)

Mϕw̃,± = 2 cϕw̃

√
ŝMW

Λ2
(1 ∓ cos θ) λ(εW , εH)

1 − ε2W
Mϕw̃,0 = 0 ,

(3.41)

where λ(εW , εH) ≡
√
(1 + εW + εH)(1 + εW − εH)(1 − εW + εH)(1 − εW − εH) is sometimes re-

ferred to as the triangle function.
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3.A.2 pp→Wh→ ℓνh

Here, we write the full squared amplitudes for Wh production with W → ℓν. The expressions
are expanded in MW /

√
ŝ up to the order where even functions of φW appear in order to capture

the dependence on φW in the presence of the neutrino momentum reconstruction ambiguity
discussed in section 3.3.3.

The squared amplitudes and the interference terms between one BSM amplitude and the
SM are given separately. The three BSM-BSM interference amplitudes are omitted for brevity
since we are mainly interested in the regime where the dependence on the Wilson coefficients
is linear. For convenience, we define the square of the W propagator denominator as ∣DW ∣2 ≡
(M2

ℓν −M2
W )2 +M2

WΓ2
W .

∣MSM∣2 =
g62
48

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

1

4
sin2 θ sin2 θW +

MW√
ŝ
(1 − cos θ cos θW ) sin θ sin θW cosφW

+ M
2
W

ŝ
(1 − cos θ cos θW ) 2 cos2 φW

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦

M2
W

∣DW ∣2
(3.42)

2ReMSMM(3)∗
ϕq =

c
(3)
ϕq g

4
2

6

ŝ

Λ2

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

1

4
sin2 θ sin2 θW +

MW√
ŝ
(1 − cos θ cos θW ) sin θ sin θW cosφW

+ M
2
W

ŝ
{(1 − cos θ cos θW )2 + sin2 θ sin2 θW cos2 φW} −

M2
H

2ŝ
sin2 θ sin2 θW

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦

M2
W

∣DW ∣2
(3.43)

2ReMSMM∗
ϕw = −

g42cϕw

6

M2
W

Λ2

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
(1 − cos θ cos θW )2 + sin2 θ sin2 θW cos2 φW

+ 1

2

√
ŝ

MW
(1 − cos θ cos θW ) sin θ sin θW cosφW

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦

M2
W

∣DW ∣2
(3.44)

2ReMSMM∗
ϕw̃ =

g42cϕw̃

12

√
ŝMW

Λ2

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
(1 − cos θ cos θW ) sin θ sin θW sinφW

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦

M2
W

∣DW ∣2
(3.45)

∣M(3)
ϕq ∣

2
= g

2
2c
(3)2
ϕq

3

ŝ2

Λ4

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

1

4
sin2 θ sin2 θW +

MW√
ŝ
(1 − cos θ cos θW ) sin θ sin θW cosφW

+ M
2
W

ŝ
(sin2 θ sin2 θW cos2 φW + (cos θ − cos θW )2)

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦

M2
W

∣DW ∣2
(3.46)
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∣Mϕw∣2 =
g22 c

2
ϕw

3

ŝM2
W

Λ4

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
sin2 θ sin2 θW cos2 φW + (cos θ − cos θW )2

+ MW√
ŝ
sin θ sin θW (1 − cos θ cos θW ) cos (φW )

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦

M2
W

∣DW ∣2
(3.47)

∣Mϕw̃∣
2 =

g22 c
2
ϕw̃

3

ŝM2
W

Λ4

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
(1 − cos θ cos θW )2 − sin2 θ sin2 θW cos2 φW

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦

M2
W

∣DW ∣2
(3.48)

3.A.3 qq̄ → Zh

In this section, we report the exact qq̄ → Zh helicity amplitudes at tree level. The helicity
of the fermion is denoted by h = −1(+1) for a left- (right-) handed fermion and its electric
charge by Q. The coupling of the SM Z-boson to the fermions is denoted by ghZ,f where g−Z,f =
(T3,f − s2wQf)/(swcw) and g+Z,f = −swQf /cw. Note that a common phase between any given SM
and BSM helicity amplitude is not physical (we stress that it must be a common and not a
relative phase) – all such phases have been removed for clarity.

MSM,± = −
4παghZ,f√
2cwsw

MZ√
ŝ

1 ± h cos θ
1 − ε2Z

MSM,0 = −
2παghZ,f

cwsw
sin θ

1 − ε2H + ε2Z
1 − ε2Z

(3.49)

M(3)
ϕq,± = − (−1)3Q

1 − h
2

√
2 c(3)ϕq

MZ

√
ŝ

Λ2

1 ± h cos θ
1 − ε2Z

M(3)
ϕq,0 = − (−1)

3Q 1 − h
2

c(3)ϕq
ŝ

Λ2
sin θ

1 − ε2H + ε2Z
1 − ε2Z

(3.50)

M(1)
ϕq,± =

1 − h
2

√
2 c(1)ϕq

MZ

√
ŝ

Λ2

1 ± h cos θ
1 − ε2Z

M(1)
ϕq,0 =

1 − h
2

c(1)ϕq
ŝ

Λ2
sin θ

1 − ε2H + ε2Z
1 − ε2Z

(3.51)

Mϕu,± =
1 + h
2

√
2 cϕu

MZ

√
ŝ

Λ2

1 ± h cos θ
1 − ε2Z

Mϕu,0 =
1 + h
2

cϕu
ŝ

Λ2
sin θ

1 − ε2H + ε2Z
1 − ε2Z

(3.52)
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Mϕd,± =
1 + h
2

√
2 cϕd

MZ

√
ŝ

Λ2

1 ± h cos θ
1 − ε2Z

Mϕd,0 =
1 + h
2

cϕd
ŝ

Λ2
sin θ

1 − ε2H + ε2Z
1 − ε2Z

(3.53)

3.A.4 Squared amplitudes and interference terms for qq̄ → Zh

The squared SM amplitude and the SM-BSM interference terms for the process qq̄ → Zh are
given below. Notice that we do not need to compute separately the cases where Z → ν̄ν and
Z → ℓ+ℓ− because our analysis is inclusive in the decay variables, differently from what was done
in the Wh channel. For convenience, we define a function that depends on the scattering angle
and is common among all squared and interference terms,

f(ŝ, θ) = (1 − ε2H + ε2Z)2 sin2 θ +
2M2

Z

ŝ
(3 + cos 2θ) . (3.54)

With this definition, the squared and interference terms are,

∣MSM∣2 = (
2πα

cwsw
)
2 g−Z,q

2 + g+Z,q
2

(1 − ε2Z)2
f(ŝ, θ) ,

2ReMSMM(3)∗
ϕq =

4πα

cwsw

(−1)3Qg−Z,f c
(3)
ϕq

(1 − ε2Z)2
ŝ

Λ2
f(ŝ, θ) ,

2ReMSMM(1)∗
ϕq = −

4πα

cwsw

g−Z,f c
(1)
ϕq

(1 − ε2Z)2
ŝ

Λ2
f(ŝ, θ) ,

2ReMSMM∗
ϕu = −

4πα

cwsw

g+Z,u cϕu

(1 − ε2Z)2
ŝ

Λ2
f(ŝ, θ) ,

2ReMSMM∗
ϕd = −

4πα

cwsw

g+Z,d cϕd

(1 − ε2Z)2
ŝ

Λ2
f(ŝ, θ) .

(3.55)

3.B QCD and QED k-factors for diboson processes
The main processes contributing to the signal of the Zh channel (qq̄ → Zh and qq̄ → Wh)
were simulated at LO and we took into account QCD and QED NLO effects via k-factors.
We computed the QCD k-factors with MadGraph5_aMC@NLO, while the QED ones were
extracted from Ref. [209]. We verified that, in our bins, NLO QCD corrections have a negligible
dependence on the Wilson coefficients c(1)ϕq , c(3)ϕq , cϕu, and cϕd. Thus, we rescaled the LO cross-
sections by the SM k-factors. The NLO QED k-factors in Ref. [209] are given as a function of
phT . To compute them in our pT min bins, we used an event-by-event rescaling.

The k-factors in the various pT,min bins are listed in Table 3.B.1 in the format 1 + (kqcd −
1) + (kqed − 1). As one can see, they give an enhancement of the cross-section of up to 50%.
QCD corrections, which enhance the cross-section, typically dominate. On the other hand, QED
effects, which tend to lower the cross-section, are subleading in the low-energy bins, whereas they
become comparable to the QCD ones at high energy.
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pT min bin [GeV] Zh→ ℓℓγγ Zh→ νν̄γγ Wh→ νℓγγ

200 – 400 1 + 0.52 − 0.09 = 1.43 1 + 0.31 − 0.09 = 1.22 1 + 0.28 − 0.08 = 1.20
400 – 600 1 + 0.64 − 0.14 = 1.50 1 + 0.37 − 0.14 = 1.23 1 + 0.29 − 0.17 = 1.12
600 – 800 1 + 0.69 − 0.18 = 1.51 1 + 0.40 − 0.18 = 1.22 1 + 0.36 − 0.24 = 1.12
800 – 1000 1 + 0.70 − 0.24 = 1.46 1 + 0.40 − 0.24 = 1.16 1 + 0.37 − 0.32 = 1.05
1000 – ∞ 1 + 0.69 − 0.32 = 1.37 1 + 0.40 − 0.32 = 1.08 1 + 0.37 − 0.40 = 0.97

Table 3.B.1: NLO k-factors for the main signal processes. Each entry shows separately the QCD
and QED contributions to the k-factors. The accuracy on the determination of the k-factors is
of order few × 10−2.

3.C Signal and background cross-sections in V h diboson pro-
cesses

In this appendix, we present the number of events per bin of the signal and background in each
channel of pp → V h. This is valid for FCC-hh with c.o.m. energy of 100 TeV and integrated
luminosity of 30 ab−1. The number of events for the signal is presented as a quadratic function
of the Wilson coefficients studied in each channel.

3.C.1 The Wh channel

In Table 3.C.1, we show the fits of the Wh→ ℓνγγ cross section as a function of the c(3)ϕq , cϕw and
cϕw̃ Wilson coefficients for the bins used in the global analysis of Section 3.6.5. The one-operator
fit used in Sections 3.6.1-3.6.3 can be derived from this by setting cϕw = cϕw̃ = 0. We also present
the total number of background events expected in each bin.
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phT bin φW bin Number of expected events
Signal Background

[200 − 400]GeV

[−π,0]
1310 + 10380 c(3)ϕq + 1290 cϕw + 641 cϕw̃

+ 25700 (c(3)ϕq )
2 + 1510 (cϕw)2 + 1350 (cϕw̃)

2

+ 5912 c(3)ϕq cϕw + 3402 cϕw̃ c
(3)
ϕq + 234 cϕw cϕw̃

830

[0, π]
1310 + 10480 c(3)ϕq + 1250 cϕw − 651 cϕw̃

+ 27000 (c(3)ϕq )
2 + 1470 (cϕw)2 + 1400 (cϕw̃)

2

+ 5770 c(3)ϕq cϕw − 2390 cϕw̃ c
(3)
ϕq − 153 cϕw cϕw̃

960

[400 − 600]GeV

[−π,0]
284 + 5820 c(3)ϕq + 288 cϕw + 262 cϕw̃

+ 35800 (c(3)ϕq )
2 + 872 (cϕw)2 + 834 (cϕw̃)

2

+ 2900 c(3)ϕq cϕw + 3400 cϕw̃ c
(3)
ϕq + 72.3 cϕw cϕw̃

119

[0, π]
283 + 5860 c(3)ϕq + 287 cϕw − 255 cϕw̃

+ 36000 (c(3)ϕq )
2 + 876 (cϕw)2 + 835 (cϕw̃)

2

+ 3260 c(3)ϕq cϕw − 3760 cϕw̃ c
(3)
ϕq − 75.7 cϕw cϕw̃

129

[600 − 800]GeV

[−π,0]
70 + 2760 c(3)ϕq + 69.4 cϕw + 98.9 cϕw̃

+ 33500 (c(3)ϕq )
2 + 446 (cϕw)2 + 439 (cϕw̃)

2

+ 1830 c(3)ϕq cϕw + 2660 cϕw̃ c
(3)
ϕq + 28.2 cϕw cϕw̃

21

[0, π]
70 + 2850 c(3)ϕq + 74.1 cϕw − 102 cϕw̃

+ 33800 (c(3)ϕq )
2 + 452 (cϕw)2 + 427 (cϕw̃)

2

+ 1380 c(3)ϕq cϕw − 2520 cϕw̃ c
(3)
ϕq − 24.3 cϕw cϕw̃

22

[800 − 1000]GeV

[−π,0]
15 + 947 c(3)ϕq + 15.2 cϕw + 27.8 cϕw̃

+ 17900 (c(3)ϕq )
2 + 159 (cϕw)2 + 147 (cϕw̃)

2

+ 653 c(3)ϕq cϕw + 864 cϕw̃ c
(3)
ϕq + 5.54 cϕw cϕw̃

3

[0, π]
15 + 947 c(3)ϕq + 15.3 cϕw − 28.8 cϕw̃

+ 18200 (c(3)ϕq )
2 + 156 (cϕw)2 + 149 (cϕw̃)

2

+ 541 c(3)ϕq cϕw − 1150 cϕw̃ c
(3)
ϕq − 10.3 cϕw cϕw̃

5

[1000 −∞]GeV

[−π,0]
4 + 426 c(3)ϕq + 4.12 cϕw + 9.72 cϕw̃

+ 16400 (c(3)ϕq )
2 + 73.2 (cϕw)2 + 69.7 (cϕw̃)

2

+ 281 c(3)ϕq cϕw + 955 cϕw̃ c
(3)
ϕq + 1.56 cϕw cϕw̃

2

[0, π]
4 + 428 c(3)ϕq + 4.23 cϕw − 10.6 cϕw̃

+ 16600 (c(3)ϕq )
2 + 71.4 (cϕw)2 + 69.7 (cϕw̃)

2

+ 226 c(3)ϕq cϕw − 740 cϕw̃ c
(3)
ϕq − 3.13 cϕw cϕw̃

1

Table 3.C.1: Number of expected signal and background events in the Wh channel at FCC-hh
with 30ab−1. For the signal, it is given as a function of the Wilson coefficients (with Λ = 1TeV).
Notice that the coefficients have errors of order few percent due to statistical fluctuations. The
contribution of Wjj to the background events is neglected.

3.C.2 The Zh channel

In Tables 3.C.2 and 3.C.3, we show the fits of the signal and background cross-section in the
various bins as a function of the c(3)ϕq , c(1)ϕq , cϕu and cϕd Wilson coefficients.
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pT,min bin ∣yh∣ bin Number of expected events
Signal Background

[200 − 400]GeV

[0,2]

2574 + 21600 c(3)ϕq + 1620 c(1)ϕq + 2430 cϕu − 1370 cϕd
+ 61900 (c(3)ϕq )

2
+ 32600 (c(1)ϕq )

2

+ 15930 (cϕu)2 + 16620 (cϕd)
2 + (1500 ± 600) c(3)ϕq c(1)ϕq

1860

[2,6]

1928 + 15540 c(3)ϕq − (610 ± 32) c(1)ϕq + 2160 cϕu − 790 cϕd
+ 42500 (c(3)ϕq )

2
+ 22600 (c(1)ϕq )

2

+ 13240 (cϕu)2 + 9280 (cϕd)
2 − (7500 ± 500) c(3)ϕq c(1)ϕq

1150

[400 − 600]GeV

[0,2]

406 + 9870 c(3)ϕq + 600 c(1)ϕq + 1250 cϕu − 620 cϕd
+ 79700 (c(3)ϕq )

2
+ 42710 (c(1)ϕq )

2

+ 21870 (cϕu)2 + 21020 (cϕd)
2 − (1400 ± 400) c(3)ϕq c(1)ϕq

157

[2,6]

217 + 5050 c(3)ϕq − 400 c(1)ϕq + 821 cϕu − 262 cϕd
+ 38780 (c(3)ϕq )

2
+ 21950 (c(1)ϕq )

2

+ 13320 (cϕu)2 + 8550 (cϕd)
2 − 9600 c(3)ϕq c(1)ϕq

78 ± 6

[600 − 800]GeV

[0,1.5]

75 + 3385 c(3)ϕq + 215 c(1)ϕq + 496 cϕu − 243 cϕd
+ 49020 (c(3)ϕq )

2
+ 31340 (c(1)ϕq )

2

+ 16130 (cϕu)2 + 15200 (cϕd)
2 − (1800 ± 200) c(3)ϕq c(1)ϕq

17 ± 1

[1.5,6]

63 + 2796 c(3)ϕq − 206 c(1)ϕq + 487 cϕu − 169 cϕd
+ 39130 (c(3)ϕq )

2
+ 25570 (c(1)ϕq )

2

+ 15380 (cϕu)2 + 10250 (cϕd)
2 − 10100 c(3)ϕq c(1)ϕq

17 ± 1

[800 − 1000]GeV

[0,1]

10 + 728 c(3)ϕq + (45 ± 7) c(1)ϕq + 111 cϕu − (50 ± 4) cϕd
+ 16510 (c(3)ϕq )

2
+ 11320 (c(1)ϕq )

2

+ 5790 (cϕu)2 + 5460 (cϕd)
2 − (400 ± 200) c(3)ϕq c(1)ϕq

2.4 ± 0.4

[1,6]

16 + 1116 c(3)ϕq − (68 ± 6) c(1)ϕq + 210 cϕu − 71 cϕd
+ 24920 (c(3)ϕq )

2
+ 17460 (c(1)ϕq )

2

+ 10330 (cϕu)2 + 7180 (cϕd)
2 − 6500 c(3)ϕq c(1)ϕq

3 ± 1

[1000 −∞]GeV

[0,1]

3 + 373 c(3)ϕq + (20 ± 10) c(1)ϕq + (63 ± 4) cϕu − (20 ± 5) cϕd
+ 17600 (c(3)ϕq )

2
+ 12550 (c(1)ϕq )

2

+ 6700 (cϕu)2 + 5800 (cϕd)
2 − (1700 ± 300) c(3)ϕq c(1)ϕq

1.3 ± 0.3

[1,6]

4 + 498 c(3)ϕq − (30 ± 10) c(1)ϕq + (88 ± 5) cϕu − (44 ± 5) cϕd
+ 22250 (c(3)ϕq )

2
+ 15800 (c(1)ϕq )

2

+ 9670 (cϕu)2 + 6270 (cϕd)
2 − (7500 ± 300) c(3)ϕq c(1)ϕq

1.9 ± 0.3

Table 3.C.2: Number of expected signal events as a function of the Wilson coefficients (with
Λ = 1 TeV) and background events in the Zh→ νν̄γγ channel at FCC-hh with 30ab−1 integrated
luminosity. The Monte Carlo errors on the fitted coefficients, when not explicitly specified, are
at most of order few %.
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pT,min bin ∣yZh∣ bin Number of expected events
Signal Background

[200 − 400]GeV

[0,2]

433 + 3330 c(3)ϕq + 480 c(1)ϕq + 651 cϕu − 355 cϕd
+ 8800 (c(3)ϕq )

2
+ 8780 (c(1)ϕq )

2

+ 4270 (cϕu)2 + 4550 (cϕd)
2 + (600 ± 140) c(3)ϕq c(1)ϕq

339

[2,6]

306 + 2270 c(3)ϕq − (164 ± 9) c(1)ϕq + 548 cϕu − 185 cϕd
+ 5740 (c(3)ϕq )

2
+ 5680 (c(1)ϕq )

2

+ 3370 (cϕu)2 + 2320 (cϕd)
2 − (2270 ± 130) c(3)ϕq c(1)ϕq

177

[400 − 600]GeV

[0,2]

84 + 1810 c(3)ϕq + 198 c(1)ϕq + 360 cϕu − 185 cϕd
+ 12650 (c(3)ϕq )

2
+ 12610 (c(1)ϕq )

2

+ 6340 (cϕu)2 + 6280 (cϕd)
2 − (240 ± 90) c(3)ϕq c(1)ϕq

31

[2,6]

43 + 892 c(3)ϕq − 130 c(1)ϕq + 230 cϕu − 71 cϕd
+ 5940 (c(3)ϕq )

2
+ 5980 (c(1)ϕq )

2

+ 3710 (cϕu)2 + 2250 (cϕd)
2 − 2960 c(3)ϕq c(1)ϕq

13

[600 − 800]GeV

[0,2]

22 + 936 c(3)ϕq + (67 ± 4) c(1)ϕq + 201 cϕu − 97 cϕd
+ 12390 (c(3)ϕq )

2
+ 12350 (c(1)ϕq )

2

+ 6430 (cϕu)2 + 5930 (cϕd)
2 − (950 ± 90) c(3)ϕq c(1)ϕq

5

[2,6]

9 + 346 c(3)ϕq − 64 c(1)ϕq + 91 cϕu − 26 cϕd
+ 4370 (c(3)ϕq )

2
+ 4380 (c(1)ϕq )

2

+ 2830 (cϕu)2 + 1560 (cϕd)
2 − 2540 c(3)ϕq c(1)ϕq

2

[800 − 1000]GeV

[0,2]

4.7 + 318 c(3)ϕq + (14 ± 3) c(1)ϕq + 69 cϕu − (30 ± 2) cϕd
+ 6690 (c(3)ϕq )

2
+ 6720 (c(1)ϕq )

2

+ 3560 (cϕu)2 + 3130 (cϕd)
2 − (830 ± 70) c(3)ϕq c(1)ϕq

1.1 ± 0.08

[2,6]

1.48 + 95 c(3)ϕq − (23 ± 2) c(1)ϕq + 25 cϕu
− (7.6 ± 0.8) cϕd + 1890 (c(3)ϕq )

2
+ 1910 (c(1)ϕq )

2

+ 1252 (cϕu)2 + 645 (cϕd)
2 − (1240 ± 40) c(3)ϕq c(1)ϕq

0.29 ± 0.04

[1000 −∞]GeV

[0,2]

1.31 + 163 c(3)ϕq − (0.4 ± 4.7) c(1)ϕq + 41 cϕu
− (14 ± 2) cϕd + 7280 (c(3)ϕq )

2
+ 7310 (c(1)ϕq )

2

+ 4120 (cϕu)2 + 3240 (cϕd)
2 − (1780 ± 100) c(3)ϕq c(1)ϕq

0.44 ± 0.04

[2,6]

0.29 + 32 c(3)ϕq − (9 ± 2) c(1)ϕq + (10.5 ± 0.9) cϕu
− (1.7 ± 0.8) cϕd + 1230 (c(3)ϕq )

2
+ 1240 (c(1)ϕq )

2

+ 842 (cϕu)2 + 379 (cϕd)
2 − (940 ± 40) c(3)ϕq c(1)ϕq

0.12 ± 0.03

Table 3.C.3: Number of expected signal events as a function of the Wilson coefficients (with Λ = 1
TeV) and background events in the Zh → ℓ+ℓ−γγ channel at FCC-hh with 30ab−1 integrated
luminosity. The Monte Carlo errors on the fitted coefficients, when not explicitly specified, are
at most of order few %.
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3.D Universal Theories
In the SMEFT framework, Universal Theories are defined as those for which the leading BSM
effects at order 1/Λ2 can be captured exclusively by operators that only involve SM bosons
after an appropriate field redefinition [216]. This definition is clearly base-dependent, but before
discussing it in a particular basis, let us give some UV perspective. Typical Universal Theories
are those where new heavy states couple only to the SM bosons and models where the SM
fermions are weakly coupled to the BSM sector via the vector and/or scalar SM currents [216].

Regardless of the chosen dimension-6 basis, Universal Theories are always described by 16
independent parameters [216]. In terms of the Warsaw basis, they are described by the following
subset of operators:

OϕW , OϕWB, OϕB, OϕG, O3W , O3G, OϕD, Oϕ◻,
Oϕ, OϕJW , OϕJB , O2JW , O2JB , O2JG, Oy, O2y,

(3.56)

where the last 7 correspond to the linear combinations defined in Table 3.D.1 [216]. For the
operators that enter in the V h production process, the Universal Theory scenario implies corre-
lations among their WCs [162,166,216],

c(3)ϕq = c
(3)
ϕℓ ,

c(1)ϕq =
Yq

Yℓ
c
(1)
ϕℓ ,

c(1)ϕq =
Yq

Yj
cϕj ,

(3.57)

for j = u, d, e, with Yψ being the hypercharge of the field ψ, and where for completeness we
have included the leptonic counterpart to the operators of our interest.

The vertex corrections δgZqL,R for Universal Theories can be expressed in terms of the oblique
Peskin-Takeuchi parameters as [117,166,216]

δgZqL,R =
1

2
T 3
q (T̂ −W − t2WY ) +

Qq

2

s2W
1 − 2s2W

(W + T̂ − 2Ŝ + Y (2 − t2W )) , (3.58)

which is valid for any SM fermion. This leads to the relations

δgZuR = 2 (δgZuL + δgZdL ) , δgZdR = − (δgZuL + δgZdL ) . (3.59)

It is trivial to check the third line in Eq. (3.57) by combining Eq. (3.26) and (3.59) [162, 166].
Hence, the 2 independent WCs relevant for diboson processes, c(1)ϕq and c

(3)
ϕq according to our

choice, can be expressed as

c(3)ϕq = +
Λ2

4m2
W

g2 ( s2W
1 − 2s2W

(Y
2
− Ŝ) + c2W

1 − 2s2W
T̂

2
+ ( s2W

1 − 2s2W
− 1)W − c2W δg1z) ,

c(1)ϕq = −
Λ2

4m2
W

g2 ( s2W
3c2W

( T̂ +W
2
− Ŝ) + ( s

2
W

c2W
+ t2W)

Y

6
+ 1

3
(t2W δκγ − s2W δg1z)) .

(3.60)

If W, Y, T̂ ≪ 1, then these two WCs define two specific directions in the Ŝ, δg1z, δκγ space.
Sometimes, like in Ref. [162, 164], the directions δg1zc2W +

s2W
c2W

Ŝ and δκγ − Ŝ for convenience.
Notice that, in the main text, we made a different assumption: δgZqL ≪ 1, which nullifies two
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Universal Theories Warsaw basis

OϕJW g2

4 (O
(3)
ϕq,ii +O

(3)
ϕℓ,ii)

OϕJB
g2Y
2 (∑k=q,ℓ YkO

(1)
ϕk,ii +∑j=u,d,e YjOϕj,ii)

O2JW
g2

2 (
1
2O
(3)
qq,iijj −

1
2Oℓℓ,iijj +Oℓℓ,ijji +O

(3)
ℓq,ijji)

O2JB

g2Y (Y 2
q O

(1)
qq,iijj +∑k=ℓ,u,d,e Y 2

k Okk,iijj + 2YqYℓO
(1)
ℓq,iijj

+2YqYeOqe,iijj + 2∑k=u,d Yk(YeOek,iijj + YqO
(1)
qk,iijj)

+∑k=u,d,e 2YℓYkOℓk,iijj + 2YuYdO
(1)
ud,iijj)

O2JG
g2s (−1

6O
(1)
qq,iijj +

1
4O
(1)
qq,ijji +

1
4O
(3)
qq,ijji + 2O

(8)
ud,iijj

+∑k=u,d 2O
(8)
qk,iijj −

1
6Okk,iijj +

1
2Okk,ijji)

Oy yu,ijOuϕ,ij + [VCKMyd]ijOdϕ,ij + ye,ijOeϕ,ij+h.c.

O2y

−yu,il y†
u,kj (

1
6O
(1)
qu,ijkl +O

(8)
qu,ijkl)

− [VCKMyd]il [y
†
dV

†
CKM]kj (

1
6O
(1)
qd,ijkl +O

(8)
qd,ijkl)

−1
2ye,ily

†
e,kjOℓe,ijkl + yu,ij [VCKMyd]klO

(1)
quqd,ijkl

−ye,ij [yu]klO
(1)
lequ,ijkl + ye,ij [y

†
dV

†
CKM]klOledq,ijkl + h.c.

Table 3.D.1: Universal Theories basis operators in terms of the Warsaw basis. There are other
9 operators that map one-to-one with the Warsaw basis, see Eq. (3.56). The indices in the
operators, CKM and Yukawa matrices are generation indices and there is an implicit sum over
those that are repeated. Yψ is the hypercharge of the field ψ.

directions in the Ŝ, T̂ , W , Y space and maps c(1)ϕq , c(3)ϕq onto the δg1z, δκγ plane.
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Chapter 4

Gauge anomalies in the SMEFT

“This is just as it must be. ”
— Niels Bohr, as quoted by C. P. Snow in The Physicists - A generation

that changed the world (1981), p.96

4.1 Introduction
In Chapter 3, we showed a concrete example of how to use the theoretical tools to assess the
potential of the future experiments. Now, we will change the focus and start looking more deeply
at the theoretical tool itself. This is relevant because gaining a deeper knowledge of the inner
structure and properties of a tool is the only certain way to unlock and exploit its full potential.

In that spirit, the community has devoted bigger efforts to the formal study of EFTs over
the last years. An EFT is a Quantum Field Theory and as such it must fulfil some minimal
consistency requirements. One of the most basic is generating an unitary scattering matrix,
which arises from the elementary principle of probability conservation [47,228]. If unitarity were
not respected, the theory would not make sensible predictions for the probability of transitioning
between states. The loss of unitarity is, then, one of the biggest threats for the sanity of any
quantum theory.

A possible cause of unitarity loss is a remarkable effect intrinsic to the quantum nature of
QFTs: (chiral) anomalies. Anomalies can not be defined without previously stressing the fun-
damental importance of symmetries. The usefulness of symmetries in Physics is beyond doubt,
however, in QFT they take an essential constructive role. More precisely, the requirement of
local gauge symmetries in a theory constrains greatly the interactions allowed and has become
our preferred and very successful way to model fundamental interactions. Our modern under-
standing of fundamental forces of nature is fully based on symmetries. Even more, as stressed
in Chapter 2, gauge and global symmetries are basic constructive principles for EFTs.

Since the earliest days of quantum mechanics, we have known that the classical properties
of a system might not preserved at quantum level and this is not less true for symmetries. A
Lagrangian that possesses a certain symmetry at classical level can yield a quantum theory that
breaks such a symmetry due to quantum corrections. The symmetry is said to be broken by
anomalies. The existence of anomalies for a classically-conserved symmetry can be determined by
computing the 1-loop correction to the divergence of the classically-conserved Noether current.
Details about the computations of anomalies can be found in Section 4.2 and in any modern
QFT textbook or in reviews like Ref. [229]. Here, we will only review the essential results before
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returning to discuss their importance for the consistency of EFTs.

Figure 4.1.1: One-loop triangle diagram that generates anomalies. JA,B,Cµ are the classically
conserved currents of the (global or local) symmetries A, B, and C. All the fermions charged
under those symmetries run in the loop.

The presence of anomalies can be traced back to a non-vanishing divergence of a 1-loop
3-point Green function involving 3 classically-conserved Noether currents:

∂µ⟨0∣JAµ (x)JBν (y)JCρ (z) ∣0⟩ ≠ 0, (4.1)

where J iµ = ψγµT iψ is the classically-conserved Noether current of the (global or local) symmetry
i = A, B, C, with T i the symmetry generator in the irrep under which the fermion transforms1,
and the product of currents is understood to be time ordered [230]. The inequality is generated
by 1-loop triangle diagrams like the one showed in Fig. 4.1.1, where the external legs are the
Noether currents, and all the fermions in the theory charged under such currents run in the loop.
The computation boils down to

∂µ⟨0∣JAµ (x)JBν (y)JCρ (z) ∣0⟩∝DABC = ∑
LHψ

tr (TA{TB, TC}) − ∑
RHψ

tr (TA{TB, TC}) , (4.2)

where DABC is the so-called anomaly polynomial. There is an anomaly if and only if that
polynomial is non-vanishing. And that happens when there are are right-handed (RH) fermions
with different charges than the left-handed (LH) ones, hence the usual name of chiral anomalies.
Notice that for the case of all abelian symmetries, the trace simplifies to qψAq

ψ
Bq

ψ
C . From Eq. (4.2),

one can obtain, e.g. via background field methods, the usual expression for an anomalous current
JAµ [229,231,232]:

⟨∂µJAµ ⟩ = gB gC
DABC

32π2
ϵµνρσFBµνF

C
ρσ, (4.3)

where the expectation value of the divergence of the current is taken in presence of a fixed
background field and gB (gC) is the gauge coupling associated to the field strength FBµν (FCρσ).
If any of the symmetries B or C is non-abelian, the corresponding group indices will appear
contracted between the generator included in DABC and the corresponding field strength. If the
symmetry A is non-abelian, A can be interpreted as the group index.

The computation of an anomaly is essentially the same for global and local gauge symmetries,
but its consequences differ. Here, we will cover the latter case and we leave the case of global
symmetries for Chapter 5. A gauge anomaly poses two threats to a QFT. One is the lack
of renormalisability up to infinite energy. This happens because gauge symmetry, particularly
for non-abelian groups, softens the divergences while the anomaly breaks the symmetry, hence
reviving the divergences. However, this is not a concern for EFTs which, by definition, are
equipped with a finite cutoff Λ.

1The generator does not need to be the same for each fermion chirality, i.e. the symmetry might be chiral.
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The second threat posed by gauge anomalies is the loss of unitarity or Lorentz invariance,
since gauge symmetry is needed to establish the equivalence between the covariant and the
physical gauges of a theory, which allows it to respect both unitarity and Lorentz invariance at
the same time. In fact, their possible loss is usually the main reason behind the requirement
of no gauge anomalies in an EFT. Notice that in an EFT one can ask for unitarity only for
energies up to the cutoff. Gauge anomalies could generate a loss of unitarity below such scale.
However, the problem can be avoided by lifting one crucial assumption: that the gauge boson
must be massless. If the gauge boson is allowed to have a mass, an anomalous gauge EFT can
be quantized consistently with unitarity and Lorentz invariance up to the cutoff scale [233]. In
that case, the gauge anomaly just signals the existence of a cutoff and an anomalous spectrum
above it.

The procedure to quantize this anomalous EFT with a massive gauge boson works for abelian,
non-abelian and mixed gauge anomalies. The trick is to introduce a non-dynamical fictitious
pure-gauge pseudo-scalar field θ that couples derivatively to the anomalous fermions and cancels
the anomaly. This gives an anomaly-free gauge-invariant EFT that is just a different descrip-
tion of the physical anomalous EFT. The latter is recovered for the gauge choice θ = 0. The
gauge boson has a mass generated at loop level by the anomaly and the gauge-artefact θ can
be understood as the would-be NGB “eaten” by the massive gauge boson, although it is not
necessary to suppose a Higgs-mechanism in the UV. Additionally, one can derive an upper bound
on the cutoff of this anomalous EFT given by the gauge boson mass and the gauge couplings
and charges2. For more details, see Ref. [233].

At this stage, it is useful to notice that the assignment of the anomaly to one of the currents
in Eq. (4.2) is ambiguous. In an UV complete theory, one has always the freedom to choose which
symmetry current carries an anomaly (see e.g. the sections on anomalies of classic textbooks
such as [231, 234, 235], or [236]). This can be understood precisely as the freedom to add local
counterterms (such as Eq. (4.6), which we will properly introduce later) related to momentum
shift ambiguities in loop diagrams, as we will explicitly show in subsection 4.2.3. In particular,
in a theory free of gauge anomalies, one can (and should) always choose the regulator and the
counterterms such that the effective action does not shift under a gauge transformation. It is
for instance done when computing the axial anomaly that determines the pion decay rate to two
photons at leading order, and it is a consistency requirement, namely that our theory must be
such that massless vectors couple to exactly conserved currents.

So far, we have established the reasons for our interest in anomalies and, more specifically
gauge anomalies as well as stating their consequences for EFTs. The SM was built as a fully
renormalisable QFT, which excludes the possibility of allowing any gauge anomaly in it. In fact,
the hypercharge assignment of the SM fermion fields ensures the absence of said anomalies as
we show in Appendix 4.A.

The SMEFT, on the other hand, could accommodate some gauge anomalies since it is an
EFT with some massive gauge fields. Nevertheless, it was understood that sharing the field
content of the anomaly-free SM was enough to avoid the presence of gauge anomalies. This
belief was not doubted nor checked thoroughly until very recently. Some of the first efforts to
check it brought to the spotlight the following dimension-6 operators [237]:

OϕψR = i
cϕψ,ij

Λ2
(H†←→DµH)ψ

i
Rγ

µψjR ,

O(1)ϕψL = i
c
(1)
ϕψ,ij

Λ2
(H†←→DµH)ψ

i
Lγ

µψjL , O(3)ϕψL = i
c
(3)
ϕψ,ij

Λ2
(H†←→Da

µH)ψ
i
Lτ

aγµψjL ,

(4.4)

2Interestingly, the strength of the anomaly enters into this upper bound for abelian and mixed anomalies, but
not for the non-abelian case [233].
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where we use the conventions of Ref. [116] and ψL,R spans over the SM chiral fermion fields.
These operators, in the broken phase, modify the gauge interactions of the fermions at order
1/Λ2 in a chiral fashion. Hence, they generate additional triangle diagrams whose contribution
to the anomaly is not naively ensured to cancel, despite respecting the hypercharge choice that
wipes out the dimension-4 gauge anomalies (for a detailed discussion of the results in Ref. [237],
see Appendix 4.B). Coincidentally, the subset of these operators with quarks fields were studied
in Chapter 3.

If there were new gauge anomalies at dimension 6, what would this mean for SMEFT?
Would this impose constraints on its parameter space? How could this affect its matching with
UV models? Would there be a simple way to tell whether the UV completion of the SM is
an anomalous sector or not by measuring a few observables? And if there are no new gauge
anomalies, what can we conclude about the UV models that can match onto SMEFT? Would
this be expected to hold at any order in 1/Λ? All those questions drive our exploration of this
topic, but before even trying to wonder about them we must test the existence of anomalies at
dimension 6.

Throughout the rest of this chapter, we will answer the question of whether the operators in
Eq. (4.4) can generate new gauge anomalies in SMEFT at dimension 6 via triangle diagrams.
We will do it using a known but unconventional technique that simplifies the computations and
is introduced in Section 4.2. Then, in Section 4.3, we analyse the problem with a simple toy
model. This toy model allows us to use conventional and textbook-like techniques first, and
then our technique introduced before, which validates the results offered by the latter and, most
importantly, offer insights into the ultimate origin of the result. Finally, we apply the technique
shown in Section 4.2 to the SMEFT in Section 4.4. We summarize and reflect on our findings
in Section 4.5.

4.2 Bosonic EFT techniques

4.2.1 Anomalous fermions in the IR from the UV

How anomalies are transported across energy scales is an old and fruitful question that leads
inevitably to analyse the relation between anomalies and EFTs. This relation is profoundly
influenced by one remarkable fact: anomalies do not renormalise and must be consistently
matched across all the energies [229, 231, 234]. Although the best known application of this is
in the context of QCD and with global symmetries, in what is known as ’t Hooft’s anomaly
matching [238], its relevance for gauge symmetries should not be minimised. More precisely,
the line of reasoning in ’t Hooft’s argument is highly general and can be easily applied to gauge
anomalies as we will show in the following. It is important to remark that this procedure has
been in the literature for decades [231,233,239,240]. Here, we will review it but with our focus
aimed at its application to the SMEFT.

Consider an anomaly-free renormalisable gauge theory which possesses a chiral fermion spec-
trum. Its scalar sector comprises a charged scalar with a non-vanishing VEV v which interacts
with the fermions via Yukawa terms. Hence, the fermions are in general massive and there is
at least one massive gauge boson. By adjusting properly the Yukawa couplings, we can make
some fermions much heavier than the rest of them. In particular, we can generate a group of
heavy fermions that are anomalous among themselves. The group of light fermions, given our
assumption of an anomaly-free theory, must contribute to the gauge anomalies exactly in the
opposite way [233,238].

Since there is a gap in the fermion mass spectrum, we can integrate out the heavy fermions.
If the mass of the physical scalar is similar to the one of the fermions, we can integrate it out
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too. Instead, we assume that the massive gauge boson has a smaller mass than the previously
mentioned particles thanks to a small gauge coupling. Hence, we can derive from our original
renormalisable theory an EFT which contains all the gauge bosons, massive or not, and a set
of anomalous chiral light fermions. This EFT should be free of gauge anomalies because it was
derived from an UV model with such a feature, but if we compute triangle diagrams with its
light fermions, we would obtain non-vanishing anomaly polynomials. Therefore, the EFT should
reflect in some way the heavy fermions contribution to the anomalies so it cancels the anomalous
triangle diagrams with light fermions [231, 233]. The argument does not break down with the
inclusion of non-renormalisable couplings involving the fermions that could generate additional
anomalies, as long as they can be added to both the light and heavy fermions.

It is clear that the light fermions in our argument play the same role than the spectator
fermions found in ’t Hooft’s anomaly matching and that the fake gauge bosons in the latter,
here become real. Moreover, this analogy allows us to go one step further: we could take a theory
and integrate out all of its fermions. If the original theory had gauge anomalies, they could be
cancelled with the addition of light spectator fermions, then run the argument explained in the
previous paragraph and finally decouple the spectator fermions to obtain a purely bosonic EFT,
which should show the gauge anomalies of the original theory [229, 233, 239]. Thus, how does
the EFT acknowledge the existence of UV fermions that cancel the anomaly? We will answer
this question in subsection 4.2.2

4.2.2 Gauge variant terms in the EFT

An EFT acknowledges the existence of heavy anomalous fermions via the so-called Wess-Zumino
(WZ) terms. They are gauge-variant terms, since they are anomalous, and can be derived in all
generality as a solution to a Slavnov-Taylor identity by assuming the Wess-Zumino consistency
conditions for anomalies [231, 240]. Nevertheless, here we will skip their formal derivation and
limit ourselves to work with gauge variations at linear order. Moreover, we will treat in detail
only the case of several independent abelian gauge fields because this is enough to analyse
the anomalies generated by triangle diagrams. The non-abelian generalisation can be done
straightforwardly although the formulae become more cumbersome.

For the rest of this section, we will assume an EFT whose gauge group is a product of abelian
groups, G = ⊗iU(1)i, and contains several charged scalars φi = fi+hi√

2
eiθi/fi such that some of those

gauge symmetries are spontaneously broken. The Wess-Zumino terms can be classified in two
classes [241]. First, we have the axionic (or Peccei-Quinn) terms

LEFT,ax =
Cijk
16π2

θi
fi
Fj,µνF̃

µν
k , (4.5)

where Fj,µν is the field strength of the abelian gauge field Aj,µ, and F̃
µν
j is its dual defined

as F̃µνj = 1
2ϵ
µνρσFj,ρσ. We assume that all the repeated indices are summed over. Notice that

the gauge variation of these terms comes exclusively from the NGB. Moreover, the name of
this class of operators emphasizes the fact that they can be written also for NGBs of global
symmetries and, in that case, includes the famous aF F̃ operator that is ubiquitous in axion
physics. Nevertheless, here we will restrict ourselves to NGBs of gauge symmetries.

The second class of Wess-Zumino terms is the Generalized Chern-Simons terms (GCS), which
can be written as

LEFT,GCS =
Eijk

8π2
Ai,µAj,νF̃

µν
k . (4.6)

It is clear that the term vanishes for i = j. Moreover, not all the GCS terms are independent
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since
Ai,µAj,νF̃

µν
k +Ak,µAi,νF̃

µν
j +Aj,µAk,νF̃

µν
i = ϵµνρσ∂µ (Ai,νAj,ρAk,σ) . (4.7)

This indicates that if all the indices are different, there are two independent terms. If any pair
of the indices i, j, k is equal, the RHS vanishes and the term with the different index in the dual
field strength tensor vanishes. Then, the equation relates the two remaining term and there is
only one independent GCS term for the case of 2 equal indices.

The WCs Cijk and Eijk have to be computed at 1-loop level from triangle diagrams like the
ones showed in Fig. 4.2.1, where the diagrams (a) and (b) correspond to axionic and GCS terms
respectively. We show explicitly how to do this for a toy model in subsection 4.2.3. Nevertheless,
we wish to do some important remarks before diving into the loop computation. First, from the
normalisation of the operators and their energy dimensions, one can notice that the WCs are
expected to not be suppressed by the masses of the heavy fermions that originate them. More
precisely, those WCs will represent a non-decoupling effect. In fact, this is a reflection of the
non-renormalisation property of anomalies and will be confirmed by the explicit computation of
the WCs.

Second, it is useful to notice that in the UV model which generates the EFT one expects
three kinds of operators that can generate the vertices in the triangle diagrams:

θiψLψR + h.c., AµψL/Rγ
µψL/R, and ∂µ (θi)ψL/RγµψL/R, (4.8)

where ψ represents generically the fermions in the UV that are integrated out. The first two
operators are the usual ones that can be derived from dimension-4 Yukawa and minimal gauge
coupling terms, respectively. There could also be operators at higher order in 1/Λ that generate
them in the broken phase. The third kind of operator can be generated with dimension-4 terms
via a chiral rotation and will appear generically from higher-dimensional operators.

When computing the WC values from the UV, it becomes useful to consider the derivative of
the NGB as an independent bosonic source, i.e. ∂µθi ≡ Âµ,i, which will generate additional GCS
terms3. The couplings of ∂µθi with fermions will be generically suppressed by fi and this will be
reflected in the corresponding Eij,k coefficients, but that is the only difference in the computation
with respect to the real gauge fields since the fermion loop is the same. Additionally, notice that
the GCS terms computed with ∂µθi can be combined with the axionic terms after integration
by parts.

The third and final remark is that when there are no gauge anomalies, we do not expect the
GCS terms to be zero on their own in a general case, since they depend on the regularisation
scheme. This could generate apparent gauge anomalies, which in reality are irrelevant, i.e.
can be eliminated with the addition of a local counterterm [231, 241]. The most reliable way
of checking the presence of gauge anomalies is computing the gauge variation of the effective
action, including the Wess-Zumino terms.

4.2.3 Triangle diagram computations

In this subsection, we show how to compute the WCs of the Wess-Zumino terms in Eq. (4.5) and
Eq. (4.6) from one-loop diagrams. We will do it with a fully abelian toy model, although the
generalization to more complete cases is straightforward4. We consider a heavy (chiral) fermion,
ψ, coupled to several Abelian gauge fields, Ai,µ. It will acquire its mass via a Yukawa interaction
to a scalar field, φ, whose imaginary component gives rise to an axion, θ. First, we will use a

3Formally, one could compute axionic terms with it too, but its field strength tensor vanishes trivially.
4This toy model has the only purpose of illustrating the computation of the WZ terms in a general case and

should not be taken as a fully consistent theory on its own.
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Figure 4.2.1: General one-loop contributions to WZ terms.

fully renormalisable model. The fermionic Lagrangian of the model is as follows:

Lψ = iψγµ (∂µ − i[αi − βiγ5]Ai,µ)ψ − y(ψLψRφ + h.c.) , (4.9)

where ψR/L = 1±γ5
2 ψ have gauge charges qiR/L = αi ∓ βi. The scalar field φ has gauge charges

qiφ = qiL − qiR = 2βi, which are fixed by the gauge invariance of the Yukawa term.
The bosonic Lagrangian is the usual

LA,φ = −
1

4g2i
Fi,µνF

µν
i + ∣Dµφ∣2 − V (∣φ∣) . (4.10)

We assume that the scalar has a non-vanishing VEV f and parametrise it as φ = f+h√
2
e
i θ
f , where

h is the physical scalar and θ is the NGB to be absorbed by a massive gauge boson. With this
parametrisation, we can expand the Yukawa terms of the Lagrangian as

Lψ ⊃ −y
f + h√

2
ψLψR − y

f + h√
2
qψθ i

θ

f
ψLψR +O (θ2) . (4.11)

Hence, the mass of the heavy fermion is mψ = yf√
2
. It is easy to see by comparison with Eq. (4.9)

that qψθ = 1. Nevertheless, we will leave this parameter general to facilitate the application of
these techniques to the SMEFT5.

As we show explicitly below, at energies below the mass of the heavy fermion, the model
presented above can be matched to the following EFT Lagrangian,

LEFT ⊃
Cij
16π2

θ

f
FiFj̃ +

Eij,k

8π2
Ai,µAj,νFk̃

µν
, (4.12)

where the sum over i, j(, k) is implicit. Now, we will compute the values of those WCs, starting
with the axionic terms and then moving onto the GCS terms. We will include dimension-6
operators in our toy model and show how the computation changes just afterwards.

Axionic terms

The axionic terms in the EFT arise via the (off-shell) diagrams of Fig. 4.2.2 (note that, when
computing the one-loop EFT below the fermion masses, we should not compute diagrams with

5In fact, in the SM Yukawa sector, the operators π3uLuR and π3dLdR, where π3 is the NGB to be absorbed
by the Z boson, appear with opposite signs (see Eq. (4.49)).
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axions or gauge bosons propagators, since this would be a double counting with respect to
amplitudes computed in the EFT).

Figure 4.2.2: One-loop contributions to the axion-gauge field coupling

Cutting off the external legs and matching with the Lagrangian coefficient −cij,µν θvAi,µAj,ν ,
we get

cij,µν =
qψθmψ

f
∫

d4k

(2π)4 Tr
⎛
⎝
γ5

✟✟✟k + p +mψ

(k + p)2 −m2
ψ + iϵ

Γµi
✓k +mψ

k2 −m2
ψ + iϵ

Γνj
✟✟✟k − q +mψ

(k − q)2 −m2
ψ + iϵ

⎞
⎠

+(i, µ, q↔ j, ν, q) , (4.13)

where we defined Γµi ≡ γµ(αi − βiγ5). To extract from this expression the piece proportional to
the Levi–Civita tensor ϵµνρσ, it is enough to focus on terms with one or three γ5 in the trace.
The corresponding expression is finite, and when evaluated in the mψ →∞ limit, we obtain

Cij = −
qψθ
3
(3αiαj + βiβj) . (4.14)

Note also that, if we kept the chiral fermion mass finite, the form factors in (4.13) (and below in
(4.15)) would map to a tower of higher-dimensional operators in the EFT, see, e.g., Appendix D
of Ref. [242] for an explicit example.

Generalised Chern–Simons terms

To compute the GCS couplings, the relevant diagrams are those in Fig. 4.2.3. They read

Figure 4.2.3: One-loop contributions to the triple gauge field coupling

∫
d4k

(2π)4 Tr
⎛
⎝

✘✘✘✘k + āijk +mψ

(k + āijk)2 −m2
ψ + iϵ

Γρk
✘✘✘✘✘✘
k + āijk − q +mψ

(k + āijk − q)2 −m2
ψ + iϵ

Γµi
✘✘✘✘✘✘
k + āijk + p +mψ

(k + āijk + p)2 −m2
ψ + iϵ

Γνj
⎞
⎠

+ (j, ν, p, āijk ↔ k, ρ, q, b̄ijk) .
(4.15)

We introduce the two shift vectors āijk, b̄ijk in the computation to keep track of the arbitrary
momentum shift we are allowed to do in each loop. The full computation is convergent, but
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each diagram in Fig. 4.2.3 contributes via a linearly divergent expression and therefore a shift of
k in one diagram impacts the final result. In a very simplistic and non-rigorous way, Eq. (4.15)
is like the computation of

lim
k→∞

f (k + a) − f (k) = lim
k→∞

af ′ (k) + ..., (4.16)

where f (x) diverges for x →∞ but f ′ (x) and omitted higher derivatives converge in the same
limit. For a more rigorous derivation, see section 22.3 of Ref. [231]. The different behaviour with
respect to Eq. (4.13), where the integral diverges at most logarithmically, is due to the presence
of one additional gamma matrix that prevents the cancellation of the Dirac trace in the k3 term.

Before proceeding, let us review briefly the role of the shift vectors. They are a reflection of
the triangle diagrams scheme dependence and the possibility of choosing which current exhibits
the anomaly [231,241]. When there is a genuine anomaly, a smart choice of the shift vectors can
remove it from two of the currents but not from all of them at the same time. No choice is fully
satisfactory for all the possible cases, so here we mention just some of them [231]. If two of the
currents belong to gauge symmetries and the remaining to a global symmetry, the shift vector
must be such that the anomaly is only on the global current. If none of the currents is gauged,
the choice of the shift vector is a matter of convenience and the usual choice is to place the
anomalies in the currents that are spontaneously broken or treat them all symmetrically [231].

Returning to the computation of the GCS terms, we focus again on the terms with odd
numbers of γ5 in the trace in order to extract it. Furthermore, we only care about non-decoupling
EFT terms in the mψ → ∞ limit, which must be of the form A3 or ∂AA2 since any higher
dimensional operator has to be suppressed by mψ, the only large scale which enters in the
computation. Thus, it is enough to look at the zeroth and first order of (4.15) in p, q, a, b. The
end result is

−ϵ
µνρσ

4π2
(pσ [αjαkβi + αiαkβj − αiαjβk +

βiβjβk

3
] − qσ [αjαkβi − αiαkβj + αiαjβk +

βiβjβk

3
]

+(b̄ijk − āijk)σ
2

[αjαkβi + αiαkβj + αiαjβk + βiβjβk]) .

(4.17)
To preserve the vector current (see e.g. Appendix A of Ref. [241] or Ref. [231] for a careful
derivation), we must relate the two shift vectors as

−b̄ijk = āijk = a(p)ijkp + a
(q)
ijkq . (4.18)

This allows us to match Eq. (4.17) to the amplitude obtained from the GCS term Eij,kAiAjFk̃,
of the effective Lagrangian Eq. (4.12), which in momentum space reads

−ϵ
µνρσ

4π2
((Ejk,i −Ekj,i)(−p − q)σ + (Eki,j −Eik,j)pσ + (Eij,k −Eji,k)pσ) . (4.19)

The GCS couplings Eij,k are then uniquely determined in terms of the charges αi, βi and the
shift vectors aijk(p) by requiring that they obey the following two conditions:

(i) Eij,k = −Eji,k , (ii) Eij,k +Ejk,i +Eki,j = 0 . (4.20)

The first relation follows from the antisymmetry of AiAjF̃ k under the exchange of i and j,
while the second relation is a consequence of the fact that AiAjF̃ k +AjAkF̃ i +AkAiF̃ j is a total
derivative. The two expressions Eq. (4.17) and Eq. (4.19) will then be equivalent for arbitrary
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momenta p and q and arbitrary charges αi and βi provided that the shift vectors satisfy:

aijk ≡ a(p)ijk = −a
(q)
kij , aijk = ajik , aijk + akij + ajki = 1 . (4.21)

It then follows that

Eij,k = (aikj − ajki) (αiαj +
1

3
βiβj)βk + (1 − aijk)(αiβj − βiαj)αk . (4.22)

The shift vectors are chosen in order to enforce that the physical gauge symmetries are conserved,
namely that the EFT is invariant under them. For the case we are treating now, where all the
vertices arise from dimension-4 gauge invariant operators, we choose symmetric shift vectors,
i.e. aijk = 1/3. This choice and Eq. (4.22) determine the GCS terms in Eq. (4.12).

Finally, we stress again that the value of the GCS terms is dependent of the regularisation
scheme or, more explicitly, of the shift-vectors choice. A different value of the shift vectors could
generate the appearance of seemingly gauge anomalies, which in turn are irrelevant and can be
eliminated with a suitable local counterterm. The proof of this fact can be found in Appendix
A of Ref. [241] and we skip it to avoid deviating from the main topic.

Addition of dimension-6 couplings

Let us consider now how the computation changes in presence of chiral dimension-6 operators.
We add

i
cL
Λ2
(φ†←→Dµφ)ψLγµψL + i

cR
Λ2
(φ†←→Dµφ)ψRγµψR , (4.23)

to the model defined in Eq. (4.9) and Eq. (4.10). Due to the non-vanishing VEV of the scalar
field, these operators induce a shift of the fermion gauge charges at order 1/Λ2,

qiR/L = αi ∓ βi + q
i
φ

cR/Lf
2

Λ2
, (4.24)

which can be absorbed with the redefinition

αi →α̃i = αi +
qiφ

2

f2

Λ2
(cL + cR) ,

βi →β̃i = βi +
qiφ

2

f2

Λ2
(cL − cR) .

(4.25)

By replacing αi, βi → α̃i, β̃i in Eq. (4.14), one can use it to compute straightforwardly the
axionic terms at order 1/Λ2. Notice that keeping only the pieces at order 1/Λ2 is equivalent to
insert the dimension-6 operator in the triangle diagram at only one of the vertices at the time.

More care is required for the GCS terms. In particular, we need to revisit the choice of the
shift vectors. This is because we want to force the cancellation of gauge anomalies generated
by the renormalisable interactions but not the possible anomalies generated by dimension-6
operators. In fact, our goal in Section 4.3 and 4.4 will be to see if the former ensures the latter.

Thus, let us consider the following transformation of the fields,

ψL/R → e
iϵiq

i
L/RψL/R , θ → θ + ϵi(qiL − qiR)f , Ai,µ → Ai,µ + δij∂µϵj . (4.26)

Using the expression in Eq. (4.22) of the coefficients Eij,k in terms of the shift vectors, the
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variation of the EFT Lagrangian (4.12) reads6

δiLEFT = −
(1 − ajki)Dijk

32π2
ϵiFjF̃ k , (4.27)

where Dijk ≡ qiLq
j
Lq

k
L − qiRq

j
Rq

k
R = 2β̃iβ̃j β̃k + 2(α̃iα̃j β̃k + α̃jα̃kβ̃i + α̃kα̃iβ̃j) is nothing else but the

U(1)i ×U(1)j ×U(1)k anomaly polynomial.
We will mark with a hatted index, like ı̂, the vertices generated by dimension-4 couplings

and leave without a hat the index corresponding to the vertex at order 1/Λ2. Hence, picking k as
the one at order 1/Λ2, which possibly generates non-vanishing gauge anomalies, the consistency
of the EFT Lagrangian at the quantum level, namely δı̂LEFT = 0, forces to choose

akı̂ȷ̂ = 1 , aı̂ȷ̂k = −1 , (4.28)

where the last equality follows from Eq. (4.21). After this choice, the computation of Eı̂ȷ̂,k at
order 1/Λ2 is completed.

One last comment is in order concerning the computation of GCS terms with the bosonic
source ∂µθ. As we said before, the computation does not differ from the one explained above
because the couplings α and β can be defined for ∂µθ, with the only difference that they are
expected to be suppressed at least by 1/f with respect to the analogous couplings for an actual
gauge field. The shift vectors choice does not change either.

4.3 Gauge anomalies from dimension-6 operators: a toy model
In this section, we will discuss in detail whether dimension-6 operators can generate gauge
anomalies with a simple toy model. Its simplicity will allow us to carry out the discussion via
two different methods. First, we will follow a text-book like approach, computing the conserved
Noether current of a chiral global symmetry and asking when can we gauge it. Second, we will
integrate out the fermions of the toy model to obtain a bosonic EFT and we will analyse its
Wess-Zumino terms, using the techniques described in Section 4.2. Performing the analysis via
both different techniques will allow us to not only validate the results obtained with the bosonic
EFT but also to gain an insight on the origin of the result.

The toy model that we will consider consists of two LH and two RH Weyl fermions7, arranged
in two Dirac fermions ψk=1,2, a complex scalar ϕ and a gauge field Aµ of field strength FA. Its
Lagrangian density is:

L = − 1

4g2A
F 2
A,µν − ∣∂ϕ∣

2 − V (∣ϕ∣) + iψk /Dψk

+ icL,k
Λ2
(ϕ†←→∂ µϕ)ψk,Lγµψk,L + i

cR,k

Λ2
(ϕ†←→∂ µϕ)ψk,Rγµψk,R ,

(4.29)

where Dµψk = (∂µ + iqAk Aµ)ψk contains a vector-like coupling to Aµ. Summation over re-
peated indices is implicit. Notice that ϕ is uncharged under the gauge symmetry U(1)A and
the fermions are massless. We do not include bare mass terms for the fermions, although they
are allowed by the gauge symmetry, since we want to study which chiral global symmetries of

6Our results are a factor of 2 off with respect to the ones in [241], so that anomaly cancellation holds in
the low-energy EFT in our case. It can be verified by an explicit computation in the UV model that the RHS
of (4.27) corresponds to the variation of the quantum effective action associated to the heavy fermion, see for
instance Ref. [231].

7The minimalistic option of only one Weyl fermion of each chirality leads to trivial solutions.
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Eq. (4.29) can be consistently gauged. For simplicity, we postpone the inclusion of Yukawa
couplings to subsection 4.3.2.

4.3.1 Current (non-)conservation in triangle diagrams

Let us start by identifying the Noether currents that are classically conserved. The Noether
current for U(1)A is

JAµ = qAk ψkγµψk . (4.30)

In addition, the theory has global (chiral) symmetries. Let us study the one under which
ϕ→ eiq

B
ϕ ϵBϕ , ψk → eiq

B
k γ5ϵBψk, while the other ones can be found in Appendix 4.C. The Noether

current of the symmetry of our interest is

JBµ = −iqBϕ (ϕ†←→∂ µϕ + 2i
cL,k

Λ2
∣ϕ∣2ψk,Lγµψk,L + 2i

cR,k

Λ2
∣ϕ∣2ψk,Rγµψk,R) + qBk ψkγµγ5ψk . (4.31)

Using the equations of motion (eoms),

◻ϕ + V ′ (∣ϕ∣) + icL,k
Λ2

∂µϕψk,Lγ
µψk,L + i

cL,k

Λ2
∂µ (ϕψk,Lγµψk,L) + (L↔ R) = 0 ,

/Dψk,L/R +
cL/R,k

Λ2
(ϕ†←→∂ µϕ)γµψk,L/R = 0 ,

(4.32)

it is easy to see that the current is conserved, i.e. ∂µJBµ = 0 (actually, the parts proportional
to qBϕ and qBk vanish independently, since they correspond to independent symmetries of the
action). This result holds both in the broken and unbroken phase, since the eoms do not change,
neither do the expressions of the currents.

Now, when can we gauge the symmetry U(1)B of current JBµ , i.e., when is it anomaly free?
The usual anomaly cancellation at dimension 4 would enforce:

U(1)2A ×U(1)B ∶ (qAk )
2
qBk = 0 , U(1)3B ∶ (qBk )

3 = 0 , (4.33)

where we sum over repeated indices. This implies qB1 = −qB2 and, if qBk ≠ 0, qA1 = ±qA2 . The other
possible anomalies vanish trivially since U(1)A is vector-like and U(1)B axial.

Had we now gauged U(1)B, the Lagrangian would be

L = − 1

4g2A
F 2
A,µν −

1

4g2B
F 2
B,µν − ∣Dµϕ∣2 − V (∣ϕ∣) + iψk /Dψk

+ icL,k
Λ2
(ϕ†←→Dµϕ)ψk,Lγµψk,L + i

cR,k

Λ2
(ϕ†←→Dµϕ)ψk,Rγµψk,R

(4.34)

where now Dµψk = (∂µ + iqAk Aµ + iqBk γ5Bµ)ψk, Dµϕ = (∂µ + iqBϕBµ)ϕ.
We proceed to compute the three-point correlation functions of symmetry currents at one-

loop level in the usual way. More precisely, we compute:

∂µ⟨0∣JBµ (x)JAν (y)JAρ (z)∣0⟩ , (4.35)

the discussion being straightforwardly generalized to other current combinations. In the unbro-
ken phase, the dimension-6 pieces of JBµ cannot be combined with the fermionic legs from the
two JAµ to form a one-loop diagram. Indeed, that would demand closing the two Higgs legs
from JBµ in a second loop. Consequently, at one loop the computation is the same as if the
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dimension-6 terms were absent and we find

unbroken phase: ∂µ⟨0∣JBµ (x)JAν (y)JAρ (z)∣0⟩ = 0 ⇐⇒ (qAk )
2
qBk = 0 . (4.36)

Diagrammatically, defining ΓL as in Fig. 4.3.1, this arises from the fact that8 −(p+q)µΓµνρL (p, q) =
1

4π2 ϵ
νραβpαqβ , and oppositely for ΓR [243,244].

Figure 4.3.1: Triangle diagrams leading to anomalies in the unbroken phase. Solid lines are
fermion propagators and we indicate which combination of Dirac matrices enters each vertex.

We study now the broken phase. There, we parametrize ϕ = v+h√
2
ei
θ
v , with real v. The

Goldstone boson θ transforms under U(1)B as δθ = vqBϕ ϵB, and the radial mode h is neutral
under all symmetry groups. This parametrization allows us to write

JBµ = qBϕ (v∂µθ +
cL,kv

2

Λ2
ψk,Lγµψk,L +

cR,kv
2

Λ2
ψk,Rγµψk,R) + qBk ψkγµγ5ψk + terms involving h .

(4.37)
The terms that depend on h cannot contribute to anomalies at one-loop for the same reason
than in the unbroken case, so we focus on the pieces that are independent of bosonic fields or
depend on the NGB θ only.

Let us study the diagrams that enter the computation of ∂µ⟨0∣JBµ (x)JAν (y)JAρ (z)∣0⟩. There
are diagrams proportional to (qAk )

2
qBk , of the form (qAk )

2
qBk (ΓL − ΓR), that lead to the same

contribution to the anomaly as in the unbroken phase. In addition, there are two other kinds of
diagrams, proportional to qBϕ . These are the purely fermionic diagrams sensitive to the pieces of
the current proportional to cL/R, and the ones where the current connects to a Goldstone boson
propagator (see Fig. 4.3.2). In the latter, there appears the three-point coupling between the
NGB and the fermions obtained from Eq. (4.29):

L ⊃ −vcL,k
Λ2

∂µθψk,Lγ
µψk,L −

vcR,k

Λ2
∂µθψk,Rγ

µψk,R . (4.38)

The two diagrams in Fig. 4.3.2 cancel each other exactly when contracting them with −(p+q)µ
and, consequently

broken phase: ∂µ⟨0∣JBµ (x)JAν (y)JAρ (z)∣0⟩ = 0 ⇐⇒ (qAk )
2
qBk = 0 . (4.39)

In particular, we do not find any condition on cL/R, just as in the unbroken phase. As could
have been expected, the IR dynamics, namely the choice of the broken or unbroken phase, does
not change the conclusions regarding anomalies. Cancellations similar to that illustrated in
Fig. 4.3.2 can also be found in the unbroken phase, as presented in Appendix 4.D.

It is important to notice that if we had focused only on the diagram on the right of Fig. 4.3.2,

8To conserve the vector-like current JAµ , we impose pνΓ
µνρ
L (p, q) = qρΓµνρL (p, q) = 0.
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Figure 4.3.2: Triangle diagrams proportional to qBϕ (the +... refers to the same diagrams with the
orientation of the fermionic arrows reversed). Solid lines are fermion propagators, the dashed
one is a NGB propagator and we indicate which combination of Dirac matrices and momenta
enters each vertex.

we would have arrived at a constraint on the dimension-6 WCs of the form

(qAk )
2
qBϕ (cL,k − cR,k) = 0, (4.40)

but this does not correspond to the full contribution of the Noether current. This is the kind
of spurious constraint found in Ref. [237]. A detailed discussion of their results can be found in
Appendix 4.B.

The discussion in this subsection can be summarized as follows: classically, a coupling
Kµ(∂µθ + vqBϕBµ) is gauge-invariant even if Kµ is not conserved, and that remains true at
the quantum level. To finalize this section, let us remark once more the key role played of
the diagram with a NGB propagator, which cancels the contribution from the gauge coupling
modification at dimension 6.

4.3.2 Bosonic EFT and Wess-Zumino terms

We can reach the same conclusions of subsection 4.3.1 through a different path. In the broken
phase, the chiral fermions can acquire a mass in the presence of a Yukawa term. Gauge anomalies
do not depend on the precise values of Yukawa and gauge couplings, as long as they remain
perturbative, and therefore we are free to assume that the mass of the fermions is much bigger
than the one of the bosons. In this situation, it is sensible to integrate out the fermions and
define a bosonic EFT.

As explained in Section 4.2, in a bosonic EFT, the anomalies of the heavy fields are encoded
in WZ terms [233, 240, 245]. This reasoning is not modified by the presence of dimension-6
operators. If the latter generated genuine anomalies, they could be cancelled by adding light
fermions with appropriate dimension-6 couplings to the theory, and similar WZ terms should be
present to carry those new anomalies when the heavy fermions are integrated. As we will show
in the following, no such WZ term is generated.

In order to compute the WZ terms for the toy model in Eq. (4.29), we must modify it in two
ways. First, we gauge the chiral symmetry associated to the current JBµ ignoring for the moment
its anomalies. Second, we give a mass to the Weyl fermions by adding to the Lagrangian the
Yukawa term

δL = −ykϕψk,Lψk,R + h.c. , (4.41)

where we chose yk real. Gauge invariance of the Lagrangian imposes 2qBk = qBϕ , and the Noether
current in Eq. (4.31) respects the same anomalous Ward identities as in the case with massless
fermions [246,247].

In the broken phase, the fermions acquire a mass mk = ykv√
2

that allows us to integrate them
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out. In the EFT below mk, the anomalous WZ terms for our toy model read

LEFT = −
CAA
16π2

θ

v
FAF̃A−

CAB
16π2

θ

v
FAF̃B−

CBB
16π2

θ

v
FBF̃B−

EABA
8π2

AµBνF̃
µν
A −

EABB
8π2

AµBνF̃
µν
B . (4.42)

The coefficients can be computed as explained in Section 4.2 and the result is

CAA = (qAk )
2
, CAB = 0 , CBB =

2 (qBk )
2

3
, EABA =

4 (qAk )
2
qBk

3
, EABB = 0 . (4.43)

It is straightforward to notice from Eq. (4.43) that the usual anomalies are reproduced in the
EFT. Indeed,

δLeff = −
ϵA

24π2
2 (qAk )

2
qBk FAF̃B −

ϵB
24π2

[(qAk )
2
qBk FAF̃A + 2 (qBk )

3
FBF̃B] , (4.44)

where ϵA/B are the parameters of the gauge transformations under which δAµ = −∂µϵA, δBµ =
−∂µϵB and δθ = vqBϕ ϵB. We see there that the gauge transformations of the bosonic EFT are
zero if and only if the UV anomalies in Eq. (4.33) cancel. Moreover, there is no anomalous shift
proportional to cL/R, confirming that their values have no impact on the gauge invariance of the
theory.

4.4 Bosonic EFT for the SMEFT
For the case of the SMEFT, it is clear that the bosonic-EFT technique explained in Section 4.2
and applied to a toy model in subsection 4.3.2 is easier to apply than the traditional current
based computations. We focus on triangle diagrams and therefore we are sensitive only to
the linear parts of non-abelian field strengths and gauge transformations of NGBs and gauge
fields. All formulae below should be read accordingly, for instance W a

µν = ∂µW a
ν − ∂νW a

µ for the
SU(2)L electroweak gauge fields. This also means that we do not check explicitly if anomalies
are cancelled in square and pentagon diagrams, that contribute to the non-linear part of the
non-abelian field strength. However, it is known that those diagrams are related to the triangle
diagrams by (classical) gauge invariance and therefore we expect the same behaviour.

The bosonic EFT technique requires us to integrate out all the fermions of the theory, which
is impossible to do in SMEFT if one respects the measured masses of the fermions. However, let
us remind once again that anomalies are independent of the numerical value of Yukawa and gauge
couplings as long as perturbative unitarity and the confining properties of the gauge interactions
remain unchanged. This allow us to study a deformed version of SMEFT and claim that the
results are valid for the phenomenologically relevant case as well. In our version of SMEFT, the
electroweak gauge couplings g and g′ are reduced, for instance to g, g′ <∼ 0.01, and all the Yukawa
couplings are raised to yψ ∼ 1. Additionally, we must add singlet RH neutrinos νR in order to
give neutrinos a mass via a standard Yukawa term. We assign a general hypercharge Yν to the
RH neutrinos, but it can be checked that fixing Yν = 0 at any moment in our computations does
not affect the final results. Additionally, we do not include any dimension-6 operator involving
these RH neutrino fields. In this way, we are allowed to integrate out all the fermions and keep
only the bosons in our EFT.

Before checking the WZ terms, we briefly review the interactions with electroweak gauge
fields and NGBs that will be relevant for the analysis. We parametrize the NGBs in the Higgs
doublet as

H = ei
πa

v
σa (

0
h+v√

2

) . (4.45)
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Under an electroweak gauge transformation U = eiσ
a

2
ϵa+iYHϵY , they transform at linear order as

δπa = v
2
ϵa − vδa3YHϵY . (4.46)

The bosonic piece of the dimension-6 operators in Eq. (4.4) contains, at linear order again,

iH†←→DµH = −v2 (YHBµ −
W 3
µ

2
)+v∂µπ3 , iH†←→Da

µH = −(
v2

2
W a
µ − v2δa3YHBµ + v∂µπa) , (4.47)

and one can check that these expressions are gauge-invariant at leading order. We find the
following modifications to LH gauge couplings,

−ψL,i(δij [YH /B + T a /W
a] +
⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
v2
⎛
⎝
YH /B −

/W 3

2

⎞
⎠
− v /∂π3

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

c
(1)
ϕψ,ij

Λ2
− 2T 3

c
(3)
ϕψ,ij

Λ2

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦

+ 2T a=1,2
c
(3)
ϕψ,ij

Λ2
[v

2

2
/W a + v /∂πa])ψL,j ,

(4.48)

where T a = τa

2 , and for RH fields the equivalent expression is obtained by replacing T a=1..3 → 0,
c
(1)
ϕψ → cϕψ and c

(3)
ϕψ → 0. In the Yukawa couplings, we have

L ⊃ − yuQLH̃uR − ydQLHdR − yeLLHeR − yνLLH̃νR + h.c.

= − yu√
2
((v + iπ3)uL + i(π1 + iπ2)dL)uR −

yd√
2
((v − iπ3)dL + i(π1 − iπ2)uL)dR

− ye√
2
((v − iπ3)eL + i(π1 − iπ2)νL) eR −

yν√
2
((v + iπ3)νL + i(π1 + iπ2)eL) νR + h.c. ,

(4.49)

where we omitted writing explicitly the generation indices.

4.4.1 Wess-Zumino terms

Let us first review what our technique yields for the SM at dimension 4. In the effective theory
obtained from the SM below the mass of all the fermions, focusing on neutral bosons and NGBs
(the charged ones are treated identically), one finds the following couplings:

LEFT ⊃ −
1

16π2
π3

v
BµνB̃

µν (3 [Y 2
u + YQYu − Y 2

d − YQYd] + Y 2
ν + YLYν − Y 2

e − YeYL)

− 1

16π2
π3

v
BµνW̃

3,µν (3(Yd + 4YQ + Yu)
2

+ Ye + 4YL + Yν
2

)

− 1

8π2
BµW

3
ν B̃

µν (Yν + Ye)(Ye + YL + Yν) + 3(Yu − Yd)(Yd + YQ + Yu)
2

− 1

8π2
BµW

3
ν W̃

3,µν 3(Yu + Yd) + Ye + Yν
4

,

(4.50)
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where as we said we restrict to the linear pieces in the non-abelian field strengths. The variation
of the action reads,

δLEFT = −
ϵY
16π2

[(6Y 3
Q + 2Y 3

L − 3Y 3
u − 3Y 3

d − Y 3
e − Y 3

ν )BµνB̃
µν + 3YQ + YL

2
W 3
µνW̃

3,µν]

− ϵ3
16π2

(3YQ + YL)BµνW̃
3,µν

,
(4.51)

where we have used relations imposed by the classical gauge invariance of the Yukawa terms,
such as Yu = YQ + YH . Demanding that those variations vanish, we recover the known U(1)3Y
and U(1)Y ×SU(2)2L anomaly cancellation conditions (see Appendix 4.A and e.g. [248]).

Now, we can study the WZ terms which arise from inserting one dimension-6 vertex in the
triangle diagrams. For convenience, we define the following gauge-invariant (at linear order)
combinations of gauge fields and NGBs:

A0,µ ≡ v2 (YHBµ −
W 3
µ

2
) − v∂µπ3 , A±,µ ≡

v2

2
W±
µ + v∂µπ± , (4.52)

and their field strengths

F0,µν = v2 (YHBµν −
W 3
µν

2
) , F±,µν =

v2

2
W±
µν (4.53)

(we remind that we work at linear order in non-abelian gauge fields). Anomalous EFT couplings
at dimension-6 arise from the diagrams in Fig. 4.4.1.

Figure 4.4.1: Triangle diagrams leading to anomalous EFT terms. A black crossed circle indicates
a dimension-six EFT coupling. The vectors ā and b̄ correspond to shift ambiguities of the loop
momentum k̄ inherent to the second kind of diagrams.

Let us start with the diagrams in the upper half of Fig. 4.4.1, those with one dimension-4
insertion of a Goldstone coupling. They lead to the following EFT couplings,

LEFT ⊃ −
1

16π2
CF0B

π3

v
F0B̃ −

1

16π2
CF0W 3

π3

v
F0W̃

3
, (4.54)
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with

CF0B = −
1

3Λ2
[3(c(1)ϕd (2Yd + YQ) − c

(1)
ϕu (YQ + 2Yu) + c

(1)
ϕQ(Yd − Yu) + c

(3)
ϕQ(Yd + 4YQ + Yu))

+ c(1)ϕe (2Ye + YL) + c
(1)
ϕL(Ye − Yν) + c

(3)
ϕL(Ye + 4YL + Yν)],

CF0W 3 = 1

6Λ2
[3c(1)ϕd + 3c

(1)
ϕu + 12c

(1)
ϕQ + c

(1)
ϕe + 4c

(1)
ϕL],

(4.55)

where we have traced over the generation indices. To this, we should add the triangle diagrams
with two insertions of dimension-4 gauge currents, those in the lower part of Fig. 4.2.2. This
leads to the following EFT terms,

LEFT ⊃ −
EA0BB

8π2Λ2
A0,µBνB̃

µν −
EA0W 3B

8π2Λ2
A0,µW

3
ν B̃

µν −
EA0BW 3

8π2Λ2
A0,µBνW̃

3,µν
,

−
EBW 3F0

8π2Λ2
BµW

3
ν F̃

µν
0 −

EA0W 3W 3

8π2Λ2
A0,µW

3
ν W̃

3,µν
,

(4.56)

with

EA0BB =c(1)ϕu (YQ − Yu)(YQ + 2Yu) − c
(1)
ϕd (Yd − YQ)(2Yd + YQ) − c

(1)
ϕQ (Y

2
d + YdYQ − 4Y 2

Q + YQYu + Y 2
u ) ,

− c(3)ϕQ(Yd − Yu)(Yd + YQ + Yu) −
1

3
c(1)ϕe (Ye − YL)(2Ye + YL),

− 1

3
c
(1)
ϕL (Y

2
e + YeYL − 4Y 2

L + YLYν + Y 2
ν ) −

1

3
c
(3)
ϕL(Y

2
e + YLYe + Y 2

ν + YνYe)

EA0W 3B =
1

2
c(1)ϕu (YQ − Yu) +

1

2
c
(1)
ϕd (Yd − YQ) + c

(1)
ϕQ (Yd − Yu) + c

(3)
ϕQ(Yd − 2YQ + Yu),

+ 1

6
c(1)ϕe (Ye − YL) +

1

3
c
(1)
ϕL (Ye − Yν) −

1

3
c
(3)
ϕL(Ye − 2YLYe + Yν)

EA0BW 3 =1
2
c(1)ϕu (YQ + 2Yu) −

1

2
c
(1)
ϕd (2Yd + YQ) −

1

2
c
(1)
ϕQ (Yd − Yu) −

1

2
c
(3)
ϕQ(Yd + 4YQ + Yu),

− 1

6
c(1)ϕe (2Ye + YL) −

1

6
c
(1)
ϕL (Ye − Yν) −

1

6
c
(3)
ϕL(Ye + 4YLYe + Yν)

EBW 3F0
=3
2
c(1)ϕuYu −

3

2
c
(1)
ϕd Yd −

3

2
c
(1)
ϕQ (Yd − Yu) −

3

2
c
(3)
ϕQ(Yd + Yu),

− 1

2
c(1)ϕe Ye −

1

2
c
(1)
ϕL (Ye − Yν) −

1

2
c
(3)
ϕL(Ye + Yν),

EA0W 3W 3 = 1

12
(3c(1)ϕu + 3c

(1)
ϕd + 12c

(1)
ϕQ + c

(1)
ϕe + 4c

(1)
ϕL) .

(4.57)
Notice that, because of the definition of A0 in Eq. (4.52), we have gathered together the GCS
terms with an actual gauge field and those with the derivative of the NGB.

At this level, it is not clear that the dimension-6 operators do not generate gauge anomalies.
We will now show it explicitly for the U(1)3Y anomaly, which is represented in the variation
of the Lagrangian for the terms proportional to ϵYBµνB̃

µν , as it can be seen from Eq. (4.51).
Hence, let us collect all the operators from Eq. (4.54) and Eq. (4.56) which could generate such
a term under an hypercharge gauge variation. They are:

LEFT ⊃ −
1

16π2
CF0B

π3

v
F0B̃ −

EA0BB

8π2Λ2
A0,µBνB̃

µν

⊃ − vYH
1

16π2
CF0Bπ

3BB̃ + vEA0BB

8π2Λ2
∂µ (π3)BνB̃

µν
,

(4.58)
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where in the second line we decomposed A0 and its field strength using their definitions,
Eq. (4.52) and Eq. (4.53), and kept the relevant pieces. We can integrate by parts the sec-
ond term to transform this part of the Lagrangian into

− vYH
1

16π2
CF0Bπ

3BB̃ − v EA0BB

16π2Λ2
π3BµνB̃

µν + ...

= − v (YHCF0B +
EA0BB

Λ2
) π3

16π2
BµνB̃

µν + ...,
(4.59)

where ... stands for the total derivative terms that will vanish upon integration. Using the
formulae in Eq. (4.57) and Eq. (4.55) and relations required by the classical gauge invariance of
the theory such as Yu = YQ + YH , it is possible to show that

YHCF0B +
EA0BB

Λ2
= 0. (4.60)

Therefore, these terms cancel exactly and there is no U(1)3Y gauge anomaly in SMEFT generated
by chiral dimension-6 operators.

It is worth noting that the GCS terms cancel among themselves. As an example, let us
consider the operator W 3

µBνB̃
µν that was neglected in Eq. (4.58) and can be obtained from

different terms of the EFT Lagrangian,

− EA0BB

8π2Λ2
A0,µBνB̃

µν −
EA0W 3B

8π2Λ2
A0,µW

3
ν B̃

µν −
EBW 3F0

8π2Λ2
BµW

3
ν F̃

µν
0 ,

⊃ − v2

8π2Λ2
(1
2
EA0BB + YHEA0WB + YHEBWF0)W 3

µBνB̃
µν
,

(4.61)

and it can be checked directly by using Eq. (4.57) and the relations given by the gauge invariance
of the Yukawa terms that the combination of WC between parenthesis vanishes. The same
procedure can be applied to all the other terms in Eq. (4.54) and Eq. (4.56) to reach the
conclusion that chiral dimension-6 operators in SMEFT do not generate gauge anomalies.

This result could have been anticipated: the only objects which can be formed using axionic
and GCS terms, and which do not spoil the gauge-invariance of the bosonic EFT, have the
following schematic form [241,249]:

(∂µθi −Ai,µ)(∂νθj −Aj,µ)F̃
µν
k , (4.62)

where the gauge transformations of θi are such that ∂µθi − Ai,µ is gauge-invariant (in other
words, θi corresponds to the longitudinal component of Ai). For the expression in Eq. (4.62)
not to vanish, one needs at least two different massive gauge fields due to the antisymmetric
structure of F̃µνk . However, there is only one massive gauge field, the Z boson, in the neutral
sector of the SMEFT. Therefore, any non-vanishing WZ term in the bosonic EFT must break
gauge invariance, but we do not find any such term at dimension-6.

Our results agree with the ones in Ref. [250], which uses different techniques and a toy model.
As a final comment, notice that our explicit computations are limited to the neutral gauge sector
and triangle diagrams. But the same reasoning applies to the charged gauge bosons and the
computations can be extended to square and pentagon diagrams to include the non-linear pieces
of the strength tensors.
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4.5 Conclusions
In this chapter, we have studied if non-renormalisable interactions, more precisely dimension-6
operators, generate gauge anomalies in an EFT whose field content does not generate anomalies
with operators of dimension up to 4. In particular, we have applied our techniques to show that
gauge anomaly cancellation does not impose any constraint on dimension-6 WCs in the SMEFT.
We have proved that a non-anomalous BSM sector can lead to fully independent dimension-6
WCs in the SMEFT.

On the other hand, if the BSM sector were found to be anomalous, we would conclude
that is incomplete and require the existence of additional particles of interactions to cancel the
anomalies. This argument relies heavily in our hypothesis that nature is fully described by gauge
quantum field theories. Keeping such hypothesis is sensible since all our explorations of nature
have proved it right, with the exception of processes where gravity is relevant. Additionally,
we have already used EFTs with an anomalous field content, expecting to discover additional
fermions at higher energies to cancel the anomalies. In particular, that is the nature of the top
EFTs used in the 1980s and early 1990s before the discovery of the top quark.

The assertions made above are possible only with a solid knowledge of the theoretical tools
at hand, and shows exactly what we look for in this and the following chapters. More precisely,
in the next chapter we will revisit the relation between EFTs and anomalies, but focusing on
global symmetries. This will allows us to explore topics related to a question that we implicitly
left open in a previous paragraph: could we distinguish between anomalous and non-anomalous
BSM sectors by measuring a few WCs? Given the relation between anomalies and chirality, we
could also ask: could we say whether the UV spectrum is chiral or not from the value of WCs?
The study of those questions will lead us to connect several not-trivially related topics.
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Appendix to Chapter 4

4.A Gauge anomalies in the Standard Model
In the Standard Model, gauge anomaly cancellation is not ensured for arbitrary hypercharge
assignment. The theory is free from SU(3)3c anomalies (this means taking 3 SU(3)c currents)
thanks to it being a vector-like gauge symmetry. On the other hand, there are no SU(2)3L
anomalies thanks to group-theory properties of SU(2), despite the chiral nature of this gauge
symmetry. There are no gauge anomalies involving only one SU(2)L or SU(3)c current since
they are proportional to the vanishing trace of the generators [232,248].

Hence, the only possible gauge anomalies in the SM involve the hypercharge group U(1)Y .
We will show how asking these anomalies to cancel selects the hypercharge of each SM fermion.
This can be done for each fermion generation independently, so we will consider just one of them.
First, we start considering the mixed anomaly U(1)Y ×SU(2)2L, i.e. we take one hypercharge and
two weak currents. The anomaly polynomial is

DBWW = 3

2
YQ +

1

2
YL, (4.63)

where YQ and YL are the hypercharges of the quark and lepton doublets respectively. There
is no contribution from RH fermion fields since they are singlets under SU(2)L. The factor 1

2
in both terms comes from the conventional normalization of the generators of SU(N) in the
fundamental representation, Tr(T aT b) = δab

2 . And the factor 3 in the quark term signals the 3
colours of quarks contributing equally.

In similar fashion, we can compute the anomaly polynomial for U(1)Y ×SU(3)2c :

DBGG = 21
2
YQ −

1

2
Yd −

1

2
Yu, (4.64)

where we observe that only the quarks contribute, since the leptons are colourless. Also, the RH
fields contribute with opposite sign and the factor 2 in front of YQ is due to the 2 fields inside
the SU(2)L doublet. The 1

2 factors have the same origin than before. The last mixed anomaly
to compute is U(1)Y ×Grav2, where we take two gravity currents. It reads simply

DBRR = 6YQ + 2YL − 3Yd − 3Yu − Ye, (4.65)

where each quark has a factor 3 due to its colours and there is a factor 2 for each weak doublet.
Finally, the anomaly polynomial for U(1)3Y is

DBBB = 6Y 3
Q + 2Y 3

L − 3Y 3
d − 3Y 3

u − Y 3
e . (4.66)

An overall normalization in the hypercharge is irrelevant and therefore we are free to choose
Ye = 1. After asking for

DBBB =DBRR =DBGG =DBWW = 0, (4.67)
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we obtain an unique solution:

YQ =
1

6
, YL = −

1

2
, Yu =

2

3
, Yd = −

1

3
, Ye = 1. (4.68)

4.B On spurious gauge anomalies caused by dimension-6 opera-
tors

The authors of Ref. [237] claimed that the SMEFT at dimension six and for arbitrary values
of its WCs has gauge anomalies that have to be cancelled order by order in the 1/Λ expansion.
Such anomaly cancellation condition takes the form of sum rules for the WCs. In particular, the
anomalies found in Ref. [237] are traced back to the operators in Eq. (4.4). In order to satisfy
the sum rules, the WCs of those operators should fulfil

c(3)ϕq = c
(3)
ϕℓ , (4.69)

c
(1)
ϕq

Yq
=
c
(1)
ϕℓ

YL
= cϕu
Yu
= cϕd
Yd
= cϕe
Ye

, (4.70)

where Yψ is the hypercharge of the SM fields and the WCs are traced over generations, c(3)ϕq =
∑i c

(3)
ϕq,ii for instance. Furthermore, it is asserted that any anomaly-free UV extension of the SM

that can be matched onto the SMEFT will respect such constraints on the Wilson coefficients.
The results obtained in Section 4.4 contradict the findings of Ref. [237]. More precisely,

they show that the conditions (4.69)-(4.70) are not needed to ensure that the SMEFT is gauge-
anomaly free. In this appendix, we discuss in more detail the reasons of the disagreement and
our arguments against their result. First, in subsection 4.B.1, we rederive the results of Ref. [237]
from simple anomaly-polynomial computations and discuss why this is a flawed method. Second,
in subsection 4.B.2, we show two anomaly free extensions of the SM and match them to the
SMEFT at tree-level. The first model violates the conditions on Eq. (4.69) and Eq. (4.70),
constituting a counterexample of their results, while the second model satisfies the constraints.
We discuss why several models would satisfy such constraints.

4.B.1 Spurious gauge anomalies in the SMEFT from explicit anomaly poly-
nomials

The argument given in Ref. [237] goes as follows: in the broken phase of the theory, fixing the
Higgs field to its VEV, we obtain from the SMEFT operators in Eq. (4.4) a modification to the
three-points couplings between gauge fields and fermions. Demanding the conservation of the
new fermionic current to which the gauge field couples yields relations between the dimension-6
SMEFT coefficients.

More precisely, we have, when H = (0, v√
2
) T ,

iH†←→DµH = −v2 (YHBµ −
W 3
µ

2
) , iH†←→Da

µH = δa3YHBµ −
v2

2
W a
µ , (4.71)
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and the operators in Eq. (4.4) induce the following modifications to gauge vertices,

− ψiδij (Yψ /B + T a /W
a)ψj

→ −ψi
⎛
⎝

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
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⎧⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎩

c
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− 2T 3

c
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⎫⎪⎪⎪⎬⎪⎪⎪⎭
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⎠
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(4.72)
where T a = τa

2 or 0 for left- and right-handed fermions respectively, and for RH fermions c(1)ϕψ ≡
cϕψ and c

(3)
ϕψ = 0. We also defined new flavoured “generators” from the gauge field-fermions

couplings. Then, one can compute the anomaly polynomials Dijk associated to those new
generators. Organising the result as an expansion in Λ−2, they vanish at leading order since
they correspond to the ones of the SM. At dimension-6, they read

DBBB = 3Yϕ
v2

Λ2
(6Y 2

Qc
(1)
ϕQ,ii + 2Y

2
Lc
(1)
ϕL,ii − 3Y

2
u cϕu,ii − 3Y 2

d cϕd,ii − Y 2
e cϕe,ii) ≡ 3Yϕ

v2

Λ2
A

DBGAGB = YϕδAB
v2

2Λ2
(2c(1)ϕQ,ii − cϕu,ii − cϕd,ii)

DBWa=1,2W b=1,2 = δab v
2

2Λ2
(3 [2YQc(3)ϕQ,ii + Yϕc

(1)
ϕQ,ii] + 2YLc

(3)
ϕL,ii + Yϕc

(1)
ϕL,ii)

DBBW 3 = − v
2

2Λ2
(A + 4Yϕ [3YQc(3)ϕQ,ii + YLc

(3)
ϕL,ii])

DBRR = Yϕ
v2

Λ2
(6c(1)ϕQ,ii + 2c

(1)
ϕL,ii − 3cϕu,ii − 3cϕd,ii − cϕe,ii)

(4.73)

Demanding that all those expressions vanish yields the results of Ref. [237].

4.B.2 Tree-level (counter)examples

In this subsection, we review the explicit tree-level matching between two UV models and the
SMEFT in order to, first, give a counterexample to the results in Ref. [237] and, second, show
how certain models could misleadingly support those results. We will use the conventions and
results contained in Ref. [184] that gives the complete tree-level matching of general BSM models
onto dimension-6 SMEFT.

Heavy right-handed singlet Majorana fermion

We start by considering a model that extends the SM with a heavy neutral lepton, i.e., a SM
singlet Majorana fermion N with a Majorana mass MN . This is a simplified version of the
see-saw type-I mechanism used to give a mass to the neutrinos and can be generalized without
modifying our conclusions. The full UV Lagrangian of this model is the SM Lagrangian plus
the usual kinetic and mass terms for N and the following interaction terms:

LInt
BSM = − (λN)i N̄H̃

†
ℓL,i, (4.74)

where i = 1, 2, 3, and we neglect higher-dimensional interaction terms which would not change
our results and might obscure the discussion [184].

The heavy singlet fermion can be integrated out to match onto the SMEFT. This generates
three classes of higher-dimensional operators with dimension not bigger than 6: the Weinberg
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operator O5 and the dimension-6 operators O(1)ϕℓ and O(3)ϕℓ [184]. More specifically, the WCs of
these three operators read [184]:

1

Λ2
(c5)ij =

(λN)j (λN)i
2MN

, (4.75)

1

Λ2
(c(1)ϕℓ )ij =

(λN)∗i (λN)j
4M2

N

, (4.76)

1

Λ2
(c(3)ϕℓ )ij = −

(λN)∗i (λN)j
4M2

N

. (4.77)

On the other hand, it is clear that no operator involving quarks can be generated and hence
c
(3)
ϕq = c(1)ϕq = cϕu = cϕd = 0. Notice that the contribution to the Weinberg operator WC can be

cancelled easily by the addition of a second copy of N with suitable couplings.
Therefore, this model violates both constraints in Eqs. (4.69)-(4.70). At the same time,

the UV renormalisable model that this EFT comes from is anomaly free because it is just the
SM plus a singlet Majorana fermion, which has no anomaly. Furthermore, this is a vector-
like extension of the SM and hence there cannot be non-decoupling BSM effects. Indeed, the
additional fermion can be explicitly decoupled by sending MN →∞.

In conclusion, the model here presented constitutes a clear counterexample to the claims
made in Ref. [237]. Furthermore, there is plenty of similar simple models which would lead to
the same conclusion, e.g. the addition of a heavy hypercharged fermion or a heavy vector-like
quark.

Heavy U(1) gauge field

Now, we briefly review a model that has been used as a cross-check in Ref. [237]. Let us add to
the SM a massive gauge boson Bµ that comes from a U(1) gauge group that commutes with the
rest of the SM gauge group. We denote its mass MB and are agnostic about its ultimate origin.
We suppose that this new gauge field couples to all the fermion and scalar fields of the SM in a
flavour-universal manner and then its interaction terms are [184]:

LInt
BSM = − gB qBℓ Bµ ℓ̄

i
Lγ

µℓiL − gB qBq Bµ q̄iLγµqiL (4.78)

− gB qBe Bµ ēiRγµeiR − gB qBu BµūiRγµuiR − gB qBd Bµ d̄
i
Rγ

µdiR (4.79)
− (gB qBϕ Bµϕ†iDµϕ + h.c.). (4.80)

The conclusions of this analysis are independent of the flavour-universality assumption, which
we make for simplicity.

This model is not automatically anomaly-free and, in particular there can be mixed anomalies
between the new gauge group and the SM one. The equations that must be satisfied by the
charges under B are:

⟨BBB⟩ ∶ 0 = 6qBq y2q + 2qBℓ y2ℓ − qBe y2e − 3qBu y2u − 3qBd y2d, (4.81)
⟨BWW ⟩ ∶ 0 = 6qBq + 2qBℓ , (4.82)
⟨BGG⟩ ∶ 0 = 2qBq − qBu − qBd , (4.83)
⟨BRR⟩ ∶ 0 = 6qBq + 2qBℓ − qBe − 3qBu − 3qBd , (4.84)

where R refers to the Ricci tensor which appears in the gravitational anomaly.
After integrating out the massive gauge boson Bµ, we obtain an EFT Lagrangian with several
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dimension-6 operators [184], but not O(3)ϕl nor O(3)ϕq . Then, Eq. (4.69) will be satisfied trivially.
On the other hand, the operators involved in Eq. (4.70) are generated with the following non-zero
WCs:

1

Λ2
(c(1)ϕl )ij = − g

2
B
qBϕ q

B
ℓ

M2
B
δij (4.85)

1

Λ2
(c(1)ϕq )

ij
= − g2B

qBϕ q
B
q

M2
B
δij (4.86)

1

Λ2
(cϕe)ij = − g

2
B
qBϕ q

B
e

M2
B
δij (4.87)

1

Λ2
(cϕd)ij = − g

2
B
qBϕ q

B
d

M2
B
δij (4.88)

1

Λ2
(cϕu)ij = − g

2
B
qBϕ q

B
u

M2
B
δij , (4.89)

and then, up to an overall common factor, there is a one-to-one correspondence between the
fermion charges and the 5 non-vanishing WCs. In consequence, we can rewrite the UV anomaly
conditions in Eqs. (4.81)-(4.84) in terms of the WCs as follows:

0 =6c(1)ϕq y2q + 2c
(1)
ϕl y

2
ℓ − cϕey2e − 3cϕuy2u − 3cϕdy2d, (4.90)

0 =6c(1)ϕq + 2c
(1)
ϕl , (4.91)

0 =2c(1)ϕq − cϕu − cϕd, (4.92)

0 =6c(1)ϕq + 2c
(1)
ϕl − cϕe − 3cϕu − 3cϕd. (4.93)

These are the equations found in Table 1 of Ref. [237] for the special case c(3)ϕq = c(3)ϕl = 0 and their
only solution is Eq. (4.70). Hence, the UV anomaly cancellation condition of the model is the
reason behind the fulfilment of these conditions on the WCs. Notice that this model belongs to
the Universal Theories class because the BSM sector couples to the SM only through the scalar
and fermion vector currents already present in the SM [216]. It is known that those theories,
when matched onto the SMEFT, always obey accidentally Eqs. (4.69)-(4.70) [166,216].

4.C Global symmetries in the toy model
The toy model considered in subsection 4.3.1 has several global symmetries. Focusing only on the
scalar and fermionic sector, each of the fields, φ, ψ1,L, ψ2,L, ψ1,R and ψ2,R, can be phase-shifted
independently. Hence, there are 5 independent U(1) symmetries. One linear combination of
them corresponds to the global part of the gauge symmetry of the model and another one is the
global symmetry studied in the text.

There remain 3 global symmetries and we denote their transformation parameters as ϵi with
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i = 1,2,3. The scalar and fermion fields transform under them as

φ→ei(ϵ1+ϵ2)φ

ψ1 →e
iγ5
⎛
⎜
⎝
−ϵ1

2(qB2 )
2
+(qBφ )

2

2qB
1
qB
φ

+ϵ2
qB1
qB
φ

⎞
⎟
⎠
+iϵ3

ψ1

ψ2 →e
iγ5
⎛
⎜
⎝
ϵ1
qB2
qB
φ

−ϵ2
2(qB1 )

2
+(qBφ )

2

2qB
2
qB
φ

⎞
⎟
⎠
−iϵ3

q1
q2

ψ2,

(4.94)

where we arbitrarily chose that the scalar field transforms equally under two of them.

4.D Ward-Takahashi identity in the unbroken phase
In order to confirm that there are no anomalies coming from the kind of dimension-6 terms
studied in this note, it is useful to display cancellations similar to those in Fig. 4.3.2, but in the
unbroken phase of our toy model of Section 4.3. This means that we need to study a correlator
which is sensitive (at one-loop) to an insertion of the dimension-6 part of the current in Eq. (4.31)
(as we said in Section 4.3, this is not the case for the usual correlator in Eq. (4.35)). The simplest
such correlator is

⟨0∣JBµ (x)JAν (y)JAρ (z)ϕ(x1)ϕ†(x2)∣0⟩ , (4.95)

and the Ward-Takahashi (WT) identity which follows from the classical symmetry in the absence
of anomalies is

∂µ⟨0∣JBµ (x)JAν (y)JAρ (z)ϕ(x1)ϕ†(x2)∣0⟩

+ qBϕ [δ(4)(x − x1) − δ(4)(x − x2)] ⟨0∣JAν (y)JAρ (z)ϕ(x1)ϕ†(x2)∣0⟩ = 0 ,
(4.96)

where contact terms are present since ϕ(†) is charged under U(1)B, unlike JAν(ρ).
Let us compute the correlator in Eq. (4.95) at one-loop, focusing on the diagrams proportional

to qBϕ . They are displayed in Fig. 4.D.1.

Figure 4.D.1: Triangle diagrams proportional to qBϕ entering the correlator in Eq. (4.95) in the
unbroken phase (the +... refers to the same diagrams with the orientation of the fermionic arrows
reversed). Solid lines are fermion propagators and dashed lines are scalar propagators.

We obtain

⟨0∣JBµ (x)JAν (y)JAρ (z)ϕ(x1)ϕ†(x2)∣0⟩

= iqBϕ
cL
Λ2 ∫

d4pd4q

(2π)8
ei[p⋅(x−x1)+q⋅(x−x2)]

(p2 −m2
ϕ)(q2 −m2

ϕ)
(DL,1 +DL,2 +DL,3)µνρ + (L↔ R) ,

(4.97)
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where the DL,is correspond to the individual diagrams in Fig. 4.D.1. They respectively read

Dµνρ
L,1 ≡ −2Γ

µνρ
L (x, y, z) ,

Dµνρ
L,2 ≡ ∫

d4x̃ d4l

(2π)4 e
i(l+p)⋅(x̃−x) l

µ + qµ
l2 −m2

ϕ

(l − p)αΓανρL (x̃, y, z) ,

Dµνρ
L,3 ≡D

µνρ
L,2 ∣p↔q,x1↔x2 ,

(4.98)

where
ΓµνρL (x, y, z) ≡ ⟨0∣ψLγ

µψL(x)JAν (y)JAρ (z)∣0⟩ (4.99)

refers to the fermion loop, about which we just need to know its dependence on the spacetime
points and momenta. The other correlator which enters the WT identity in Eq. (4.96) receives
contributions from the diagrams in Fig. 4.D.2, and reads

⟨0∣JAν (y)JAρ (z)ϕ(x1)ϕ†(x2)∣0⟩

= cL
Λ2 ∫

d4pd4q d4x̃

(2π)8
ei[(p⋅(x̃−x1)+q⋅(x̃−x2)]

(p2 −m2
ϕ)(q2 −m2

ϕ)
(p − q)αΓανρL (x̃, y, z) + (L↔ R) .

(4.100)

Figure 4.D.2: Triangle diagrams entering the second correlator in Eq. (4.96) in the unbroken
phase (the +... refers to the same diagrams with the orientation of the fermionic arrows reversed).
Solid lines are fermion propagators and dashed lines are scalar propagators.

From these expressions, it is straightforward to check that the WT identity is verified, irre-
spective of the value (and the regularization) of the fermion loop9 Γµνρ

L(R).

9As can be inferred from our computation, the WT identity would hold for any function ΓL(R) - or equivalently,
for any gauge-invariant current coupled to ϕ†←→∂ ϕ in the Lagrangian.
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Chapter 5

On non-anomalous axion couplings
and chiral extensions of the SM

“The task is, not so much to see what no one has yet seen; but to think
what nobody has yet thought, about that which everybody sees. ”

— Erwin Schrödinger, as quoted by
L. von Bertalanffy in Problems of Life (1952)

5.1 Introduction
Our quest for BSM physics has become a broad search, where several target particles or models
have secured a sizeable amount of attention. The axion is, perhaps, the class of particle that has
gained more traction over the last few years1. Although axions are hard to find at colliders, the
variety of experiments that can search for them is remarkable and still growing. The experimental
program of axion searches for the next decade is vast, exciting and promising [251, 252]. Thus,
any effort from the theoretical community to understand better this hypothetical particle should
be of great value.

To be more precise, an axion is a pseudo-scalar particle that arises as the pseudo-Nambu-
Goldstone boson (pNGB) of some approximate spontaneously broken global symmetry2. Its
inception goes back to 45 years ago, originally just as a solution to the strong CP problem of
QCD [253–256], what we call the QCD axion. Since then, axions have become one of the main
DM candidates and they appear naturally in many NP models, for example in those connected
with string theory (see e.g. Ref. [257] and references therein) and CHMs [258–260]. Its pNGB
nature, with the spontaneous symmetry breaking occurring at some scale f well above the EW
scale, makes natural to study axion phenomenology with an EFT, in particular what concerns its
interaction with SM particles. Furthermore, an axion EFT provides a more model-independent
framework to interpret the results from many different experimental searches, which is very
relevant given the variety of UV models that can give generate axions.

The need for an axion EFT was soon recognized and the pioneering work of Georgi, Kaplan
and Randall [261] laid out the foundations for most of what has been done until this day. Within

1A simple search in INSPIRE-HEP shows that the number of papers per year containing the word axion in
the title grew from 19 in 2001 to 66 in 2012, and 285 in 2020.

2Notice that we call axion to what is usually called axion-like-particle (ALP). We reserve the name QCD
axion for those axions aimed at solving the strong QCD problem via the PQ mechanism.
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the EFT, the set of couplings between an axion and two gauge bosons is of special interest from a
phenomenological point of view. Among them, the couplings of an axion to photons and gluons
have been extensively studied since they are the most phenomenologically relevant couplings of
the QCD axion. It is also well-known that those couplings render clear information about the
UV model that generates the axion, since they are proportional to mixed global-gauge anomalies,
which are not affected by the RG running [240, 245, 262]. This kind of relation between EFT
couplings of a pNGB and anomalies have been known since the 1960s because they also play
a key role in pion physics. Nevertheless, it was pointed out recently [263] that when matching
some UV models to an axion EFT, anomalies are not enough to determine the axion couplings
to massive gauge bosons, such as the W and Z bosons.

The groundbreaking paper by Georgi, Kaplan, and Randall included the assumption of a
linearly realised EWSB, which in turn implies that the axion coupling to EW bosons is exclusively
given by structures consistent with an UV SU(2)×U(1) anomaly [261]. Assuming a linearly
realised EWSB is not only a reasonable assumption but is, in fact, favoured by experimental
results. However, the current lack of clear signs of BSM physics and the broad exploration of
axion physics lead us to review and question each assumption on our models. And, as we will see
throughout this chapter, the aforementioned assumption in Ref. [261] has profound consequences
for axion physics.

The correct axion EFT when the assumption of linearly realised EWSB is lifted has been
identified previously in the literature [264]. In particular, it was found that when EWSB is
realized non-linearly, there are additional operators leading to (derivative) couplings between
an axion and the EW gauge bosons. This effectively increases the dimension of the axion EFT
parameter space. However, the relation between these operators and anomaly matching with an
UV model was not analysed in detail. Could there be any relation between those operators and
the mismatch with anomalies found in Ref. [263]? That is one of the questions we will answer
throughout this chapter.

From a separate point of view, an EFT with non-linearly realised EWSB is one of the smoking
guns of heavy chiral matter that has been integrated out, as pointed out in Ref. [146] and reviewed
in subsection 2.4.3. Extensions of the SM with heavy chiral fermions are some of the most difficult
to build consistently, being stringently constrained by gauge-anomaly cancellation conditions
(see Ref. [265] for a systematic analysis of fermion extensions of the SM, including chiral and
vector-like models). However, the anomaly-free condition only restricts the UV charges of the
particles but leaves open the possibility that particles belonging to a vector-like representation
of SU(2)L×U(1)Y acquire a chiral mass spectrum in the IR.

Given all these pieces, it seems possible that there is a clear connection among axion couplings
to gauge bosons, anomalies, non-linear EWSB and chiral extensions of the SM. Uncovering this
relation is the main goal of this chapter. First, in Section 5.2, we will review when the axion
couplings to gauge bosons in an EFT are determined by anomalies. In particular, we will clarify
when the couplings and the anomalies are unrelated, which will show clearly the impact of having
chiral matter in the UV3. Then, in Section 5.3 we will discuss how to build a chiral extension of
the SM and its relation with non-linearly realised EWSB. We build an explicit minimal chiral
extension of the SM in subsection 5.3.2. Section 5.4 connects axions to chiral extensions of the
SM. First, in subsection 5.4.1, we modify the model presented in subsection 5.3.2 to include an
axion. Then, in subsection 5.4.2, we take that model and match it to an axion EFT in order
to discuss its axion couplings to EW gauge bosons. Finally, in Section 5.4.3, we show that the
minimal models presented before, though heavily constrained, are still allowed by experimental
results and hence, they are phenomenologically relevant.

3We will not delve into a detailed derivation of these results, which can be found in Ref. [249].
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5.2 Anomalies in axion EFTs
In this section, we will review the relation between axion couplings to gauge bosons and anoma-
lies. First, we will focus on couplings to abelian gauge bosons. This case is of great importance
since the axion coupling to photons is the one involved in its stellar production and in its detec-
tion at experiments, in both cases via a Primakoff process [266].

5.2.1 Abelian gauge bosons

It is common lore that the axion coupling to gauge bosons in an EFT is given at leading order
by the following dimension-5 operator:

LEFT ⊃ −g2
C

16π2f
aFµνF̃

µν
, (5.1)

where g is the gauge coupling constant of the gauge field A with field strength Fµν , F̃
µν ≡

ϵµνρσ

2 Fρσ, f is a dimensionful scale and C a number. The axion a is understood as the Nambu-
Goldstone boson (GB) of a spontaneously broken PQ symmetry U(1)PQ, under which the gauge
boson is uncharged. Similarly, the axion is neutral under the gauge symmetry U(1)A. The
action of the PQ symmetry is normalized such that the axion shifts as δPQa = ϵPQf .

This operator is generated by a loop of heavy fermions that are charged under both PQ and
U(1)A symmetries and that have been integrated out of the EFT. We define the mixed anomaly
polynomial DPQ,AA as follows:

DPQ,AA = ∑
LH ψ

qPQψ (qAψ )
2 − ∑

RH ψ

qPQψ (qAψ )
2
, (5.2)

where LH (RH) ψ are all the left(right)-handed heavy fermions that enter in the loop, qPQψ is
their PQ charge and qAψ is their gauge charge. The usual statement is that C is the anomaly
coefficient DPQ,AA corresponding to those fermions, i.e. C = DPQ,AA. Hence, the amplitude
involving one axion and two gauge fields is determined by anomalies.

Such statement about C and anomalies is true when the gauge field is massless, but not
entirely when A has non-zero mass. In the latter case, one additional gauge invariant operator
becomes available [249]. Then, we like to think of the EFT of an axion and a massive abelian
gauge field as being split as

L ⊃ −g2D
PQAA

16π2f
aFµν F̃

µν − gC −D
PQAA

8π2f
∂µa (

∂νθA
mA

− gAν) F̃
µν
, (5.3)

where θA is the NGB that provides the longitudinal degree of freedom for the massive A field and
mA is the mass of the latter. This way of writing the EFT shows explicitly that for a massive
gauge field, C is not necessarily equal to DPQ,AA but anomaly matching still holds, because only
the first term shifts under the PQ symmetry. Additionally, the presence of the would-be NGB
absorbed by the gauge field reminds that such possibility does not exist for a massless gauge
field. Finally, it generalizes to the non-abelian case more straightforwardly.

Although the non-vanishing mass of Aµ is a necessary condition for the mismatch C ≠DPQ,AA,
it is not sufficient. Instead, what is sufficient for a generic PQ is that the fermions that have been
integrated out are chiral with respect to the gauge field A. As mentioned in Section 5.1, chirality
of the UV charges and of the mass eigenstates are not equivalent conditions. What matters here
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is the notion of IR chirality4, i.e. that the RH and LH components of the integrated-out massive
eigenstates have different couplings to the gauge boson A. Notice that the chiral couplings ensure
that A is massive.

We remark that Eq. (5.1) and Eq. (5.3) are completely equivalent at the level of scattering
amplitudes. In other words, in both cases the phenomenology of the axion, namely the matrix
elements between physical states, is captured by the only coefficient C. There is no difference
in the phenomenology predicted by anomalous and non-anomalous terms, the only way to see
the mismatch is to measure C and compare it with DPQ,AA, which has to be computed from the
UV model. This feature of the abelian case remains true even in the presence of several abelian
gauge fields. As we will see later, in the non-abelian case, the presence of only anomalous or
both anomalous and non-anomalous terms leads to a different phenomenology.

There is one further subtlety in the abelian case. From an UV point of view, where one has
control over the UV model, one can choose the PQ symmetry due to an irreducible ambiguity in
the assignation of PQ charges to the fermions (see Ref. [263,267] for the case of lepton and baryon
numbers). This freedom can be used to enforce C = DPQ,AA, although with some limitations.
The ambiguity in the fermion charges determination is caused by vector-like global symmetries.
If those symmetries are gauged, new terms like Eq. (5.1) can be written in the EFT. If the
number of such operators, whose coefficients are sensitive to PQ anomalies, is bigger than the
number of unfixed global vector-like symmetries overlapped with PQ, one can choose the PQ
symmetry to enforce C = DPQ,AA in some but not all of them (see Appendix 5.A for details).
Notice that the PQ-choice freedom does not exist from a purely IR point of view and therefore
the second term in Eq. (5.3) should always be included in the EFT. Equivalently, in a bottom-up
approach, one should always consider the possibility of the mismatch between anomalies and
axion couplings.

5.2.2 Non-abelian gauge bosons

The generalization of Eq. (5.3) to the non-abelian case can not be done in detail without spec-
ifying the symmetry breaking pattern. Hence, we will focus on the case relevant for the SM
and use the electroweak gauge bosons. In this subsection, we will be very general about the
fermionic spectrum that could generate the axion-gauge bosons interactions and we delay com-
ments regarding the specific case of the SM spectrum to subsection 5.2.3.

Let us start by generalizing the operator in Eq. (5.1) to the case of an axion coupling to the
SM EW gauge fields

L ⊃ −g
2CWW

16π2
a

f
W aW̃

a − g
′2CBB
16π2

a

f
BB̃ . (5.4)

We only included two coefficients to respect the SU(2)L×U(1)Y gauge symmetry. This is consis-
tent with the constraining form of the mixed PQ anomalies with the SU(2) non-abelian factor
of the SM gauge group.

Nevertheless, Eq. (5.4) does not capture all the possible terms, because there exist non-
abelian analogues of the second term in Eq. (5.3). For the SM, there are 3 of those PQ- and
gauge-invariant operators [264]:

∂µaTr(TVν) B̃
µν
, ∂µaTr(Vν W̃

µν) , ∂µaTr(TVν)Tr(TW̃ µν) , (5.5)

where we have used the Goldstone matrix U and its Maurer-Cartan form, defined as [264,268]

U = ei
πa

v
σa , DµU = ∂µU − igWµU + ig′BµU

σ3
2
, (5.6)

4During the rest of this chapter, we will mean “IR chiral” by “chiral” unless stated otherwise.
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where πa are the longitudinal components of the Z and W bosons, to define the operators

Vµ =DµUU
† , T = Uσ3U † . (5.7)

The σa are the Pauli matrices and v ≈ 246 GeV is the electroweak VEV.
Let us stress that the terms in Eq. 5.13 will appear with a non-vanishing WC only when

fermions that are chiral with respect to the Z and W bosons have been integrated out and their
WC are not related to mixed PQ-gauge anomalies [249]. This establishes a clear connection
between chiral matter and non-anomalous axion couplings. Although the use of the Goldstone
matrix U in Eq. (5.5) could misleadingly indicate that a non-linear EWSB is enough for those
terms to appear, we stress the need of massive chiral fermions. Even more, notice that when
EWSB is linearly realized, one can also choose to parametrise the Higgs doublet as H = v+h√

2
U

without modifying the described physics [146] and, therefore, the terms in Eq. (5.5) should
not appear even if they can be written. The connection between non-linear EWSB and non-
anomalous axion couplings is via the required presence of chiral matter, as we will discuss in the
next section. For the rest of this subsection, we will discuss the phenomenological differences
caused by these new terms.

If the operators in Eq. (5.4) were the whole story, they would induce correlations between
the different EFT operators when written in terms of the vector massive eigenstates. In fact,
using the latter, Eq. (5.4) becomes

−16π
2

e2
L ⊃ Cγγ

a

f
F F̃ + 2 CZγ

cW sW

a

f
F Z̃ + CZZ

c2W s
2
W

a

f
ZZ̃ + 2CWW

s2W
W+W̃

−
, (5.8)

where the coefficients read

Cγγ = CWW +CBB, CZγ = c2WCWW − s2WCBB, CZZ = c4WCWW + s4WCBB, (5.9)

and where cW = cos(θW ), sW = sin(θW ), and tW = tan(θW ) with θW the Weinberg angle, and we
denoted the photon and Z-boson field strengths by F and Z, respectively. The four coefficients
in Eq. (5.8) are determined by CBB and CWW only. Thus, there must be correlations among the
processes involving one axion and two electroweak gauge fields. This is different from the abelian
case, that would allow independent coefficients for each gauge field pair. Such correlations can
take the form of sum rules between EFT coefficients5, for instance:

Cγγ + s−2W (1 − t2W )CZγ −
1

s2W c
2
W

CZZ = 0, Cγγ + s−2WCZγ − (1 + t−2W )CWW = 0. (5.10)

Sum rules can also be written at the level of observable quantities such as partial decay rates of
the axion, as we will see explicitly in subsection 5.4.1.

However, the terms in Eq. (5.5) also generate amplitudes involving one axion and two gauge
bosons in addition to that of Eq. (5.4), since

∂µaTr (TVν) B̃
µν ⊃ −i∂µa (gW 3

ν − g′Bν) B̃
µν ∣lin. ,

∂µaTr (Vν W̃
µν) ⊃ − i

2
∂µa (gW a

ν W̃
a,µν − g′BνW̃

3,µν) ∣lin. ,

∂µaTr (TVν)Tr (TW̃ µν) ⊃ − i
2
∂µa (gW 3

ν − g′Bν) W̃
3,µν)∣lin. ,

(5.11)

5The sum-rules are understood to hold at energy scales where the W and Z bosons are dynamical degrees of
freedom.
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where we used the same letter to refer to the gauge fields and to their field strengths, and
where we ignore the non-linear piece of the field strength, i.e. W a

µν ∣lin = ∂µW a
ν − ∂νW a

µ , because
the axion couplings to two gauge fields are only sensitive to the linear part6. Up to numerical
coefficients, the terms presented before can be integrated by parts to obtain

− c1g
′

16π2f
a (gW 3 − g′B) B̃ , − c2g

16π2f
a(gW aW̃

a−g′BW̃ 3) , − c3g

16π2f
a (gW 3 − g′B) W̃ 3

, (5.12)

respectively. Added up and rewritten using the vector massive eigenstates, they lead to

− e2

16π2
a

f
(c1 + c2 + c3

cW sW

a

f
F Z̃ + (c2 + c3)c

2
W − c1s2W

c2W s
2
W

a

f
ZZ̃ + 2c2

s2W
W+W̃

−) . (5.13)

It should be noted that the expression above does not contain any aF F̃ term, consistently with
our previous analysis: anomalous terms capture all the processes involving one axion and two
photons because the latter have always vector-like couplings to matter.

In addition, the new terms increase the parameter space of axion EFTs, which can be seen
explicitly by noticing that they generically violate sum rules such as Eq. (5.10). Using the
conventions in Eq. (5.13), we find that the modification to those sum rules is:

Cγγ + s−2W (1 − t2W )CZγ −
1

s2W c
2
W

CZZ =
c1 − c2 − c3
2c2W s

2
W

, (5.14)

Cγγ + s−2WCZγ − (1 + t−2W )CWW =
c1 − c2 + c3

2s2W
. (5.15)

Notice that the combination c1+c2 does not violate the sum rules, as expected since it corresponds
to the operator a (g2W aW̃

a − g′2BB̃), which is just a linear combinations of those in Eq. (5.4).
What we found in Eq. (5.15) shows that, unlike what happens in the abelian case, there

are genuine differences between the phenomenological predictions using only Eq. (5.4) or adding
those in (5.5). For instance, the use of the non-linear realization of the SM gauge group allowed
for the axion couplings to go beyond the SU(2) trace structure in Eq. (5.4), so that the non-
anomalous terms cannot simply be integrated by parts to recover the usual phenomenology of
the anomalous terms. We will give a precise example of how these differences are generated from
the UV in subsection 5.4.1.

5.2.3 On the SM-axion EFT

The axion EFT discussed in subsection 5.2.2 could be straightforwardly used as a part of the
most general SM-axion EFT. However, it is imperative to reflect on which fermions can be
integrated out and, therefore, contribute to the WCs. Let us start supposing that the only
fermions in nature are the ones in the SM. Hence, in the UV theory at tree level, there are axion
interactions with the SM particles. All of the latter are captured by the following SM-axion
effective Lagrangian, keeping up to d = 5 operators:

Ld≤5a = 1
2
(∂µa)2 −

1

2
m2
aa

2 + ∂
µa

f
∑
ψ

ψ̄C(ψ)γµψ

− g
2
sCGG
16π2

a

f
GG̃ − g

2CWW

16π2
a

f
WW̃ − g

′2CBB
16π2

a

f
BB̃ , (5.16)

6For the rest of this chapter, we will consider the fields strengths always restricted to their linear pieces unless
stated otherwise.
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where the sum over ψ is taken over chiral fermions of the SM and C(ψ) is a hermitian matrix in
generation space. Here, the CXX coefficients are the anomaly coefficients of the PQ symmetry
with the gauge group of gauge field X, when it is restricted to the SM fields only. Note that we
work in the basis where the d = 5 axion-Higgs operator ∂µaH†i

←→
DµH has been shifted away via

an axion field redefinition [261].
Since we are interested in axion couplings to gauge bosons, we could consider integrating

out all SM fermions to end up with a bosonic EFT. However, in the SM, not even the top
can safely be integrated out when considering the axion couplings to W/Z bosons. Hence, if
the axion couples to SM fields, one cannot rely on an EFT analysis when inspecting the axion
couplings to massive gauge bosons and one should compute loop contributions in the full theory
(see e.g. [269]). On the other hand, an interesting EFT limit exists if we consider the possibility
that axion couplings to W/Z bosons are generated by extra fermions that are chiral under
SU(2)L × U(1)Y . The mass of those fermions is forced by experimental results to be at least
several hundreds of GeV. Consequently, they can safely be integrated out when discussing the
axion couplings to W/Z bosons.

In order to form the full SM-axion EFT below the mass scale of the aforementioned new
chiral fermions, one should add to the couplings in Eq. (5.16) the contributions of the heavy
fermions which are integrated out. This brings additional terms, in particular couplings between
the axion and the electroweak gauge fields which do not simply add up to the CXX , as discussed
in subsection 5.2.2. Henceforth, during the rest of this chapter we focus on the contribution of
the heavy chiral fields. In particular, we devote Section 5.3 to chiral extensions of the SM and
how to relate them with axion EFTs. Then, in subsection 5.4.2, we identify the contribution
of heavy chiral fermions to axion couplings for a specific model, and we keep in mind when
discussing phenomenology that the full amplitudes may include a loop contribution from the
SM fermions in Eq. (5.16).

5.3 Chiral extensions of the SM

5.3.1 The case for heavy chiral fermions

Our current knowledge of the Universe indicates that the observable matter is composed mostly
by fermions, with bosons playing a key role in their interactions. Therefore, and given the
strongly suspected existence of unknown additional matter, it should not be surprising that the
BSM sector contains more fermions. The minimalistic idea of an additional fourth generation
of quarks and leptons has been considered for more than 30 years (see e.g. Ref. [270, 271]) but
it was excluded by experimental results also long time ago [272]. This is basically due to the
chiral nature of the fermions in a SM generation, which generates non-decoupling effects.

On the other hand, BSM models with vector-like fermions allow them to have a mass before
EWSB and hence, their effects decouple. Experimental searches keep pushing up the lower bound
on the masses of vector-like fermions, particularly for the coloured ones, and they represent one
of the main constraints on some BSM models [273, 274]. However, this apparent success in the
exploration of fermionic extensions of the SM can not be extrapolated straightforwardly to chiral
fermions because of their different and less explored phenomenology.

As it was explored systematically in Ref. [265] and we will revisit here, the exclusion of a
fourth generation of quarks and leptons does not mean that the existence of new chiral fermions
should be excluded. In fact, given the non-observation of vector-like fermions, it is a possibility
that deserves more of our attention. The challenge is, therefore, to establish which sets of
new chiral fermions are still allowed and build minimal models that allow us to explore easily
their phenomenology. Additionally, as we will show in subsection 5.4.2, they can serve as UV
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completions that showcase interesting phenomenological signatures of axions.
When trying to build a BSM model with new heavy chiral fermions, there are two important

consequences of their chirality that should be kept in mind at all times. First, they will contribute
non-trivially to the gauge anomalies of the theory. Since the SM set of fermions is free of
anomalies on its own, the new chiral fermions should also cancel the gauge anomalies among
them. Before passing to the second consequence, let us discuss in more detail the constrains
imposed by gauge anomaly cancellation on the irreducible representations that we can use for
the chiral fermions, following Ref. [265].

Let us suppose a set of N fermions transforming under the SM gauge irreps (RCi ,RWi , Yi).
These new fermions must form a real representation of SU(3)C to avoid the appearance of
massless coloured states. An automatic consequence of this constraint is the vanishing of the
SU(3)3C gauge anomaly. The remaining anomaly polynomials to be cancelled are:

SU(3)2C ×U(1)Y ∶ ∑Ni=1NW
i C (RCi )Yi, (5.17)

SU(2)2W ×U(1)Y ∶ ∑Ni=1NC
i C (RWi )Yi, (5.18)

U(1)3Y ∶ ∑Ni=1NC
i N

W
i Y 3

i , (5.19)
Grav.2 ×U(1)Y ∶ ∑Ni=1NC

i N
W
i Yi, (5.20)

where NW
i ≡ dim(RWi ), NC

i ≡ dim(RCi ) and the index C(R) of a certain representation is
defined as C(R)δab = Tr(T aRT bR), with the index of the fundamental normalised to C(N) = 1/2
for SU(N)7. There is one additional anomaly, the global anomaly of the SU(2)W known as
Witten anomaly [276]. This anomaly disappears when ∑Ni=1NC

i C (RWi ) is an integer number8.
The second important consequence of being chiral is that those fermions must acquire its mass

through a Higgs mechanism (see Ref. [56] for a derivation of this classic result with new techniques
that we will revisit in Chapter 6) and therefore they might impact on Higgs precision observables.
The latter can be largely avoided if the added fermions are colourless, although they might
be soon heavily constrained by other Higgs measurements, as we will see in subsection 5.4.3.
Furthermore, the origin of the fermion mass must be considered when integrating it out. In
fact, if one integrates out a heavy particle that acquires all its mass through EWSB, the model
must be matched onto the HEFT instead of the SMEFT, as discussed in subsection 2.4.3 [277].
This leads naturally to the presence of a non-linearly realized EWSB and to its connection with
non-anomalous axion couplings.

In the following, we will first build a minimal extension of the SM with chiral fermions
in subsection 5.3.2. Then, we will extend its scalar sector in order to allow for an axion in
subsection 5.4.1 and will discuss its matching to an axion EFT and the axion couplings to gauge
bosons in subsection 5.4.2, making a clear connection with Section 5.2. A discussion about
experimental constraints on this extension is left for Section 5.4.3.

5.3.2 A minimal model

We wish to identify a phenomenologically viable and minimal chiral extension of the SM. Al-
though for our axion-related studies we will need a second Higgs doublet later, here we stick
to a single Higgs doublet. We introduce a set of chiral fermions transforming irreducibly under

7For SU(2)W , we have C(RWi ) = NW ((NW )2 − 1) /12. On the other hand, an irreducible representation of
SU(3)C is not uniquely defined by its dimension, but by its Dynkin labels (a1, a2), where ai > 0. These labels
are related to the dimension as by NC = (1 + a1) (1 + a2) (1 + a1/2 + a2/2) and the index is given by C (RC) =
NC (a2

1 + 3a1 + a1a2 + 3a2 + a2
2) /24 [232,275].

8With the chosen normalisation, C (RWi ) is half-integer for NW = 2 + 4n, with n ∈ N0, and an integer in any
other case.
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SU(3)c × SU(2)L ×U(1)Y as (Rc,RL, Y ) and, following Ref. [265], we require the criteria:
1. No massless fermion after EW symmetry breaking, apart from SM gauge singlets;
2. No gauge and Witten [276] anomalies;
3. Compatibility with Higgs coupling modifications;
4. No allowed bare mass terms.
If a bare mass term were to be allowed by the SM gauge symmetry, the mass of the fermions

would be naturally heavier than the EW scale, thus enforcing an automatic decoupling in all
observables. This case is phenomenologically allowed, but it is not of our interest as we will
discuss in subsection 5.4.2. So, we will focus on the case where the bare mass terms are ei-
ther accidentally suppressed compared to the EW scale or forbidden by extra discrete gauge
symmetries.

Condition 3 restricts the choice of colour representations to the trivial one, Rc = 1, so that SM
Higgs production via gluon fusion is not affected by the new chiral sector. On the other hand,
condition 1 restricts the allowed SU(2) representations, at least for renormalisable extensions.
This is because, to become massive after EW symmetry breaking, the new chiral fermions need
to couple to H ∼ (1,2, 12) via a Dirac-like Yukawa:

f̄LfRH or f̄LfRH̃ , (5.21)

with H̃ = iσ2H∗. The quantum numbers of fL and fR can only be

fL ∼ (1,2jL + 1, Y ) , fR ∼ (1,2jR + 1, Y − 1
2) or fR ∼ (1,2jR + 1, Y + 1

2) , (5.22)

with jL, jR non-negative semi-integers and ∣jL − jR∣ = 1/2. Thus, the minimal possibility is
jL = 1/2 and jR = 0.

Since the latter quantum numbers are reminiscent of the SM doublet and singlet leptons (for
Y = −1

2), we denote them as9

L1 ∼ (1,2, Y ) , (E1 ∼ (1,1, Y − 1
2) or N1 ∼ (1,1, Y + 1

2)) . (5.23)

Witten anomaly [276] requires an even number of SU(2)L doublets (see details in subsection 5.3.1
and Ref. [265]), so we minimally introduce a second doublet in the LH sector:

L2 ∼ (1,2,−Y ) , (5.24)

where the hypercharge is fixed by the cancellation of the SU(2)2L×U(1)Y anomaly. At this point
we need to consider U(1)Y -gravitational and U(1)3Y anomalies. The latter are already cancelled
in the LH sector since L1 + L2 forms a vector-like pair whose bare mass has to be forbidden
or suppressed to fulfil criteria 4. On the other hand, we need an additional RH singlet with
opposite-sign hypercharge, such that the RH sector becomes

{
E1 ∼ (1,1,+Y − 1

2)
E2 ∼ (1,1,−Y + 1

2)
} or {

N1 ∼ (1,1,+Y + 1
2)

N2 ∼ (1,1,−Y − 1
2)
} (5.25)

If we choose only one of those pairs, e.g. E1,2, we can write two Yukawa terms:

−LY = yE1L̄1E1H + yE2L̄2E2H̃ + h.c. . (5.26)

After EWSB, only the T 3
L = −1

2
(+1

2
) component of the L1 (L2) doublet with electric charge

Q = −1
2 +Y (+

1
2 − Y ) picks up a mass, while the remaining component of each doublet is unpaired

9From here onwards, it is understood that doublets are LH and singlets are RH Lorentz spinors.
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and stays massless. This can be seen also from counting degrees of freedom: while there are
4 LH Weyl fermions, there are only 2 RH Weyl fermions and since we forbid any Majorana
mass, two of the LH fermions will be massless. We would have reached the same conclusion if
we had picked the N1,2 pair. For the particular case Y = −1

2 , these massless fermions would be
electrically neutral but they would still interact with the Z boson, which is enough to rule them
out.

Thus, we need to include both pairs of RH fermions, E1,2 and N1,2, to avoid massless fermions
after EWSB. In conclusion, the minimal setup that fulfils criteria 1-4 is

L1 ∼ (1,2,+Y ) , E1 ∼ (1,1,+Y − 1
2) , N1 ∼ (1,1,+Y + 1

2) , (5.27)
L2 ∼ (1,2,−Y ) , E2 ∼ (1,1,−Y + 1

2) , N2 ∼ (1,1,−Y − 1
2) . (5.28)

Their Yukawa interactions are

−LY = yE1L̄1E1H + yE2L̄2E2H̃ + yN1L̄1N1H̃ + yN2L̄2N2H + h.c. , (5.29)

and all chiral fermions pick up a mass after EW symmetry breaking. One could think that the
particular case of Y = 0 leads to a more minimal setup, but this turns out to be false because
one fermion would remain massless10, in contradiction with criterion 1.

In the minimal setup of Eq. (5.27)-(5.28), gauge anomaly cancellation is immediate since its
field content is vector-like with respect to the SM gauge group. Nonetheless, we still consider it
a chiral field content because we do not include bare mass terms and only use EWSB to generate
their masses. This leads to a spectrum where the massive states couple asymmetrically when
projected onto their LH or RH components, which is what we consider as “chiral”, as discussed
in Section 5.2. We remain agnostic about the reason that suppresses the bare masses with
respect to the Yukawa couplings with the Higgs boson. However, notice that bare mass terms
can be forbidden by using discrete gauge symmetries, for instance a Z2 symmetry under which
L1,E1,N1 and all SM leptons are odd, and the other fields even, is anomaly-free and sufficient
to forbid bare mass terms, while allowing for all the Yukawa couplings.

5.4 Minimal chiral axion model

5.4.1 An axion for the minimal viable chiral extension of the SM

The minimal model presented in the subsection 5.3.2 is not capable of hosting an axion field as
the NGB of a spontaneously broken U(1)PQ symmetry. In order to incorporate the axion into
it, we need to extend its scalar sector. Here, we provide a renormalisable UV completion of the
SM-axion Lagrangian which is inspired by the standard DFSZ [278,279] axion. However, we do
not require the axion to solve the strong CP problem; we improperly keep the PQ label, even
though the axion does not necessarily has a QCD anomaly, and we do not forbid additional
sources of U(1)PQ breaking giving an axion mass that is unrelated to the axion decay constant.
Nevertheless, we do not discuss any explicit source of PQ breaking in what follows and we derive
all our results from a PQ-preserving Lagrangian. Even more, the axion mass is irrelevant for
our one-loop computations with fermion lines.

The main modification of this minimal axion-chiral extension of the SM with respect to the
minimal model presented in subsection 5.3.2 is in its scalar sector, which now contains a complex

10In fact, the anomaly-free field content L1 ∼ (1,2,0), E1 ∼ (1,1,− 1
2
), N1 ∼ (1,1,+ 1

2
), L2 ∼ (1,2,0), whose

Yukawa sector is −LY = yαE1
L̄αE1H + yαN1

L̄αN1H̃ + h.c., with α = 1,2 a flavour index. Without loss of generality,
one can do a U(2) flavour rotation such that yE1 ∝ (0,1). Hence, the Q = T 3

L = 1/2 component of L1 remains
massless.
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SM singlet Φ and two Higgs doublets H1,2 ∼ (1,2, 12). The scalar potential is

V (H1,H2,Φ) = Vr.i.(∣H1∣, ∣H2∣, ∣Φ∣, ∣H†
1H2∣) + λH†

1H2Φ
2 + h.c. , (5.30)

which contains all the re-phasing invariant terms allowed by gauge invariance plus a non-
hermitian operator. The latter breaks the three re-phasing symmetries U(1)Φ×U(1)H1×U(1)H2

into two linearly independent U(1)’s that we identify with U(1)Y ×U(1)PQ. The PQ charges of
H1 and H2, X1 and X2 respectively, are constrained to fulfil

X1 −X2 = 2 , (5.31)

where we have normalized the PQ charge of Φ as XΦ = 1.
If only one of the Higgs doublets interacts with the 2 families of new chiral leptons, there

would be no dimension-5 axion-gauge boson couplings in the EFT below the mass of the exotic
leptons (see proof in Appendix 5.B). Hence, the Yukawa Lagrangian in Eq. 5.29 must be modified
to include explicitly both doublets. The possible modification we use is11

−LY = yE1L̄1E1H1 + yE2L̄2E2H̃2 + yN1L̄1N1H̃2 + yN2L̄2N2H1 + h.c. , (5.32)

which implies the following constraints on the U(1)PQ charges:

−XL1 +XE1 +X1 = 0 , −XL1 +XN1 −X2 = 0 ,
−XL2 +XE2 −X2 = 0 , −XL2 +XN2 +X1 = 0 .

(5.33)

We recall that, although gauge symmetry allows the bare mass terms L1L2, E1E2 and N1N2,
they can be forbidden, e.g. via a discrete gauge symmetry, in order to avoid decoupling effects.
We could also have chosen different assignments of H1,2 in Eq. (5.32), which amounts to dif-
ferent choices of PQ symmetry, and induce different axion and/or Higgs boson phenomenology.
Henceforth, we stick to this choice and briefly discuss other cases in Appendix 5.B. We do not
specify the Higgs fields assignment in the SM Yukawa couplings, we simply assume that it only
involves H1,2, and that it does not generate tree-level flavour-changing neutral currents. One
possibility is to couple them as in the original DFSZ model [278, 279], in which case Eq. (5.16)
is simply the usual DFSZ axion-SM EFT. However, we focus here on the contributions from the
extra heavy fermions.

The next step is to identify the axion field in terms of the phases of the different scalars:

H1 ⊃
v1√
2
e
i
a1
v1 (0

1
) , H2 ⊃

v2√
2
e
i
a2
v2 (0

1
) , Φ ⊃ vΦ√

2
e
i
aΦ
VΦ , (5.34)

where we have neglected EM-charged and radial modes that have no projection on the axion field
a. In order to identify the latter in terms of a1,2,Φ, let us write down the classically conserved
PQ current, restricted to the scalar sector

JPQ
µ = −Φ†i

↔
∂µΦ −X1H

†
1i
↔
∂µH1 −X2H

†
2i
↔
∂µH2 + . . .

= VΦ∂µaΦ +X1v1∂µa1 +X2v2∂µa2 + . . . , (5.35)

where we only included the terms relevant for the identification of the axion. Following the

11Given the charges of the heavy leptons, this is analogous to a type-2 2HDM [280].
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Goldstone theorem ⟨0∣JPQµ ∣a⟩ ∼ ifpµ, the axion field must be defined as

a = 1

f
(VΦaΦ +X1v1a1 +X2v2a2) , f2 = V 2

Φ +X2
1v

2
1 +X2

2v
2
2 , (5.36)

so that JPQ
µ ⊃ f∂µa. Under a PQ transformation, we have that a1,2 → a1,2 + κX1,2v1,2 and

aΦ → aΦ + κvΦ. Hence, the axion field transforms as a→ a + κf .
We require the axion field to be neutral under the hypercharge gauge group to avoid kinetic

mixing with the Z boson [252], which translates into the condition X1Y1v
2
1 +X2Y2v

2
2 = 0, where

Y1,2 = 1
2 is the hypercharge of the Higgs doublets. From this condition and Eq. (5.31), we can

fix all the PQ charges in the scalar sector in terms of v1/v2 as follows:

XΦ = 1 , X1 = 2 sin2 β , X2 = −2 cos2 β , (5.37)

where we use the customary definitions v1/v = cosβ, and v2/v = sinβ, with v =
√
v21 + v22 ≃ 246

GeV [280]. Substituting these expressions into Eq. (5.36) we obtain

f2 = V 2
Φ + v2(sin 2β)2 . (5.38)

In the limit VΦ ≫ v, we can approximate f ≃ VΦ.
Once the axion field has been identified, we can proceed to compute its couplings to the new

chiral leptons. They can be derived by inverting the first relation in Eq. (5.36) to express a1,2
in terms of a. This leads to replace a1(2)/v1(2) → X1(2) a/f in Eq. (5.34) and inserting it into
Eq. (5.32) yields

−LY ⊃mE1 (e
iX1

a
f ) ĒL1E1 +mE2 (e

−iX2
a
f ) ĒL2E2

+mN1 (e
−iX2

a
f ) N̄L1N1 +mN2 (e

iX1
a
f ) N̄L2N2 + h.c. , (5.39)

where we have decomposed the doublets as Li = (NLi , ELi)T , and defined the Dirac masses
mEi = yEi v1√2

and mNi = yNi v2√2
, where i = 1,2. We could remove the axion field from the mass

terms by redefining the fermion fields via a field-dependent chiral transformation. The non-
invariance of the fermion kinetic terms plus possible anomalous transformations lead in turn to
an axion effective Lagrangian similar to the one in Eq. (5.16). Nevertheless, it is easier to obtain
the axion-gauge bosons couplings in the basis of Eq. (5.39). The EFT terms that arise due to
anomalous transformations can be found in Appendix 5.B.

5.4.2 Axion EFT of the minimal chiral axion model

Now, we derive the axion EFT below the mass of the new chiral fermions in the model presented
in subsection 5.4.1. First, we define the massive eigenstates Ni = Ni +NLi , Ei = Ei + ELi and
extract their gauge couplings from

L ⊃ Liγ
µ (gσ

a

2
W a
µ + g′(−1)i+1Y Bµ)Li + g′Niγ

µ(−1)i+1 (Y + 1

2
)BµNi

+g′Eiγµ(−1)i+1 (Y −
1

2
)BµEi . (5.40)
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For simplicity, we assume equal masses within a SU(2) doublet, i.e. mNi = mEi . Using the
formulae in Appendix 5.A and Chapter 4, the axion couplings in the EFT read

L ⊃ −g′2 (1 + 12Y
2)(X1 −X2)
96π2

a

f
BB̃ − g2X1 −X2

96π2
a

f
W aW̃

a − gg′X1 −X2

96π2
a

f
BW̃

3
, (5.41)

where we used the same letter to refer to the gauge fields and to their field strengths . Although
we normalized X1 −X2 = 2 previously, we kept it in Eq. (5.41) to make the charge dependence
explicit.

It is important to notice that the last term in Eq. (5.41) can not be reproduced by an UV
PQ anomaly because there is no non-vanishing U(1)PQ×U(1)Y ×SU(2)L anomaly coefficient.
More precisely, it does not match the usual ansatz in Eq. (5.4), but it can be obtained from
a combination of the EFT terms in Eq. (5.5)12. Therefore, the model considered here is an
example of a statement we made previously: the terms in Eq. (5.5) appear at dimension 5 in
the Lagrangian when chiral fermions are integrated out, and are not suppressed by the mass of
the heavy fermions. If we had allowed for bare mass term for the fermions, these non-decoupling
effect would have been absent, justifying the criterion 4 in subsection 5.3.2.

It is useful to express Eq. (5.41) in terms of mass eigenstates. Focusing on the neutral gauge
bosons, we obtain

−16π
2

e2
L ⊃ (X1 −X2) (2Y 2 + 1

2
) a
f
F F̃ + (X1 −X2)(−tW (4Y 2 + 1

2
) + t

−1
W

2
) a
f
F Z̃

+ (X1 −X2)(t2W (2Y 2 + 1

6
) − 1

6
+ t
−2
W

6
) a
f
ZZ̃ ,

(5.42)

The fact that these couplings do not derive solely from UV anomalies becomes evident when
one finds out that the sum rules in Eq. (5.10) are violated as follows:

Cγγ + s−2W (1 − t2W )CZγ −
1

s2W c
2
W

CZZ =
X1 −X2

12c2W s
2
W

, (5.43)

Cγγ + s−2WCZγ − (1 + t−2W )CWW =
X2 −X1

12s2W
. (5.44)

This means that one cannot define any PQ symmetry whose UV anomalies reproduce Eq. (5.42)
(see Appendix 5.B for more details). This breakdown of the sum rules, that can be directly
tested given an observation of the axion-gauge boson couplings, is a smoking gun of the presence
of a chiral heavy sector charged under the PQ symmetry.

Although some additional assumptions are needed, it is useful to reformulate the sum rules
in Eq. (5.10) in terms of observables, for instance partial axion decay rates. If ma > 2mZ , all the
decays of an axion to gauge bosons are allowed and therefore we can consider all the following
decay rates (see [281]):

Γ(a→ γγ) = C2
γγ

α2m3
a

64π3f2
, Γ(a→WW ) = C2

WW

α2m3
a

32π3s4W f
2
, (5.45)

Γ(a→ ZZ) = C2
ZZ

α2m3
a

64π3s4W c
4
W f

2
, Γ(a→ Zγ) = C2

Zγ

α2m3
a

32π3s2W c
2
W f

2
, (5.46)

12It can be checked that one finds c3 = 0 when matching Eq. (5.41) onto Eq. (5.4) and (5.5). This is due to
the fact that c3 violates custodial symmetry, while we used the simplifying custodial limit mNi = mEi in our
computation, which is also motivated by electroweak precision tests, as discussed later.
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Figure 5.4.1: Plot of the ratio of decay rates Γ(a→ZZ)
Γ(a→γγ) as a function of the ratio of decay rates

Γ(a→Zγ)
Γ(a→γγ) , assuming that the decays are kinematically allowed. The anomaly-based sum rule SR-
1, given in Eq. (5.47), corresponds to the purple curve. The sum rule SR-2, given in Eq. (5.48),
can only be traced on a plane if a ratio of partial rates is fixed. We therefore fix Γ(a→WW )

Γ(a→γγ) to
its value derived from Eq. (5.42) as a function of Y . Each grey line then corresponds to the
linear relation in Eq. (5.48) when we scan values of Y . Finally, the blue curve uses the explicit
couplings in Eq. (5.42).

where we neglect the SM contributions and the coefficients CXY are defined in Eq. (5.8). Using
the first identity in Eq. (5.10), one sees that the following holds:

SR-1:
⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

Γ(a→ ZZ)
Γ(a→ γγ) − 1 −

(t2W − 1)
2

2t2W

Γ(a→ Zγ)
Γ(a→ γγ)

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦

2

−
2 (t2W − 1)

2

t2W

Γ(a→ Zγ)
Γ(a→ γγ) = 0 , (5.47)

which is a relation between two quantities that can be traced on a plane. Another sum rule that
follows from both identities in Eq. (5.10) is

SR-2: Γ(a→ γγ)+ 1

2
(t−2W − 1)Γ(a→WW )− t−2WΓ(a→ ZZ)+ 1

2
(1 − t−2W )Γ(a→ Zγ) = 0 . (5.48)

These sum rules can be tested with low-energy measurement. If at least one of them is violated,
we can conclude that the fermionic UV completion is chiral, whereas a vector-like one (e.g. a
KSVZ-like model) always satisfies them. The violation of the sum rules in our specific model
is displayed in Fig. 5.4.1, where one can see that the model only satisfies both sum rules when
∣Y ∣→∞.

We should stress the caveat that SM loop contributions also violate the naive sum rules,
so they should be taken into account. In particular, the axion-fermion couplings in Eq. (5.16),
which are responsible for the SM loop corrections to the sum rule, should be reconstructed from
low-energy data in order to extract the bosonic EFT terms on which the sum rule can be tested.
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The phenomenological analysis of how to test experimentally these sum rules would follow
similar lines to what is found in Ref. [269,282], although considering more decay channels. The
computation of the SM loop contributions is non-trivial and hence we leave this analysis for
future work.

5.4.3 Experimental constraints

In this section, we will explore several experimental constraints on the heavy chiral fermions
contained in the minimal model introduced in subsection 5.3.2. Most of the constraints discussed
here apply for that minimal model or its version with an extended scalar sector presented in
subsection 5.4.1. We will discuss specifically how the bounds differ for each one of them when
required.

Electroweak precision tests

The contribution of the new exotic fermions in Eqs. (5.27)-(5.28) to the oblique S and T param-
eters is [265]

S = 1

6π

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
(1 − 2Y log

m2
N1

m2
E1

) + (1 + 2Y log
m2
N2

m2
E2

) +O
⎛
⎝
m2
Z

m2
N,E

⎞
⎠

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
≈ 1

3π
, (5.49)

T = 1

16πc2W s
2
Wm

2
Z

(m2
N1
+m2

E1
− 2

m2
N1
m2
E1

m2
N1
−m2

E1

log
m2
N1

m2
E1

)

+ 1

16πc2W s
2
Wm

2
Z

(m2
N2
+m2

E2
− 2

m2
N2
m2
E2

m2
N2
−m2

E2

log
m2
N2

m2
E2

) ≈ 0 , (5.50)

where the approximation in the last steps holds in the custodial limits mN1 = mE1 and mN2 =
mE2 . Recent fits for oblique parameters, e.g. from Gfitter [283], yield

S = 0.05 ± 0.11 , T = 0.09 ± 0.13 , (5.51)

which are easily satisfied in the custodial limit.

Higgs couplings

The new heavy fermions can modify significantly loop-induced Higgs decay rates, in particular
for h → γγ and h → Zγ. In this subsection, we analyse the constraints derived from such
processes. To fix our conventions, consider a fermion ψ of mass mψ with couplings given by the
following Lagrangian:

Lψ = ψ(i /∂ −mψ)ψ −
xψmψ

v
hψψ + eQψψγµψAµ +

e

cW sW
ψγµ
⎛
⎝
T 3
ψ

2
−Qψs2W −

T 3
ψ

2
γ5
⎞
⎠
ψZµ , (5.52)

where h is the 125 GeV Higgs, Aµ and Zµ the photon and Z boson fields, T 3
ψ is the eigenvalue of

the third generator of SU(2)L when it acts on the left-handed component of ψ (ψL = 1−γ5
2 ψ), so

that T 3
ψ = ±1

2 when ψL arises from a doublet in the fundamental of SU(2)L, and xψ is a number.
Its one-loop contributions to the amplitudes h→ γγ and h→ γZ are [284]

Aψγγ ≈
4

3
xψQ

2
ψ , AψZγ ≈ −

1

3
xψQψ

T 3
ψ − 2Qψs2W

cW
, (5.53)
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where we assumed mψ ≫mh ≳mZ , which holds for the heavy fermions we consider here. In the
SM, these amplitudes are dominated by the loop of the W gauge boson interfering negatively
with the loop of the top quark and they amount to ASM

γγ ≈ −6.5 and ASM
γZ ≈ 5.7 at LO. The

dominant QCD NLO effects give a correction of order 5% [284].
These formulae can be applied to the model in Eq. (5.32). However, the parameter xψ in

(5.52) depends on the entries of the two Higgs doublets potential. Indeed, the generic vacuum
of a 2HDM is parametrized by two angles α,β. The former is the angle of the rotation that
diagonalizes the mass-squared matrix of the scalars and the latter is defined as

β = tan(v2
v1
) , (5.54)

where vi is the VEV of Hi [280]. For a SU(2)L doublet QL = (uL, dL) and a singlet dR, the
Yukawa couplings to the light Higgs, which we choose to be the known 125 GeV particle for
definiteness, read,

QLdRH1 + h.c. ⊃md (1 −
sinα

cosβ

h

v
)dd , QLdRH2 + h.c. ⊃md (1 +

cosα

sinβ

h

v
)dd , (5.55)

and the couplings of uL to a singlet uR are similarly obtained. Couplings of the light Higgs to
the vector bosons are given by their SM values times sin(β − α).

One possible way to obtain a SM-like light Higgs is going to the alignment limit β − α =
π/2, in which case the Higgs couplings to vector bosons and to fermions are SM-like, since
− sinα/ cosβ = cosα/ sinβ = 1. Hence, the Higgs signals are modified as if there was only one
Higgs doublet, namely as if the model was given by the Yukawa couplings in Eq. (5.29). One
must then use xψ = 1 in Eq. (5.52) for all the heavy fermions, and this yields Anew

γγ ≈ 4
3(1+4Y

2).
Writing the modified Higgs width to photons as

Rγγ =
∣ASM

γγ +Anew
γγ ∣

2

∣ASM
γγ ∣

2
, (5.56)

a recent ATLAS analysis finds Rγγ = 1.00 ± 0.12 [285]. The only available possibility is that the
new contribution interferes negatively with the SM amplitude, namely Anew

γγ ≈ −2ASM
γγ ≈ 13.0. In

such a case the allowed 2σ range is 1.43 ≲ ∣Y ∣ ≲ 1.53, as can be seen in Fig. 5.4.2.
A correlated signal in the γZ channel is Anew

γZ ≈ −2
3cW [1 − (1 + 8Y

2)t2W ], leading to a large
deviation in the region compatible with the diphoton channel bound, i.e. where ∣Y ∣ ≈ 1.5, as
seen in Fig. 5.4.2. The γZ decay channel of the Higgs has not been observed yet and HL-LHC
is expected to measure κγZ within a 10% precision [286]. Future lepton colliders would not offer
any improvement on that bound and only FCC-hh could reach a precision below 1% [185].

The alignment limit of the model in Eq. (5.32) predicts, therefore, a strong departure of
RZγ from its SM-value. However, this conclusion can be evaded in other limits of the 2HDM.
In particular, the modifications to the Higgs signals can be strongly suppressed in the so-called
wrong-sign limit [287–289]. This seizes on the fact that only the sign of the top Yukawa has
been measured. Thus, defining the labelling such that the top quark couples to H̃2, we must
enforce cosα = sinβ Ô⇒ α = ± (π2 − β). The minus sign gives the alignment limit, but there is
another viable option: the plus sign gives the wrong-sign limit, α + β = π

2 , so called because in
this limit, the bottom-Higgs coupling is −mb/v, i.e. −1 times its SM value. The gauge bosons
couplings of the Higgs are not SM-like either, and are suppressed by

sin(β − α) = sin(2β − π
2
) = − cos(2β) = −cos

2 β − sin2 β
cos2 β + sin2 β

= tan2 β − 1
tan2 β + 1 , (5.57)
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Figure 5.4.2: Rγγ and RZγ as a function of ∣Y ∣ for the model in (5.32) in the alignment limit.
The horizontal solid and dashed purple lines show the experimental value of Rγγ and the 1σ
boundaries, respectively. The pink ones correspond to projections of RZγ at HL-LHC.

which tends to 1 monotonically from below as β → ∞. Current measurements of the Higgs
couplings then impose tanβ ≳ 4 at 68% C.L. [290], while the limit is expected to reach tanβ ≳ 12
at HL-LHC [286]. In this limit, heavy fermions coupled to H1 have xψ = −1 in Eq. (5.52), whereas
those coupled to H2 have xψ = 1, making possible cancellations in Eq. (5.53). In the case of our
model in Eq. (5.32), the partial amplitudes in Eq. (5.53) simply vanish, and the modifications
to the Higgs signals are those of a 2HDM in the wrong-sign limit without extra chiral matter.

Stable charged particles and direct searches

Except for ∣Y ∣ = 3/2, the exotic leptons do not mix with the SM ones and the lightest state of the
spectrum is electrically charged (Q = Y ± 1/2) and stable because of an accidental exotic lepton
number (due to Y ). Charged relics are cosmologically dangerous and largely excluded (see e.g.
Ref. [291–294]). These cosmological constraints can be avoided by invoking low-scale inflation
with max{HI , TRH} ≲ TeV, which leads to either these particles being diluted by inflation or
never being thermally produced.

On the other hand, the exotic leptons in our model can be produced at hadron colliders
through the Drell-Yann process. Since they are generally charged and stable particles, they
would yield striking signatures at colliders, e.g. in the forms of charged tracks, anomalous
energy loss in calorimeters and/or longer time of flights. We show in Figure 5.4.3 the production
cross sections and experimental limits [297] on the cross section at LHC for exotic leptons with
∣Q∣ = 1, 2, which corresponds to Y = 3/2. Although that precise hypercharge value allows the
mixing between SM and exotic leptons, we neglect it to simplify the analysis. Notice that the
mixing can be avoided by imposing the conservation of an exotic lepton number.

For the case of fully degenerate exotic leptons, one must consider the production of 2 in-
distinguishable leptons with the same ∣Q∣ and, therefore the bound on their mass is M ≳ 840
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Figure 5.4.3: Drell-Yann cross-section and experimental bounds for the exotic leptons at LHC
(13 TeV) as a function of their mass M for ∣Q∣ = 1 (left panel) and ∣Q∣ = 2 (right panel). The
purple lines with circle shaped markers are the cross section for 1 exotic lepton with mass M
and the cyan lines with star-shaped markers are for 2 degenerate exotic leptons with the same
∣Q∣. The cross-sections were computed at LO (see e.g. [292, 295]) with MSTW2008 PDFs [296].
The curves without markers show the experimental results obtained by CMS [297] using only
the tracker (continuous dark red line) and the tracker+TOF technique (dot dashed dark blue
line).

GeV, which comes from the states with ∣Q∣ = 2 as can be seen from the right panel of Fig. 5.4.3.
If one of the exotic families is heavier than the other but each doublet is still degenerate, the
bound relaxes to M ≳ 720 GeV. The situation of different masses in the doublet, unfavoured
by EW precision data as explained before, would relax the bound for the ∣Q∣ = 1 lepton in 80
GeV. Although the experimental results allow to further relax the bound for ∣Q∣ = 1 in ∼ 40
GeV, this would make the decay of the ∣Q∣ = 2 lepton possible via a W boson. We leave the
phenomenological analysis of such case, together with the case of mixing among exotic lepton
families, for future work.

If one lifts the prohibition of mixing between SM and exotic leptons, the phenomenology
of the Y = 3/2 case changes substantially. Q = 2 can decay into a W boson and a Q = 1
exotic fermion, which in turn can mix with the SM leptons and decay into Zℓ or hℓ. The lower
bounds for these scenarios at LHC are M ≳ 500 GeV [298] and a more detailed analysis is also
left for future work. Finally, for Y ≠ 3/2 but Q ≲ 2, one can assume an approximate bound
of M ≳ 700 GeV [297]. These mass values correspond to an electroweak-generated mass with
Yukawas that nearly saturate the perturbative unitarity limit.

5.5 Conclusions
In this chapter, we aimed at uncovering an interesting connection between several topics. We
started from pointing out that the widely-known relation between axion couplings to gauge
bosons and PQ global anomalies is not always respected. The clarification that the aforemen-
tioned relation is violated when chiral fermions have been integrated out led our interest towards
those extensions of the SM which would provide a realistic example of that phenomenon, i.e.
extensions with chiral fermions. The chiral nature of those fermions leads to match onto HEFT,
which has a non-linearly realised EWSB, when they are integrated out.

Let us frame our findings in the context of the Vafa-Witten theorem [299], which states
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that in vector-like CP-conserving theories, there can not be a spontaneous breaking of the CP
symmetry. Notably, this theorem fixes the QCD axion VEV to a value such that the pure QCD
vacuum always respects CP, guaranteeing the PQ-mechanism. On the other hand, this theorem
does not apply in chiral theories, like the SM, where additional irreducible contributions to the
QCD axion VEV are expected [252]. Then, our results indicate that the decorrelation between
axion couplings in the EFT and anomalies can be seen as a warning of the invalidity of the
Vafa-Witten theorem, since indicates the presence of chiral fermions in the UV.

We also found a phenomenological way to test the relation between anomalies and axion
couplings in the form of sum-rules. We showed explicitly how, under certain assumptions, they
can be written as simple relations among partial axion decay rates. In sight of the connections
mentioned before, the violation of these sum rules can also be seen as an indication of the
presence of heavy chiral fermions. The obtention of experimental prospects for testing these
sum rules is a very interesting line of work that we wish to explore in the near future. This
could enhance the interest in axion searches at colliders.

Finally, we explored the experimental constraints on the minimal model of axion and chiral
matter we built. This showed that the model is heavily constrained but still allowed. It could
be either discovered or almost completely excluded in near future experiments like HL-LHC.

Considering that both non-anomalous axion couplings to EW gauge bosons and chiral exten-
sions of the SM are topics which have enjoyed little attention from the community, this highlights
the need for a broader approach towards model building in order to assess correctly our knowl-
edge of nature. There might be surprises in the corners that we have not yet enlightened.
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Appendix to Chapter 5

5.A EFT matching with a product of abelian gauge groups
In this appendix, we provide explicit loop computations to match a model with a collection
of heavy chiral fermions coupled to a product of abelian gauge bosons to an EFT Lagrangian
of the type showed in Eq. (5.3), involving axion terms as well as GCS operators.13 Here,
gauge couplings will be absorbed in the gauge fields, and they can be reinstated by making the
replacement Ai,µ → giAi,µ for each gauge field in all the formulae.

Computations like this have already been performed in the literature, for instance in Ref. [241]
whose approach we follow closely (see also Ref. [300] for a recent and similar computation
relevant for radiative decays of the Z boson). However, those discussions usually concern models
of additional gauge symmetries, and to our knowledge rarely axion models. Therefore, as in
Section 5.2, we repeat the necessary details and insist on the treatment proper to axion models.

5.A.1 Explicit loop computation

In this section, we repeat the computations performed in subsection 4.2.3 but for the relevant case
of mixed PQ-gauge anomalies. We will highlight only the differences w.r.t. that computation.
A self-contained computation can be found in Appendix A of Ref. [249]. We consider a heavy
(chiral) fermion, ψ, coupled to several Abelian gauge fields, Ai,µ. It will acquire its mass via a
Yukawa interaction to a scalar field, φ, whose imaginary component gives rise to an axion, θ.
The Lagrangian of the model is the same than in Eq. (4.9), with the difference that the gauge
field Ai can be the “fake” PQ gauge field (henceforth, hatted indices ı̂, ȷ̂, k̂ will denote physical
gauge symmetries, in particular not the PQ symmetry).

As we explicitly show below, at energies below the mass of the heavy fermion, the interactions
between the axions and the gauge fields can be matched to the following EFT Lagrangian,

LEFT ⊃ −
3αiαj + βiβj

48π2
θ

f
FiFj̃ +

Eij,k

8π2
Ai,µAj,νFk̃

µν
, (5.58)

where the sum over i, j(, k) is implicit and we wrote φ = f√
2
e
i θ
f . The GCS coefficients that are

needed for our discussion are given by

EPQ ı̂,ȷ̂ = 2(αPQαı̂ +
1

3
βPQβı̂)βȷ̂ , Eı̂ȷ̂,PQ = 2(αı̂βȷ̂ − βı̂αȷ̂)αPQ . (5.59)

Actually, only EPQ ı̂,ȷ̂ is relevant for PQ anomaly matching since Eı̂ȷ̂,PQ does not contribute to
the mixed PQ-gauge anomaly, but the value of the latter will be needed to check the invariance

13We followed a traditional approach with an explicit calculation of one-loop Feynman diagrams to match
the UV-model onto the EFT Lagrangian. It would be interesting to re-derive the results more directly from the
universal one-loop effective action, see Ref. [277] and references therein for a recent review.
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of the EFT Lagrangian under a physical gauge transformation.

Axion terms

The axion terms in the EFT are computed just as in subsection 4.2.3, with the only difference
of taking qψθ = 1. After considering that, the mψ →∞ limit of Eq. (4.13) corresponds to the first
term written in (5.58).

Note also that, if we kept the chiral fermion mass finite, the form factors in (4.13) (and below
in (4.15)) map to a tower of higher-dimensional operators in the EFT, see, e.g., Appendix D of
Ref. [242] for an explicit example.

Generalised Chern–Simons terms

The computation of these terms is also fully analogous to the one in subsection 4.2.3 up to
Eq. (4.22). Once the terms dealing purely with actual gauge symmetries are computed, we must
compute the ones with the PQ symmetry. For that, let us consider the following transformation
of the fields,

ψL/R → e
iϵiq

i
L/RψL/R , θ → θ + ϵi(qiL − qiR)f , Ai,µ → Ai,µ + δij∂µϵj . (5.60)

Using the expression in Eq. (4.22) of the GCS coefficients Eij,k in terms of the shift vectors, the
variation of the EFT Lagrangian (5.58) reads14

δiLEFT = −
(1 − ajki)Dijk

32π2
ϵiFjF̃ k , (5.61)

where Dijk ≡ qiLq
j
Lq

k
L − qiRq

j
Rq

k
R = 2βiβjβk + 2(αiαjβk + αjαkβi + αkαiβj) is nothing else but the

U(1)i ×U(1)j ×U(1)k anomaly polynomial. By considering i and j to be gauge symmetries and
k the PQ symmetry, which has possible non-vanishing mixed gauge anomalies, the consistency
of the EFT Lagrangian at the quantum level, namely δı̂LEFT = 0, forces to choose

aPQı̂ȷ̂ = 1 , aı̂ȷ̂PQ = −1 , (5.62)

where the last equality follows from Eq. (4.21). Plugging back these values of the shift vectors,
we arrive at the expression of the GCS coefficients announced in (5.59).

It can be checked in particular that these results guarantee that the whole EFT Lagrangian
remains invariant under the action of an unbroken symmetry, i.e., a symmetry under which the
scalar field φ is neutral, qı̂φ = βı̂ = 0. In that case the axion θ itself does not shift under the action
of Aı̂. The individual GCS terms do, but in a correlated way. Indeed, when βı̂ = 0, from (5.59),
we obtain

LEFT ⊃
αPQαı̂βȷ̂

2π2
(APQ,µAı̂,νF̃

µν
ȷ̂ +Aı̂,µAȷ̂,νF̃

µν
PQ) = −

αPQαı̂βȷ̂

2π2
APQ,µAȷ̂,νF̃

µν
ı̂ + tot. derivative ,

that is gauge invariant with respect to Aı̂, as it should.

14Our results are a factor of 2 off with respect to the ones in [241], so that anomaly cancellation holds in the
low-energy EFT in our case. It can be verified by an explicit computation in the UV model that the RHS of
Eq. (5.61) corresponds to the variation of the quantum effective action associated to the heavy fermion, see for
instance Ref. [231]. This holds irrespective of the fact that i corresponds to a genuine gauge symmetry or the PQ
one.
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5.A.2 Anomaly matching with axion terms only

In the main text, we argued that, contrary to the simple case of the axion decay into two photons,
in general the phenomenology of an axion coupled to gauge fields is not uniquely specified by the
knowledge of mixed gauge-PQ UV anomalies as, indeed, the latter are only reproduced when
combining the axion and the GCS terms. Still, it is interesting to ask under which conditions
will the axion terms alone reproduce the UV anomalies15.

When the heavy fermion is coupled to massless gauge bosons only, like the photons, the
scalar field φ has to be gauge neutral, βı̂ = βȷ̂ = 0 and, according to Eq. (5.59), the GCS terms
are absent. So the axion term is the only one that can reproduce the anomalous shift under a
PQ transformation. However, when the heavy fermion has also an axial coupling to at least one
(massive) gauge field, βı̂ /= 0, then a GCS term is needed in the EFT to add up to the shift of
the axion term in order to reproduce the full UV anomaly.

But even in the case of an axial gauge symmetry, it might still be possible that the mixed
PQ anomaly is borne by the axion term only provided that the PQ symmetry is conveniently
chosen. In these models, there need to be unbroken vector-like symmetries that can be used
to redefine what one calls the PQ symmetry. For instance, the minimal model in Eq. (4.9)
has a “ψ-number” symmetry under which ψ → eiϵψψ. Similarly, the model in Section 5.4.1 has
two unbroken lepton number symmetries. The PQ charges are defined up to these vector-like
transformations. They do not affect the axion couplings [263, 267], but they modify the GCS
terms and the UV anomalies, in a way consistent with anomaly matching as discussed above.
For the axion term to capture the full PQ anomaly, we need to impose that

δPQ (
EPQı̂,ȷ̂

8π2
APQ,µAı̂,νF̃

µν
ȷ̂ ) = −

EPQı̂,ȷ̂

16π2
ϵPQFı̂F̃ ȷ̂ = 0 . (5.63)

It is therefore necessary and sufficient that EPQı̂,ȷ̂ +EPQȷ̂,ı̂ = 0, i.e., given the explicit expression
(5.59) of the GCS coefficients,

3(αı̂βȷ̂ + βı̂αȷ̂)αPQ + 2βı̂βȷ̂βPQ = 0 . (5.64)

When that condition is fulfilled, the mixed PQ gauge anomaly coefficient simply becomes

DPQı̂ȷ̂ = (3αı̂αȷ̂ + βı̂βȷ̂)
3

qPQ
φ , (5.65)

where qPQ
φ = qL − qR = 2βPQ is the PQ charge of the scalar field φ. We recognize here the

coefficient of the axion term (times the axion charge).
Note that in the presence of several chiral gauge fields and for generic values of the fermion

gauge charges, the axion couplings are not expected to match all mixed anomalies of the PQ
symmetry at once, whatever the choice of the PQ charges of the UV fermions. In subsection 5.4.2,
we showed that this fact has observational consequences for non-abelian theories, which take the
form of the violation of sum rules. For abelian theories, the statement is mostly formal, but it
still applies. An illustration of this is obtained when restricting the gauge theory of the model
in subsection 5.4.1 to the photon and the Z boson only (or equivalently, to the hypercharge and
T3 generators in the UV). It is then shown in Appendix 5.B.2 that the PQ charge assignment
in the UV cannot match the anomaly coefficients and the couplings aγγ, aγZ, aZZ in the EFT.

15A connected case is the one of a single physical massive gauge field, the axion θ becoming the longitudinal
component. The contribution of a heavy fermion of the U(1)3 gauge anomaly is then fully captured, in generic
gauge, by the axion term – it is not possible to write a GCS term involving a single gauge field [301]. This is
consistent with the well-known result of Ref. [233] that spontaneously broken gauge symmetry with anomalous
fermion content can be consistently quantized.
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However, for each individual axion coupling, there exists one convenient PQ charge obtained
from (5.64). Note that if the heavy fermion has a vector-like charge under one of the gauge
symmetries and a chiral one under the other (e.g. βı̂ = 0, βȷ̂ ≠ 0), then the suitable PQ charge is
purely chiral (αPQ = 0).

5.A.3 CCWZ approach to the EFT

Consider a model like the one in Eq. (4.9) coupled weakly to a “fake” gauge field for the PQ
global symmetry. This “fake” gauge field should be understood as a classical current that we
use to keep track of anomalies. At the end, we can always set it to zero to recover the physical
theory. We would like to point out that it is always possible to rearrange the EFT Lagrangian
in Eq. (5.58), and more generally any EFT of axions an and gauged Goldstone bosons θı̂, as a
combination of the following terms,

−
Cnîĵ

16π2fn
anFı̂,µνF̃

µν
ȷ̂ , −Enı̂ȷ̂(

∂µan

fn
−APQ

n,µ)(
∂νθı̂
mAı̂

−Aı̂,ν) F̃
µν
ȷ̂ . (5.66)

(plus other possible PQ- and gauge-invariant terms which do not involve the axions), where Aȷ̂
can be massless but Aı̂ has to be massive. The two kinds of terms are respectively anomalous
and gauge-invariant, generalizing both operators in Eq. (5.3). The several axions an and gauge
NGBs θı̂ find their UV origin in the phases of Higgs fields, and both operators are obtained
by integrating out fermions. In order to fulfil PQ anomaly matching, we must therefore have
Cnı̂ȷ̂ =DPQn ı̂ȷ̂, the UV mixed anomaly coefficients of the n-th PQ symmetry. This rearrangement
is straightforwardly done from our explicit formulae, but it can also be simply understood from
a field redefinition of the UV theory. For that, we generalize further the UV model in Eq. (4.9)
and consider the case of a renormalisable UV theory involving several charged chiral fermions
ψu getting their masses via Yukawa couplings to several Higgs fields φX :

LUV = iψuγµ (∂µ − i[αi,u − βi,uγ5]Ai,µ)ψu − (yXuv ψu,Lψv,R φX + h.c.) . (5.67)

The gauge fields are split in two categories: the ones with respect to which the fermions are
vector-like and which can be massless (if they get a mass from some other source, it is irrelevant
for our argument), and the necessarily massive ones under which the fermions are chiral. For
those massive vectors Ai (among which the PQ gauge field), it is possible to define fields θi out
of the phases θX of the Higgs fields, that shift as θi →mAiδ

j
i ϵj under the j-th gauge symmetry16.

Thus, we can make the fermions uncharged under the massive gauge fields by redefining them

16Precisely, the mass term for the gauge fields,

L ⊃ 1

2
M2
ijAi,µA

µ
j , (5.68)

arises from the axion kinetic terms (themselves obtained from the Higgs fields kinetic terms)

L ⊃ 1

2
(∂µθI − qiIvIAi,µ)2 (5.69)

so that M2
ij = qiIqjIv

2
I . Diagonalizing M2 = OTM ′2O, for an orthogonal matrix O and M ′2 = diag(m2

Ai
), A′i = (OA)i

define the massive vector fields of masses mAi and the associated gauge parameters are ϵ′i = (Oϵ)i. Thus, defining
XiI =

Oijq
j
I
vI

mAi
which is orthogonal (recall that we introduce fake gauge fields for each PQ symmetry, so in particular

there is one massive field for each phase of a Higgs scalar), θ′i = (Xθ)i shifts as mAiδ
j
i ϵ
′

j under the gauge symmetries
defined by the vectors A′i. We can also define q′I

i = (OT qI)i and check that we consistently have θI
vI
= q′I

i θ′i
mAi

.
We work with the primed fields and drop the primes.
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as follows [134,135],

ψu,L/R → e
i
θi
mAi

qi
u,L/Rψu,L/R . (5.70)

Since the fermions are now uncharged (except under the vector-like gauge symmetries), there
cannot remain any axion in the Yukawa couplings. Also, the field redefinitions modify the
minimal coupling to gauge fields in the covariant derivative as follows:

ψuγ
µ (∂µ − i[αi,u − βi,uγ5]Ai,µ)ψu → ψuγ

µ (∂µ + i[αi,u − βi,uγ5] [
∂µθi

mAi

−Ai,µ])ψu , (5.71)

which is correctly gauge invariant when the fermions are neutral. Thus, integrating the latter
out (in perturbation theory or beyond) cannot generate anything else than terms which are
made out of ∂µθi

mAi
−Ai,µ [233,302,303], among which terms such as the second ones in (5.66). To

such terms, one needs to add the Jacobian contribution due to the anomalous transformation of
the path integral measure [304], which are nothing but the first terms in (5.66) for the physical
axions θi ≡ an, see the previous section for details. Anomaly matching between the UV and
the IR is obvious in this approach, although we stress that the physical amplitude between one
axion and 2 gauge bosons might not agree with the anomaly.

5.B Axion couplings and PQ anomalies in SM chiral extensions
In this appendix, we discuss the axion couplings in the SM chiral extension of subsection 5.4.1,
and we compare them to the UV PQ anomalies. In particular, we match them one by one
using the prescription of (5.65), which determines how to fix the fermion PQ charges so that
the axion coupling under study is reproduced by the corresponding PQ anomaly. We show how
this prescription should be properly used when the PQ symmetry is restricted by the fact that
it should commute with gauge symmetries.

5.B.1 General 2HDM assignment and axion couplings

For generality, we first present what the axion couplings would be if we assigned the two Higgses
differently than in Eq. (5.32). Let us denote Hψ the Higgs that appears in ψ’s Yukawa term
(only one can appear if the PQ is to be exact and the axion classically massless). Our Yukawa
sector thus looks as follows,

−LY = yE1L̄1E1HE1 + yE2L̄2E2HE2 + yN1L̄1N1HN1 + yN2L̄2N2HN2 + h.c. , (5.72)

and the axion content of each Higgs field, which can beHi or H̃ i, is writtenHψ = eiXHψ
a
f (0

vHψ√
2
)
T

,

so that the (Yukawa) axion fermion coupling is
yψvHψ√

2
ψ̄LψRe

iXHψ
a
f +h.c. In terms of the PQ

charges of the fermions, one has

XHEi
=XLi −XEi , XHNi

=XLi −XNi . (5.73)

We derive the axion EFT below the mass of the new fermions, using the formulae in Appendix
5.A. For that, we define the massive eigenstates Ni = Ni +NLi , Ei = Ei +ELi , where

L1 = (
NL1

EL1

) , L2 = (
EL2

NL2

) , (5.74)
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and extract their gauge couplings from

L ⊃ Liγ
µ (gσ

a

2
W a
µ + g′(−1)i+1Y Bµ)Li + g′Niγ

µ(−1)i+1 (Y + 1

2
)BµNi

+g′Eiγµ(−1)i+1 (Y −
1

2
)BµEi . (5.75)

Assuming equal masses within a SU(2) doublet for simplicity (mNi =mEi), the axion couplings
in the EFT read17

L ⊃ −g′2 (1 + 12Y
2)X+ + 6Y X−
192π2

a

f
BB̃ − g2 X+

192π2
a

f
W aW̃

a∣lin. − gg
′X
+ + 6Y X−
192π2

a

f
BW̃

3∣lin. (5.76)

where
X+ =∑

i

(XHNi
+XHEi

) , X− =∑
i

(XHNi
−XHEi

) . (5.77)

From this formula, we can immediately check that there are no dimension-5 axion-gauge bosons
couplings if all the Higgses in (5.72) are expressed in terms of a single one, as given in Eq. (5.29).
Indeed, one then has XHN1

+XHN2
=XHE1

+XHE2
= 0, such that X+ =X− = 0. Actually, this has

a nice interpretation in terms of our discussion of Section 5.2. Let us focus on the aBB̃ coupling
for simplicity. The mass terms and the axion couplings in (5.72) have a U(1)5 symmetry - broken
to U(1)3 by weak interactions -, spanned by the hypercharge U(1)Y and four fermion numbers
U(1)ψ=Ei,Ni . Thus the PQ symmetry must be a linear combination of those. We can choose it to
be fully aligned with U(1)Y without affecting the discussion of anomaly matching in the axion
EFT, since the axion does not shift under the vector-like fermion symmetries. Then, gauging
again the PQ symmetry, one finds that the fields cannot differentiate between the PQ or the B
gauge field, since each fermion ψ couples to a single combination of them, Yψ(APQ,µ+Aµ), hence
there cannot be any GCS term in the EFT, simply because one cannot write a non-vanishing
GCS term with a single gauge field. Also, each fermion couples to a single axion, the phase of
the single Higgs, so that there is a single axion term. Consequently, the axion term is given by
the U(1)3Y anomaly coefficient, or by the U(1)PQU(1)2Y anomaly coefficient, which are identical
by assumption. Eventually, since the full set of heavy fermions has no U(1)3Y anomaly, there is
no possible axion coupling in the EFT.

5.B.2 Matching with the UV PQ anomaly coefficients

We now verify that the prescription in (5.65) reproduces the axion couplings of (5.76). Let us
recall why such a prescription is needed. The interactions in (5.72) have two unbroken lepton
number symmetries U(1)L1 and U(1)L2 , which are anomalous with respect to the chiral gauge
symmetries SU(2)L×U(1)Y . Therefore, the PQ UV anomalies can be modified by adding to the
fermion PQ charges a component along those fermion numbers, namely by redefining U(1)PQ →
U(1)PQ + α (U(1)L1 +U(1)L2), with α an arbitrary number (the antisymmetric combination
U(1)L1 −U(1)L2 is anomaly free). This number can be used to modify each mixed PQ anomaly
so that it matches the corresponding axion coupling in (5.76). We show how this is achieved in
what follows.

17With our assumption of equal masses within a doublet, the diagrams for the aW aW̃
b process can be obtained

using our abelian formulae with α = β = 1
4
, and supplemented by a factor

∑
i=1,2(flavours)

∑
j=1,2(ψj=N,E)

(σ{aσb})[1+i+j],[1+i+j]Xψ
j
i
,

where we defined x2 = x mod 2, [x] = x2 + 2(1 − x2).
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For that, we compute the anomalous terms arising after a PQ rotation that removes the
axion from the mass terms,

Li → e
iXLi

a
f Li , Ni → e

iXNi
a
fNi , Ei → e

iXEi
a
fEi , (5.78)

where i = 1,2. The anomalous terms read

δL = −g2 A
ab
W

16π2
a

f
W aW̃

b − g′2 AB
16π2

a

f
BB̃ , (5.79)

where the anomaly polynomials are

AabW =
(XL1 +XL2)δab

2
, AB =

X+ − 2(XL1 +XL2)
4

+ Y X− + Y 2X+ , (5.80)

where X± have been defined in appendix 5.B.1, and we recognize in particular the contribution
of the unbroken anomalous fermion number U(1)L1 +U(1)L2 .

We now specialize to the Higgs assignment in Eq. (5.32), for which we have the relations
Eq. (5.33), which imply X+ = 2(X1 −X2),X− = 0 so that we get

AabW =
(XL1 +XL2)δab

2
AB = −

XL1 +XL2 + (X2 −X1)(1 + 4Y 2)
2

. (5.81)

Restricting (5.79) to the neutral mass eigenstates, one finds

−16π
2

e2
δL = (X1 −X2) (2Y 2 + 1

2
)FF̃

+ (−tW [(X1 −X2) (4Y 2 + 1) − (XL1 +XL2)] + t−1W [XL1 +XL2])FZ̃

+ (t2W [(X1 −X2) (2Y 2 + 1

2
) − XL1 +XL2

2
] + t−2W

XL1 +XL2

2
)ZZ̃ .

(5.82)

Note that (5.82) verifies the constraints in Eq. (5.9), as it should. As expected the photon terms
match with the ones in Eq. (5.42). To match the photon-Z terms, one needs an axial PQ, as
discussed around Eq. (5.65). However, given the relations in Eq. (5.33), it is impossible to define
the PQ symmetry such that it is chiral on each heavy fermion, namely one cannot enforce

XL1 +XE1 = 0 , XL1 +XN1 = 0 , XL2 +XE2 = 0 , XL2 +XN2 = 0 , (5.83)

unless the PQ charges of the Higgses are non generic, namely if they verify X1 = −X2. This clash
comes from the fact that we defined the PQ symmetry on the UV fields so that it commutes with
all gauge symmetries. In particular, both components of the SU(2) doublets Li have the same
PQ charge. Starting from a generic U(1)PQ charge assignment, X1 = −X2 can be reached by
considering a suitable linear combination of the hypercharge and the original PQ symmetry. If
we want to keep a generic PQ charge assignment, another option is to impose a slightly weaker,
but equally efficient constraint, which is that the PQ symmetry is axial “on average”18,

XL1 +XL2 +XE1 +XE2 = 0 , XL1 +XL2 +XN1 +XN2 = 0 . (5.84)

18One does not need to demand that the PQ anomalous contribution of the GCS vanishes for each integrated
massive fermion, but only that it does at the level of a subset or all of the heavy fermions.
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This yields in particular
Axial PQ : XL1 +XL2 =

X1 −X2

2
, (5.85)

thanks to which the photon-Z terms in Eq. (5.82) and (5.42) match. Finally, to understand the
ZZ̃ coupling, let us first write down the kinetic terms in terms of photons and Zs:

eNiγ
µ(−1)i+1 [(Y + 1

2
)Aµ + (−tW (Y +

1

4
+ 1

4
γ5) + t−1W

1 − γ5
4
)Zµ]Ni

+ eEiγµ(−1)i+1 [(Y −
1

2
)Aµ − (tW (Y −

1

4
− 1

4
γ5) + t−1W

1 − γ5
4
)Zµ]Ei

(5.86)

The photon coupling is of course vector-like. We know from (5.65) that a systematic way to get
the right ZZ̃ coupling from the anomaly is to choose the PQ symmetry such that 3αPQαZ +
βPQβZ = 0 for each integrated field. That means demanding

6XLi (−tW (Y +
1

4
) + t

−1
W

4
) + (−1)iXi+1 mod 2 (tW (3Y + 1) −

t−1W
2
) = 0

6XLi (−tW (−Y +
1

4
) + t

−1
W

4
) + (−1)i+1Xi (tW (−3Y + 1) −

t−1W
2
) = 0 .

(5.87)

Those conditions are again too restrictive, namely they impose conditions on X1,2, but choosing
∑(3αPQαZ + βPQβZ) = 0 for a whole (Ni,Ei) pair is allowed for generic Higgs charges, and
sufficient. The condition to enforce is the sum of the two contributions in (5.87),

3XLi(t−1W − tW ) + (−1)iXi+1 mod 2 (tW (3Y + 1) −
t−1W
2
) + (−1)i+1Xi (tW (−3Y + 1) −

t−1W
2
) = 0 ,

(5.88)
hence

XL1 +XL2 =
t−1W − 2tW
3(t−1W − tW )

(X1 −X2) (5.89)

With this choice, the aZZ̃ in Eq. (5.82) and (5.42) match.
The couplings to the charged bosonsW± can also be understood along those lines. Comparing

Eq. (5.82) and (5.42), we see that we would like that

XL1 +XL2 =
X1 −X2

3
(5.90)

for them to match. This relation is again achieved when we enforce that 3αPQαW +βPQβW = 0,
where αW = βW since the coupling to W s is purely left-handed. We cannot enforce it at the
level of each fermion without constraining X1,2, as we are now quite used to, but we can impose
a similar constraint on a full doublet (Ni,Ei). It means that 4XLi + XNi + XEi = 0. With
Eq. (5.33), we see that this gives (5.90).

As a final remark, notice that we did not need to worry about the PQ variation of other
hypothetical axion terms, such as the (pure gauge) ones that feature the longitudinal component
of the Z boson aZ , of the form aZFF̃ , etc. This is due to the fact that we chose the PQ symmetry
so that aZ is PQ neutral, as can be seen from Eq. (5.37).
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Chapter 6

Scattering Amplitudes for BSM

“If you are receptive and humble, mathematics will lead you by the hand.

”
— Paul Dirac, as quoted by G. Farmelo in The Strangest Man: The

Hidden Life of Paul Dirac, Mystic of the Atom (2009), p. 435

6.1 Stepping back to leap forward
Throughout this thesis, we have used extensively Effective Field Theories and stressed how
they allow us to parametrize the unknown UV physics in a largely model-independent way.
However, we must remain wary of the intrinsic assumptions that they come with. Additionally,
the inclusion of higher orders in the series expansion is systematic but far from trivial, thanks
to the rapidly growing number of higher-dimensional operators and the redundancies that one
must take care of (see e.g. Ref. [44, 45] and Chapter 2).

Thus, a very appropriate question is whether a better method to parametrize NP effects at
low energies can be found. Ideally, it should be fully independent of assumptions on the UV
physics. Additionally, the computation of higher order corrections should be as easy as the
leading order pieces. This question has started to be addressed by the community in the last
few years and some recent developments have shown promising results.

The common approach to answer the question is going back to the essentials. The huge
success of Quantum Field Theory to describe elementary particles and their interactions over
the last half century has made us believe that all the answers, at least below the Planck scale,
must be found by using it. Nevertheless, we can not forget that QFT has inherent difficulties
and is loaded with hypothesis. Then, we could ignore QFT for a moment and reconsider those
objects that are closer to what we can measure: physical states in the Hilbert space and the
scattering amplitude matrix. Most observables can be traced back to those two theoretical
objects.

It is well known that on-shell scattering amplitudes for massless particles can be built and
described much more easily with the use of the helicity spinor formalism, which seizes on powerful
constraints arising from Lorentz invariance [54,305]. In fact, both on-shell scattering amplitudes
and helicity spinors seem to be living a second youth. They have been in use for decades to
compute amplitudes and cross-sections in some phenomenologically relevant limits [187], and,
mostly, to compute scattering amplitudes in massless theories (see Ref. [305] for a review).
Some of those theories are of phenomenological relevance, such as QCD and gravity, where they
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simplify enormously the computation of gluon or graviton scattering. Moreover, the formalism
has been implemented in computer programs (see e.g. Ref. [306–308]). And recently, it has
been shown that on-shell massless scattering amplitudes ease the computation of anomalous
dimensions and Renormalisation-Group evolution equations [309–314].

However, it is not enough for our ultimate purposes of replacing EFTs since, in a bottom-up
approach, it is not sensible to assume all particles to be massless. Several attempts of extending
the formalism to the massive case were made, but the breakthrough of a systematic extension
to arbitrary spins and masses was done just a few years ago [54]. Hence, the thorough study of
(on-shell) Scattering Amplitudes for BSM begun.

In this chapter, we will explore how the helicity spinor formalism and scattering amplitudes
built with it can be used to improve our understanding of BSM Physics. As a first step, in
Section 6.2 we will focus on the massless case. The massless helicity spinor formalism will be
presented in subsection 6.2.1, then in subsection 6.2.2, we show how it simplifies the computation
of amplitudes, even when Feynman diagrams are still used, for V h production processes like the
ones studied in Chapter 3. In subsection 6.2.3, we review how, for a given spectrum of massless
particles, helicity spinors can be used to build systematically all the scattering amplitudes in a
theory with minimal assumptions. In Section 6.3 we review briefly the Scattering Amplitudes
for BSM program built upon the idea of repeating such construction for SMEFT.

The aforementioned program can not be carried out without the general extension of the
helicity spinor formalism to the massive case, which we present in Section 6.4. As with the
massless case, we first present the general formalism in subsection 6.4.1, then we explain how
to use it to build massive scattering amplitudes in subsection 6.4.2. The high-energy limit of
the massive case, which connects it to the massless case and is an important tool to extract
interesting results, is presented in subsection 6.4.3. Finally, we apply this formalism to the
amplitudes of V V h and V V hh processes in Section 6.5, where we rederive some results already
present in the literature and show original results that include a larger set of BSM-generated
structures.

6.2 Massless helicity amplitudes

6.2.1 Massless helicity spinor formalism

This formalism originates from the key fact that the Lorentz algebra SL(2,C) can be decomposed
into SU(2)×SU(2) for the massless case. Hence, the 4-momentum pµ of a massless particle can
be written as a bi-spinor upon contraction with a four-vector of Pauli matrices , i.e.

pµσ
µ

αβ̇
= pαβ̇ = λαλ̃β̇ ≡ ∣p⟩α[p∣β̇ , (6.1)

where
σµ
αβ̇
= (12x2, #»σ ) , σµ,αβ̇ = (12x2,−#»σ ) , (6.2)

and σi are the Pauli matrices (see Appendix 6.A for our conventions). The angle and square
spinors are 2-component commuting spinors that represent independent solutions to the massless
Dirac equation (Weyl equation). Their Lorentz indices are raised and lowered with Levi-Civita
tensors. The power of the spinor helicity formalism relies partially in the possibility of working
abstractly with these spinors and only later relate them with momentum vectors [54,56,305].

If the momentum pµ is complex-valued, the angle and square spinors are independent. Al-
though such a situation is unphysical, considering complex momenta is an useful trick. When
the momentum is restricted to the physical case of real values, the angle and square spinors are
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related by conjugation [56,305],

(∣p⟩α)
† = [p∣α̇, (∣p]α̇)† = −⟨p∣α. (6.3)

Throughout this chapter, we will work with all incoming particles unless stated otherwise. It
is useful to clarify the relation between the properties of incoming particles and the helicity
spinors. They are related as follows:

1. Incoming fermion with h = +1/2→ ∣p]α̇

2. Incoming fermion with h = −1/2→ ∣p⟩α
3. Incoming anti-fermion with h = +1/2→ [p∣α̇
4. Incoming anti-fermion with h = −1/2→ ⟨p∣α

It is easy to notice that square and angle spinors are defined up to an overall scaling that
leaves the four-momentum invariant. This is a consequence of the existence of the Little Group,
i.e. the subgroup of the Lorentz group that leaves invariant the momentum of an on-shell
particle. For the massless case, the Little Group is SO(2) ≃U(1). Under this group, the square
and angle spinors transform precisely as

∣p⟩→ t∣p⟩, ∣p]→ t−1∣p], (6.4)

where t ∈ C. For real momentum, t is an unitary complex number, i.e. a phase, while for general
complex momentum, it can be any non-zero complex number. Although for now this invariance
might seem incidental, it plays a key role in the construction of on-shell amplitudes, as we will
see in subsection 6.2.3.

A key ingredient to express on-shell amplitudes in term of helicity spinors are the angle and
square spinor brackets. For two light-like vectors pµ and qµ, we define

[p∣q] ≡ [p∣α̇∣q]α̇, ⟨p∣q⟩ ≡ ⟨p∣α∣q⟩α (6.5)

as the square and angle spinor brackets respectively. Notice they are antisymmetric under
commutation of their arguments, i.e. [p∣q] = −[q∣p] and similarly for the angle-shaped one, since
the Lorentz indices are contracted with a Levi-Civita tensor. All other possible combinations of
bra and kets vanish, and for real momenta the angle and square brackets are related by complex
conjugation,

[p∣q]∗ = ⟨q∣p⟩, for pµ, qµ ∈ R. (6.6)

Additionally, the angle and square brackets are linked to the product of 4 momenta by the
identity

⟨p∣q⟩[p∣q] = −(p + q)2 = −2p ⋅ q, (6.7)

which also establishes a direct connection with the Mandelstam variables. To fix notation, we
define the general Mandelstam variables as

sij = (pi + pj)2 , sijk = (pi + pj + pk)2 . (6.8)

In particular, we have s = s12, t = s13 and u = s14 for 4-particle scattering.
Another useful contraction of helicity spinors is the following:

[p∣γµ∣k⟩ = ⟨k∣γµ∣p], (6.9)
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Figure 6.2.1: Feynman diagram for the process qq′ → V h at tree-level in the SM for massless
quarks.

where it should be understood that the 2-component spinors project out the matching sigma-
matrix contained in γµ. This can be easily contracted with a third momentum, qµ,

qµ[p∣γµ∣k⟩ ≡ [p∣q∣k⟩ = ⟨k∣q∣p], (6.10)

where we use the line over the middle momentum to mark which sigma from γµ is selected.

6.2.2 Application to diboson processes

In this subsection, we will show how the use of massless helicity spinors can facilitate the com-
putation of amplitudes for definite helicity states (helicity amplitudes), even when they are still
fundamentally computed via Feynman diagrams. The two main advantages are the compactness
of the final expressions and the quick selection of only the helicity states that will contribute
to the final cross-section. As example, we will compute at leading order the amplitude of the
process qq → V h, where V = W,Z. These amplitudes correspond to the signal of the diboson
production process studied in detail in Chapter 3, where the reader can find a detailed explana-
tion of why this process is interesting to search for BSM Physics. Here, we will only repeat that
offers a unique window to Higgs dynamics and the EWSB mechanism at high energies.

The amplitude of interest can be written as [187]

M (1q,2q,3V ,4h) =∑D ⋅C ⋅ T (hq, hq, hV ) , (6.11)

where D contains the couplings involved, C encodes the colour structure of the amplitude, T
represents the kinematics dependence, and we sum over the contributing Feynman diagrams. T
is the only factor that depends on the momentum and helicity of the involved particles1 and we
will focus on it first.

We start computing the SM amplitude in Fig. 6.2.1, which involves a V boson propagating
in the s-channel. Exchange of quarks in the t- and u-channels are absent for massless quarks,
which is the most relevant case for collider phenomenology. The helicity spinor that represents
the incoming quark and anti-quark are determined by their helicity according to the rules 1-4.
Additionally, we must include the polarization vector of the V boson ϵν,−hV , where we use the
opposite polarization because of having assumed all incoming particles. The Feynman rules tell
us that we also must take into account for the kinematics piece a Dirac matrix and the virtual
boson propagator,

γµ
⎛
⎜
⎝

ηµν − qµqν
m2
V

ŝ −m2
V +mV ΓV

⎞
⎟
⎠
, (6.12)

where qµ is the momentum of the virtual particle and we have imposed momentum conservation,
q2 = ŝ. It must be understood that the fermion helicity spinors will select the sub-matrix σµ

1In chiral theories, D will generically depend on the fermion helicity, but not on its momentum.
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inside γµ with the appropriate indices. This already allows to exclude the cases where quark
and anti-quark have the same helicity.

The amplitude that we are computing is phenomenologically relevant only in the case of
a massive vector boson V , then we need a generalization of the helicity spinors for massive
momentum. In this section, we will use the one showed in Ref. [307]. This generalisation arises
from the observation that any non-light-like massive four-vector kµ can be decomposed into
two lightlike four-vectors with respect to an arbitrary lightlike four-vector qµ that must satisfy
k ⋅ q ≠ 0. Then, we can write

kµ = kqµ +
k2

2k ⋅ q q, (6.13)

where kqµ is called associated vector and is also light-like. Then, each term on the r.h.s of the
last equation can be written in terms of massless spinors [307]. In subsection 6.4, we will present
a different way of generalizing helicity spinors to the massive case.

By making use of Eq. 6.13, we can define the polarisation vectors for the external massive
gauge boson as2

ϵ+µ (k, q) =
[q∣γµ∣kq⟩√
2[q∣kq]

, ϵ−µ (k, q) =
⟨q∣γµ∣kq]√
2⟨q∣kq⟩

,

ϵ0µ (k, q) = −
⟨kq ∣γµ∣kq]

2mk
− mk

2

⟨q∣γµ∣q]
[kq ∣q]⟨q∣kq⟩ ,

(6.14)

where mk =
√
∣k2∣ is the mass of the vector boson. Notice that these vectors can be expressed

with dotted and undotted indices by contraction with Pauli matrices and using Eq. (6.73). For
example,

ϵ0,α̇α (k, q) = σµ,α̇αϵ0µ (k, q) = −
∣kq]α̇⟨kq ∣α

mk
−mk

∣q]α̇⟨q∣α
[kq ∣q]⟨q∣kq⟩ . (6.15)

After all these definitions, we are ready to compute the kinematic part of the amplitude for
any given helicity of the final states. As an example, we consider the case of hq = −1/2 and
general hV , in which T has the form3

T (−1
2
,
1

2
, hV ) =

[2∣γµ∣1⟩ϵ−hVµ

ŝ −m2
V + imV ΓV

(6.16)

Thus, for instance if hV = 1, we simply obtain

T (−1
2
,
1

2
,1) = 1

ŝ −m2
V + imV ΓV

⟨2∣γµ∣1]ϵ−1µ (−p3) . (6.17)

where pµ3 is the momentum of the outgoing vector boson V and, since we are working with all
ingoing particles, then the polarisation vector takes the opposite momentum. With the same
procedure than in Eq. 6.15, the last equation can be simplified to

T (−1
2
,
1

2
,1) = 1

ŝ −m2
V + imV ΓV

[2∣ (−3)q]⟨q−3∣1⟩√
2⟨q−3∣ (−3)q⟩

, (6.18)

where we write (−3) to remind that we are taking the opposite momentum for the vector boson.

2Notice that we use the definition of massive spinors and polarization vectors from Ref. [307], but the definition
of massless spinors from Ref. [56] which differ in what is denoted with angle and square brackets.

3In the massless fermion limit, the subleading piece of the unitary propagator cancels out after imposing
momentum conservation.
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For a generic non-light-like four-vector kµ = (k0,k), we define the reference vector qk as

qµk = (sign (k0) ∣k∣ ,−k) . (6.19)

This implies that the reference vector in the polarization of our V boson is (−∣p3∣,Ð→p3).
Following Ref. [333], one can show that for two light-like four vectors Aµ and Bµ, we have

[A∣B] = A
−
TB
+ −B−TA+√
A+B+

,

⟨A∣B⟩ = [A∣B]∗,
(6.20)

where we used the definitions

p− = p0 − p2, p+ = p0 + p2,
p−T = p0 − ip3, p+T = p1 + ip3,

(6.21)

valid for an arbitrary four-vector pµ. This is done after deciding to quantize the spin along the
y axis, which implies using the following basis of Pauli matrices:

σ0 = 12×2, σ1 = (0 1
1 0
) , σ2 = (1 0

0 −1) , σ3 = ( 0 i
−i 0

) . (6.22)

Finally, because of how the scattering-angle θ was defined in Section 3.3.3, it is easier to
compute the amplitude in the centre-of-mass frame of the incoming quarks and then express as
much as possible of it in terms of Lorentz invariants such as the Mandelstam variables. Hence,
we use the following expressions for the 4-momentum of the different particles of our interest

pµq = (
√
ŝ,0,0,−

√
ŝ) ,

pµq = (
√
ŝ,0,0,

√
ŝ) ,

pµV = (
√
m2
V +
Ð→p 2
V , ∣
Ð→p V ∣ sin (θ) ,0, ∣Ð→p V ∣ cos (θ)) ,

pµh = p
µ
q + p

µ
q − p

µ
V ,

(6.23)

where energy conservation and on-shell conditions imply ∣Ð→p V ∣ =
√
(ŝ−m2

h
+m2

V
)2

4ŝ −m2
V . Notice

that we have written the momenta for the physical outgoing V and h bosons.
Applying all the formulae shown in the previous paragraphs to Eq. (6.18), we obtain

T (−1
2
,
1

2
,1) = ieiθ

2
√
2

√
ŝ (1 − cos (θ))

ŝ −m2
V + imV ΓV

, (6.24)

where θ is the scattering angle defined as in Section 3.3.3 (see Fig. 3.3). The same steps can be
repeated for all the other possible polarisations.

Now, let us briefly review the computation of the coupling and coloured pieces, D and C.
The latter is just δa,b, where a and b are the colour indices of the quark and anti-quark. D,
on the other hand, is the product of the quark gauge coupling to the vector boson, gqqV , and
the coupling between 2 vector bosons and the Higgs boson, gV V h. The former depends on the
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helicity of the quark in chiral theories like the SM. Altogether, we obtain

DhqC = gqqV gV V hδa,b =
⎧⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎩

−(g22 + g2Y )mZ (1−hq2 T 3
q −Qqs2W ) for V = Z

− g
2
2√
2
mW (1−hq2 ) for V =W

⎫⎪⎪⎪⎬⎪⎪⎪⎭
δa,b, (6.25)

where we show the specific results for the W and Z bosons, g2 (gY ) is the gauge couplings of
the gauge group SU(2)L (U(1)Y ), and sW is the sine of Weinberg’s angle. Gathering together
Eq. (6.24) and (6.25), we reproduce the SM amplitudes in Appendices 3.A.1 and 3.A.3 up to an
arbitrary and unphysical phase4.

Figure 6.2.2: Feynman diagrams for the process qq′ → V h at tree-level including one higher-
dimensional operator, represented by the grey circle, that modifies either the quark or Higgs
gauge vertex.

The next step is to repeat the computation for the case where we include a dimension-6
operator from SMEFT. There are contributions like the ones in Fig. 6.2.2, where the higher-
dimensional operator modifies the gauge vertices of the SM. The operators O(1),(3)ϕq and Oϕ(u,d),
defined in Eq. (3.1)-(3.4), can generate the diagram on the left in Fig. 6.2.2; while the operators
Oϕw or Oϕw̃, defined in Eq. (3.5) and (3.6), generate the diagram on the right. The kinematic
structure of these diagrams is exactly the same than in the SM diagram, with only the coupling
piece D receiving modifications at order 1/Λ2. Hence, the computation of T in the previous
paragraphs can be reused.

Figure 6.2.3: Feynman diagram for the process qq′ → V h at tree-level including one higher-
dimensional operator, represented by the grey circle, that generates a contact term.

The remaining contribution comes from diagrams like the one in Fig. 6.2.3, where a higher-
dimensional operator generates a contact term among all the involved particles. At dimension
6 in SMEFT, this can only be caused by the operators O(1),(3)ϕq and Oϕ(u,d). The part of those
operators that generates the contact term follows the general structure

O ⊃ hVµq′γµq, (6.26)

and therefore the Lorentz structure is equal to the SM gauge coupling. Thus, the kinematic piece
of the amplitude T will be like the corresponding one for the SM but without the propagator of

4This common phase, which might depend on the helicity, can be safely removed from the SM and BSM
amplitudes as long as it appears in both for same helicity configuration.
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the intermediate particle. More concretely, for the same helicity configuration considered before,
we have

T
Contact, 1

Λ2

(−1
2
,
1

2
,1) = ⟨2∣γµ∣1]ϵ−hV (−p3) . (6.27)

The computation proceeds just like we showed before and the rest of differences with respect
to the SM case will be contained in D. It can be easily checked that the results agree with the
formulae in Appendices 3.A.1 and 3.A.3

6.2.3 Bootstrapping massless helicity amplitudes

What we call “bootstrap” consists basically of constraining or building physical observables (or
objects very close to them) from essential physical and mathematical consistency requirements,
instead of computing them from a microscopic model [315]. That is the spirit that we will
follow during the rest of this chapter. In fact, massless 3-point amplitudes are completely fixed
by the massless little group, locality and the special 3-particle kinematics [54, 55, 305]. There
are only 2 non-trivial solutions if we allow for complex momenta: holomorphic, where we only
use triangle brackets, and anti-holomorphic, using only square brackets. The general formula is
given by [55,305]:

M (1h1 ,2h2 ,3h3) = g
⎧⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎩

⟨1∣2⟩−h1−h2+h3 ⟨2∣3⟩h1−h2−h3 ⟨3∣1⟩−h1+h2−h3 , for h < 0 (H),
[1∣2]h1+h2−h3 [2∣3]−h1+h2+h3 [3∣1]h1−h2+h3 , for h > 0 (AH),

(6.28)

where h = ∑3
i=1 hi. The key property that allows such a strict constrain on the massless am-

plitudes is its transformation under the Little-Group. In general, a massless amplitude is a
Lorentz-invariant function of the helicity spinors that transforms under a Little-Group rescaling
as

M→ t−2hM, (6.29)

where h is defined as before, but with the sum running over all the particles in the amplitude.
The rescaling factor of the amplitude is usually called “helicity weight” [54,305]. Finally, let us
remind that a n-point amplitude has mass dimension [55]

[Mn] = 4 − n, (6.30)

hence the coupling constant g in Eq. (6.28) has a mass dimension [54,55]

[g] = 1 − ∣h∣ . (6.31)

This already hints that renormalisable interactions might only generate amplitudes with certain
helicity configurations.

We move now onto the 4-point amplitudes, which can be split into 2 contributions,

M (1,2,3,4) =M (1,2,3,4)NF +M (1,2,3,4)F , (6.32)

where the first piece is known as the non-factorisable amplitude and is generated by 4-point
contact interactions. This piece is constrained by the helicity of the external states in a similar
way to the 3-point amplitude, but it is not enough to determine it uniquely. In general, it will
be a linear combination of independent spinor structures that correspond to the same helicity
state. In some cases, this non-factorisable term vanishes on-shell or is determined by additional
symmetries [305,316].

The second piece in Eq. (6.32),M(1,2,3,4)F , is called the factorizable part of the amplitude.
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It can be obtained sticking together 3-point amplitudes and using on-shell recursion relations
that enforce the correct factorization. We focus on the case where the factorisable amplitude
is at tree-level. This confers to the amplitude a very simple analytic structure that is captured
entirely by its poles, which can only be simple. To respect locality, the only possible origin
of those simple poles are the propagators of exchanged particles that go on-shell in the pole.
This means that the residue of the 4-point amplitude is determined by two on-shell 3-point
subamplitudes.

Then, we can express the factorizable part of the 4-point amplitude as5

M (1,2,3,4)F =∑
I

ML (1,2, I)
1

p2I
MR (I, 3,4) =∑

I ML
I MR

, (6.33)

where the sum runs over all possible tree-level Feynman diagrams and all possible intermediate
on-shell particles. This “on-shell recursion relation” can be easily generalised to construct n-
point amplitudes from (n−1)-point amplitudes. Additionally, this expression is manifestly gauge
invariant [305].

The construction of higher-point amplitudes with recursion relations imposed by locality is
a very powerful method. It can be used to exclude the existence of a theory with a single self-
interacting massless spin-1 particle, and if there are several copies of such a particle, the coupling
constant must satisfy the Jacobi identity [54]. The same analysis can be extended to higher spins,
including gravity. It also shows that consistent theories with three-particle amplitudes satisfying
h1 + h2 + h3 = 0 are only allowed for scalars, i.e. with h1 = h2 = h3 = 0 [54]. The last example we
want to mention is that the Britto-Cachazo-Feng-Witten (BCFW) recursion relations [317,318]
can be used to obtain all higher-point gluon (graviton) tree-level on-shell amplitudes from the
input of just the 3-point gluon (graviton) on-shell amplitudes [305].

6.3 Towards a replacement for EFTs with Scattering Amplitudes
The attempt to parametrize BSM Physics by assuming the SM spectrum and building all the
possible on-shell scattering amplitudes allowed by unitarity, Lorentz invariance and global sym-
metries has become what we call the Scattering Amplitudes for BSM program. A similar and
related program is the positivity program, which looks for constraints on higher-dimensional
operators from mathematical properties of the amplitudes, although usually making a heavier
use of QFT and Lagrangians. The positivity program will not be covered in this work and more
about it can be found for example in Ref. [47, 48,319]

The strategy of avoiding QFT and just working with scattering matrix elements is not
completely new. In fact, it was a very popular theoretical tool during the 1950-1960s, when
QFT seemed plagued of infinities that could only be erased for the simple case of QED. Once
UV models for the strong and weak interaction were found in QCD and QFD, allowing for
precise predictions of observables, the scattering matrix moved out of the spotlight. Interestingly,
there were very early derivations of some SM features using scattering amplitudes and imposing
perturbative tree-level unitarity [320–323].

The situation in which scattering amplitudes reached their peak of popularity highlights one
of the cornerstones of the program: its bottom-up essence. This makes it ideal for when there
is no good candidate (or no candidate at all) for an UV theory and ones desires to include
all the possibilities. Moreover, the number of assumptions needed is minimal and they are

5There are certain conditions that must be fulfilled for this to be valid. These are related to the convergence
in the infinity of the on-shell amplitude after a complex momentum shift. See Chapter 3 of Ref. [305] for details.
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rooted in basic features of the theory and our observations [56]. Additionally, using on-shell
amplitudes brings the advantage of dealing only with physical objects. This means avoiding
gauge redundancies or operators related by EOMs and/or integration by parts [56]. Hence, the
bottom-up parametrization of BSM Physics might become simpler without losing generality.

A goal of the program is to obtain a fully on-shell description of the SMEFT or, more gener-
ally, HEFT [55]. One starts with three-point amplitudes among all the SM particles and then,
via recursion relations and adding the non-factorisable pieces, one could build systematically all
the higher-point amplitudes. This is the same that has been done for some simpler theories [305].

Even before reaching the ultimate goal of constructing all the n-point amplitudes, there
are several interesting questions that one can ask along the way [55]. Which features of the
SMEFT and/or the SM are already encoded there without the need of quantum fields? How
do different BSM models express themselves in the language of scattering amplitudes? Can this
new perspective give us new insights on how to distinguish different possible completions of the
SM? Could this new description lead us to find new and better observables?

However, for this program to work, we need one key element that we have not presented
yet: a general extension of massive helicity spinors to the massive case that allows us to build
massive scattering amplitudes by bootstrapping them and not relying on Feynman diagrams
derived from Lagrangians. The condition of describing massive on-shell momenta is unavoidable
if one wants to describe SMEFT (or the just the SM) in a bottom-up approach, since the broken
phase is the only natural option to consider and most of the particles are massive there [56]. The
proposal for massive helicity spinors presented in subsection 6.2.2 does not offer a clear path
towards higher spins nor insight on how to bootstrap massive amplitudes. We will use the next
section to present a suitable generalisation that was found a few years ago [54].

Before delving into the formalism, we would like to quickly review the results already avail-
able in the literature. Ref. [324] built all the 3-point massive amplitudes of the SM, including
gravitational vertices, and studied their high-energy limit. A tree-level EFT including gluons
coupled to an scalar or a vector boson was studied comprehensively in Ref. [325]. A similar task,
but only using the bosons in the EW sector of SMEFT was completed shortly after in Ref. [55],
which also mapped their amplitudes to the corresponding sector of SMEFT at dimension-6 and
studied the 4-point amplitude V V hh in the SM to find relations among the couplings that are
a landmark of gauge symmetry and the SM Higgs. This study was enlarged by Ref. [56], which
included fermions to replicate more accurately the particle content of the EW sector of SMEFT.
They computed all the 3-point amplitudes including higher-dimensional corrections and studied
their high-energy behaviour, which is enough to, for example, uncover the need of a antisym-
metric coupling among different massive spin-1 bosons [56]. Additionally, they computed the
4-point amplitude ψcψZh and its high-energy limit, from where the need of a Higgs mechanism
for the fermion masses in chiral theories was rederived [56]. In a similar spirit, Ref. [326] studies
neutrino oscillations and derives the PMNS matrix from on-shell massive amplitudes. A first
attempt to use on-shell amplitudes to build an EFT for dark-matter was done in Ref. [327],
focusing on higher-spin dark-matter.

A different work direction has been the development of systematic procedures to obtain basis
of amplitudes and operators. Ref. [328] presents a general method to build non-factorisable on-
shell amplitudes and establish their bijective correspondence to an independent and complete
operator basis of an EFT. They apply it to SMEFT at dimension 6, where their basis correspond
to the Weinberg’s operator and the Warsaw basis up to linear combinations. Ref. [329] establishes
a formula to obtain the minimal dimension of the operator leading to any given helicity amplitude
and present a systematic procedure to eliminate redundancies. A general method to obtain 4-
point contact terms involving massive particles of spin up to 1 is presented in Ref. [330]. Then,
Ref. [331] aims at the same problem and presents an even more general procedure and results.
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Let us stress that obtaining 4-point contact terms in the massive case is highly non-trivial due
to redundancies and dependencies among spinor structures.

6.4 Massive helicity amplitudes

6.4.1 Massive helicity spinors

The extension of the helicity spinor formalism to the massive case has been attacked by different
authors. From here on, we follow Ref. [54] and the conventions in Ref. [56]. Our starting point
will be noticing that for a general on-shell momentum we have

det (pµσµαα̇) = det (pαα̇) =
1

2
ϵαβϵα̇β̇pαα̇pββ̇ =m

2. (6.34)

Hence, in the massless case, pαα̇ is a rank-1 2 × 2 matrix which therefore can be written as the
direct product of two 2-component vectors, just as it was done in Eq. (6.1). This does not work
for the massive case because pαα̇ has rank 2.

However, a rank-2 matrix can be written as the sum of two independent rank-1 matrices.
This leads to decompose a massive on-shell momentum in two sets of helicity spinors as

pαα̇ = λIαλ̃I,α̇ = ∣p⟩
I
α[p∣I,α̇, (6.35)

where I = 1,2 and boldface is used to denote a massive momentum and its corresponding spinors.
The index I is contracted via a Levi-Civita tensor as usual. In fact, the index I is the Little
Group index in the massive case. For massive momentum, the Little Group is SU(2) and hence
the spinors transform under it as

∣p⟩Iα →W I
J ∣p⟩

J
α, [p∣I,α̇ → (W−1)J

I
[p∣J,α̇, (6.36)

where W I
J is, for real momentum, a matrix in the SU(2) subgroup of SL(2,C)6. Angle and

square helicity spinors can be exchanged easily by using the Dirac equation of motion (EOM):

pαα̇∣p]I,α̇ =m∣p⟩Iα, pα̇α∣p⟩Iα =m∣p]I,α̇, [p∣Iα̇pα̇α = −m⟨p∣I,α, ⟨p∣I,αpαα̇ = −m[p∣Iα̇. (6.37)

These massive helicity spinors are easily extendable to particles of any spin S. In fact, all the
equations presented up to here are independent of the particle spin. The situation changes when
one wants to use them to write down an amplitude, which should reflect the possible helicity
(polarisation) states of the external particles. However, the generalisation is straightforward
since any spin representation can be obtained by combining spin-1/2 representations, and the
massive helicity spinors are precisely doublets of SU(2) [54].

More precisely, the polarization of a massive particle of spin S can be represented by a
completely symmetric SU(2) tensor of rank 2S. An amplitude that includes such particle will
carry Little Group indices I1, ..., I2S and must be fully symmetric in them. Thus, in an amplitude
containing a fermion with momentum p and a vector boson of momentum q, we should find one
spinor ∣p]I and two spinors ∣q]{J1 ∣q]J2}, the latter with their indices properly symmetrized as
indicated [54,56]. This fact will be widely used in Section 6.4.2 to bootstrap massive scattering
amplitudes.

Notice that Eq. (6.35) is equivalent to writing pµ as the sum of two light-like momenta
pIµ and then rewriting those two with massless helicity spinors. The choice of pIµ is arbitrary,

6For general complex momentum, W I
J ∈GL(2). GL(2) is reduced to SL(2) after choosing det (∣p⟩Iα) =

det (∣p]I,α̇) =m
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which amounts to the arbitrary choice of a spin quantization axis. Different values for I1, ..., I2s
yield the different possible polarizations of a particle along the chosen axis. For instance, the
transverse polarizations of a spin-1 massive particle are obtained for I1 = I2 = 1,2, while the case
I1 ≠ I2 corresponds to the longitudinal polarization. However, there is a particularly convenient
choice of pIµ that we will cover in the subsection 6.4.3.

Concluding this subsection, with the formalism here explained we can write the polarisation
vector of a massive spin-1 boson as

ε{IJ}µ = ⟨p
{I ∣σµ∣pJ}]√

2m
, (6.38)

or with dotted and undotted indices,

ε
{IJ}
αα̇ =

√
2
∣p⟩{Iα [p∣

J}
α̇

m
. (6.39)

The two transverse polarisations, + and −, and the longitudinal one are identified as

ε+µ ≡ ε11µ =
⟨p1∣σµ∣p1]√

2m
,

ε−µ ≡ ε22µ =
⟨p2∣σµ∣p2]√

2m
,

ε0µ ≡ ε{12}µ = ⟨p
1∣σµ∣p2] + ⟨p2∣σµ∣p1]

2m
,

(6.40)

where we have used the symmetrisation convention that can be found in App. 6.A. The sim-
ilarity with the convention used in subsection 6.2.2 is clear, and indeed they can be matched
by the choosing an appropriate reference vector. Also, the convention in this subsection yields
expressions that are simpler and easier to generalise.

6.4.2 Bootstrapping massive amplitudes

In the massive case, the scattering amplitudes are covariant under the SU(2) Little-Group, with
the representation under such group fixed by the spin of each particle. Hence, there is no concept
of “helicity weight”. Still, Little-Group covariance constrains powerfully the allowed structure
of massive amplitudes. More precisely, an amplitude involving 3 particles of spin S1, S2, and
S3 will carry the Little-Group indices of the 3 particles and will be completely symmetric over
them, i.e.

M (1,2,3) =M
{I(1)1 ,...,I

(1)
2S1
},{I(2)1 ,...,I

(2)
2S2
},{I(3)1 ,...,I

(3)
2S3
}

3 , (6.41)

where I(n)i is the i-th Little-Group index of the n-th particle. It is interesting to notice that one
can expand the amplitude in powers of ∣pi⟩Iα since any [pi∣I,α̇ can be exchanged via the EOM,
Eq. (6.37). Thus,

M{I(1)i },{I
(2)
i },{I

(3)
i }

3 =
3

∏
i=1
(∣pi⟩

I
(i)
1

α
(i)
1

...∣pi⟩
I
(i)
2Si

α
(i)
2Si

)M
{α(1)1 ,...,α

(1)
2S1
},{α(2)1 ,...,α

(2)
2S2
},{α(3)1 ,...,α

(3)
2S3
}

3 , (6.42)

where α(j)i is the i-th Lorentz index of the j-th particle.
Now, the task of building the 3-point amplitude is reduced to find a basis for the symmetric

tensorM
{α(1)1 ,...,α

(1)
2S1
},{α(2)1 ,...,α

(2)
2S2
},{α(3)1 ,...,α

(3)
2S3
}

3 in the SL(2,C) space. Here we will only cover the
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fully massive case, while a general discussion can be found in Section 4 of Ref. [54]. A possible
choice is [54],

Oαβ = p1,{αβ̇p
β̇
2,β}, ϵαβ . (6.43)

Although this choice allows for a systematic and well justified construction, it is not the most
practical. It is possible to prove that an equivalent way of building the amplitudes is taking the
following basis [324]:

ϵα̇β̇ , ϵαβ , (6.44)

and using in the expansion of Eq. 6.41 both squared and triangle spinors. As we said before,
for a particle of spin S, there should be 2S spinors, either square or triangle. Let us show how
practical this procedure is with a very simple example.

Consider a massive fermion ψ, its conjugate (anti-fermion) ψc and a massive spin-1 vector
boson V . Let us compute the 3-point amplitude involving them, i.e. the equivalent of a gauge
coupling for a fermion with a massive gauge boson (but we have assumed nothing about gauge
symmetries). If we number the anti-fermion and fermion as 1 and 2 respectively, we know that
we will need one spinor ∣1⟩I

(1)

α (or ∣1]I(1)α̇ ) and one spinor ∣2⟩I
(2)

α (or ∣2]I(2)α̇ ). The presence of a
spin-1 particle requires the presence of 2 spinors, which can be both triangle, both square or
one of each type. The Little-Group indices of these 2 latter spinors must be symmetrised, e.g.
∣3⟩{I

(3)
1

α ∣3]I
(3)
2 }
α̇ ≡ ∣3⟩∣3]7. Then, it is clear that the most general amplitude that we can write for

these particles is [56]

M (1ψc ,2ψ,3V ) =
cRψcψV

Λ
[1∣3][2∣3] +

cLR0
ψcψV

mV
⟨1∣3⟩[2∣3] +

cRL0ψcψV

mV
[1∣3]⟨2∣3⟩ +

cLψcψV

Λ
⟨1∣3⟩⟨2∣3⟩,

(6.45)
where we can see that all the independent spinor structures must be summed with independent
coefficients, and we omit writing the fully symmetrised Little-Group indices of the amplitude
and the spinor structures. We also introduced the vector boson mass mV and the cutoff Λ of the
general EFT that would generate this amplitude. The coefficients and the cutoff are the next
topics we will discuss in detail.

The coefficients of the spinor structures must be Lorentz invariants. Hence, in general, they
are functions of the Mandelstam variables sij = (pi+pj)2. However, for the special case of 3-point
amplitudes, it is trivial to show that all the possible Mandelstam variables are just a combination
of the squared masses of the external particles, and hence the coefficients are constant. In
4 and higher-point amplitudes, such simplification is not possible and the dependence on the
Mandelstam variables must be considered [54]. Imposing perturbative tree-level unitarity yields,
in general, correlations among coefficients.

Three-point amplitudes might depend on various scales, such as the particle masses and
the EFT cutoff Λ. In fact, these are the only dimensionful parameters that appear in the
computation of scattering amplitudes. For instance, scalar vacuum expectation values do not
appear explicitly. In a bottom-up approach, Λ shall be understood as the cutoff of the broken-
phase theory. The power of this cutoff that appears in an amplitude might be different from
the unbroken phase. More precisely, terms in an amplitude suppressed by Λ

n can be generated
by unbroken-phase theory operators of order mk/Λn+k, for k ⩾ 0, where m is a generic external
particle mass and Λ is the unbroken-phase cutoff.

The assignment of powers of Λ to different terms of a three-point amplitudes can be justified
via the high-energy limit to be discussed in subsection 6.4.3 and by looking at the growth of

7From now on, the Little-Group indices of external particles in amplitudes should be understood as being
symmetrised. We will avoid writing them explicitly unless required for reasons of clarity.
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4-point amplitudes constructed by gluing 3-point amplitudes [56]. A simple justification is that,
since 3-point amplitudes have mass dimension 1 according to Eq. 6.30, hence a linear growth with
energy is allowed by perturbative unitarity, but growths with a power n ⩾ 2 must be suppressed
by Λ

n. We will show how to compute the growth with energy in subsection 6.4.3. The rule
explained above has the implicit assumption that the NP above Λ is decoupling. If it were
not decoupling, Λ can not be taken much higher than m and a correct assignment should be
performed by looking systematically at higher-point amplitudes, which has not been performed
yet for SMEFT or HEFT [56].

If we considered only renormalisable interactions, i.e. not suppressed by the cutoff, the
emergence of gauge symmetries would be expected. By relaxing this requirement at the non-
renormalisable level, the bottom-up approach also allows to consider general extensions of the
SM [56].

Before moving onto 4-point amplitudes, we want to use the simple example shown before to
discuss CP properties. Parity sends ∣p⟩I ↔ ∣p]I and ∣p]I ↔ −∣p⟩I . Then, under the assumption
that 1ψc and 2ψ are conjugate of each other, CP transformations would interchange their labels
and flip all the helicities. This allows us to classify the spinor structures in two classes according
to their CP transformation properties. On one hand, [1∣3]⟨2∣3⟩ and ⟨1∣3⟩[2∣3] are self-conjugate,
while on the other hand [1∣3][2∣3] and ⟨1∣3⟩⟨2∣3⟩map one onto each other, revealing their nature
of dipole operators [56]. However, we must tread carefully and make statements on CP based
only on squared amplitudes, since the overall phase of an amplitude is unphysical.

Now, we focus on the construction of massive on-shell 4-point amplitudes. Just as in the
massless case, these have a factorisable part and a non-factorisable part. The former contains
single-particle poles and can be built by gluing two massive on-shell 3-point amplitudes with the
appropriate propagator, which in this case will feature the mass of the exchanged particle.

For instance, let us consider the exchange of a massive vector boson, with mass m. The
gluing prescription is [56]

MIJ
1 (p)

p←Ð

MIJ
2 (p̃)

= − 1

p2 −m2

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

MIJ
1 (p) +MJI

1 (p)
2

ϵIIϵJJ
MIJ

2 (p̃) +MJI
2 (p̃)

2

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦p2=m2

,

(6.46)
where p̃ indicates that the momentum must be taken as outgoing w.r.t. that diagram, while we
usually consider all incoming momenta. We have symmetrised explicitly the 3-point amplitudes
and the quantity between square brackets must be computed with the intermediate particle
on-shell. A general prescription for gluing amplitudes with intermediate particles with non-zero
spin can be found in Appendix A.5 of Ref. [56], from where we take the conventions.

Also in full analogy to the massless case, there are amplitudes where the residue in one
channel is non-local and has a pole in a different channel. In general, this occurs when the
3-point amplitudes include a minimal coupling, i.e. a coupling between a vector boson and 2
particles of spin S where the high-energy limit is dominated by the configuration with the 2
latter particles having opposite helicity [54]. In this situation, the requirement of consistent
factorisation leads to the emergence of gauge-symmetry relations. This can also be used to
justify that some high-spin particles can not be elementary (see Sect. 5 of Ref. [54] for details).

The non-factorisable part of the 4-point amplitude, which represents the contact interactions,
is computed in the same way than the 3-point amplitude: the external particles determine the
allowed spinors and then one must build all the independent kinematic structures with positive
powers of those spinors and consistent with the Little Group. Although the construction of
different Lorentz-invariant spinor structures is trivial, the selection of an independent set of
them is rather cumbersome due to several relations rooted in Schouten identities and EOMs.
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The development of some of this basis for several relevant cases and of a systematic procedure
to find them has been tackled in some recent publications [330,331].

The structures in a basis for a given amplitude must be combined with arbitrary coefficients.
The positive-power condition ensures the consistent factorisation on single particle poles of the
full amplitude, avoiding contributions from both factorisable and non-factorisable pieces to the
residues. As it was discussed before, the general coefficients appearing in the non-factorisable
piece must be considered as general functions of the Mandelstam variables sij . They can be
suppressed by powers of the cutoff Λ accordingly to their energy growth and considering that
perturbative unitarity forbids any energy growth in a 4-point amplitude.

6.4.3 The high-energy limit: connecting massive with massless

As we said before, there is a choice of pIµ that facilitates the connection between massive and
massless helicity spinors. That choice is aligning the spatial part of pIµ with the direction of
motion of the particle. For a particle moving along the z axis, we can denote

pµ = pH,µ + pL,µ, (6.47)

where
pH,µ =

E + p
2
(1,0,0,1) , pL,µ =

E − p
2
(1,0,0,−1) . (6.48)

In the high-energy limit, i.e. for E >> m, pH,µ scales with E while pL,µ does it with m2/E.
Hence, the former will dominate at high energies and the latter will do so at low energies. Given
that both pH,µ and pL,µ are light-like, we can write

pαα̇ = ∣pH⟩α[pH ∣α̇ + ∣pL⟩α[pL∣α̇, (6.49)

where on the right-hand side we have used massless helicity spinors, which obey all the usual
relations (see Appendix 6.A for details). In particular, they fulfil [54,56],

⟨pH ∣pL⟩ = [pL∣pH] =m. (6.50)

This decomposition implies that angle and square massive spinors will map onto massless
spinors with definite (and opposite) helicity, as one expects from the behaviour of the massless
spinors. An easy way of seeing this is the following. By comparison between Eq. (6.35) and
(6.49), we notice that we have expanded the massive spinors as follows:

∣p⟩Iα =∣pH⟩α ξ−,I + ∣pL⟩α ξ+,I ,
∣p]I,α̇ =∣pH]α ξ+,I − ∣pL]α ξ−,I ,

(6.51)

where ξ± are 2-component vectors in the Little Group space that we choose as

ξ+ = (1
0
) , ξ− = (0

1
) , (6.52)

so that I = 1 (I = 2) picks the positive (negative) polarization. Thus, applying the high energy
limit to massive helicity spinors boils down to do the replacements

∣p⟩Iα
E>>mÐÐÐ→ ∣pH⟩α ξ−,I , ∣p]I,α̇ E>>mÐÐÐ→ ∣pH]α ξ+,I , (6.53)

and similarly for their counterparts ⟨p∣ and [p∣. As we said before, the square and angle massive
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brackets map onto opposite helicities at high-energies.
The previous observation leads to a simple implementation of the high-energy limit, elegantly

referred to as “unbolding” the spinors, that just entails sending ∣pL⟩, ∣pL]
E>>mÐÐÐ→ 0. The name

of this implementation origins from that it implies [54,56]

∣p⟩ E>>mÐÐÐ→ ∣pH⟩ ≡ ∣p⟩, ∣p] E>>mÐÐÐ→ ∣pH] ≡ ∣p]. (6.54)

Despite its convenience, the unbolding procedure must be used carefully, particularly in the case
of 3-point amplitudes, because it could lead to ill-defined results such as 0/0.

More formally, the high-energy limit can be defined via the redefinition ∣pL⟩ =m∣p̂L⟩, ∣pL] =
m∣p̂L], and then taking m → 0 for fixed E and Λ [54, 56]. This can be thought as equivalent
to take E → ∞ with the masses and E/Λ held constant. To avoid divergences and keep the
particles on-shell, this limit should be understood in the complex plane.

How does the high-energy limit affect the amplitudes? Using the expansion in Eq. 6.51, it
is easy to see that any amplitude decomposes into different spin states of the external particles
as,

M{I1...I2S} =∑
h

((ξ+,I)S+h (ξ−,I)S−h)
{I1...I2S}

Mh, (6.55)

where we write it sketchily for the case of only one massive particle of spin S, with h = −S, −S +
1, ..., S. The expansion is trivially generalisable. Therefore, the high-energy behaviour of each
helicity configuration can be obtained by applying it individually to each Mh. The latter are
extracted directly from the above expansion because, with appropriate conventions [56], each
symmetrised combination of ξ+ and ξ− of a particle can be identified with a different helicity
state.

Now, we will use this high-energy limit to justify the suppression by the mass or the cut-
off in 3-point amplitudes. We use the same amplitude that we computed in subsection 6.4.2,
M (1ψc ,2ψ,1V ). The use of the unbolding procedure leads straightforwardly to

[1∣3][2∣3]→ [1H ∣3H][2H ∣3H] = [1∣3][2∣3] ∼ E2,

⟨1∣3⟩⟨2∣3⟩→ ⟨1H ∣3H⟩⟨2H ∣3H⟩ = ⟨1∣3⟩⟨2∣3⟩ ∼ E2.
(6.56)

This quadratic growth with energy threatens perturbative unitarity unless E < Λ. Hence, the
coefficients cL/RψcψV should be suppressed by Λ, where the power of Λ is determined by the fact
that a linear growth with energy in a 3-point amplitude is acceptable [56].

Applying the same procedure to one of the other 2 spinor structures would render

⟨1∣3⟩[2∣3]→ ⟨1∣3⟩[2∣3] = −⟨1∣3∣2] = ⟨1∣ (1 + 2) ∣2] = 0, (6.57)

where we have used momentum conservation. The same result is obtained with [1∣3]⟨2∣3⟩. This
a direct consequence of the peculiar 3-particle kinematics [56,305]. It also means that the leading
piece in the high-energy limit must include at least one spinor of the type ∣iL] (or ∣iL⟩) and hence
it will grow at most linearly with energy and one of the brackets will be ∼m. Since such growth
is acceptable for 3-particle amplitudes, the coefficients cRL0ψcψV can be suppressed just by a mass,
which will cancel with one of the brackets at high-energy. This interaction, valid up to infinite
energy, might be generated by renormalisable operators from a Lagrangian point of view.
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6.5 A case of study: VVh and VVhh
In this last section, we will study the on-shell amplitudes V V h and V V hh, with V = W, Z.
These amplitudes are interesting because their tree-level coupling in the SM obey a specific
relation due to gauge symmetry:

(gSMV V h)
2

2m2
V

= gSMV V hh. (6.58)

In several popular BSM scenarios, gV V h and gV V hh receive corrections that break the SM rela-
tion [332]. Moreover, this relation is also characteristic from the Higgs doublet structure. Hence,
these amplitudes offer the opportunity to study deviations from the SM, possible ways to disen-
tangle different BSM scenarios, a place where to look for differences between SMEFT and HEFT
and a window into the nature of EWSB and the elementariness of the Higgs boson [332]. Also,
if computed in enough generality, they could be easily extrapolated to models with additional
scalars and vector bosons.

Ref. [55] already studied these amplitudes focusing on the SM case, here we extend such
study to include more BSM contributions. With the inclusion of additional structures we pursue
questions such as: Is there a high energy limit that prefers the SM or some other specific BSM
scenario? Can these scattering amplitudes give us a new way to distinguish between different
UV completions? What are the Lorentz structures that dominate the corrections to the SM at
high energies and how are they generated? How much generality can we gain by computing with
these techniques in comparison to the use of dimension-6 SMEFT operators?

We start by looking a the 3-point massive on-shell amplitude for 2 equal spin-1 bosons V
and a scalar h, which can be written as [55,56]

M (1V ,2V ,3h) =
cRV V h
Λ
[1∣2]2 + c

0
V V h

mV
[1∣2]⟨1∣2⟩ + c

L
V V h

Λ
⟨1∣2⟩2. (6.59)

Its high-energy behaviour was studied in detail in Ref. [56] and we will not repeat it here.
The expression above includes all the possible spinor structures, independently of which UV
completion of the SM is realised. Notice that this amplitude can be generalised to the case
V V ′h with V ′ ≠ V by just renaming the coefficients.

The analysis of CP covariance of the V V h amplitude indicates that [1∣2]⟨1∣2⟩ is invari-
ant, while [1∣2]2 and ⟨1∣2⟩2 are exchanged one with each other. Making a connection with
Lagrangians, the latter two structures must be generated by broken-phase operators like

c±hV V
Λ
O± = c

±
hV V

Λ
hV ±µνV

±,µν , (6.60)

where V ±µν = (Vµν ∓ iṼ µν) /2, with Vµν and Ṽ µν the gauge field strength and its dual, and the co-
efficients being defined as c±hV V = chV V ± ic̃hV V . CP transformations will exchange c+hV V ↔ c−hV V
and then they will map directly onto the on-shell amplitude coefficients as c±hV V ↔ c

R/L
V V h [55].

We move onto the 4-point amplitude V V hh and start with its factorisable part, which we
will compute at tree-level. The only possible intermediate particles are scalar and vector bosons.
More precisely, a scalar boson can be exchanged via the s-channel and vector bosons are present
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in the t and u-channels. Diagrammatically,

1V

2V

3h

4h

RRRRRRRRRRRF
= ϕ̃

1V

2V

3h

4h

+ Ṽ

1V 3h

2V 4h

+

1V 4h

2V 3h

, (6.61)

where we identify the intermediate particles as ϕ̃ and Ṽ to indicate the possibility that they
might be different from the external ones.

The s-channel is particularly easy to compute since the cubic scalar coupling lacks any spinor
structure. The result is

Mϕ̃ (1V ,2V ,3h,4h)s × (s −m2
ϕ̃) =

−mhchhϕ̃
⎛
⎝
cRV V ϕ̃

Λ2
[1∣2]2 +

c0V V ϕ̃

mV
[1∣2]⟨1∣2⟩ +

cLV V ϕ̃

Λ2
⟨1∣2⟩2

⎞
⎠
.

Notice that the dimensionful part of the cubic scalar amplitude was arbitrarily chosen to be the
Higgs mass [56]. Moreover, the coefficients of the V V ϕ̃ vertex can be different from the ones in
Eq. (6.59). If there were several scalars that can be exchanged in the s-channel, each of them
will generate a contribution like the one in Eq. (6.62) and they have to be summed over.

The t-channel computation yields a rather more cumbersome result:

MṼ (1V ,2V ,3h,4h)t × (t −m2
Ṽ
) =

−
(c0
V Ṽ h
)
2

2
{
(m2

V +m2
Ṽ
) ⟨1∣2⟩[1∣2] −mV (⟨1∣2⟩⟨1∣p3∣2] + [1∣2][1∣p̄3∣2⟩) + [1∣p̄3∣2⟩⟨1∣p3∣2]

m2
V

}

−
cR
V Ṽ h

c0
V Ṽ h

Λ

mṼ

mV
(mV ⟨1∣2⟩[1∣2] − [1∣2][1∣p̄3∣2⟩ +mV [1∣2]2 − [1∣2]⟨1∣p3∣2]) −

(cR
V Ṽ h
)
2

Λ
2

m2
Ṽ
[1∣2]2

−
cL
V Ṽ h

c0
V Ṽ h

Λ

mṼ

mV
(mV ⟨1∣2⟩[1∣2] − ⟨1∣2⟩⟨1∣p3∣2] +mV ⟨1∣2⟩2 − ⟨1∣2⟩[1∣p̄3∣2⟩) −

(cL
V Ṽ h
)
2

Λ2
m2
Ṽ
⟨1∣2⟩2

−
cR
V Ṽ h

cL
V Ṽ h

Λ2
(m2

V (⟨1∣2⟩2 + [1∣2]2) + ([1∣p̄3∣2⟩)
2 + (⟨1∣p3∣2])2 − 2mV (⟨1∣2⟩[1∣p̄3∣2⟩ + [1∣2]⟨1∣p3∣2])) .

(6.62)
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The u-channel can be obtained in a fully analogous computation and the result is

MṼ (1V ,2V ′ ,3ϕ,4ϕ′)u × (u −m
2
Ṽ
) =

−
(c0
V Ṽ h
)
2

2
{
(m2

V +m2
Ṽ
) ⟨1∣2⟩[1∣2] +mV (⟨1∣2⟩[1∣p̄3∣2⟩ + [1∣2]⟨1∣p3∣2⟩) + [1∣p̄3∣2⟩⟨1∣p3∣2]

mVmV
}

−
cR
V Ṽ h

c0
V Ṽ h

Λ

mṼ

mV
(mV [1∣2]2 + [1∣2][1∣p̄3∣2⟩ +mV [1∣2]⟨1∣2⟩ + [1∣2]⟨1∣p3∣2]) −

(cR
V Ṽ h
)
2

Λ
2

m2
Ṽ
[1∣2]2

−
cL
V Ṽ h

c0
V Ṽ h

Λ

mṼ

mV
(mV ⟨1∣2⟩2 + ⟨1∣2⟩⟨1∣p3∣2] +mV ⟨1∣2⟩[1∣2] + ⟨1∣2⟩[1∣p̄3∣2⟩) −

(cL
V Ṽ h
)
2

Λ
2

m2
Ṽ
⟨1∣2⟩2

−
cL
V Ṽ h

cR
V Ṽ h

Λ
2

(m2
V (⟨1∣2⟩2 + [1∣2]2) + (⟨1∣p3∣2])

2 + ([1∣p̄3∣2⟩)2 + 2mV (⟨1∣2⟩⟨1∣p3∣2] + [1∣2][1∣p̄3∣2⟩)) .

(6.63)

We have derived this amplitude including all the non-renormalisable contributions, extending
the result in Ref. [55], which included only the renormalisable pieces.

The non-factorisable part of the 4-point amplitude can be written as

M (1V ,2V ,3h,4h)NF = c
(4,1)
V V hh[1∣2]⟨1∣2⟩ +

c
(6,1)
V V hh

Λ
2
[1∣p3∣1⟩[2∣p3∣2⟩ +

c
(6,2)
V V hh

Λ
2
[1∣2][1∣p3∣2⟩

+
c
(6,3)
V V hh

Λ
2
⟨1∣2⟩[1∣p3∣2⟩ +

c
(6,4)
V V hh

Λ
2
[1∣2]⟨1∣p3∣2] +

c
(6,5)
V V hh

Λ
2
⟨1∣2⟩⟨1∣p3∣2⟩

+
c
(6,6)
V V hh

Λ
2
⟨1∣2⟩2 +

c
(6,7)
V V hh

Λ
2
[1∣2]2 +

c
(8,1)
V V hh

Λ
4
([1∣p̄3∣2⟩2 − ⟨1∣p̄3∣2]2) ,

(6.64)

where the coefficient c(n,i) corresponds to a spinor structure that can be generated by broken-
phase operators of dimension d ≥ n and i is just an order label within the basis for a given
dimension n [330]. We have used the basis of spinor structures from Ref. [330] and the renor-
malisable part agrees with Ref. [55]. Notice that there is only one renormalisable spinor structure
and thus corresponds to the SM coupling. There are seven structures that correspond to opera-
tors of dimension ≥ 6 and only one that requires an operator of dimension ≥ 8. The assignment
of powers of the cutoff was performed according to the dimension n. Given that the main de-
viations from the SM are expected to come from operators of dimension 6, we will neglect the
term with c(8,1) during the rest of our analysis.

It is interesting to notice that there is no dimension-6 operator in SMEFT that can generate
these spinor structures labelled as c(6,i) [328]. Hence, they must be generated by operators that
have a dimension higher than 6 in the unbroken phase and the broken-phase cutoff must be
interpreted as 1/Λ2 = mn/Λn+2, with n > 0 and where n + 6 is the dimension of the unbroken-
phase operator. A further observation is that both the factorisable and non-factorisable pieces
are easily generalisable to the case where the external vector bosons and/or the external scalars
are not identical.

Our next step is studying the high-energy limit of this amplitude. First, we look for the
relation between the V V h and V V hh couplings found in the SM that ensures the unitari-
sation of vector boson scattering. In consequence, we will focus on the couplings that are
present in the SM, and we will ignore all the spinor structures with coefficients suppressed by
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Λ. We are interested in the configuration with longitudinal polarisation for both vector bosons,
M (10V ,20V ,3h,4h), where the superscript for the vector bosons indicate their polarisation, since
this is the only configuration that might display a growth with energy in the SM [55,332]. The
analysis we will perform here was done previously in Ref. [332] and [55], here we will repeat it
in a slightly more detailed way that in the latter and emphasize some interesting aspects.

In the high-energy limit, the factorisable part of the V V hh amplitude shows a quadratic
growth with the energy that comes from the t and u channels,

M (10V ,20V ,3h,4h)F =M (1
0
V ,2

0
V ,3h,4h)t+u +O (

1

mV
)

= −
(c0
V Ṽ h
)
2

2m2
V

t + u
tu
⟨1H ∣3H⟩[3H ∣2H]⟨2H ∣3H⟩[3H ∣1H] +O (

1

mV
)

= −
(c0
V Ṽ h
)
2

2m2
V

(t + u) +O ( 1

mV
) .

(6.65)

The s-channel gives only sub-leading contributions since it behaves as a constant at high-energies.
The non-factorisable part of the amplitude, restricted to renormalisable interactions, also shows
a similar growth:

M (10V ,20V ,3h,4h)NF = c
(4,1)
V V hh⟨1H ∣2H⟩[1H ∣2H] +O(

1

mV
)

= −c(4,1)V V hhs +O(
1

mV
) ,

(6.66)

where we neglect the terms of c(4,1)V V hh that might depend on Mandelstam variables, since they
are properly suppressed by powers of Λ. Putting both pieces together, we have

M (10V ,20V ,3h,4h) = −c
(4,1)
V V hh s −

(c0
V Ṽ h
)
2

2m2
V

(t + u) +O( 1

mV
)

=
⎛
⎜⎜
⎝

(c0
V Ṽ h
)
2

2m2
V

− c(4,1)V V hh

⎞
⎟⎟
⎠
s +O( 1

mV
) ,

(6.67)

since s + t + u = 0 in the high-energy limit.
A growth with the square of the energy in a 4-point amplitude constitutes a violation of

unitarity and hence must be forbidden in a renormalisable theory like the SM. To cancel such
behaviour we must impose

(c0
V Ṽ h
)
2

2m2
V

= c(4,1)V V hh. (6.68)

It can be checked straightforwardly that this relation is satisfied by the SM after identifying

c0
V Ṽ h
∣
SM
=
⎧⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎩

g2mW for V =W
g2

2cW
mZ for V = Z

, c
(4,1)
V V hh∣SM =

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎩

g22
2 for V =W
g22
8c2W

for V = Z
, (6.69)

where g2 is the SU(2)L gauge coupling and cW = cos (θW ) is the cosine of Weinberg’s angle.
Now, let us make some remarks about this result. First, we derived Eq. (6.68) without assum-
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ing anything on which or how many scalars are exchanged in the s-channel, since the energy
behaviour of such channel is blind to those details.

Second, Eq. (6.68) makes explicit that the condition exists even when the virtual vector
boson is not identical to the external ones. If several species of spin-1 bosons can be exchanged
in the t and u channels, the left-hand side of Eq. (6.68) should include a sum over them. Notice
that in Ref. [56] the amplitude WZh was not considered because electric charge conservation is
assumed. Here, we do not assume a priori such conservation and therefore V Ṽ h is allowed.

Third, it is interesting to analyse in which BSM scenarios this cancellation is spoiled. Under
the assumption that no other spinor structure enters in the leading piece in Eq. (6.67), all
the BSM effects will be encoded as corrections to c

(4,1)
V V hh and c0

V Ṽ h
at higher orders in 1/Λ

(notice that we are again just keeping the constant piece of c(4,1)V V hh). Hence, from 6.68 one
can derive cancellation conditions order by order in 1/Λ. A simple matching to dimension-6
SMEFT operators shows that these are violated for any modification of these couplings at order
1/Λ2 [332].

Now, we analyse the high-energy limit of the whole non-factorisable piece of the amplitude,
which is absent from the literature so far. The objective of this is two-fold. On one hand,
it allows us to identify what kind of growth with energy is generated by the different spinor
structures. On the other hand, thanks to this procedure we can identify which final polarisation
states might be more interesting to probe a certain type of spinor structure. For a full connection
with similar studies using SMEFT, an identification of the higher-dimensional operators that
generate the different spinor structures is required and is left for future work.

Polarisation Coefficient Spinor structure

+000
c
(6,1)
V V hh

Λ
2 −⟨1L∣3H⟩[1H ∣3H]u

c
(6,2)
V V hh

Λ
2 [1H ∣2H] [1H ∣3H][2H ∣3H] u

−000
c
(6,1)
V V hh

Λ
2 [1L∣3H]⟨1H ∣3H⟩u

c
(6,5)
V V hh

Λ
2 ⟨1H ∣2H⟩ ⟨1H ∣3H⟩⟨2H ∣3H⟩u

0 + 00
c
(6,1)
V V hh

Λ
2 −⟨2L∣3H⟩[2H ∣3H]t

c
(6,4)
V V hh

Λ
2 [2H ∣1H] [2H ∣3H][1H ∣3H]t

0 − 00
c
(6,1)
V V hh

Λ
2 [2L∣3H]⟨2H ∣3H⟩t

c
(6,3)
V V hh

Λ
2 ⟨1H ∣2H⟩ ⟨2H ∣3H⟩⟨1H ∣3H⟩t

Table 6.5.1: Pieces of the amplitudeM (1V ,2V ,3h,4h)NF that grow like E3 in the high-energy
limit. The polarisation in the first column is given in the order 1V 2V 3h 4h.

There are several polarization states where there is a growth with energy. The one that grows
the fastest, as E4, is the fully longitudinal, and for such state the expression of the amplitude
reduces to

M (10V ,20V ,3h,4h)NF ÐÐÐÐÐ→m/E→0

c
(6,1)
V V hh

Λ
2
[1H ∣3H]⟨1H ∣3H⟩[2H ∣3H]⟨2H ∣3H⟩ =

c
(6,1)
V V hh

Λ
2

t u, (6.70)
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where we notice that this growth is due only to the spinor structure [1∣p3∣1⟩[2∣p3∣2⟩. We
have preferred to use spinor structures that depend only on independent variables, giving up
explicit Bose symmetry. However, the latter can be restored by using momentum conserva-
tion and relations among different spinor structures. The explicitly Bose symmetric version of
[1∣p3∣1⟩[2∣p3∣2⟩ is ([1∣p3∣1⟩[2∣p4∣2⟩ + [1∣p4∣1⟩[2∣p3∣2⟩), which clearly indicates that it must be
generated by an operator containing ∂µh∂νhV

µV ν . Off-shell gauge-symmetric operators that
contain such structure are dimension-8 operators such as Q(1)

H4 = (DµH
†DνH) (DνH†DµH) and

Q
(1)
W 2H2D2 = (DµH†DνH)W I

µρW
I,ρ
ν [44]. A precise matching to a basis of dimension-8 operators

is left for future work.

Polarization Coefficient Spinor structure
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Table 6.5.2: Pieces of the amplitudeM (1V ,2V ,3h,4h)NF that grow like E2 in the high-energy
limit.

Then, there are 5 operators that generate a growth with the cube of the energy, ∼ E3. This
happens in the final states where one of the vector bosons is longitudinally polarized and the
other is transverse. The terms of the amplitude with such growth are displayed in Table 6.5.1.
It is remarkable that c(6,1)V V hh also generates this growth. The other terms correspond to the
spinor structure [1∣2][1∣p3∣2⟩ and its conjugates and permutations. The amplitudes with purely
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transversely polarized vector bosons grow at most like the square of the energy and we collect
their expressions in Table 6.5.2.

6.6 Conclusions
In this chapter, we have explored one of the many trails towards new theoretical tools to describe
what we know. Our hope is that by looking with a different lens we do not only uncover features
that had been overlooked but, most importantly, discover a new path forward. Just as the rise
of symmetries led us to a deeper understanding in the middle of the 20th century, this might be
the time to find a new paradigm [22,23].

In the first sections, we showed how a relatively old tool, massless helicity spinors, can help
us to compute more efficiently the quantities we need to compare with experimental results. We
remarked how this technique is rooted in properties of the Lorentz group and how they also give
a constructive principle for certain theories. However, the biggest leap forward comes from the
generalisation of this technique to the massive case for all masses and spins, that we explored
from Section 6.3 onwards.

We reviewed the massive helicity spinor formalism and explained how to use it to build
on-shell scattering amplitudes that give a description equivalent to EFTs, but with fewer as-
sumptions and greater generality. Then, we took some particular amplitudes, V V h and V V hh
and showed how their detailed study can bring some insights into how BSM effects might appear
in observables.

There is still much work left to do in this field and it constitutes one of the most promising
avenues to explore in the near future. Some future directions are the systematic matching to UV
models, which might bring further insight via the identification of classes of spinor structures
that are typical of certain UV scenarios. Two more specific questions related to it are which
are the imprints that partial compositeness leaves in scattering amplitudes and how could we
distinguish the existence of additional compact, possibly warped, space-time dimensions. The
application of this formalism to EFTs with CP-odd scalars, such as axion EFTs, is another
interesting direction to explore.
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Appendix to Chapter 6

6.A Spinor conventions

6.A.1 Generalities

We use the mostly minus metric,

ηµν = ηµν = diag (+1,−1,−1,−1) , (6.71)

which implies p2 =m2 > 0 for massive particles. We define the gamma matrices as

γµ = (
0 (σµ)αβ̇

(σµ)α̇β 0
) , γ5 = iγ0γ1γ2γ3 = (−1 0

0 1
) . (6.72)

The definition of σµαα̇ and σβ̇βµ was already given in the main text (see Eq. (6.2) and text
above it). Here, we note the following relation between them:

σµαα̇σ
β̇β
µ = 2δβαδ

β̇
α̇. (6.73)

We define the Levi-Civita 2-dimensional tensors as

ϵIJ = ϵαβ = ϵα̇β̇ = −ϵIJ = −ϵαβ = −ϵα̇β̇ = (
0 1
−1 0

) . (6.74)

Finally, our symmetrisation conventions are as follows. Given two different tensors AI and
BJ , we define their symmetric combination as

A{IBJ} =
⎧⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎩

AIBI if I = J
1√
2
(AIBJ +AJBI) if I ≠ J . (6.75)

If both tensors turn out to be equal, we have the much simpler

AIAJ = A{IAJ}. (6.76)

These conventions agree with the ones in Ref. [56].

6.A.2 Massless and massive spinors

For completeness, the decomposition of a massive momentum into spinors with raised indices is

pα̇α = ϵIJ λ̃α̇I λαJ = −λ̃
I,α̇
λαJ = −∣p]I,α̇⟨p∣αI . (6.77)
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In the high-energy limit, the decomposition becomes

pα̇α = ∣pH]α̇⟨pH ∣α + ∣pL]α̇⟨pL∣α. (6.78)

And the identification between the helicity spinors and the usual 4D Dirac spinors is

uI(p) = ( ∣p⟩
I
α

∣p]I,α̇) , vI(p) = ( ∣p⟩
I
α

−∣p]I,α̇) , (6.79)

uI(p) = (−⟨p∣αI [p∣I,α̇) , vI(p) = (⟨p∣αI [p∣I,α̇) , (6.80)

where we follow the conventions in Ref. [56].
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Chapter 7

Conclusion

“The effort to understand the Universe is one of the very few things which
lifts human life a little above the level of farce and gives it some of the
grace of tragedy. ”

— Steven Weinberg, The First Three Minutes (1982), Epilogue, p. 155

The era of the SM as the most successful model of nature in the history of mankind is
known to have an end, but how soon it will come is unclear. Models that claimed to be natural
successor the SM were created and promoted long before the latter was even fully confirmed.
Yet, there is no warranty that the current generation of experiments will give us an undisputable
and unambiguous proof of a change of era. A clear sign of what lies at the dawn of the BSM
era seems unlikely. Probably, never before in the history of Physics we have seen more strongly
this duality between the certainty of knowing that we need something else and not finding more
evidence about what that is. This makes our times particularly perplexing, intriguing, and open
to breakthroughs.

The absence of a clear preferred path forward can be seen as the perfect opportunity to
reconsider and improve our tools as we keep exploring in all directions. Only this will ensure the
continuous exploration and, very importantly, that we can extract all the possible information
from of what we find. This reassessment process, in order to maximise the discovery potential
of future explorations, is a yarn that runs all throughout this thesis.

Chapters 1 and 2 just laid out the current situation of particle physics in detail and presented
in great generality some of the tools we expect to use in the future to uncover BSM Physics.
In Chapter 3, we showed how two of those tools, EFTs and FCC-hh, could be used together in
the future to look for BSM Physics. More precisely, we studied the V h production process in
the leptonic diphotonic channel, a process that could be studied for the first time at FCC-hh.
This showcases the full potential of such proposed experiment. Furthermore, with the limited
information that we have now, we optimised the observables to probe BSM Physics as deeply
as possible. Additionally, we showed how the precision measurements we propose for FCC-hh
could improve the results obtained with more precision-focused experiments like FCC-ee and
CEPC, highlighting the complementarity between different kinds of colliders.

Studies like the one in Chapter 3 are relevant not only to strengthen the case for building a
particular collider, but also to help in optimising the design parameter of its detectors. Their
importance is rooted in our duty to allow our future selves and the upcoming generations of
humans to explore nature with the best possible tools.

The importance of having a deep theoretical understanding of the models that we use was
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showed in Chapters 4 and 5. There, we revisited the relations between EFTs and anomalies.
First, in Chapter 4, we checked that SMEFT at dimension 6 is free of gauge anomalies from
triangle diagrams for arbitrary values of its WCs.

Second, in Chapter 5, we revisited the relation between mixed global-gauge anomalies and
axion couplings to gauge bosons in an axion EFT. We found that the anomalies do not always
determine the axion coupling, despite doing it in the best known cases of photons and gluons.
The relations is broken by the presence of heavy fermions that are chiral under the massive
gauge boson in consideration. This does not lead to phenomenological consequences for the
case of chiral abelian gauge bosons, and indeed the relation can be restored via a smart choice
when building the UV model. However, the case of chiral non-abelian gauge bosons leads to the
appearance of clear phenomenological consequences in the form of the violation of certain sum
rules. Such phenomenon turns out to be an IR indicator of the presence of a chiral extension
of the SM. In this way, we connected two topics that have not been on the main spotlight in
recent times: axion couplings to non-abelian chiral gauge bosons, like the W and Z, and chiral
extensions of the SM.

The sum rules found in Chapter 5 are a prime example of how a better theoretical under-
standing can sharpen our interpretation of the experimental results, making a measurement
more meaningful. As we uncover this additional knowledge we delimit better our ignorance and
leave a higher shoulder for others (or us) to stand on in the future.

Finally, Chapter 6 shows an effort to find new paradigms, in this case by revisiting old
techniques. The development of the helicity spinors techniques have led to a second youth for
the scattering amplitudes approach, which had been left in a secondary role since the 70s. Even
though the computation of scattering amplitudes was never abandoned because they are an
unavoidable intermediate step between QFT and the experiments, their properties had been
seen as just an inheritance from QFT. Now, when the field is ripe enough to make further
progress, we have explored how they can be used to parametrise BSM Physics and rediscover
phenomena that were thought as hallmarks of QFT and gauge symmetries. Deeper insights
about BSM Physics might be extracted from this approach in the near future.

This is a time when we have to reflect on how we are exploring nature, on which questions
we are asking and will ask in the future. This thesis has showed just a very few ways of how
to do it, yet it still covers short and long-term future. We hope that some of the techniques
and results stay relevant in the next few decades. Meanwhile, there are many other directions
to chart. We leave the exposition of precise future directions to the conclusions of each chapter
due to the variety of topics covered in them and we give here just a brief general outlook.

On one hand, the profound (re)study of our theoretical tools is growing and starting to give
more fruits. The positivity constraints and Scattering Amplitudes program are both attract-
ing more and more attention and starting to render results of phenomenological relevance, so
their connection to experimental results and to UV models should be a fertile field in the next
decade. On the other hand, we can not forget that the transition of the community from a
resonance-search mindset towards an EFT and precision measurements one is recent, given the
high expectations of finding BSM particles at the LHC. Hence, we must keep thinking about ob-
servables, how to interpret measurements in terms of EFTs, and what they are telling us about
the UV. This is vital to not miss the opportunities brought by LHC and its high-luminosity
runs and extract as much information about nature as we can. What we might find during the
exploration escapes the frontiers of our imagination and that is a strong reason to keep doing it.
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